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CHAPTER 10 

IMPl~CT OF MISSILES AND SPACE ON ;'MTIONAL 
ORGANIZATION AND STH.ATEGY 

1. The '}efense Reorganization Act of 1958 

In the aftermath of Sputnik many Americans were inclined to 
blame interservice rivalry and "service bi( :erings" within the 
Department of Defe:lse for the lag in the development of American 
missile-space technology. In an address to the i\merican people on 
7 November 1957, President Eisenhower stated that "such things as 
alleged inter-service competition" would "not be allow~·to create 
even the suspicion of harm to our scientific and development 
program." °In his State of the Union message to Congress on 9 
January 1958, Eisenhower noted tha t "[ s] orne of the important new 
weapons which technology has produced do not fit into any existing 
service pattern" and that some of them "defy classification accord
ing to branch of service." As soon as studies were completed 
Eisenhower promised to send Congress a recommendation for a defense 
reorganization that would "achieve real unity" and "end inter
service disputes."l 

At the conclusion of its exhaustive air power ilearings, 
Senator StuDrt Symington's speo:::ial investigating SUbCOillwiLt",e had 
already made recommendations regarding a need for defense organiza
tion in a report made public on 25 January 1957. This report charged 
that the Department of Defense had "permitted duplication, even 
triplification, among the three services in the development and 
production of missiles," had "permitted cOlOparable waste in the 
allocation to the three services of respons.ibi4ty in the missile 
field," and had "delayed in giving overriding priority to the 
ballistic missile program." The Symington subcollunittee concluded: 
"The duplicating approach characteristic of many research and devel
opment programs in the Department of Defense, along with the dollar 
limitations established for such programs, has retarded needed 
modernization of weapon systems. These policies have retarded im
portant scientific breakthroughs. They contrast with Soviet policies 
which have produced extraordinary Soviet progress in the research 
and development field. "2 

Many of the witnesses who appeared before the numerous 
Congressional committees that investigated missile and space problems 
in the winter of 1957-58 agreed at least by inference with President 
Eisenhower's apparent belief that interservice rivalry had con
tributed to a lag in technological development. Supporting such an 
idea when he appeared before Senator Lyndon B. Johnson's Preparedness 
Investigating Subcorrunittee in December 1957, Dr. Wernher von Braun 
suggested that a "National Space Agency" ought to be set up either 
under the Secretary of Defense or as an independent agency, with its 
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own budget and an in-house master planning organization '\mere 
competent people would plan a course of action, a stepwise course 
of action, on how to proceed to attain certain milestones. For 
example., to put a man into orbit on a returnable basis within the 
next 5 years, and to have a :r.anned space station, say, in 10 years. "3 
President Eisenhower's scientific adviser, Dr. James R. Killian, had 
written that "it is unreasonable to expect that ideas for radically 
new weapons will come from the military services." Elaborating this 
theme in an appearance before the Johnson subcommitte~, Dr. J. 
Sterling Livingston, a Harvard University Professor of Business 
Administration, urged that radically new weapons had seldom been 
developed to fill military requirements. "I recommend," Livingston 
said, "that we bypass our existing decisiorunaking process in weapons 
development and that responsibility for the development of radically 
new weapons and scientific equipment, such as earth satellites and 
space·vehicles, be transferred to an independent scientific agency 
outside the Defense Establishment. This agency should have full 
authority to take advantage of scientific breakthroughs without 
approval or concurrence of the military services. . • • As soon as 
one of the military services establishes an approved requirement for 
any weapon under development, appropriate arrangements should be made 
to transfer responsibility for the production of that weapon to the 
service. Thus, the militafY services should be considered as 
customers of this agency." Apparently giving some weight to rec
ommendations such as these, the Senate Preparedness Investigating 
Subcommittee reco~nended on 23 January 1958 that decisive 8ctioo 
should be taken to· "reorganize the structure ot the Defense 
Establishment" and to "accelerate and expand research and development 
programs, provide funding on a long-term basis, and improve control 
and administration within the Department of Defense or through the 
establishment of an independent agency. 115 

* * * * 
Since the days of Mitchell and Patrick Air Force leaders had 

traditionally favored closer unification of the Armed Services, and, 
early in 1956 when the Soviet Union appeared to be making greater 
technological progress than the United States, the Air Force opened a 
campaign aiming toward a new reorganization of the Department of 
Defense. In a lecture delivered at the National War College, General 
Twining stated that the matter of organizing defenses and using new 
weapons most effectively was of equal importance with the technolog
ical race. "Even today," he pointed out, uour weapons are far ahead 
of our doctrines and concepts for using them. . . • The real race 
with the Soviets is to achieve the best doctrines, the best strategy 
and tactics with new weapons." Twining warned that each service was 
attempting to attain "service self-sufficiency," whereas most tasks 
were becoming the co~on objectives of all three services. From his 
point of view as Chief of Staff of the Air Force, Twining stated that 
he personally favored the idea of a single service, but he noted that 
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such ideas had been studied and rejected many times, and be doubted 
that they would be accepted except as a war-induced emergency 
measure. His main hope for increased service unification lay in the 
establishment of unified commands. "From unified conmands," he said, 
'~e get requirements for forces and weapons needed for clearly de
fined tasks. In this respect, they differ from requireulents that 
develop when you try to plan for meeting all kinds of war, in all 
areas, with all kinds of weapons. fI Twining favored the creation of 
additional unified commands: a joint Strategic Air Comn~nd, for 
example, should be established along the lines of the Continental 
Air Defense Command. In Wlified commands, men of all services could 
become identified as members of a common mission--men of an "oriented 
force ... 6 

In its report of Twining's address the Washington Daily ~ 
asserted that the Air Force had begun Itblowing the bugles for closer 
unification and eventual merger of the Army, Navy, Marines and Air 
Force. ,,7 This assertion appeared to have some validity. In his 
testimony before the Symington subcommittee in April 1956, General 
Spaatz had already stated that the Department of Defense should be 
organized "with a single military chief of staff under the Secretary 
of Defense plus a general staff. tiS In a speech in San Francisco on 
1 June 1956, General White had pOinted out that new weapons were 
causing the roles and missi.ons of the services to overlap more and 
more. In order to provide CJ military organization "that will help 
us all to be free of conflicting service loyalties and confusing 
influences," White favored further integration of forces into joint 
commands and a free transfer. of officers between the services. In 
an appearance on a national television program on 3 June 1956, Mr. 
Finletter stated that it was "absolutely necessary that we coordinate 
all of these three services and put them into a single service." 
During 1956, Mr. Gill Robb Wilson, President of the Air Force 
Association, Professor Barton Leach, Bnd retired Lieutenant General 
Quesada endorsed an integration of the military services. 9 

In an article published during the winter of 1956-57, Colonel 
Albert P. Sights, Jr., a member of the policy Division of the Air 
Force Directorate of Plans, provided a suggested blueprint to the 
way in which United States national defense forces could be orga
nized to accomplish the "basic tasks" of defense deriving from the 
national objectives. Sights conceived that the basic national
defense tasks were the maintenance of ~uclear deterrence, continental 
defense, a strategic reserve, and peripheral defenses in the Atlantic 
and Pacific. He visualized that the various combat functions that 
were dispersed in seventeen unified, specified, and single-service
responsible organizations ought to betonsolidated into five auton
omous task-centered combat conmands, which could be designated as 
the Strategic Atomic, Continental Defense, Pacific Defense, rttlantic 
Defense, and Strategic Reserve Commands. A Chief of Military 
Operations should be appointed to provide a centralized direction 
and control of these combat forces in peace and war. The three 
military services should be reduced to supporting elements of the 
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combat organization. The Secretary of Defense should be provided 
with an expanded civilian and military staff to assist him in 
direccing the combat or~anization and the three support conunands. 10 

While this discussion was prc3ressing, Secretary Wilson manifest 
little concern for "mat he described a.i the "wagic formula" of 
"complete unification." "The stiLling of intelligent discussions 
for the sake of unanimity," Wilso'r, thought, "will not guanmtee the 
perfect answer. More importantly, it is foreign to our concept of 
a free society. II He opposed a single .',rmed Forces chief oi staif as 
"a dangerous thing" which would "risk military dicta torship in our 
country. /I Wilson freely ad,nitted that he had encouraged service 
rivalry in the development of new weapons and he saw no reason why 
he coulri not at an appropriate ti:Il~ "sill1ply interpret how the r.ew 
weapons can fit into the previously agreed division of respon
Sibility. "11 Speaking as Chairma,1 of l.:he Joint '~hie£s of Staff, 
Admiral Radford suggested that Finletter's advocacy of a single 
service and a .single uniform "would not solve Q •• ything . . . we 
would still have compartmentation within this single uniform." 
Radford aiso thought that a single ~,rmed Forces chief of staff would 
have a very difficult life. "His lot probably \vould be an unhappy 
one because he really would not have the autnority that his title 

would imply unless we changed our sys tem of government. 1112 
Representing long-standing Navy views, t.dmiral Arleigh Burke, 

Chief of Naval Opel:'ations, flatly opposed.a single Armed Services 
Chief of staff. "If you have a single Chief of Staif," Bud~e main
tained, "with the power of decisior. and with authority to develop 
his staff as he sees fit, sooner or Later he can . . . develop an 
organization that is case hardened on the outside. . . . He can 
develop his own systems, and some timl~, sOllie day sOinebody can 
misuse that." Touching on the suggestion that the Joint Chiefs cf 
Staff might be separated from their services and made into a high
level strategic planning body, Burke argued: "The trouble with 
separating the chiefs from the chiefs of services is that when you 
don't have the responsibility for something it's awfully easy to 
tell people what to do. . .. Another thing is that for a Joint Chief 
to be effective he must know his answers .... He's got .•. to 
really know the basic things concerning his service pertaining to 
the problems which the chiefs are trying to solve. 1113 Even though 
Twining officially favored a single service and a single Armed 
Forces chief of staff as a matter of policy, he was personally 
willing to admit that he had some reservations on both matters. "I 
think it would be less expensive than the present organization, II he 
said. "However, I still feel," he added, "that the three services 
watching each other is a pretty healthy thing, because no one caL1 get 
really off the beam. With a single service you might get a sort of 
military dynasty built up that could make a realy bad mistake for 
the United States."l4 

Acting as a pub1ic service in the national interest a study 
panel of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund had provided llIany of the 
recommendations that had been implemented in the Department of 
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Defe~se reprganization of 1953, and in Nover.1ber 195ti a grouping of 
seven panels assembled by the Rvckefeller Fund began to consider 
national problem areas in tenus "f the future. Some nineteen 
distinguished citizens served on Panel II, "International Security-
The Military Aspect," whose-''report was prepared under the direc:tion 
of Henry A. Kissing:;!r and was released lat.! i.n 1957. This report 
forecasted four trends that weuld be of partic'ollar importance to 
national security: weapons technology would become increasingly 
complax, the rate of technological chan~e would increasingly com
plicate the tasl~ of defense relative to offense, the Soviet Bloc 
would continue to gain in over-all military strength, and the con
cept of scarcity in nuclear weapons would disappear from the defense 
calculations of the United States, the Soveit Uaion, and t.o a lesser 
extent Great Britain. Based on this strategic estimate the panel 
deRcribed three major defects in the organization of the Department 
of Defense: (1) The roles and missions assigned to the individual 
military services had become competitive rather than complementary 
because they were out of accord with weapons technology and the 
principal nlilitary threats to national policy. (2) The organization 
and responsibilities of the Joint Chiefs of Staff precluded the 
aevelopment of a comprehensive and coherent national defense 
doctrine. (3) The Secretary of Defense was so burdened wj~h the 
negative tasks of trying to arbitrate and control interservLce 
disputes that he could not play his fuE positive part .Ln the 
initiation and development of high military policy. is 

In order to remedy the central weaknesses which it described 
as inherent in the existing organization of the Depar~ment of Def~nse, 
the Rockefeller panel recomme~.ded changes in servic"! rolls and 
missions, in the status of the Joint Chiefs of Statf, and in the 
authority of the Secretary of Defense. In the matter of roles a~d 
missions, the panel recommended that the military departments be 
reIr.oved from the channel of operational cOlllmand and be charged to 
support the unified operational commands. It further recotlullended 
that all operational milita~y forces of the United States should be 
organized into unified comntan~s to perfor~ missions dictated by 
strategic requirements. The units assigned to each unified ccmillander 
should be organic to his conunand and not simply placed under his 
temporary operational control. Since the Chainnan of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff \01as believed to be the "only member who cCin give his 
full-time attention to problems of over-all strategic doctrine," the 
panel considered it logical that the Chairman should ba designated 
as the principal military adviser to the Secretary of Defense and to 
the President. The Chiefs of the Services would continua to serve 
on the Joint Chiefs of Staff but only as advisers to the Chairman 
on logistics, training, and procurement. The Chairman should also 
control the staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which would be 
organized on a joint basis. In order to develop a group of top 
officers who could "transcend the thinking of anyone service," the 
panel recomntended that all officers above the equivalent rank of 
brigadier general should receive their permanent promotions frmA the 
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Department ':Jf Defense and should become officers of the Armed Forces 
of the United States. Under the existing organization the panel 
conceived thJ'lt the Secretary of Deiense was a referee who could 
handle disputes only after they came to him in hardened form. In 
order to strengthen the Secretary's position, the pa.~el recommended 
that the line of operational command should run from the President 
and the Secretary of Defense to the functional commanders through 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It recommended that the 
line of logistical command should be from the President through the 
Secretary of Defensp. to the Secretaries of the three military de
partments. The panel also recommended that the Secretary of Defense 
be given absolute powers over research and development and over 
procurement. Its report stated: "The Secretar~' of Defense should be 
given authority over all research, development and procurement. He 
shOUld have the right of cancellation and transier of service 
progrslTIs together with their appropriatiol\s. He should also be 
given a direct appropriation for the conduct of rrgearch and devel
opment prograws at the Defense Department level." 

The Rockfeller panel report was especially critical of what it 
ciescribed as the "service bias" of the members of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. It asserted that "the Joint Chiefs of Staff functions too 
often as a committee of partisan adversaries engaged in advancing 
service strategic plans and compromising service differences. Too 
little in present arrangements permits the Chief of Staff time and 
opportunity to think spontaneously or comprehensively about over-all 
strategic problems. The result is that our military plans for 
meeting foreseeable threats tend to be a patchwork of compromise 
between conflicting strategic concepts or simply the uncoordinated 
war plans of the severCll services . .,ll Otr..er supposedly informed men 
supported this same criticism. Thus on 25 November 1957 Dr. Vannevar 
Bush asserted that the Join, Chiefs of StaL': ~lad never bet(l able to 
prepare a "unitary" war plan. "The services themselves, II he said, 
It ••• have prepared war plans, all different, each one of them the 
best they can produce. From there on, there has been no means by 
which those could 1m brought into a unitary plan. II Bush t s solution 
was to put the preparation of war plans into the hands of three 
senior officers (retired officers brought back to active duty if 
they were the right men) who would be detached from all further 
obligation to their individual services. liThe essential thing," 
Bush said, "is that in one way or ar.other we get the thing we are 
looking for, namely a unified war plan. ,,18 

Virtually no one'in authority agreed with the assertions of the 
Rockefeller panel and of Dr. Bush that the Joint Chiefs of S':aff had 
failed to agree on war plans. l9 While testifying before the Senate 
Preparedness Investigating Subco~nittee early in 1958, the Joint 
Chiefs agreed that they seldom had specific difficulties in arr~v~ng 
at a joint approval of war plans and related operational matters. 
War plans were based on capabilities and military forces in being. 
Nost disputes arose froom a competition for funds and related 
resources needed to increase and improve the forces of the future. 20 
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General White emphasized that split decisions were actually "rare" 
and were not unwholesome, since minority views were not ridden be
cause a majority might oppose them. "I feel," White said, "that 
numbers do not necessarily make for correct decisions. There can 
be good results from JCS splits provided higher authority resolves 
the issue with unequivocal decision. fl2l General Taylor estimated 
that out of 2,977 Joint Chiejs of Staff actions in the period bet~en 
October 1955 and March 1959 only 23 split papers were forwarded to 
the Secretary of Defense. 22 These split papers dealt with important 
subjects upon which compromise was impossible. "There is always," 
White explained, "tremendous self-imposed r-ressure to do the best 
job possible because agreement among the Chiefs on military matters 
ought ordinarily to result in the best solution of the problem. 
Based upon past experience, I consider that a compromise solution 
of a military problem arrived at by the Joint Chiefs of Staff is 
usually better than a compromise decision made by civilian 
authority."23 "If the Joint Chiefs of Staff sent nothing but unan
imous recommendations forward to the Secretary of Defense," Admiral 
Burke observed, "then we should be apprehensive because it would 
mean either that the Joint Chiefs were lOSing their competence, 
their sincerity, or their expertness, or that the services themselves 
were becoming ineffective, unready, or insensitive to their duties 
in national security. "24 

Each of toe members of the Joint Chiet:s of Staff agreed that 
their "two-hat" workload as servi.ce chief ar.d member of the Joint 
Chiefs was extremely burdensome, but they believed that the nation's 
chief military planners, as General Twining put it, had to be 
"intimately acquainted on a day-to-day basis with the operating 
capability and effectiveness of their own services."25 "If you 
divorce the Chiefs of Staff from their services," General White 
thought, "then the. .man who gives the orders and lays the plans has 
no re~ponsibility for carrying them out, and that makes it pretty 
rlifficult for the other fellow, whoever does have to carry thee 
out.,,26 Admiral Burke was even more positive: "The responsibility 
stemming from the importance of JCS military planning and advice," 
he said, "is segreat that the information required is nothing short 
of the best. The best available inforrr~tion on the capabilities, 
readiness, and requirements of the armed services can be possessed 
only by the military chiefs of these services. ,,27 Twining's 
suggestion for a solution to the "terrific load" that was laid upon 
the individual chiefs was the one that he had employed while he was 
Chief of Staff of the Air Force, namely to delegate as much as 
possible of the service work to a vice chief of staff. 28 While 
General White thought that the Joint Chiefs must remain as the heads 
of their services, he was willing to foresee some change. Taking a 
"long look.,9ut into the future, " White visualized that "we are going 
to have to go to something that is tantamount to a single service." 
In preparation for this he thought that officers who served on the 
joint staffs of: the Joint Chiefs of Staff or of unified cOlmnands 
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might be divorced from their services ana b~come Armed Forces 
officers. Such an Air Force officer could go back to his service, 
but in a "gray uniform rather than a blue uniform" and with the 
uudcrstandirJg that he was "eligible for broader service" and had 
"lost his status as a purely Air Force officer. ,,29 

The sentol" military officers who appeared before the Senate 
Prepat-e1ness Investigating Subcommittee displayed little agreement 
as to the status to be accorded to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and as to whether the nation required a single Armed Forces 
Chief of. Stdff. Asked about these matters, General LeMay observed 
that such questions would have to be settled by the government out
side tne military establishment. For the immediate future he recom
mended that one thing to be done "would be to change the present 
Chairman from one of a man who just conducts the meetings, to Some 
responsibility, and require him to come out of a meeti~g with a 
military decision, and if he can get unanimous opinion from the 
Joint Chiefs, fine: if he cannot, then he forces the issue and makes 
the decision himself, if necessary. "30 General White pointed out 
that the Secretary of Defense already turned to the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs for advice in cases of split decisions. A single chief 
of statf would provide prompt decisions but less certainly wise 
decisions, since differing points of view would not be made known to 
civilian authorities. 3l As he had done before, Admiral Burke 
bitterly opposed a single chief of staff who might become a military 
dictator if he were a strong man or a "yes man" if he were weak. 32 
In response to a request for their opinions, General Spaatz and 
Fleet Admiral Nimitz offered exactly opposite views. Spaatz urged 
that a "simple efficient system" of a single chief ot staff and a 
competent joit'l1: staff was required to direct "a complex military 
organization." uThe Supreme Commander in the Washin~ton area. If 
Nimitz thought. "is the President as Commander in Chief, and any 
proposal to set up somebody else as a single commander between him 
and the forces in the field is totally wrong. ,,33 

Still new to the responsibilities of the Office of Secretary of 
Defense, Secretary McElroy remarked that he could have used "just a 
little bit more time to get acquainted with all my surroundings" be
fore undertaking a reorganization of the Department of Defense, but 
President Eisenhower's State of the Union address of 9 January 1958 
indicated an immediate need for action. To head the reorganization 
project, McElroy secured the services of Mr. Charles S. Coolidge, 
whom he appointed Special Assistant for Reorganization. He also 
established a consultative group, in~luding General Twining as 
incumbent'thairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Bradley 
and Admiral Radford as former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs, ~~. 
William C. Foster as a former Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. 
Nelson A. Rockefeller as chairman of the President's Advisory 
Committee on Government Reorganization, and retired General Alfred 
M. Gruenther. These men spent Some six weeks conducting interviews 
within and without the Department of Defense before preparing draft 
legislation which was incorporated in a report that McElroy submitted 
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to Eisenhow~r. Even before tois NcElroy had obtained the President's 
advice on key points on several occaSions, and Eisenhower approved 
the suggested legislCltion with only a few changes. 34 l'1cElroy later 
disclosed that he and Eisenhower had considered and rejected such 
proposals as a single _;rmed Forces chief of staff, a merger of: the 
Armed Services, and the establishment of Assistant Secretaries of 
Defense for fxmy, Navy, and Air Force in place of existing service 
secretaries. They also rejected the Rockefeller panel's recommenda
tions that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff be made the 
principal military adviser to the President and the Defense Secretary; 
that the Joint Staff be organized on a unified basis and placed under 
the control of the Chairman who would then shape strategic planning; 
and that all military forces should be assigned organically to 
unified cOllunands. "I would say," General Tw:f:t'ftttg added, -"I·tha't: ~ 
concept of the Joint Chiefs of Staff orgal.1ization as written in the 
administ~ation bill is not along the same philosophy as the 
Rockefeller report. 1135 

As he had promised to do President Eisenhower transmitted a 
message to Congress on 3 April 1958 in which he discussed the 
administrative and legislative changes that he considered essential 
in the Department of Defense. In explanation of his reasoning, 
Eisenhower stated: "First, separate ground; sea and air warfare is 
gone forever. If ever again we should be involved in war, we will 
fight it in all elements, with all services, as one single concen
trated effort. Peacetime preparatory and organizational activity 
must conform to this fact. Strategic and tactical planning must be 
completely unified, combat forces organized into unified co~nands, 
each equipped with the most efficient weapons systems that science 
can develop, singly led and prepared to fight as one, regardless 
of service. The accomplishment of this result is the basic function 
of the Secretary of Defense, advised acd assisted by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and~perating under the supervision of the Commander-in
Chief ..•. Additionally. Secretary of Defense authority, especially 
in respect to the development of new weapons, must be clear and 
direct, and flexible in the management of funds. Prompt decisions 
and elimination of wasteful activity must be primary goals. "36 

Host of Eisenhower's message dealt with legislative actions re
quired of Congress, but he also revealed his own administrative 
orders for changes within the Department of Defense. Subject only to 
exceptions that~he would personally approve, he intended that "all of 
our operational forces be organized into truly unified commands." 
"I expect," he said, "these truly unified commands to go far toward 
realigning our operational plans, weapon systems and force levels in 
such fasl).ior\'3S to provide maximum security at minimum cost." 
Eisenhower stated that the Joint Chiefs of Staff conce~t was 
"essentially sou,nd," but he directed that the Joint Chiefs would 
serve collectively as a staff to assist the Secretary of Defense in 
his exercise of direction over unified co~nands. He directed the 
Secretary of Defense to discontinue the existing joint staff committee 
system and to organize the joint staff into integrated staff 
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directo'rates. Believing that "before officers are advanced beyond ! 
the two-star level; they must have demonstrated, among other 1 

qualities, the capacity for dealing objectLvely--without extreme 1 

service partisanship--withlmatters of the broadest significance to 
our national security," Esienhower announced that he would consider 
for promotion or nomination to these high ranks only those officers 
that were recommended to him by the Secretary of Defense. 37 

With a very few exceptions the Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act of 1958 passed by Congress and'iigned into law on 
6 August 1958 represented President Eisenhower's recommendations. 
The act markedly increased the authority of the Secretary of Defense, 
particularly in the operational direction of the Armed Forces and 
in the research and development field. Where the old NatioP3l 
Security Act's preamble had provided for "three military departments 
sepdrately administered" the new law provided for "a Department of 
Defense. including three military departments" ami provided only 
that the departments were to be "separately organized. II The 
administration bill had proposed to delete all reference to the 
separate status of the departments, but Chairman Car] Vinson and the 
House Committee on Armed Services inserted the provision that the 
departments would be "separately organized." The act vested over-all 
direction and control of military research and development activities 
in the Secretary of Defense and created a position of Director of 
Defense Research and Engineering, who would be the princip~l adviser 
to the Secretary on scientific and technological matters. would 
supervise all research and engineering activities in the Department 
of Defense, and would direct and control (including ~ssignmcnt or 
reassignment) of those research and engineering activities that the 
S~cretary of Defense deemed to require centralized Il1anagement. The 
Secretary was also authorized to establish single agencies to 
conduct any service or supply activity con~on to two or more military 
departments. 38 The authority to establish single agencies was added 
to the bill by an amendment offered by Representative John NcCorrnack 
and was accepted by Congress with very little debate. 39 

The Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 also 
provided that tRe President. with the advice and assistance of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and acting through the Secretary of Defense. 
would establish unified or specified connnands for the performance of 
military mis-sions. Forces assigned to such commands were to be under 
the "full operational command" of a unified or specified commander, 
but~he type forces assigned to such a command would be supported by 
their respective mi.litary departments. Under the 1953 reorganization, 
designated service secretaries had served as executive agents for 
designated unified or specified commands. Now the operational line 
of command for these-l:!ommands ran from their commanders through the 
corporate Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense and the 
President •. The previous legislative authority of the Chief of Naval 
Operations and of the Chief of Staff of the Air Force to command 
their respective forces was repealed; the Chief of Staff of the Army 
had never possessed such authority. The act repealed the meaningless 
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old provision whereby the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of StRff was 
not-permitted to vote (the Joint Chiefs had hever conducted business 
by vote), and the Chairman was authorized to manage the Joint Staff 
(which could not exceed 400 offi~ers) and its Director, on behalf of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The administration bill had omi~teu any 
limitation on the number of persons who might be assigned to the 
Joint Staff, but Chairman Vinson and the House Committee on Armed 
Services had insisted on setting a limit on the strength of the 
Joint Staff. On this matter Vinson observed: "And no one CRn now 

. say that there is any danger or apprehension that we are drifting 
• toward a Prussian system. Because we prohibit that, by putting in 
the roadblock of 400." In the approved I '--1 the vice chiefs of the 
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force wer~ authorized to perform 
such duties and exercise such powers as th~ir chiefs and service 
$ecretaries might delegate or prescribe for them, thus by inference 
enabling the service chiefs to devote more time to the work of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. 40 

After a period of study Secretary McElroy began to effect the 
new organizational framework for the Department of Defense. In the 
reorganization McElroy attached the largest importance to the in
stitution of the new and more djrect lines ~f command ~o the unified 
and specified commands and the next degree of importance to the 
establishment of the new research and engineering organization. 4l 
"Emphasis on the unified command," he had said, "constitutes the 
heart and sOl11 of ti.e President's program of reorganization. ,,42 In 
September 1958 E.isenhcwer and McElroy review"d and approved the 
missions of the ~o specified commands--the Eastern Atlantic and 
Mediterranean and the Strategic Air Cornmands--and the six unified 
commands--the Alaskan, Atlalltic, Caribbean, Continental _Aie Defense. 
European, and Pacific Commands. That same month adm~nistrative_ and 
logistical support of the unified and specified command headquarters 
was assigned Out among the military departments: the Air Force was 
made responsible for supp~rting the headquarters of the Alaskan. 
Continental Air Defense, and Strat~gic Air Commands. 43 All compcnent 
forces assigned to the unified or specifiedcommands, including the 
component force headquarters, were to be administered and supported 
by the military departre2nt that provided the forces The unified 
and~aecified commanders were given no budgetary functions~ they 
made "plans and stated requirements for forces to the corporate Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, who correlated 311 force requirements with across
the-bgard requirements and capabilities. 44 In an additional directive 
issued on 31 December 1958, Secretary McElroy described additional 
portio~ of the new organization. Thi$ directive visualized three 
groups of agencies under the Secretary of Defense. Immediate staff 
assistance to t~e Secretary was provided by the Office of the 
Secretary ot Defen~e, lmich now comprised seven assistant secretaries 
and the Director of &Ci~nse Resear~h ~nd Engineering. ~~ Joint 
Chiefs acted as the Secretary's principal military advisers and his 
military staff in the chain of operational command. The three 
military departments constit'jtE'd the second group of agencies. 
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E,1Ch departl'ne~lt was respon5ible for the preparation of type forces. 
The unifica and specified cOllullands cOHiprised the third group of 
agencieG. Two cOlrunand chains were ~stablished: the line of 
operation.1lcOlllllland ran froln the President to the Secretary o·f 
Defense and through the corporate Joint Chiefs of Staff to the 
c011unanders of the unif ied and spec died cOHli,lands. The line of non
operational cOllunand ran iroli! the l'resident Lo the Secretary of 
Defense and to the secretaries of the military departlUents. 45 

/\s enacted into law the 195B reoq;anization act \vent about as 
far as possible in centr<llLdng aUlhority and control in the 
Department of Defense as could be Uldll.:1ged without abandonin3 the 
concept of the s0parate military services. The Ulajor statutory 
limitations on the powers oi the Secn:t<lry of uefense that remained 
were thi.1t' the Iililitary depJrtments could not be werged, that 
statutory [unctions could not be substantially changed without 
careful Congressional review, that a single chief at staff over the 
l~nned Forces or an over-all !.rmed Forces general staff should not 
be established, and that the Secretaries of the Il,ilitary depar':lllents 
and the individual l!lemuel."s oj the Joint Chiefs of Staff might present 
any recommendation they deeliled prOpel" to Congress. \-1hile the latter 
authot"ity h.:ld not been used since L949 President Eisenhower had 
described it as "legalized insubordination. nLf6 

* 
During hearings in Congress and in the months that followed the 

passage of che iJepart11lf'llt of Defense F.eorg,:mization ,A.ct of 1958, 
continued criticism of defense organizatioII indicated a prevalent 
belief in some quarters tbat the act was only a partial, evolutionary 
step toward increased uni.fication. As early·as 17 April 1953 General 
llliite announced that tf)e Air Force was "wholeheartedly" in accord 
with· the President's proposals ondefense reorganization. When he 
appeared before the House COlllmittee on ,\rmed Sel.-vices on 2 day, White 
justified the oeorgc:nization on the grounds that it \vould establish 
a peacetime organization that could ilieet wartime requicelllents, pro
vide a system that would better enable the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 
act witlLcorporate responsibilities and corporate views, assign 
clear-cut a~thority and responsibility to the Secretary of Defense, 
and provide better defense at a comparable cost. "I completely 
agree," White said, "with the President's concept that separate 
ground; sea, and air warfare are gone forever, and that peacetime 
prepanq,:ion and organization lnust conform to this fa.ct." In response 
to questions, White-,admitted that the reorganization ,ueasure might 
luean "that some of the things that we perhaps consider vested 
interests 0[" the 'ir Force might go by the board," but he added: flI" 

~ 
think and a g:..:eat many of us in the ,\ir Force think tha t even if 
that happened, it would be for the good of the over-all national 
defense. "t..,7 

When White appeared before the Senate COiluuittee on t nued 
Services on 19 June, he continued to support the reorganization bill 
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although he regretted that the House of Representatives had placed 
limitations on the authority of the Secretary of Defense to transfer. 
reassign, abolish, or consolidate combatant functions within the 
Department of Defense. "This could hold up action for many months," 
White explained, "on a change of major importance to the security of 
our country." While the law would thus contain limits on the 
Secretary's authority, White nevertheless considered that the "best 
possible organization" of the Defense Department was being effected. 
He thought that the reorganization would result "in greater uni
formity . . . as far as doctrine and t-raining are concerned" since 
the unified cc~nands would be operating directly under the corporate 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and "anytime there is a conflict in 
doctrine . . . it can, and undoubtedly would, be straightened out. "48 
In summary of his position General White would remark: "I vigorously 
supported the Reorganization Act of 1958. I think it is a step 
f.>rward."49 During hearings on the reorganization bill before the 

'-Senate Committee on Armed Services, General Spaatz described the 
measure as inadequate in that it failed to give the Secretary of 
Defense an administrative control over the services. "In my opinion," 
Spaatz said, "the Defense Department will never be properly organized 
until full ad,uinistrative authority is vested in the Secretary of 
Defense~ and that condition is so stated in the law in no uncertain 
terms. "JO 

In a strong statement made to the Senate Committee on 
Aeronautical and Space Sciences on 22 April 1959, General LeNay 
described the Defense Reorganization Act 0-£ 1958 as d step in the 
right direction that ought to be pursued further. "Today more than 
ever before in our history," he stated, "there is need for centralized 
control and direction over our Armed Forces. . . . Nodern weapons 
and improved delivery systems are changing the concepts of military 
operations and confusion or indecision can be fatal in this ne'" era. 
As our weapon systems improve and become more versatile it is ~e
coming more and more apparent that the funccions and weapons of 
individual services are beginning to overlap. Forces are of neces
~~ty becoming functionally oriented. To meet this changing condition 
I firmly believe we will need a modification in our military struc ture. 
I believe that we must eventually progress toward a sir.gle service, 
with a single Chief of Staff, and one staff to operate the Armed 
Forc'~s .... The DOD Reorganization Act of 1958 was a step in this 
direction. . . . I feel that sooner or later we must go beyond this. 
Semiautonomous combat organizations are not the complete answer. We 
need central command and control. To achieve thiS, the barriers that 
are created by service interest must be removed. Combat elements 
having the same function or mission U1USt be integrated into iunc
tional areas under single control. • . . As I see it now, this can 
best be accomplished under a single chief; one who can make decisions 
on force structure, approve strategic plans and \"eapon systeills and 
as'sign those systems for use by given elements of the I\nlled Forces. 1151 

The Air Force position was favorably regarded in some 
Congressional cOllunittees. In its repOrt on the Department of Defense 
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appropriation bill in the summer of 1959, the House Appropriations 
Committee stated: "The President, the Secretary of Defense, the 
Congress, and the American people have a right to expect.·a better 
job from the JCS in the way of military guidance. As a corporate 
body, the Joint Chiefs of Staff must set up plans for the guidance 
of the various commands and the respective services: Hard decisions 
are required, and the President, the Secretary of Defense and the 
Joint Chiefs must assume the major responsibility for tailoring 
military forces to requirements. Each year the question which con
fronts ~s of 'who gets what' is becoming more difficult to cope 
with. 115 In September 1959 the Committee on Gove~t Operations 
of the House of Representatives reconunended an Army-A'ir Force merger 
as a beginning step to "end waste and confusion" in the Pentagon. 
'~ile each service tries to accommodate and adapt its mission con-

'cept to the space medium," the committee reported, "the logic of 
new weapons technology has virtually destroyed.the traditional basis 
for services organized around strategic land, sea, and air 
missions. • • • There is historical irony in the fact that the Air 
Force achieved its organic separation from the Army at the threshold 
of the decline of airpower and the rise of missile power ... 53 

In a study of "Service Roles and Missions in the Future" com
pleted in May 1958, the Air War College Evaluation Staff had noted: 
that media of operations had originally determined the strategic 
functions of land, sea, and air forces. The emergence of new 
weapon systems, however, had reduced the effect of media on opera
tions. The Evaluation Staff had therefore recommended: "we m'.l.st 
begin to relate task or mission to weapon system and to arrange 
weapon systems into appropriate groupings for management purposes. ,,54 
In a high priority project assigned on 14 May 1959, the Evaluation 
Staff prepared a detailed study looking toward the implementation of 
a single service concept. The stu1y was completed in basic form one 
31 July 1959 and was transmitted to the Air Force Plans Directorate, 
which bound ext):"acts from it with other "think papers" in standard 
black binders and circulated the pacl~ge for comment. The study was 
also published in the Air University Quarterly. Review during the 
summer of 1960. This "Study on Single Service" proposed that the 

. Department of Defense could move toward a single service in five 
evolutionary steps and that the beginning of the evolutionary changes 

,could be made under authority permitted by the Defense Reorganization 
Act of 1958. In a preliminary step, a joint reorganization task 
force should be established to prepare basic planning. In an 
activation step, the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be divorced from 
service affiliations and used ai, the nucleus for a national military 
council that would advise a single Armed Forces chief of staff, who 
would be supported by a national military staff. In an operational 

'. ··step, new unified commands would be organized to include a Strategic, 
a Mobile Strike, a Continental U.S. Defense, an Atlantic, a Pacific, 
a Research and Development, and a Logistics Command. In a clean-up 
step, the Departments of .-;rmy, Navy, and Air Force would be dis
continued and activated as commands, with support and training 
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functions. In the final step, the Army, Navy, and Air Force commands 
would be integrated into-a unified Personnel and Training Command. 55 
Navy offic~rs soon began to refer to the single service study as th~ 
"Air University Black Book of Reorganization Papers.,,56 For his own 
part General White defended the so-called "Air University Black Book" 
as a necessary study which was apparently more familiar to Artuy and 
Navy officers than to Air Force officers. He saw no reason why Air 
Force officers should not be studying the concept of a single 
service, but he added: "I can tell you right now the Air Force does 
not advocate a single service. "57 

* * * * 
The apparent Air Force enthusiasm for increased unification of 

the military services was not shared by the Department oi Vefense 
or by the A~y and Navy. In April 1959, Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Quarles expressed confidence that the 1958 reorganization would 
"discourage improper use of the research and development program as 
means of carrying on a kind of warfare between the Departments in an 
attemI>t on the part of each to enlarge its area of roles and 
missions." Quarles also believed that "some degree of this rivalry 
between departments is wholesome and productive. 1158 In his report 
of the first full year of operations under the 1958 reorganization 
act, Secretary McElroy stated that the new defense organization 
"adequately meets current management needs." Additional odjustments 
would likely be necessary as technology continued to .Jdvance, but 
1'1cElroy cautioned: "It is important ... that such adjustments. are 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary in chara~ter, for radical 
changes upset the operational effectiveness of any organization for 
a considerable time."59 NcElroy's successor as Secretary of Defense, 
Thomas S. Gates, Jr., stated on 13 June 1960, that it was his judg
ment that the defense organization was essentially sound. "I would 
suggest no further statutory changes," he recommended, "until we have 
more thoroughly digested this 1958 reorganization and learned, by 
living with it, of any further changes in the law which might be 
indicated."60 Following retirement as Army Chief of Staff, General 
Taylor advocated the establishment of a single defense chief of 
staff who would receive requests for forces from unified commander~, 
make budget allocations in functional fields, and provide centralized 
control of operations, but he saw a continuing need for the separate 
dep-a.rtments in order to "create and maintain the foeces as directed 
by the Secretary of Defense. 1161 The new Army Chief of Staff, General 
Lyman L. Lemnitzer, specifically considered that the suggested merger 
of the Anny and the Air Force would be "undesirable," and he also 
believed that "the division among the services is a perfectly natural 
one--one service to fight on land, the Army; one to fight on the 
surface of the sea, over it and underneath it, the Navy; and one in 
the air, the Air Force. ,,62 The Navy and the Marine Corps strongly 
opposed a single service. '~e have ve~y little duplication now left 
in the services, If t,dmiral Burke testified. ''What could happen is the 
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• e 1 imina tion of one whole element, so you don I t have that -element at 
all, acd thereby leave yourself wide open, betting that just one 
thing is going to happen. 1163 

In its support for the Department of Defense Reorganization Act 
of 1958 the Air Force had assumed that the new organization would 
increase the importance of unified commands and that by vesting 
primary responsibility for stating force requirements in the unified 
commanders would permit a "more rea 1.-:'stic" allocation of available 
defense dollars. The Department of Defense b~dgetary allocation of 
funds by military services remained unchanged, however, and in the 
summer of 1958 the Secretary of Defense accepted $41. 25 billion as 
an initial planning objective for the fiscal year 1960 defense 
budget and determined that allocations to each service would continue 
to be approximately the same percentage of the whole as had been 
the Case in fiscal year 1959. 04 While they were theoretically re
duced in stature by the defense reorganization, the military depart
ments thus continued to exercise the power of the budget. In 
explaining the problem, General White observed that: "As a service 
chief, I am always trying to get the best I can for my service." 
But within the Air Force White also had to resolve the competing 
requests for funds submitted by the Strategic Air Command, the .Hr 
Defense Command, and the Tactical Air Command. Each of these 
commanders were men who were charged with, as White said, "a 
specit~c responsbilility and they are exceedingly dedicated to their 
job." As has been seen, General White and the Air Staff initiated 
a reduction in the forces to be available to the Continental Ai~ 
Defense Command in the spring of 1960 over the strong opposition of 
the unified co~nander, who considered that his mission as a unified 
commander was being jeopardized. 

In view of the strong emphasis upon unified commands in 
Eisenhower's defense reorganization proposals, Air Force leaders 
assumed that the reorganization act would result in the establishment 
of unified commands to replace the single-service specified commands. 
General White thus saw a good possibility that the Tactical Air 
Command and the Continental Army Forces might well be placed in a 
single unified command. 66 At the helm of the Strategic Air Command, 
General Power pointed out in April 1958 that he was charged as the 
specified commander to coordinate attacks against many strategic 
targets nominated in separate target lists by other specified and 
unified commanders. With the advent of missiles such existing 
lnethods of coordinating strategic attacks would be adequate only 
in the unlikely circumstance that the United States would exercise 
the initiative and could carefully determine and prepare every facet 
of the operation in advance. 67 In context with the defense re
organization of 1958 the Air Force also assumed that a unified 
Strategic Command might well be organized to control both the Air 
Force's strategic air and missile forces and the Navy's Polaris
eqaipped submarine forces. 68 

As early as"pril 1959 the Joint Chiefs of Staff began lengthy 
studies as to the manner in which cO~I~nd and control would be 
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over the Polaris weapon system. 69 When early discussions· 
failed to reach a positive decision. General White formally requested 
the establishment of a unified U. S. Strategic COlluuand. He urged that 
both the Strategic Air Command and a Polaris SUolllarine cOtl1filand would 
be subordinated to the unified Strategic Command. General Power 
supported this prop0sal. "I think," he said early in 1960. "that .::Ill 
strategic weapon systems should be under one central cOlllmand, whethelO 
it is commanded by an :dr Force officer. naval officer, or Army 
officer is a moot question. ,·70 Admiral Burke, on the other hand, 
described the Air Force proposal as "unsound and impracticaL" He 
argued that it would not be practical to ta!(e opera tional command of 
Polaris vessels away from fleet commanders since the Hlovements of 
these submarines would have to be coordinated with those of III any 
other naval vessels that would be operating in the same waters at the 
same time. Once a Polaris submarine had fired its strategic missiles, 
moreover, it would be expected to operate on missions similar to 
those of other submarines. "The Navy," Burke ealphas ized, "has 
behind it generations of experience in the operation of seabased 
weapons systems. To depart from the principle of the integrated, 
balanced fleet at this critical time in history by assigning Polaris 
submarines to a command charged ,.,ith operating land-based strategic 
bomber!} and missiles would weaken our Nation's ability to strike 
back. ,,11 

The unified U. S. Strategic Com:nand would not be established. 
Instead, the question of operational control of Polaris submarine 
forces was decided on 17 August 1960 ~len Secretary Gates established 
a Joint St·rategic Target Planning Agency and designated General 
Power as Director, Strategic Target Planning. A Navy admiral was 
deSignated as Deputy Director, Strategic Target Planning, and the 
agency comprised officers from each of the services, representatives 
from the unified commands, and a liaison group from the Joint Staff 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The activity was physically located 
at Headquarters, Strategic Ai.r Command, because of the availability 
of programing equipment and experienced personnel there and because 
SAC had the majority of assigned targets, but the Joint Strategic 
Target Planning Agency was directly responsible to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and was charged with the preparation of integrated target 
plans that would take into consideration all of the strategic war
fare capabilities of the United States. The staff was divided into 
two sections: one section was charged to draw up the target list. 
and the other determined which commander would hit a particular 
target and how he would do it. The target list was called the 
national strategic target list, and the operating plan was described 
as the single integrated operational plan. Both of these documents 
were submitted to the Joint Chiefs for review, modification, and 
approval. The Secretary of Defense reviewed them and gave final 
approval. The first assignment of nuclear weapons to strategic 
targets by the new agency was to be completed in December 1960. As 
desired by the Navy, the establishment of the Joint Strategic Target 

. Planning Agency permitted the aSSignment of Polaris submarines to 
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'tlaval components in unified commands rather than to a unified U.S. 
Strategic Command. 72 

2. Organization of Hilitary and National Space Programs 

In the hectic months after October 1957 a welter of conflicting 
ideas and concepts regarding the utility of space for military 
operations provided a background to the efforts to organize military 
and national space programs. "One of the Iilajor provocations of • . • 
interservice rivalry •.. , II Secretary McEl:i.-oy stated, '.'arises from 
the fact that there are certain types of weapons that come into the 
picture which do not have any obvious and specific connection~ith 
ona or more of the services." A little later HcElroy specifically 
observed that in his opinion missiles ~re '~eapon systems which 
do not naturally fall within the responsibilities of individual 
services." Deputy Secretary Quarles justified the assignment of 
long range surface-to-surface missiles to the Air Force not because 
of the Air force mission but because it possessed targeting and 
reconnaissance capabilities needed to employ them. 73 On 15 November 
19.,'U HcElroy named Mr. William H.Holaday as Defense Director of 
Guided Hissiles and charged him to "direct all activities in the 
Department of Defense relating to research, development, engineering, 
production, and procurement o[ guided missiles.: t74 HcElroy conceived 
that Holaday's job had two different aspects: one was to monitor and 
supervise all research and engineering vlOrk in the field of guided 
missiles and the other "'Jas to assure appropriate priority hanJling 
of all guided missile problems in connection with their transition 
irma research and development into production and procurement. 7.5 
Both to alleviate service rivalry and to handle "will-of-the-wisp" 
research Clnd development projects in the fields of satellites and 
space, HcElroy announced on 20 November 1957 that he intended to 
establish a special projects agency within the Department of Defense. 
The agency would handle research and development on advanced weapons, 
which if operat~onally feasible would be assigned to one of the 
services for productioI'. and employment. ~lcElroy announced that 
responsibility for the development of an antimissile missile would 
be assigned to the agency, and he implied that responsibilIty for 
other inissiles might also have been assigned to the special agency 
except for the fact that these programs were too far along. 76 

These sweeping decisions by the Secretary of Defense were not 
entirely agreeable to some highly-placed defense officials, ~Jho 
recognized a need for a defense off~~e with authority to make policy 
decisions but objected to the establishment of a defense agency which 
would have development and contractual powers. Believing that there 
was need for a staff organization to handle research and development 
in space flight, the Air Force Deputy Chief ot Staff for Development 
established a Directorate of Astronautics on 10 December 1957. At 
about this time, however, McElroy rejected recommendations opposing 
the special defense age.:cy, and the Air Force order establishing a 
Directorate of Astronautics was revoked on 13 December, reportedly 
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because of pressure from Holaday and Quarles. 77 . When he appeared 
before the Senate Armed Services Subconnnittee on 9 January 1958, 
however, Hajor General Schriever emphasized that the Air Force 
alre.:Jdy possessed capabilities to initiate an astronautics develop· 
ment program with no dilution or diversion of its ballistic missiles 
programs. Schriever saw a need for a defense al1.thority that would 
formulate policy and approve programs, but he lNarned that "tinY 
program to e~tabli<ih a separate astronautics management agency would 
result in duplication of capabilities already existing in tlle',,.ir 
Force ballistic missile programs at a cost in funds and ti.ID~ similar 
to that already expended un these programs."78 

Overruling service o,",jections, Secretary McElroy proceeded "lith 
his plans for the organization of the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA). With Eisenhower's approval funds for ARPA research 
and development were included in the fiscal year 1959 defense budget 
submitted to Congress in 3anuary 1958. Without awaiting the new 
fiscal year, HcElrG}, established ARPA effective on 7 February 195R, 
and Congress soon authorized him to transfer $10 million from the 
military budget to the new agency. Under its charter ARPA was 
authqrized to direct such research and development projects as th~ 
Secretary assigned to it, to arrange for the performance of work by 
other governmental agencies including the military services, to 
enter contracts with individuals or institutions, and to acquire 
test fact§ities and equipment as approved by the Secretary of 
Defense. ApPOinted Director of ARPA, ~tt. Roy W. J~hnson secured 
personnel from the Institute of Defense AnalYSis, including Dr. 
Herbert F. York, .who became ARPA IS chief scienti.st on 18 March. As 
a matter of policy Johnson sought to keep the ARPA staff small (not 
more than 100 people including clerks), to avoid acquiring an in
house research and development capabi.lity, and detennined net to 
pursue any system beyond research and development. His m~in object 
objective t-las to provide "a small management staff d€:sigr..ed to wor!~ 
with and through the military departments in developing £orvrnrd
looking programs~" He viewed ARPA as an agency that could make for 
"painless" unification in the field of space technology.80 

At its establishment in February 1958 the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency was given a unique pOSition of great potential power 
in the Department of Defense, and it appeClred for a time that ARPA 
might become a fourth military service. McElroy sturdily justified 
.ARPA's continuation. as "an operating element paralleling the research 
and engineering organizations of the military departments," but Mr. 
Johnson's self-luniting policies did not permit this. Johnson 
personally believed that the three services ought to be combined 
into a single service, and he had no desire to make ARPA into a 
fourth service thus making things four times as bad as before. 8l 
Johnson also stated: "To ARPA, space is ••• a place to discover 
new and better ways to do old military jobs; new ways to warn of 
impending attack, to communi~ate the alert to our forces, to actively 
defend our Nation."S2 If space was thus to be a place where old 
missions could be performed more effectively, no new concept of 
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space pm,>er would supersede the old roles Dnd lI1issiol1s of the 
l\L~litary forces. : t the completion 0.( !Il~l'l\ rese.:lrch .:ltld developllle~ t, 
moreover, operation3l space wenpon sys te,tlS Here to ue turned over to 
a milit.:lry service for production and emploYlilcnt. i~S a lIlcthod of 
prOL:edul:e AR1'/\ allocated most of its research and developrilent 
projects to the military services. In tll~ dispositioll of funds so 
.:llloc.Jted to the militOJry services in the fi;:st year OJ. its exis
tence, I\Rl'.\ placed 30 percent with the iHr Force. (including oriGinal 
fUr Force funds in the Discov~rer, Sentry (Saltios), aud Nidas projects 
th.:lt ,~ere tr-1nsferred to ARPfI .:lnd then reallocated b.:lck to the I.ir 
Force). 14 percent with the finny, and 6 pel"Cent with the Navy. 83 

As enacted in tugust 1958 the Defense I~eorZ;Dn}.z.:ltion 1',Ct creDted 
the Director of iJefense Resenrch and En;:;ineerin;;, '-lith authol-ity 
direct il.!ld control, assicin or rcassicin, '::ll1d to :".'lll.:lge i.:escarch .:lnd 
engineering activities within the Departr,:entof Defense with the 
approV.:ll of the Secretary of Defense. fresident Eisenho~-ler appointed 
Dr. Yorl, to this position on 24 Dece;'[)ber 1958, and shortly there
after Yor:~ .:lsstllned responsibilities for the J:cse3rchand engineer;;'n;; 
responsibilities in the guided missile field tilLlt h.:ld been exercised 
by the Director or Guided Nissiles. Secreta1.-y i'icElroy nevertheless 
desired to retain Hol.:ld;JY DS Director:.-,~L Gu;Lded;:iissiles in order 
that he ,light "pusn fon"ard"'F''thehigh-l)iTcirIt'Y-.,;is.slfe projection 
progr':lllls. HcElroy H<lS also determined to perserve l\R21\ as :I.:l fourth 
opE'ratin,:: .ngcncy for research and enginecr.i.<1;; projects. "34 Up until 
this ti.~le ,\PJ.),\ had gotter'l most of itR ide<ls [rolll the illi1itDry 
depDrt,ucnts, but NcElroy served notice t;1.:1t he '''Dnted it to becOine 
"a thinl~ f<lctory" and to plan a 10- to ~O-yeJr i)r0ciraIlI for the 
military use o[ the sp.:lce enVirOrll1lCnt. 05 

During the spring of 1959 Congressional investig<ltors '-l"mted 
to know tvhether 1.RPA should be continued. In an appearance before 
the Senate Subcommittee on Goverrunental O;:gnnization for Space 
Activities, Under Secretary of the Air Force Halcollli A. ;'iclntyre and 
Major General Schriever praised the worl~ of dr. Johnson, but they 
stated their stronG conviction that rese<lrch Dud development ,tlanai;e
ment [or space systems ought to be returned to the services whicil" 
would oper':ltionally employ the space Heapon systeills. Without cl.:liminu 
any exclusive Air Force jurisdiction over the reallll of aerospace, 
i'lclntyre and Schriever demonstrated that the Air Fo;:ce's defensive 
and offensive missions were so affected by potential develo~H1ents in 
space as to demand thilt it be recoznized .1S the nation's primary 
aerospace force. "The :'~ir Force," Schriever s.:lid, "has two combat 
mission responsibilities: one is strategic air and the other is air 
defense .... I feel thOJt by 1970, and periwps lonci Jefore that, 
in certain cDses) that these COliloat ulissions of the ,iir Force 't<lill 
be taken over. to a large extent, by .. mat you ~-lould call space 
weapons systems--ballistic missiles, satellites, and space craft. 11 

Schriever Dlso argued that a separation of research and develophlcnt 
from 0per.:ltions prevented an employment 01. the principle of con
current development that had so greatly compressed the time reqY-i~ 
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to establish an initial operational capability with ballistic 
missiles. Responding toa pointed question, Schriever recommended 
that ARPA should be liqu'1dated as of 30 June 1959, that policy 
guidance and program approval be centered in the Office of Director 
of Defense Research and Engineering, a(ld that space research and 
development projects be returned to the management of the l1Iilitary 
services. 86 

In an appearance before the House Committee on Science and 
Astronautics, Army spokesmen p'lsited: "Space is a newly entered, 
largely unknown medium which transcends the exclusive interest 01 
any service or even of the Department of Defense." Secretary of 
the Army Brucker emphasized the Army position that space exploration 
was a national effort, and he believed that ARPA had served to 
prevent "cutthroat" competition in the field. 87 Before the Sub
committee of the Senate Co~nittee on Aeronautical and Space SCiences, 
Lieutenant Genera 1 Arthur G. Trudeau, Chief of ;\r,ny Research and 
Development, argued that since no single service had been assigned 
sole responsibility for military space activities ARPA filled "a 
very great need, and should not be eliminated. "88 Dr. York also 
foresaw a continuing requirement for AIU>A. "Since it is evisioned 
that military space activities will cut across all military opera
tions," he reasoned, "it would be difficult to attempt to assign all 
military space operations to anyone lnilitary service. 'J89 

The position of the Navy in regard to ARPA appeared to be SOUlC

what between those of the Army and the JUr Force. Secretary of the 
Navy Thomas S. Gates, Jr., stated: "The Navy's aim. in relatioi.1 to 
space can be simply stated: To use space to accOIuplish llava1 objec
tives and to prevent space from beinG uscd to the detriment of tilose 
objectives."90 Vice Admiral John T. Hayward, IIssistant Chief of 
Naval Operations (Research and Development) acknowledged that ARHI 
had "done an excellent job" in the absence oi legislation. He also 
thought that the agency was a worthwhile Department of iJefense 
"int3rface" with the National Aeronautics and Space l\gency. But he 
did not believe that ARPA should be an operating agency, and he 
thought that as a policy agency ARPA probably ought to be phased 
into the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engtneering. 9t 

As early as February 1959 the Air Force officially requested 
that in view of the impending completion of research and develophlent 
it should be assigned responsibility for the production and operatl.on 
of the Sentry (Samos) reconnaissance satellite system and of the 
Hidas infrared missile defense alarm system. Hhen he appeared before 
the Subco~nittee of the Senate Co~nittee on Aeronautical and Space 
Sciences on 14 April, however, Lieutenant General Trudeau suggested 
that a unified space co~nand should be established under the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to take over operational employment of vehicles or 
satellites that were under development by IIRPA. Hajor General 
Schriever, on the other hand, urged that "it would be well to lnake 
a decision as to which service should do ",hat and thet"l give the 
responsibilities to that service to develop and bring into being, 
operationally, the particular system required to provide the 
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service." When developed, the operational military space systems 
would be turned over to existing unified or specified commanders. 92 
Nr. Holaday, who had now been named Chairman of the NASA-DOD 
Civilian-Military Liaison Committee, also recommended that 'IDilitary 
operations in space must come under a unified or specified 
command. ,,93 

In a formal memorandum for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff on 18 September 1959, Sp.cretary McElroy ruled that a joint 
military organization with control over operational space systems 
did not appear to be desirable at that time. In this memorandum, 
McElroy .turcner expressed hl.S opl.nl.On t:ntft: t:ne numoer o.t ml.1.l.tary 
satelll.te Vehl.CleS that would be launched in the next several ye~rs 
wo~ld not be very large 8nd that the utilization ot the existing 
organization of the military departments appeared preferable to the 
establ1shment of a joint military organization to control operational 
space systems. McElroy therefore assigned to the Department of the 
Air Force the responsibility for the development, production, and 

. launching of space boosters and the necessary system.. integration of 
payloads incident to this activity. He announced impending trans
fer~ of developed systems from ARPA to the military departments:, 
the Air Force would be assigned responsibility for Samos (Sentry) 
and Midas; the Transit navigational satellite would be assigned to 
the Navy; and the Army would receive operational charge of the 
Notus communications satellites, ir.·.luding Courier--a . delayed re
pe8ter communications system--and Advent--an active instantaneous 
relay system.' These systems would remain under ARPA uptil develop
ment was completed, and even after the systems were transferred 
McElroy indicated that ARPA would continue in beitlg as the Defense 
Department's agency for advanced military research. 94 

In accordance with McElroy's decision the Air Force was 
assigned responsibility in November 1959 for the production of Samos 
and Midas and also fvr Discoverer, the latter being a project to 
test components, propulSion, and guidance systems to be used in 
other satellite projects and to develop techniques for the recovery 
of space capsules. Secretary of Defense Gates was subsequently 
asked to reconsider the McElroy decision on space systems, but on 
16 June'1960 he, too, determined that the establishment of a joint 
military organization for the control of operational space systems 
did not appear necessary or immediately desirable. He further 
directed that the services would make provisions looking toward an 
orderly transfer of space systems to using unified or specified 
commands, thereby accepting by inference the Air Force position that 
the systems should be so assigned. 95 With the passing of time 
\tirtually ~.~!:~~~~"~.sp,a~,~ .. p~()j~~t:s .W~,!:e takem,"",;i:i1:"QrtTii'l1'ci'ttds 9.f ~ 
ARPA andtran,s~~.;r;r~d_t;.othe indiy~dualmilitat:y_services. ARPA 
continued to conduct projects of very broad interest such as research 
on materials, solid propellant chemistry, detection of nuclear tests, 
long range studies on antimissile defense, and research in the field 
of toxics and energy conversion. 96 
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In the period of crisis in the autumn of 1957 the Department 
of Defense had made decisions on the subject of space organization 
on the basis of a belief that space was a vast unknown that lay out
side existing roles and missions of the armed services. From this 
position the Department of Defense gradually moved toward acceptance 
of the proposition expressed by Major General Schriever: 
"Space . . • is a medium in which many military missions can be 
accomplished more effectively. Actually, it can be better under
s~ood when it is viewed as just what it is, an extension of a 
medium--aerospace.,,97 The tacit acceptance of the concept that 
space was a continum beyond the atmosphere was practical, but it was 
not without limitations. So called "space systems" for example 
would not be developed as a means for exploiting a medium but rather 
in terms of existing military requirements: "The major criterion 
for the choice of a particular system to satisfy a particular 
military requirement," explained Lieutenant General Roscoe C. 
Wilson, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, in February 
1960, "must be the relative effectiveness of that system compared 
with other methods of doing the same job." Thus orbital or space 
systems could be developed only if they would" (1) perform an 
essential military mission which could be performed in no other 
way; -'(2) perform an essential military mission more effectively at 
a justifiable increase in cost; or (3) perform an essential military • 
mission in an acceptable manner at a reduced cost. 98 

* * '* * 
"I think you ought to realize," stated Dr. T. Keith Glennan, 

who assumed duty as the first t\dministrator of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at its establishment on 
1 October 1958, I1 t hat ~~.!~~_ b"~;-E., . .2l!,~. ,oLa st{lte 9f,~?te:r:ia •. "99 
In the same months that nat10naI leaders were attempting'to provide 
a military organization for aerospace, they were also confronting 
the even more complex problem of establishing a national space 
program. In order to get guidance in this unknown field, President 
Eisenhower announced on 7 November 1957 the appointment of Dr. James 
R. Killian, Jr., President of the Hassachusetts Institute of 
Technology, as Presidential Scientific Adviser. One of Killian's 
first tasks was to visualize a national space program, and the later 
noted that he approached the task with already firm idt::as. "From 
the beginning," he stated, "it has been my view that the Federal 
Government had . . . only two acceptable alternatives in creating 
its organization for space research, development, and operation. 
One was to concentrate the entire responsibility, military and non
military, in a single civilian agency. The other was to have dual 
prograrns--a program of space exploration and peaceful space activity 
under the management of a civilian age.1cy and the rililitary space 
program under the management of the Department of Defense. . .• A 
possible third alternative, that of putting our entire space program 
under the management of the Department of Defense always seemed to 
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me to have so many defects as to be practically excluded as a 
solution. This is true because space exploration involves numerous 
activities and objectives that are outside the defense dOluain. "100 
As has been seen, President Eiserul0wer's report to the American 
people made less than a week after Killian took office stated 
distinctive criteria for space projects that were undertaken for 
scientjfic and defense purposes. lOl 

At the same time that President Eiserulower distinguished 
between scientific and military space technology, the United States 
wa~ already committed to a line of diplomatic action that sought to 
secure an international arnlS control agreement limiting developments 
in ~pace to peaceful and scientific purposes. In the U.S. State 
Department th1s proposal for ab initio arms control in space related 
b:lck to a belief that international control of the military use of 
atomic energy, as a State Department spokesman said, "could have 
been attained with relative ease" in 1946. As has been seen, the 
United States pursued this line of diplomacy throughout 1957 and 
President Eisenhower continued to advocate it during the spring of 
19513. On 12 January 1958 Eisenhower wrote Soviet Premier Nikolai 
Bul(;anin saying: "I proposed that we agree t~lat outer space should 
be used onl) for peaceful purposes. We face a deci§.ive moment in 
history in relation to this matter. Bo~h the Soviet Union and the 
United States ac:e now' using outer space for the testing of missiles 
designed for military purposc!s. The time to stop is now." Speeoking 
in the Sovie~ Union, Party Secretary Nikita Kruschev belittled the 
Eisenhower offer with the remark: "This means they want to prohibit 
that which they do not possess." In another letter to Bulganin on 
15 February 1958, however, Eisenhower renewed his plea: "A terrible 
new menace can be seen to be in the making. That menace is to be 
found in the use of outer space for war purposes. The time to deal 
with that menace is now. It would be tragic if the Soviet leaders 
were blind or indifferent toward this menace as they were apparently 
blind or indifferent to the 'atomic and nuclear menace at its 
inception a decade ago." While the Soviets were not immediately 
responsive to these proposals, the U.S. State Department accepted 
them as a sincere objective. "The most immediate problem in the 
field of space foreign policy," a State Department official said on 
14 l'iay 1958, "is how to ensure that outer space is used for peaceful 
purposes only. "I02 

In connection with a study of space science and technology that 
it was making at EiserulOwerts request, the PreSident's Science 
Advisory Conunittee headed by Dr. Killian prepared a brief "Introdu
tion to Outer Space" which was released on 26 Harch 1958. The panel 
of scientists distinguished four factors that gave "importance, 
urgency. and inevitability" to the advancement of space technology. 
These factors were said to be "the compelling urge of man to explore 
and discover," "the defensive objective for the deve10plnent of space 
technology," "tne factor of national prestige," and the fact that 
"space technology affords new opportunities for scientific·ooserva
tion and experiment which will add to our knowledge and understanding 
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(; of the Earth, the solar system, and the universe." The scientists '" r .···-noted that the development of military rockets had provided the 
t" technological base for space exploration, but they believed t;Vlt 
;' . the important and foreseeable military uses for military space 
~' , vehicles lay in the fields of conununication and reconnaissance. 

r- I Visualizations of satellite bombers or military bases on the moon 
/ ( did not ''hold up well on close examination or appear to be achieve ,Ie 

,I 

I, 

i: at an early date." Such military developments would become 
, technologically possible in time, but they would be "clumsy and in-
~'; effective ways of doing a job." "In short," the report concluded, 
i "the Earth would appear to be, after all, the best weapons carrier." 
t This report apparently reinforced President Eisenhower's conviction 
i that the world bore a great responsibility to promote the peaceful 
, use of space. "I recommend," Eisenhower informed Congress on 2 
~ April 1958, "that aeronautical and space science activities sponsorea 
l 

> 
l-

I 

by the United States be conducted under the direction of a civilian 
agency, except for those projects primarily associated with luilitary 
requirements. III03 

During the early months of 1958 proposals were made looking 
toward the establisrunent of an international space agency or an 
American civil space organization. Senator Lyndon B. Johnson called 
for joint exploration of outer space by the United Nations. Former 
disarmament assistant Stassen advo·cated a United Nations space 
development agency which would send the first man into space and 

-_ f' ----- ~" 
the first photcgraphic inspection satellite around the earth. 
Senator Hubert Humphrey proposed that the United States "take the 
lead in marshaling the talents and resources of the world to unlock 
the mysteries of outer space in joint research and exploration under 
the auspices of the United Nations. "104 Meeting in Washington the 
National Council of the Federation of American Scientists approved 
on 3 May 1958 a statement noting the precedent of the Atomic Energy 
Commission, where under civilian control "both military and civilian 
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. uses of atomic energy have prospered in an atmosphere more con
ducive to scientific progress than that typically available under 
military direction. II Critical "of the failure of the l'entagon 
leadership to foresee the impact of the first satellites in the 
popular imagination," the Federation of American Scientists resolved 
in favor, first, of the estaolishment of a civilian space agency in 
the United States, and, second, that a united and coordinated 
international space effort should be attempted under the authority 
of the United Nations. "It would be tragic," these scientists said, 
"if the challenging task of space exploration were. carried on in the 
competitive nationalistic pattern under which it has begun. 11105 
The persons who believed that the [\tomic Energy Commission could 
serve as a model for a national space agency variously recoffinlended 
that the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 could be ameLlded so as to add a 
division of outer space development to the Atomic Energy Gorrunission, 

, or that an entirely new commission on outer space could be estab
lished following the Atomic Energy Commission precedent. 106 
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In a speech in Washington on 14 January 1958 General Orval R. 
Cook (USAF Retired), President of the Aircraft Industries Association, 
apparently first proposed the seemingly simple solution that the 
National Advisory COITIDlittee for Aeronautics (NACA) already provided 
an exl~fing organization capable of accelerating space explora-
tion. Two days later a meeting of ~e National Advi80~y Committee 
for I'.eronautics resolved that the NACA statutory authority to 
"supervise and direct the scientific study of the problems of 
flight, with a view to their practical solution" was broad enough 
to cover space flight as well as atmospheric flight and that NACA 
had "an important responsibility for coordinating and for conducting 
research in space technology either in its own laboratories or by 
contract, and, therefore, should expand its existing program and 
add supplementary facilities to those now available as necessary. tll08 
Following these sugges tions in his message to Congress on 2 April 
1958, President Eisenhower recommended the establishment of a new 
National Ae.ronautics and Space Administration into which NACA would 
be absorbed .. When he signed the Space Act into law, Eisephower 
remarked: "The present National Advisory Committee for Ael.onautics, 
with its large and competent staff and well-equipped laboratories, 
will provide the nucleus for i~SA. The NASA has an established 
record of :;:-esearch perfonaance and of cooperation with the Armed 
Services. The coordination of space exploration responsibilities 
with the NACA's traditiofial aeronautical research function is a 
natural evolution. "l09 

The Eisenhower proposal for the legislation which would be 
!mOhT. as the Naticnal :.eronautics and Space Act of 1958 was drafted 
in the Bureau of the Budget in close cooperation with representatives 
of NACA and with Dr. Killian. Since the President was said to be 
anxious to have the legislation go to Congress prior to its Easter 
recess, the draft bill was sent to the Department of Defense for 
review and comment on 26 Narch, and the deadline for receipt of 
replies was set at noon on 31 Harch. l~side the Pentagon the 
Department of the Air Force and other military agencies were given 
twenty four hours to study and co~nent on the proposed law, 
identical co~ies of which were introduced into the Senate and House 
on 2 April. l 0 'Even though Eisenhower considered that ~~SA would be 
an evolution from NACA, the proposed law--with three exceptions-
followed the model of the Atomic Energy [\ct. The exceptions were 
that the management of N.-\SA would be vested in a single director, 
there was no provision for a military liaison committee, and there 
was no legislative oversiaht committee as was the case with the 
Atomic Energy Commission. Yll In the NACA control had been exercised 
by a 17-member committee (including 2 wembers from the Navy. 2 from 
the Air Force, and 6 from other specified Federal Agencies) which 
elected a Director. In the proposal for NASA, the President would 
appoint the Administrator and an advisory National Aeronautics and 
Space Board with a maximwil of 17 members, of l.nlOm not more than 8, 
including not less than one from the Department of Defense, would 
be from government departments or agencies. NASA was to be given 
wide authority for the development, testing, launching, and 
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m operation of aeronautical ar..d space vehicles. The proposed legis-1 I lation also provided that NASA would exercise "control over aero-l 
~ nautical and space research sponsored by the United States, except J 
f) insofar as such activities may be peculiar to or primarily 
~ associated with weapons systems or military operations, in which 
~ case the agency may a;;:t in cooperation with. or on behalf of. the 
!\ Department of Defense. ,,112 I As the legislation was originally drafted the Department of 
i Defense was not given a clear mandate for space activities. Speaking 
~ of this later on, Dr. Edward C. Welsh, Executive Secretary of the ! National i\eronautics and Space Council, observed: "It is possible 
~ dthat this om~ssi~n was a resl,:"lt ?f careless drafting or :v~dence of 
• isinterest 1n mllitary app 1catl0n to space or just optlmlsm re-
f garding our military position relative to that of the Corrnuunists."113 i During .~pril and Hay 1958 a progression of distinguished witnesses 
~ appeared before the House Select Committee on Astronautics and 
, Space Exploration and the Senate Special Committee on Space and 
(' 
~ , Astronautics as they held hearings on the Space Act. Many of the 

. _ i 

\ 

scientists who came before the committees argued that a civilian 
scientific program was essential because the non-military aspects 
of space exploration were too important to be entrusted to a purely 
military program. Professcr James A. Van Allen of the State 
University of Iowa spoke very strongly of the need for civilian 
supremacy in space. "I feel," he said. "the language of this bill 
should be strengthened substantially to make it clear that the NASA 
will have prunary and dominant cognizance of space a~tters among all 
Government agencies, and that only in case it is clearly demonstrated 
that an endeavor has a direct importance to our military prepared
ness . . . shovld the primary cognizance reside in the Defense 
Department. ,,114 

Believing that the favorable relations previously enjoyed with 
Ni\CA would continue, Department of Defense witnesses initially 
supported the administration's space agency bill. Navy representa
tives, however, suggested the desirability of adding a military 
liaison corrnnittee to NASA similar to the committee that functioned 
with the AEC. l 15 Air Force Under Secretary MacIntyre stated his 
understanding that the measure intended that military activities in 
space would be the province of the Department of Defense. that civil 
space activities would be handled by NASA, and that "in the broad 
twlight zone of dual usefulness, the two agencies should operate 
in close mutual cooperation with each other, under overall executive 
direction, without dOl.Jin-stion of either over., tl:e other. ,,116 When 
queried about this, however. the Bureau of the Budget did not agree 
with NacIntyre' s understanding. The Bureau understood that lIthe 
space responsibility of the Department of Defense would include only 
those programs peculiar to or 'primarily associated with weapons 
syste:as or mil.itary operations. I All other space programs would be 
the responsibility of the civil space agency .•.• We recognize 
that there will probably be programs of .uilitary interest which are 
not, however, peculiarly or prin~rily military. The new agency 
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responsible fer those programs, but we expect that the 
Department of Defense would participate in their planning and 
impler.tentation. ,,117 

Because of this new interpretation ARPA Director Johnson 
returned to the hearings of the House cOIrlltlittec on 12 May to protest 
the restrictive language of the administration measure toward defense 
research and development in space. U8 Both the House and Senate 
committees and then Congress noted and objected to the narrow field 
evidently intended for the military in space and to the permissive 
rather than mandator)" authority accorded for even this narrow 
field. 119 Congress aleo objected to the lac!, of formal liaison 
specified bet\.,een the NASA and the Department of Defense. As a 
result of this dissatisfaction a Scnate-House conferI~8e co~nittee 
rn..1de substantial chanses in the administration ~ill. ''We care
fully wrote ~nto the basic 1.:1\.,," stated Congressman Gerald R. Ford, 
"that the m11~tary Should have certain responsibilities in the area 
and by no means should the executive branch of the Government permit 
NASA to preempt certain areas which the military believes will be 
important in space. IfIZl In the preamble to the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act of 1958, which \"as signed by President Eisenhower on 
29 July, Congress declared that the general welfare and security of 
the United States required that adequate provision be made for 
aeronautical and space activities. The Congress further declared 
"that such activities shall be the responsibility of. and shall be 
directed by, a civilian agency exercisinG control over aeronautical 
and space ,:jctivities sponsored by the United States, except that 
activities peculiar to or primarily associated \"ith the development 
of \"eapons systems, military operations, or the defense of the 
United States (including the research and development necessary to 
make effective provision for the defense of the United States) shall 
be the responsibility or, and shall be directed by the Department ot 
Detense." To Lieutenant: Genera J. :,chriever, who vie,,,ed the rna tter 
in context "'ith his duties as COlllrilDnder, Air Research and Development 
Co~nd, this section of the Space Act clearly indicated the intent 
of Congress that "the military must continue to conduct a vigorous 
research and development program of COI:lponents and subsystems, as 

. well as basic research, if the full potential of military space 
systems is to be realized on a timely b:lsis."122 

The Space /,ct established the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administrntion (NASA) headed by a Presidentinlly-appointed 
Administrator who was vested with authority to plan, direct, and 
conduct aeronautical and space activities. The NACA ceased to 
exist, and its personnel and facilities were transferred to NASA. 
Other departments and agencies were to cooperate as required by 
NASA "in maldng their services, equipment, personnel and facilities 
available." NASA was charged to arran~e for the participation of 
the scientific community of the nation in space activities and was 
pennitted, under guidance frotil the President, to engage in programs 
of international cooperation. Recognizing that there was "a grey 
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area between civilian and military interests," the Space Act 
authorized the President to determine which agency, civilian or 
military, should have responsibility for specific projects. Instead 
of the originally recommended National ,\eronautics and Space Board, 
the Space IIct provided for the National Aeronautics ·:md Space 
Council, to consist of the President, the Secretary of State, the 
Secretary of Defense, the NASA Administrator, and four additional 
members to be appointed by the President. The Council was charged 
to assist the President in surveying aeronautical and space 
activities and to provide for effective cooperation between NASA 
and the Department of Defense. Congress also added a provision for 
the establishment of the Civilian-Hilitary Liaison Committee, which 
was to consist of a Chainwn appointed by the President, and a 
membership of an unspecified number of military and civilian repre
sentatives from the Department of Defense and NASA. Through the 
Liaison Committee, Congress intended that NASA and the Department 
of Defense should advise and consult t06ether with respect to their 
activities. In case of unresolved disagreements the NASA 
Adlninistrator and the Secretary of Defense \-lould refer the matters 
to the President. 123 

Getting about the implementation of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act of 1958 President Eisenhower on 8 August appointed 
Dr. T. Keith Glennan, President of the Cdse Institute of Technology, 
and Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Director of NAC,\, as the Administrator and 
Deputy Adrainistrator of the ~{ational llcronautics and Space 
Administr<:ltion. NASA began to operat:e on I October 1958, and in a 
series of executive orders it received projects and facilities from 
the Department of lJefense. The projects included the rcsFonsibility 
for launching Vansuard earth satellites, three scientific satellite 
projects, four Pioneer probes, and a nunber of basic resei3rch 
underta l~ings looking toward the development of nue lear roc !;,ct 
engines, fluorine engines, and a hlillion-pound-thrust single-chamber 
rocl~et engine. NASA tool;: over the f>nllY's Jet Propulsion L.:lboratory 
in C,Jlifornia on 3 December 1958, the Project Tirosmeteorological 
research satellite on l3 April 1959, nnd the Centaur launch vehicle, 
comprising an Atlas booster with a second stage liquid hydrogen 
engine, on 30 June 1959. In a tr<lnsfer requested in 1958 -::Ind 
announced as impending in 1959, lIASA assUl:led control over the Army 
Ballistic Hissile /\gency's Development Operations DiviSion under 
von Braun at Redstone l'.rscna1 el:fective on 1 July 1960. 124 
Authorized a bro.:Jd authority to request the transfer of space proj
ects and [.:Jcilities from the !)~partli1ent of Defense, :.dministrator 
Glennan observed that only a "[uzzy line" see:'led to separate millt.1ry 
and civil sp.:Jce projects. "I tend to re;;ard the Hlilitary elements 
under the 1m", 11 he said, ".:Js those l!latters thnt relnte prLaarily to 
\venpon syster.ls <lnd military opcr;Jtions in the defense of the Nation, 
those itCillS t.,rhich <lre movin~ i.:O\v.:Jrd oper.:ltiona1 systeltlS, SUCi1 as a 
satellite c.:lrl;t varning systelt1 or <l missile t.,rarning syste:a, or Some 
such thing. 1I12J 
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The organization of the National Aeronautics and Space Council 
was completed when President Eisenhower appointed the additional 
members from civilian status. Chaired by the President, the Space 
Council held its organizational meeting on 24 September 1958 and met 
thereafter as required to provide broad policy advice to the 
President on such matters as transfers of projects and facilities 
to NASA, international cooperation in space, assignment of national 
priorities for space development, and the organization and operation 
of the netion's ground support facilities. Critics of the Council 
pointed out that this body was only one source of advice to the 
President, who also got guidance from his scientific adviser and 
from the executive departmental heads. 126 According to Dr. Welsh 
the Space Council really was "left dormant" under Eisenhower and 
did not exercise its broad and comprehensive advisory authority. 127 
The Civilian-Military Liaison Committee was not set up until after 
31 October 1958, when Eisenhower named Hr. Holaday as its chairman. 
The Defense Department and NASA agreed that the Liaison Committee's 
memberShip would include its chairman, four representatives from 
NASA, and single representatives from ARPA and the Army, Navy, and 
Air Force. The Liaison Committee held its first meeting on 25 
November and thereafter assembled about once u month. The Committee 
dealt successfully with some matters, but neither Glennan nor 
McElroy was said to be 'willing to delegate to junior people 
settlement of major issues." Holaday soon reported: "The committee, 
because of its compositian,that is, membership nwde up of repre~ 
sentatives who are subject to a hi~er internal authority, is in
capable of making firm decisions. II 

.... 28 When it was u..'1.able to secure 
a single point of contact with the Department of Defense through 
the mechanism of the Liaison Committee for handling the tracking 
and recovery of planned Mercury astronaut flights, NASA finally 
appealed directly to McElroy for action. On 10 August 1959 McElroy 
designated Major General Donald N. Yates, Commander of the USAF 
Atlantic Missile Range, as the Department of Defense representative 
under the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the support of Project Mercury. 
Yates was provided an assistant from the Navy for command of re
covery forces. 129 

Speaking in March 1959 before the full impact of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act became apparent, Secretary McElroy 
observed that it was the "responsibility of the military in this 
overall programming of outer space to make certain that those things 
which are specifically military objectives are taken care of one 
way or the other either by NASA or by ARPA • • . that diviSion seems 
to me to be less important than the assurance that the job is being 
done by c.ompetent people in one or the other. "130 Rear Admiral 
Hayward, on the other hand, suggested that "NASA should have been 
set up similarly to the Atomic Energy Commission, with a division 
of military app1icacions in this agency; that we should have one 
space program. ,,13l Lieutenant General Schriever differed with both 
of these opinions. "I feel," he said, "that the world in which we 
live--being what it is--our national security raust have first 
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priority. words, our ability to maintain the peace has to 
have first priority. Therefore, I can only conclude that the 
important military programs should have first priority.'1 The most 
important equation in research and deve '.opnent was lUanagement as a 
function of time: the best means of beating the clock was the con
cept of concurrency that had pen,litted rapid acceleration o~ the 
intercontinental ballistic missile capability. Already, Schriever 
said, NASA was placing competitive orders with contractors working 
for the Air Force. Schriever considered that the most serious 
threat to concurrency, however, was the idea being suggested that 
NASA "could become a ministry of supply type of organization which 
develops complete systems and turns them over to the military." 
Believing firmly in the concurrency concept whereby weapon systel~ 
were developed by the operating service, Schriever firnlly opposed 
any idea that NASA should be designed to becowe a National Space 
Commission and allowed to develop space weapon systems for operation 
by the military services. 132 While Schriever apparently feared the 
effect of NASA's competition on military space programs, the official 
Air Force policy sought to get an acceleration of aerospace hardware 
even if it had tc divert key officers trom its own prot,rams. In 
March 1959 General LeMay stated that the Air Force would make its 
personnel freely available for service in agencies of the Departmei.lt 
of Defense concerned with space activities and in ~SA.l33 

Only midly apparent in the spring or l~j~, discontent with the 
NationaL Aeronautics and Space Act among certain elements w1th1n 
the Department of Defense burst into full flame in the autumn of 
1959 and centered Dround the transfer of the ArnlY's Saturn rocket 
to NASA. Up until this time the Saturn program had been replete 
with starts and stops, allegedly because of a feeling within Defense 
scientific circles that there was no military requirement for 
ballistic missiles larger than those programmed and that there would 
be no necessity for a military space platfornl. As a part of~e 
continuing evaluation of the large multithrust booster problem Dr. 
York convened a review committee in September to study the tnree 
planned boosters--Titan C, Saturn, and Nova. As a result of this 
study Dr. York waS said to have agreed that the Saturn should be 
continued under development but that the project would have to be 

. transferr.ed to NASA since the Department of Defense could not 
, finance it within its budget9ry limitations. On 21 October 
President Eisenhower announced that he would transfer the ArITlY's 
rocket development team and the Saturn booster to NASA. 134 The 
Commander of the Army Ordnance Nissile Command, 11ajor General John 
.B. Medaris, described the Army's agreement to the transfer of the 
Saturn and the von Braun missile team to NASA as a Solomon's choice. 
"First," he said, "by the assignment of the space vehicle develop
ment, production, and launching mission to the Air Force. and 
secondly, the Army's total inability to secure from the Department 
of Defense sufficient money or responsibility to do the Saturn job 
properly, we found ourselves . . • in the position of either 
agreeing with the transfer of the team. or watching it be destroyed 
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by starvation and frustration,"US In the middle of this winter ot 
Anl1Y discontent, :?resident Eisenhower sent Congress a message on 
1I~ Janu ... ry 1960 proposing amendments to the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act. "In actual practice," Eisenhower explained, "a 
single civil-military program does not exist and is, in fact, un
attainable; and the statutory concept of such a program has caused 
coniusion." Eisenhower considered that the Department of uefense 
had ample authority outside the Space Act to conduct research and 
development work on space-related weapon systems. He therefore 
proposed to eliminate the statutory requirement for the National 
Aeronautics .:lnd Space Caur.cil and for the Civilian-Hilitary Liaison 
Cormaittee and to allow ~J'ISA to become responsible for the formula
tion and execution of its own program in its 9'wn right, subject to 
the authority and direction of the .?resident. 136 

In the early months of 1960 related hearings held by the House 
Cor.uuiti:ee on Science and Astronautics in review of the space program 
3nd on the proposed amend,aent to the Space Ikt served as a forum 
[or the presentation of the divergent views on space orgar-ciz?tion. 
In a valedictory interview given as he was retiring from the Army 
during the last week of January, Hajor General i-;edaris raked the 
civil-military separation of national space programs as flfunda
mentally unrealistic" and called for the creation of a single 
missil~-space agency as a unified conunand wi::hin the Department of 
Defense. 137 Testifying in viashington on 18 February, Nedaris 
charged that the national space program was "splintered into four 
agencies, ;'IASA and the tilree branches of our armed services." He 
criticized the Department of Defense directive that compelled the 
/\r;:1Y ilnd Navy to !louy" their space boosters from the Air Force, 
since under this directive th8 "problem of wedding the payload and 
the vehic le mus t be set tied by such c:mer,lic devices as committees, 
coordin.:1tion officers, and other such inadequate administrative 
devicea." He again proposed that responsi~ility for a national 
space program ought to be unified \.;ith1n the Department of Defense. 
Continued division of effo .... ts in missile-space technology, he said, 
"cannot but resuU: in delilY, duplication, and was te of both money 
and manpower ... 133 When as~ed how u1Uch support he had for his 
proposal to establish a unified niissile-space command, Medaris 
,-r';'lied: "I can only conunent that within the evening councils of 
the renegades of our business, I have a great deal of support. "139 
This support, ho\~ver, failed to appear during the Congressional 
hearings. Retired Lieutenant General Gavin observed that he Ylould 
be "very worried to see major portions of our space program in DOD; 
however \-lell intentioned they "Jere, they couldn't get money, where
as I lmow that Ni\SI\ c<.:n and very likely will :::or several years. 11140 
Rear l.dmiral Hayward reiterated his familiar proposal that the 
United States should follow the "Atomic Ener{!;y COllunission approach 
to the whole space program." The Anny now apparently subscriaed to 
this same ~pproach to the problem, for Lieute:18nt General Trudeau 
also ca:nc out [or lithe creation of a t-iilitary Liaison COJT,mittee 
patte:Lned after the corlliaittee provided by law to function between 
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the Departmetlt of Defense a~1d the Atoi,lie l::ncr.;y Co.·~.lissloll." 
Trudeau thOU;;(lt tha t tili~ CO;,lldit tee coui.U He n ... ·c!) IDee the 1.;1-

effective C~_vilian-I'lilltary T~ia.Lson COI;J,iittcc. L41 
Hile,l he appeared be[01:e tile House Co;.u;'ttcc on Scie,1(.:e onci 

i~stronautics, Dr. \.Jil11.0111 H. ~}ic;~erin0' .Jircctur of rJ\s:".'s Jet 
Propulsion tubm.'atory, a~reed that t:he nation requLl:'ed a sin31c' 
space program but he asserted ::hat tile pr0til:<M shouJ.d ;)c :.;tU.lincd 
by strengtheninti NASA "to the poin~ \vhere it ·ciLceti.ve1.y c'.mtrols 
a complete national sPdce progratT.. II i)ici~crin;; clwrgcd :.:hDt the 
divided authority in tile space field \vClS power:'ess to "prevent 
military space systems OL only periphct-a t V01.11C from dCi:·:]'ld.i.uti sue;l 
a large share of research support ::'n both CilC Dcp:Jrtiilent .)[ :)(~[ense 
and perhaps the ,'lASA that t:lesc e[for::s dOl,linatc the space I)rog.:' <1.:1 

to the detriment of our re.:ll objectives.· r His conctudin~ rel.lar~~s 
sU11ll1larized his position: "1 feel tlwt at th(' Frescol: til,le it is i.1orc 
important that the primary effort in spa'.:" be civill.:lI1 o.ciente0 
rather than military oriented. In oti1cr tvords, wy .Lceling ';'s LhClt 
the military <lpplications of sp<lce arc not clearly d{:j :"ned .Jt t,11.5 
time, th.:Jt this may very \vcll develop; in [act, ;)ast cxpcrJ.eace 
would say almost surely th<1t it will develop, but I "lOuld rCciard 
this as being a natural developlnent out of .:l progr.:Jw \-lhieh is 
orie'1ted in the direction of a civilian space proo ram."142 

In their tes timony Under Secret2ry of the l.ir Force Josepb V. 
Charyk, General vlhite, and Lieutenant Gener<11 Sclu:i(:v(!;:" opposed all 
of the proposals to establish "<1 single monolithic sp<lce ag,:mcy." 
"From a ndtional standpoint," Schriever stated, "prog'l'esS in space 
research is essenti<Jl [or both security <md p:-estige. Civilian <lnd 
military space operatiop-s cOlfiplement each other, and both should 
be pursued vigorously." Asked to explain the thoughts behind his 
assertion thatHASA and DeLense objectives in space were divergent, 
Schriever explained that this divergence had iJeen obscured by the 
[aci: t!lat NASA was cOlllpelled to use military rockets as boosters. 
Looking tmvard the future, he pointed out tha t Nt.SA would deve lop' 
unique experimental equiPlllent that might be used [or only a [e\17 
scientific probes unde:.: controlled circumstances. Host ~MSi\ p::'ooes 
would be handled by tel:lpOrary tasl~ force organiza i: ions, and r~\SA 
would not require a large and pennanent field or~aniza tion. 
Hilitary space systems, on the other hand, would be required in 
quantity, l"ould have to be simple and reliable, amI 'tvould need to 
be standardized and made capflble of f3irly long emploYT.1ent life. 
The Defense systems would have to strive to reduce the cost per 
launch, while NASA could afford to pay larger prices for the lesser 
numbers of scientific probes that it would mount. 143 Based upon 
this line of reasoning as well as the fact that the 1\ir Force was 
enjoying hannonious relations with NASA--"r would s :;,," Schriever 
interjected, "that we are fast approaching the old, very good 
relationship that we had with the old N/\CA."--the Air Force was not 
only anxiolls to continue the existing space organization but it ~vas 
entirely willing to support Eisenhower's proposed amendments to the 
Space Act. 
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The statements o[ Chary:~, Ullite, <lud Schriever in SUPPOl:t oi 
the exis t ing :!L\S.~,-Defense re la tionsilip apl)arenL ly indic<l ted t~la t i:he 
Air Force policy oE coo?eration had ~ornc positive results. 
Schriever's earlier fears that N!ISA and the uepartment O.L Defense 
might compete for the services of scarce space technologists had 
.app.::irently not r.:.nteri.nlized. In reference to this widely expressed 
belief tha;: the notion's technological :.:esources could not support 
two space pro.:;r3"ls, Dr. ShlOn :!.::!:t10, nm.; Vice j?resident oi the 
ThoupsoLl-R<lIao-Uoo}.d:.:idge Corporntion, ;)ointed out thnt there was no 
shortage of national teclmicill resources to support a vastly in
cl-ensed and even duplicntive missile .::Jnd space program. Ramo said: 
"If we chose to do so--and this is only a slight exaggeration--\.;e 
could almost have sp.::Jce proJes o:c· IeBU's cOUling out of our e.::Jrs.,,145 
By the spring of 1960 13rigodier Generul Don R. Ostrander and a 
number 01: other ALi..- Force officers 1lad Jean assigned to NliSA, nnd, 
in the same period thDt the Congressionnl hearLlgs \.;ere unden.;oy on 
the proI>osed reo:.-ganiza tion of the <'l:<ltibft::l'i' sp<lce effort, N;'ISA re
quested the assignment to it of stU1 IIiOi"e :~ey j?i"oject officers 
from the !3allistic !lissilcs Division--men \'Ihm'l Sch,:icver considcl:ed 
to be greatly needed for his mom developmental programs. Learning 
of Schriever's reluctDl1CC to assign the mcn to NASA and concerned 
about the proposals to :.:eorganize 111;51\ along the lines of thc AtOlllic 
Energy Com;nission, Gcner<Jl White believed thnt the time 'I7~S right 
for "D sermon trom the Cnief of Staff to his staff. II On 14 l\pril 
1960, lomite issued a nleinO~c:lndllin snyin3: "I ahl convinced that one at' 
the ma~or long :cange elcnlents of the ,\ir Force future lies in sp<Jce. 
It is 31so oovious that ~IAS!1 ,.;ill playa l.3rge p.3rt in the national 
effort in this direction Dnd, moreover, ~nevltably will be closely 
associated, if not eventually combined with the military. It is 
perfectly clear to me that particulDrly in these fonnative years 
the Air Force must, for its OWll good as well as for national inter
est, cooperate to the maximum extent with NASA, to include the. 
furnishing of l~ey ?ersonnel even a t the expense .of some Air Force 
dilution of technical talent." White later explained wi.~ he had 
issued the memorandum. "The sole purpose, II he said, "of this 
memornildUln--and I think I stated it very clearly--is that I want 
to maKe ~t cryst:al. clear that the policy is \.;z ,,,ill cooperote with 
N,\SA--and to the very limit of our Dbility <lnd eveil Jeyond, to. the 
extent of some risk in our mvn programs. !lll;·6 

In the early stages of the hearirGs of the House Con~ittee on 
Science and :.stronautics, Deputy Secretary of Defense James H. 
Douglas expressed support for Eisenhower's proposed amendments of 
the Space Act. He agreed that the Civilian-NUitary Liaison 
Corrnnittee had been ineffective and ought to be eliminated, out he 
still \.;ished to see effective liDison established bet,.;een the 
Department of Defense and NASA. On 14 Hnrch 1960 Douglas accord
ingly proposed that cooperation bet\"een Defense and NASA should be 
attained by the estaolishment of an ,\eronautics and Astronautics 
Coordinating Board, with the Deputy l\dministrator of NASA "and the 
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Director of Defense Research and En:;ineering to serve as co-chainnen 
of the board, Hith supervision over subordinate board panels that 
would be established from ~~SA and Defense managerial personnel to 
handle matters of nutual interest. Under Secretary Charyk warmly 
supported this proposal, which he described as d broader projection 
or the Air Force-NASA discussions looking toward the establishment 
of a cOlwnittee of responsible people to handle launch vehicle 
matters. 147 Dr. Glennan also agreed that much of the improvised 
coordination that already existed between Defense and NASA could 
well be fonnalized and announced his support [or the establishment 
of the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board. 143 When it 
reported out the space reorganization bill in the first week of 
Hay 1960, the House Committee on Science and f.stronautics added a 
provision for the establishment of the Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Coordinating Board. 149 

After the matter had been further discussed Glennan and 
Douglas signed an administrative agreement on 1 July 1960 which 
established the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board 
(AACB). As officially promulgated on 13 September, the agreement 
specified that the Deputy Administrator of HASA and the Director of 
Defense Research an0 Engineering would serve as co-chairmen of the 
board, whose membership would comprise the chairmen of the board's 
panels plus enough additional members to insure that each military 
department was represented and that r~\SA had equal representation 
with the Departr.lent of Defense. Six panels ~'erc est.::blished: manned 

'. space flight, unmanned spacecraft, launch vehicles, space flight 
ground environment, supporting space research and technology, and 
aeronautics. The joint directive charged the Ai\CB to facilitate 
the planning of activities in a manner calculated to avoid un
desi£able duplications and to achieve efficient utilization of 
available resources, to coordinate activities in areas of common 
interest, to identify problems requiring solutions, and to exchange 
information betlveen NASA and the Department of Defense. The board 
was to meet at least bimonthly, or more frequently on the call of 
its co-chairmen, and it was provided with a small secretariat to 
maintain its records. lSO 

Since the Senate proved unwilling to approve Eisenhower's 
proposed amendments to the Space Act, the establishment of the 
Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board prOved to be the 
only positive accomplishment of the lengthy debates of the national 
space program. In establishing the AACB, Glennan and Douglas care
fully avoided the defects found in the Civilian-~lilitary Liaison 
Conunittee, which had failed to war:. primarily because its members 
lac!,ed authority. \-lithin the AACB panel members \'lere picked in 
accordance with their responsibilities within their agencies. 
Heeting as necessary the panels examined problems, arrived at 
suggested solutions, and made reconunendations to the AACB. When 
the AACB approved the reconunendations, they were passed down-within 
the Department of Defense and within NASA for implementation by the 
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same officers 'vho served on the pane is. The C¥ttilian-Nilitary 
Liaison Conunittee continued in le3al existence, but Eisennower did 
not appoint another chairuwn for it when Hot<lday rel:ii;;ned the 
position, and the committee lapsed into iuactivitj. SOllle Senators 
criticized the administration for faili.ng to execute an existing 
law, and Nissiles and Rockets llwgazine oi)served that the "spidery 
problem o[ defining cLear-cut nationaLoojectives in space 
exploration" was evidently going to :)e 'passed 011 to a new Congress 
and a new administration that would tai~e office in January 1961. LSl 

3. Stra tegic nia Logue: dinimuHl Dcte1Z.~·ence oJ.- ~ou·.lterrorcc 

"The arm holding the harrU,ler aLld sic!de," Geuei.·al \-Jhite o~serv(;d 
in the' aitermath of thCS"putnik,-f~rown lOllger and strond,cr. "152 
At the same time that the sudden est;Jb[u;hwenCor'Soviei~mIsslre 
and space capabilities demanded a reor6anization of tHnerican 
military and space establishments, the uew Soviet tlH!'t~ilt touched 
off an intense examination of strategic tllinkii13, Nany persons 
conceived that the employment of nucl.ear lilissiles would lend a 
virtual mathematical certainty to the conduct of \.,,<1r, and new 
electronic computers promised to provide ready answers to tue 
complex equations of Iniss ile warfare, Early in 1953, for exa!llplc, 
the Air Force put a high-speed electronic ,\ir &Jttle Hodel computer 
into operation which was able to work through three days of a two
sided, strategic global uir war in about seven ilOurs, Inaintainin~ 
and recording a net capability posicion by fiftec.t-ll1inute .inc:cemenLs 
for the opposing forces as the W3r gaone pl:ogressed. "We have COllie 
a long way since World War II," sai-d f<iajor General James Ii. \.Jalsh, 
Air Force Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff .tor IntelliJence, "in 
being able to predict the effects of our bombiu3 campaigns, largely 
through the continued developll1ent or skilled tar;;;et personnel, the 
magic of computers, and above all the quantum jump availaole in 
nuclear firepower. ,,153 While computers IJrovided a facile means of 
war gaming, General White nevertheless inSisted that "war is an art 
and always will be an art" and protested the philosophical approach 
that wanted to reduce war to wathelllatical equations. "In the age 
of miSSiles," he warned, "it is so easy to add up the number of 
missiles, the C. E. P., the nUluber of luissiles required to !moc:< out 
a particular target, and come up with a table of equations and gi'VC .. 
it to a Ph. D. and tell . . . [hiIG] to push XYZ buttons. I do not 
think war will be that way, because I feel that in this age oi . 
nuclear weapons the greatest confusion that mankind has ever iacec! 
will reign. We will have variables and we ,HUSt be prepared for the 
unexpected. Decisions must be based on hUlllan jud~ltlent, able to fit 
many variable reactions to variable situations. III 4 

The deterrence of war had been an American objective since 
1945 and the concept of nuclear staleL,late had been talked about 
since 1954, but Sputnik precipitated an immediate and intense dis
cussion of both of these matters. "It is a ;jrilll enough world," 
said Dr. Vannevar Bush in November 1.957, "if t,."o countries face 
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each other with such weapons that, if all-out war broke out. both 
countries would be completely demolished. . . . But we feel that 
under those circumstances, all-out war would probably not break 
out, because no man would deliberately throw us into that sort of a 
holocaust where he and everything else would be destroyed. "ISS For 
Some time General Taylor believed that the Navy and the I1arines had 
been moving closer to the Army position that nuclear stalemate was 
likely and that the United States should emphasize the development 
of limited war forces. In the winter of 1957-58 Taylor observed 
that "the Navy and i'!arine Corps \'lere ready to join in recoll1l,lending 
changes that would take into account the iltlpllcations of nuclear 
parity, establish finite limits on the size for atomic retaliatory 
force, and in general lllal~e for a flexible strategy for copi,1g with 
limited aggression. 11156 "Given a shield of I,lutual deterrence," said 
Secretary of the Navy Gates, "power to preveilt limited aggression 
and ''lin limited war becomes decisive. ,,157 "/'. ~eneral nuclear war 
now· means," agreed Admiral Burke, \lthat both the United States and 
Russia would be most severely daill<1ged. Under tilese circwllstances, 
initiation of a general war by Russia seems unlikely so long as we 
have the capability of destroying her: "158 In appeal"anCeS before 
Congressional committees early in 1958 Burke pointed out that air
craft carriers were useful to both general .:ll1d limited war and 
pointed out that Polaris submarines, which promised to :"0 "in
vulnerable to preemptive action by an enemy," \'lOuld be a positive 
deterrent to war. "As long as <In encwy knows that no lOatter Hl1ilt 
kind ot blOlo1 he may first stril~e .Jt us, he \'1111 himself be de
stroyeD in reprisal," BurIee suggested, "then he \'li11 not rationally 
decide to start a war. "D~ 

Hil11Y civilian strategists nccepted the concept ot a nuclear 
stalemate and the rcquircli1ents [or lilliitcd Har forces. Governor 
Nelson IX. Roc~{efelle.r and the Roc!,efe1.1er study panel "felt that 
there was increasing possibility that as the Soviets and ourselves 
reached equal capabilities of destruction there might--under the 
cover of our reluctance to usc all-out Lorce to oppose an action 
which did not seem warranted now knowinG thnt such nIL-out action 
\'lould bring major destruction in this country--that there might be 
a nibbLl.ng away at the periphery by small wars that we would not 
want to use all-out retaliation to oppose. "160 In January 1958 Hr. 
Paul H. Nitze published an article entitled I~toms, Strategy and 
Policy" which strongly endorsed the concept of graduated deterrence 
that he had found to be popular ill Europe. i:Utze' s proposaL was 
not so much concerned with deterring war as in confining war. He 
considered that the requirements for graduateq, deterrence involved 
the maintenance of a superior western nuclear posture; the Hleeting 
of aggression without the use of atomic weapons where this was 
possible; the determination not to exteild geographically limited 
hostilities to other areas unless thesituatiou could not be ef
fectively resolved otherwise; an avoidance of attac:(s agal.nst in
dustrial and population centers and the use of ~tomic \'leapons 
against military objectives primarily for attainment of control of 
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the air; and the building of western non-atomic elements of strength 
in o~der to red~gr the extent to which security would depend upon 
atoml.C weapons. 

In discussions as early as 1956 General Le~wy had been willing 
to admit in theory that a smaller size force might present a 
deterrent effect upon an enemy, but he still held to his definition 
that effective deterrence required the United States to maintain a 
force strong enough to absorb the losses from a surprise Soviet 
attack and then to inflict damage that would be "unacceptable" on 
an enemy. "It is reasonable to assume," he observed, "that the 
original force without losses should certainly be initially stronger 
than the Soviet force.,,162 Speaking in August 1956 Secretary of 
the Air Force Quarles believed that "the problem before the world 
today is a problem of deterrence" and that "the build-up of atomic 
power ... makes total war an unthinkable catastrophe." Quarles 
proposed that the relative force strength of the United States and 
the Soviet Union was less important than "the absolute power in the 
hands of each, and in the substantial invulnerability of this power 
to l.nterdl.ctl.on." He urged that it was necessary only to maintain 
a level ot strength which he called ''mission capability" and pointed 
out that it was "neither necessary nor desirable • • . to maintain 
strength above that level. nlb3 Quarles I statement was useful in 
explaining why the Air Force could safely reduce its force from the 
137-wing level, which had been justified as critical to the security 
of the nation, and it seemed to equate deterrence with the mainte
nance of capabilities for massive rct<lliation; Also speaking in 
1956 while he was still Air Force Chief of Staff, General Twining 
emphasized counterforce rather than massive retaliation when he 
said: "If we are attacked, the .·Ur Force's main job is to knock out 
the Russian long-range air force and their capability to deliver 
strikes against the United States. ,,164 

Partly in order to cause uncertainties to the enemy neither 
President Eisenhower nor Secretary Dulles ever exactly defined 
massive retaliation, and, as has been seen, the acceptance of 
massive retaliation in 1954 did not cause the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
to change the categories of target systems which they had estab
lished for strategic air war planning purposes in August 1950. 
During the Sputnilc cris is, however, the A ir Force gave some serious 
thoughts to a counterforce strategy and for the first time aSSigned 
some specific lneanings to massive retaliation. Speaking in 1959 
General White said that the strategic target priorities continued to 
be: "One, to destroy the enemy's capability to destroy us--that 
would be the first priority; next would be to blunt the enemy 
attack against our deployed military forces in Europe and in Asia; 
and, third, systematically destroy the Soviet Union's ability to 
wage war." If it were given strategic and tactical warning, White 
pointed out that the United States would be able to implement these 
orderly attack priorities, but he noted that the growth of Soviet 
capabilities to attack the United States made it likely that a 
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United States second strike might have to be somewhat improvised. 
"In case of a surprise attack," he suggested, "the mission would 
be • • • to do the greatest possible damage to the Soviet Union as 
a whole with attention to applying that destruction in such a way 
as to do as much damage as possible to their residual military 
striking ,force. "165 Following this sa.ne line of reasoning" Colonel 
Robert C. Richardson demonstrated that massive retaliation had 
always been a specific response within the whole American strategy. 
"Ma~sive retaliation," Richardson wrote, "relates principally to 
what happens after the enemy tries a surprise attack against the 
United States proper. The deterrent to an attack of this nature 
lies in the Strategic Air Command's capability, even after having 
been hit first, to strike back, 'retaliate,' with sufficient atomic 
power to wipe- out the enemy's major urban centers. This is massive 
retaliation. The targets are cities; the forces used are those that 
survive the initial attack; and the objective is to devastate the 
enemy nation to the extent that it would not be able to capitalize 
on its act of a&gression. • . . Now, the ability to destroy cities-
the main target of massive retaliation--may constitute a deterrent 
to surprise attack against the United States. It does not, however, 
in any way deter aggression anywhere in the world, including NATO. 
What has deterreo aggression in Europe and in other vital areas for 
the past ten years has been primarily the counterforce aspect of 
the general-war capability. backed up by the expressed willingness 
to use any and all forces to defend the free world if it shouid 
become necessnry."166 

On the conceptual level Najor General Walsh reasoned in 
December 1957 that Air Force thinking had turned full circle away 
from the Mitchell-Doubet doctrines of waging strategic air war 
against enemy indus~rial capabilities and had returned to the older 
doctrines of Clausewit2 and Schlieffen that considered enemy 
military forces in being as the prime objectives of war effort. 167 
Seen in terms of a counterforce strategy the requirements for 
strategic air striking forces had to be calcu.lated in terms of its 
capabilities and vulnerabilities in destroying hostile target' 
systems--not in terms of the residuum that might remain after an 
enemy surprise attack. By early 1959 the United States air war 
plan was based upon,an analysis and screening of over 20.000 targets 
in Soviet bloc nations. While nothing was immediately published on 
the extremely sensitive suoject, air targeting apparently became 
much more exact in the years after 1955-56 when the very high 
altitude U-2 reconnaissance aircraft became operational on foreign 
soil. "We Imow what targets must be destroyed," stated an Air 
Force planner in 1959. "Our war plans are based on this target 
analysis.,,168 Although the Air Force was apparently willing to 
accept counterforce as an objective, the Strategic Air Command 
continued to plan on operating tactics which envisioned that 
strategic air attacks would be speedily accomplished against all 
target systems in one mighty effort. Such nn all-,.Qut at'tack would 

. provide the largest degree of protection to SAC crews.~y a 
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predominaot useo[ lar~e nuclear weapons, moreover, one crew could 
be counted upon to destroy lIlany individual targets with single 
weapons, thus achieving a "bonus effect" that was thought to be 
(juite important in viev. of the many targets requiring des truction 
and the limited size of the Strategic Air COlTunand. While Soviet 
cities ~vere not targeted [or air attack, many of them would 
necessarily be cestroyed by nuclear weapons aimed at military ob
jectives in their vicinity. 169 

* * * 
Although General Taylor considered that the conversion of the 

:~avy and the "larincs to his views on nucleDr stalel,late-limited ~,18r 
'vas "quite an achievcnent," the ,"nay position was not accepted Jy 
the Depilrtment of Defense or i>y the thr Force. "One of the most 
p;:essing objectives of the Dc:'ense Department," Secretary HcElroy 
stated in January 1953, "must be to make it obvious to any potential 
enemy that we have available and are prepared to use weapons of 
retaliation so devastating that the cost to an aggressor of an 
attack on us \vould be unbearable. ,,170 In April 1958 i-!cElroy foresaw 
"less and less likelihood of limited ,,,ar that would demand sizable 
forces. !I While he granted that limited conflict "could occur in 
primitive countries," he argued that the United States would never 
consider a Soviet attDck ilgainst NATO as a limited war. "tole (jetter 
never let anyone," he said, "get the mistaken idea thnt ,,,e are not 
going to use our big weapons i.l they are needed."l71 Spea:dng as 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gener<ll 1\·,i::lin; s.:Jid: "I 
person<llly do not believe you can say that alloY particular [Orin 0';: 
,var is wore likely than any other. t:172 30th Secret<lry Dulles and 
Genernl T\vinin(j were on record with the vie,,, that the use of 
tuctical nuclear weapons would not. necessarily cause a sm<lll ,"<1r to 
expand into a gencl."a 1 nuc lenr \var. 173 Ge,leral Leday pointed out 
Cllat deterrence Has in the ene,llY's l!lind. "It is lilY belief," he 
s<lici, "that the enemy ,vill not consider as a deterrent a force which 
he cons iders wea ker than his [orce. . . . I think ,.;e would be 
6<1mbl tng ;uore than we should with the security of the country ~f we 
should assume that <1 vleai~er force will deter him fro';l attac~~~ "1..74 

!.ppearing before the :~ational Security Council early ia 1958, 
GenerLll Taylor <1s;,ed that the <1i.111ual BasiLe National Security f'olicy 
directive be changed to accord limited war forces an Dctive rOle in 
ruture military opera tions and the a tOlaic-ret£l lin tory [ol"CeS a 
pass~ve role. Hhere ground forces in Europe had been the "shield" 
behind which the United St<1tes could ,,,ield its atomic swo<1rd, TaylOl." 
urged that the atoll1ic retaliiltory forces had become the shield that 
would \v;)rd off hostile .:Jtomic attac!c Hhile the lilllit'cd \var forces 
would constitute the flexible sHord. Failing to agree with Genel.-nl 
Taylor, the ,rational Security Council found no changes in the 
internac;l.Onal situation that justified a change in the oasic 
securil:y policy. In rnid-Slli,1l,1er the Departl,:ent of Defense issued 
6uldclines providing th~t the defense budget for fiscal year 1960 
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llould approxi.mate that of 1959 .:md would retnin the sa .. ;e l)c:.:.:;(;" ... i . . ", 

allocations to individual services. 175 I'.s a resuL tile 19.:>0 ;j::,<:;~:. 
year budget proposed a total oE $41. 2 billion .ii.l new olJl.i..0.:Jti(h~[.' 
authority, to be subdivided $9.5 Dillion [Ol: the i~r;.lY, $11.7 1>':'-: __ 0;: 

for the Navy, and $19.1 billion [or the Air Force. Ub 
While the Department of Defense budgetary decisions were ;:'C ~·:I':'; 

made, two separate sl,1Clll war incidents tested the capabilities ()~ 

United States forces. The first incident occurred in the Middle 
East where, in an effort to stabilize chaotic affairs, President 
Eisenhower had announced with Congressional approval on 5 January 
1957 that the United States would provide economic and possibly 
fllilitary aid to any nation that asked for it and would also employ 
armed force "to secure and protect the territorial integrity and 
political independence of nations requesting such aid against overt 
armed aggression from any nation controlled by international 
COillmunisl:t. II In November 1957 the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed 
the Conunander-in-Chiet, Naval Forces Eastern Atlantic and 
Hediterranean, to plan for limited action .in the Hiddle East in 
the event of an overthrow of the Jordanian government or a coup 
d'etat in Lebanon. 177 

For several weeks after political unrest and riots broke out 
on 9 Hay 1958, the Lebanese government Inade no request for assistance 
and it seemed that the country would be able to settle its own 
internal problems, but in the early hours of 14 July a military 
coup d' etat overthrew the pro-wes tern governillent of Iraq and caused 
both neighboring Lebanon nnd Jordml to fear a similar fate. In 
this crisis the govermtlcnt of Lebanon iuunediately sought Inilitary 
assistance from the United States, while Jordan appealed to the 
United Kingdom to send troops to it to prevent disorder. Following 
President Eisenhower's decision to assist Lebanon, Admiral JaUles L. 
Hollow3Y, Jr., the Cor.unander-in-Chief Eastern Atlantic and 
Mediterranean was designated Commander-in-Chief Specitied Co~and 
Hiddle East to execute Operation Blue Bat for the reinforcement of 
Lebanon. lHthin 24 hours elelllents of the U. S. Sixth Fleet la:1ded a 
battalion of ~~rines near Beirut. Augmented by C-124 transports of 
the Nilitary Air Transport Service, the United States Air Forces in 
Europe airlifted Army Task Force Alpha froul Rhein';;'Nain cUr Base to 
Lebanon via Adana Airfield in Turkey an9.began to provide logistical 
support. to the AlUericans in Lebanon and·t:o the British forces in 
Jordan. f.t 1000 hours on 15 July the Joint Chiefs of Staff directed 
that the Tactical Air COillmand dispatch CASF Bravo under the cOlIuuand 
of Najor General Viccellio to Incir1ik Air :Sase at Adana, Turkey. 
Ta:dng off within two hours from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, the 
first F-IOO's refueled three times en route, and, after following a 
circuitous route to avoid certain Nediterranean countries, they 
arrived at Incirlik ip. less than 13 hours. Within 24 hours, 36 
F-IOO's were at Incirlik and ready to support the ground forces. 
Troop carrier congestion at the fOl.'Ward base then forced Task Fo:;.-ce 
Bravo to hold a part of its forces in France, but within 50 hours 
the entire CASF--two F~'lOO squadrons, one B-57 tactical bomber 
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squadron, and one RF-lOl!RB-66 composite tactical reconnaissance 
squadron--was. in Europe, and in less than four days it was 

.. established at Incirlik. The Tactical f.ir Coulliland employed its 
own tanker aircraft on the Atlantic crossing, and it also kept 
several of the tankers in the air over Beirut to :i.-efuel the tactical 
aircraft that covered the air landings of ,\nay troops. Flown with 
USAFE C-130 I S and HATS C-124 IS, the airlift effort of 110 planes 
moved 3,103 troops and 5,0713 tons of equipment froUl Europe to Adana, 
while the CASF airlift effort amounted to the movement of 360 
personnel and 202 tons of equipment from the United States to Adana. 
At the peak of the build-up in early August about 6,000 Harines and 
8,000 Army troops were in Lebanon. The crisis cleared rapidly 
after the election of a new Lebanese president, and the American 
forces were withdrawn between mid-August and October 1958. 178 

As the situation in the Niddle East was beginning to resolve 
itself the Soviet Union and Conununist China provoked another crisis 
in the Fonllosa or Taiwan Straits on the other side of the world. 
In this area 'Chinese Nationalist garrisons held the off-shore 
islands of Quemoy and Hatsu, and in accordance with the Fonnosa 
resolution of January 1955 the President of the United States was 
authorized "to include the securing .hld protecting of such related 
positions and territories of that area now in friendly hands and 
the taking of such other measures as he judges to. iJe required or 
appropriate in assuring the defense of Formosa and the Pescadores.!1 
In July 1953 the Chinese Conuuunists iutensified their threats to 
"liberate" Taiwan (Formosa) and 0egan to move jet fi~hter aircraft 
into previously vac.:mt airfields in Fu:~:~n Province opposite che 
Nationalist base on Tah-lan. [\fter fOUl. Jays of sec ... "et talks in 
Peking, Premier Hao Tse- tun;j and NLd ,... Iillrushchev issued a 
cOlumunique on 3 August denlilnding ,,,ithdrawal of I.nglo-P,merican forces 
from the Middle East. The COlillllunists oe;;an to overfly Quemoy and 
Hatsu and im!>roved their interceptions 0:: "'lationalist reconnaissance 
sorties over the coastal mainland of China. On 10 !,ugust the Reds 
began to bombard Quemoy with artillery sited in nearoycoastal 
postions. and after an intensif~ed bOiubardment the Communist :cadio 
beamed a warning on 29 f,ugust that "a landing is L-mninent" aud 
urged the ~uemoy ;;arrison to withdraw. l79 . 

As a part of a ~eneral reorganization in the Pacific on 1 July 
1957, the U. S. Pacific Cor,llnand--as the unified tileater headquarters 
superior to the Pacific Fleet, f.nny Paciiic, and Pacific Moor Forces-
had assumed general responsibility for theater operations, in
cluding the United States conuilitments in defense of Taiwan_ On 0 
August 1958 the Air Force directed its commanders concerned"to 
examine their plans to support the Cine PAC plan for t-he defense of 
Taiwan, and with the worsening of the crisis the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff ordered the aircraft carriers Essex in the HediterraLlean and 
the HidWc:!Y at Pearl Harbor to join the Seventh Fleet off TaitV'an. 
On 25 August the Joint Chiefs also authorized the deployment to 
Taiwan of a Barine fighter-interceptor group from Japan and an Air 
Force fighter-interceptor squadron from Okinawa. The Army was 
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directed to elifJcdite the sh5.pment of a ~~ike ilattalion from Texas to 
Taiwan. Since the Nineteenth Air Force was 'already committed to 
the CASF operation in the Niddle E<lst, the Tactical Air Corrunand 
directed its Twelfth ,'ir Force to prepare CASF X-Ray Tango for 
movement to the Far East if it proved to be needed. ;It 1400 hours 
on 29}\ugust the Tactical Air Comlll<lnd \-135 directed to deploy the 
force, and under the le;)der5hip of Brigadier General '-.lvin P. Tacon 
the .first planes carrying the task force oep.,Lted their home 
stations at 1630 hours on the saUle day. Had the CASF mad~ non-stop 
nights its planes could have arrived in the Far East within 43 
hours flying time, out deliberate rest stops were scheduled for 
the crews in Hawaii, Guam, and at either Hidway or t.J'ake Islands. 
With a strength of two F-lOO squadrons, one 3-57 squadron, two 
RF-lOl squadrons, and two C-130 squadrons, CASF X-Ray Tango was 
completely in place 0:< Taiwan by 12 September. Hainly as a 
psychological gesture a squiJdron of 12 F-104 Starfighter inter
ceptors was transported aboard C-124 transports, and these planes 
were put into action on 12 September after they had been reassembled. 
In these movel!lents a total of 137 four-engine aircraft of the 
Hilitary Air Transport Service and the Tactical Air Corrunand air
lifted 1,713 personnel and 1,088 tons of cargo. As this strength 
was building up, Chinese Nationalist Air Force pilots proved able 
to handle the Red Chinese NIC-17 aircraft in a series of engage
ments over the Formosa Straits. In about 25 separate air encounters 
the Nationalists lost 4 aircraft and destroyed 33 of the Red planes, 
four o~ the victories being scored Hith Sidewinder air-to-air 
missiles. After firing \(10):e than a 11.:11£ million rounds of artillery 
.:It Qucmoy, the Reds .:mnounced .:I wec:~fG suspensiun cf the shellini:; 
on 6 October. From this tir;1e onward the crisis abated, and the 
United States forces tha t were clerIc yed to Tai~-;ran re~urned to their 
permanep.t stations within the followin,:; two 1110nths. 100 

While there was no doubt that tlltlerican policy had been ac
complished in the Lebanon and Taiwan operations, evaluations made by 
high-level offici.als revealed a diJ:ference of opinion as to lessons 
to be drm-m from these operations and about the nature of liHlited 
war as well. To Sec:.:-etary HcEl:coy the Lebanon and Taiwan operations 
gave "as:mrance" as to the United States capability for limited war. 
He considered that the response in Lebanon had deterred the outbreak 
of hostilities and that the action in Taiwan had confined the con
flict and had permitted a discontinuation of it to be worked out. 
"The speed \.,ith \-;rhich you respond," HcElrcy observed, '',':is really as 
important as the force \-;rith whici1 you :cespond. 'I NcElroy considered 
that Lebanon and 1'ai .. an vlere examples of liillited wars. "He do not 
consider that Korea is a limited war," he added. "t.Je consider that 
if you had to do Korea again, you probably would handle things SOfl1e
what differently." He <.llso emphasized that the United States did 
not intend to fight a limited war with the Sovi.et Union. "The 
people of this country, II he said, "should realize that if we are 
going to fight Russia, \-1e are not going to fight thew on the ground 
in the main. There will be some conflict on the ground, but general 
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,,,ar is the only ldnd of war that l'1e vinualize fiehting wlth 
Russia . .,l8l Speaking on the subject of Lebanon and Taiwan, General 
'!Wining called attention to the fact that in 'each case the United 
States had been given several wee~cs to ready its forces and to 
react. Since no shots had been fired by t>llleric.:ln units sUl)ply 
problems had been simple. Twining nevertheless estitllated that the 
United States "could carry a half dozen" engageil1ents like these, 
but an engagement of the size of Korea would be a different matter. 
In Twining's view the Korean conflict t ... as fla big linlIted-war 
operation, If and if a limited war ot sihlilar size occurred in the 
future its requirements would have to be met by the mobilization 
of reserve forces. l82 . 

In presenting the Air Force assessment of the Lebanon-Taiwan 
crises, General tfuite asserted: "TIle Soviets have !)een contained 
not by the U.S. battalions and ships and tactical aircraft that we 
deployed but to a great degree by the estalllished capability of 
Americ<ln long-range air power." In the case of the Queuloy crisis, 
however, \·lhi te added tha t "the Chinese COhn,lUnis ts and perhaps the 
Russians themselves received a considerable shock with the rapidity 
with which we reacted and with the efficiency of our forces that 
were there--and by 'our forces' I a,l! including the Chinese 
:'lationalists ... 183 General Power saw Lebanon and (ucmoy as illus
trations of the deterrence of both ~enerCll and s1l1<::11 wal:s. "c,.lUernoy,l! 
he said, "was even better than Leaanon, because here t\Te took.a· 
firm stand for a -pile ot so-called useless rocks. But it was 
notice to the world that this country stands tor something, that '\TC 
have principles and oppose the p:dnciple of blaclo.nail through 
military force. If we were '\Tilling to stand up and risk t\Tar for 
SOrHe so-called useless rocl<:s, what better proof could we give of 
our determination to stand up to a wore serious incident?" Power 
said that during the Quemoy crisis the Strategic Air Command. had 
been prepared to back up the other forces with planes that could 
carry "any yield weapon." tfuile he did not think it would be 
efficient to employ SAC crews to drop conventional weapons, Power 
pointed out that he could "convert into that posture very rapidly 
in a rna tter of hours." Lebanon and QueHloy, Pm\Ter sa id, "were rea I 
actions to deter , ... ar. The reason we could prevent those actions 
from expanding is that we had the Strategic Air Command bac[(l.ng 
these forces up. ,,184 In a delayed analysis General Let-lay emphaSized 
the role that American military aid and friendly foreign forces had 
played in the Lebanon-Taiwan effort. lIAssets such as Gases and 
support capabilities as well as loany additional items which comprise 
an effective small war readiness," he said, "are direct results of 
the Military Assistance Program. Without these benefits, such 
operations as last year's deplo~nent of units to . . . both the 
Nideast and Far East to assist our allies could not llave been 
accomplished. 11185 

According to Secretary Brucker and General Taylor the Lebanon 
and Quemoycrises were the latest incidents in a pattern of 
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of eighteen episodes since \-1orld Unr II in which the presence or 
pressure of Communist [crces had Geen felt and exploited either 
di:i:ectly or indi.rectly. FrOI,l thlspnttern, B.:ucker drew the lesson 
that the COlllli1U •. LStS were using Ihlited war [1S a device to achicve 
their objective., on a piecemeal ~iJsis. \111en he \V'<lS asked to define 
a limited war, Taylor found it c<lsicl." 1.:0 say that a :;eneral war was 
"a war between the United States .::md thc Soviet Union in which they 

. are participating and in which atoltlic weapons are used freely [rOl:1 
the outset. tI II lUllited ,.,<.Ir was "<lny military conflict sho.:t of a 
general war, one in which our national existence is not at stake." 
Taylor described Lebanon as "pe.:haps tile ext ... l,lC of the sma 11 
limited war," and he believed that the advan·.· d VYarning, limited 
force requirement, and lack of cOl.lbat perati.ons lllade conditions so 
favorable for the success of the Leb:mon opei:a tion as to mal,e it 
imprudent to attel/lpt to di."aH conclusions [rOtH thc e::LJerience. 
Taylor also admitted under questionin8 that no Anay forces would 
have ~een required in a FOrmOSiJll opera tiori. 1'If we hnd to 2,0 into 
FOl.,uosa in sizOlble strength," ~le said, Fl ••• it Hould be l<lJ.;gely 
an air and a n<lVal operation. If ;\s he looked at the l)roblem of 
limited war, however, Taylor sen., Ifpril.!wri 1y D11 I\nllY requirealent 
rala ted to sus tained eomoa t on the ~round, VThich Is an !.rIllY ta 51(. If 

Viewing the problem of litu::'teo\.,rOlr in this li;;ht, he urged a rive
point p4'ogram to impi.·ove Ihl1itcd HaL" capu0ilities, nu.i1ely the 
modernization of appro~riate equip;,]ent, the illtl;>roved strate;;ic 
mobility of limited war forces, the use of prcplallncd airlift and 
sealift, expanded joint pL:mnln-3 Dud training, and t~le advertiscl.lent 
of such lil~ited ''lar strcn;;th once it \'lDS <.I rea'.ity.luG 

\-lliilE: the na tionDl hlil it<l1'Y ~.c::uen, i:endcd La dl"<JW dif.ferent.: 
lessons [roUl Lebanon and (:UClilOY, there "lcrc SOllle esscl1tial elel,1<mts 
of agreement. In its report of the fiscnl ./c.:11' 1959 r!lilitnry bud,;et, 
the House Committee on !,rpro~)l"iations !lacl cnllcd [or a nevI study of.: 
the role of the super aircraft carric:;.: in lilode1'~l H<.li'fare. After 
Lebanon and Quemoy Ad:iliral ['l.1r;,e could state tilac "the deployed 
attac!~ carri.er tnsk force with Llode.:n n.i.:c<.:rnft--tcaHtcd ''lii:h a 
marine landin8 force-- is the 1.0;31ca 1 :ccady 1;li 1 itnry force to COU!.ltei: 
the threats of limited lV'ar in unny areas of the Horld. "137 vlithout 
derozating the importance of the ail."t:1."n"::-t c[lrrier, Gcncl.".:11 Taylor's 
personal opinion \-las tha t '\.,e lwvc ':hl D"l~~le nu,;IDc:c of carriers." 
He \01as reminded that "in l(ol"ea, \.,hicll Has d li.Jr~c Ih'litcd ~V'ar, we 
never had nor needed 1000re than four carriers on station. "lC3 
General mlite accepted the ne", lhlfJli.catioil that aa air<.:ra[t carrier 
,.,as more suited for lb1ited th;Jil ;jcnc:;':<J L H~lr, 0Ut he vi)posed a i.le\·1 
carrier because he pre[c,red "to [;ee thc money tlw I: II iUS i: go Into 
the carrier go on SOUle other WC':;PO,l 5}S(;C,,; uhicil I vlOuld cOl1ceivc 
to be uore llllportant. "l[;9 RC3~.ondln.; tv <1 "lUC~ <:3.on, D,,:. Ym.:k \'las 
quoted .:15 sOlying thOlt t~1C Lebanon e .. ;ci:~e14Cy hild dCl.lollstr<Jl:ed tile 
ir.lportancc of c.:lrriei:s, dest;.:oyel."::;, 2nd possioly cruisers as "distant 
bases. II He .:Idded thOlt in a !ilajo:c u<Jr <l3<:Jinst .i,l 111i~h1j SOj!ilisticated 
enefllY li!~e Russia, they are :;OillJ to ~c Jlm-m up. "J.~O ,'Is a result 
of what Secl:etary HcElroy descri:)(~d ,~s "soul se;Jrci1ing . . . at the 
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very highest level of Government," the Department of Defense budget 
for fiscal 1960 included the construction of another Forrestal 
class aircraft carrier. "The importance of the carrier as a means 
of projecting our military power for a limited war situation into 
the peripheral areas of the world," he explained; ''v,as very clearly 
demonstrated in both Lebanon and Taiwan. "191 Where the CASF deploy
ment to Lebanon had encountered problems of areas in which over
flight rights were denied and where available airfields , .. ere scarce 
and became congested, the Department of Defense noted that the air
craft carrier was tla very ll.lportant cold war instrument" since it: 
provided "a very effective limited warfare capability in places 
where overflight rights for aircraft are often unobtainable and in 
places where landing fields often do not exist."ln 

In the months prior to Lebanon and Quemoy both Secretary Dulles 
and General Twining had voiced the opinion that tactical nuclear 
weapons might be used without necessarily expanding a small war into 
a general nuclear war. During these crises, however, the Soviets 
attempted to convince the world that any use of atomic weapons 
would hlean general war. At the height of the Quemoy crisis on 7 
September, Khrushchev wrote Eisenhower, tl7arning: "An attack upon 
the Chir~je People IS Repu0lic .•. is an attack upon the Soviet 
Union. If In another letter on 19 September. Khrushcrev declared 
tha t: "Those who carry out plans of a tOh1ic a ttacLc on the Chinese 
People's Republic should not forget that not only the U.S. but the 
other side possesses not only atomic but hydrogen weapons and also 
the corresponding means of delivery, and should such an attack be 
delivered on the Chinese People's RE.public" then the aggressor will 
:L02ccive a fitting relm[f by t:he same means ... 1 President Eisenhotver 
rejected r<.1--trushchev I s threat as "abusive:,f194 But the threat that 
local war could expand into general war if nuclear weapons were 
used could not be ignored. Vice Admiral Charles R. Brown, Commander 
of the U. S. Sixth Fleet in the Nediterranean, subsequently stated: 
"I would not reconunend the use of any atomic weapons nu matter how 
small, t-men both sides have the power to destroy the world .••• I 
have no faith in the so-c-'llied controlled use of atomic weapons. 11195 

The experience of Lebanon and Quemoy thus appeared to justify 
General Taylor's <lrgument br::;ore the National Security Council 
earlier in 1958 that in many limited war situations the United States 
would not wish to employ nuclear weapons. "\ve would always go into 
a military operation prepared to use nuclear weapons," Taylor ex
plained in Hareh 1959, "because we never know what the outcome is 
going to be. The decision to use them • . . would be determined by 
the Presiden.t. ,,196 "t about this same time, General Henry 1. Hod~St 
Commander-in-Chief U.S. Army Europe, defined limited war as a 
conflict "in which atomic weapo·.1s may not be used freely or on a 
l<lr6e scale in the beginning and one in which ournatiol1al survival 
is not <It stake at least initially./l197 Huch of this thinking on 
tactical nuclear weapons coincided with General Heyland's already 
expressed Jelief that flexibility demanded the retention of con
ventional o:cdn<ll1ce delivery characteristics in tactical aircra.i:t. 198 
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A Tactical Air Command officer who visited Adana during the Lebanon 
crisis fJu~d a considerable doubt as to wbethe~ the CASF crews 
could have performed conventional weapon delivery ruissions, although 
all of them were fully qualifiec in the delivery of nuclear \-leapo~s. 
Only a few of the F-IOO pilots had strafed;" h~ stated, "non" had 
shot rockets or delivered conventional bombs." The B-57 crews were 
also regarded as "incai>able of performing efficient convel~~:ional 
weapon deli'lery. 11199_ . 

Despite <l recognition that it would have had difficulty con
ducting a conventional limited-war oper:ltion with crC\OlS that had 
been trained for the delivery of nuclear weapons, the Air Force 
remained somewhat less than enthusiastic on tIle subject of con
ventional weapons. I~e will carry out any instructions we are 
given," noted Lieutenant General Irvine, "and we can fight an iro.l 
bomb war if that is what the President says he'wants us to Qu ... 
We can only say if you want to destroy tar~ets efficiently, we '::::1 

do it better with a Ullclp.ar bomb. ,,200 As COlllhlander-in-Chie£ U. E. 
Air Forces in Europe, ~neral rrederic H. Smith, Jr., believed that 
many wen in scientitic, governmental, and military circles ~vidently 
lacked an understand.i.ng r.;hat tactical nuclear weapl'ns ;:oJlrl be 
employed without destroying countries or popUlations. In tt.e spring 
of 1960 he accordingly published an aL'ticle designed "to derronstrate 
thRt not only can the intellige~t use of nuclear firepower in 
limited war give us the greatest possiblp. 0ilPortunity to \1ir. such 
wars at minimum cost to us ~nd to the country we may be defending 
against aggression, but that it is highly probable that without thp 
use of such weapons our chances of ,,,innin;; in rnany are1S are slLn 
indeed." Smith ruled cut the possibility of a limited W3r in 
Europe, but lie suggested that tactical r.uclear weapons could hzve 
been precisely employed with great effece in K:>rea and in Indochina 
w.i.thout serious danger of having provo~d all-out war. To prevent 
hap-hazard employment of nuclear weapons in a limited war. he 
stated that: higher authority wol.'.ld have to provide a local war 
commander With e~plicit objectives, including a restriction on 
strikes outside a delimited zone of hostilities. He noted that new 
criteria for tactical nuclear targets needcu to be developed: these 
could include "situatio.l-control" targets such as narrow gorges in 
mountains which could be closed by landslides or forest, cover which 
could be defoliated with nu~ear weapons, thus denying '~oncealr<lent 
to an enemy. ''We must achieve through education and through the 
development of clear-cut, 10gic<Jl tactical doctrL,e," Smith con
cluded, "a general acceptance·' by the United States of the require
ment for the use of nuclear weapons in limited ,,,ar. This country 
cannot affort the tremendous outlay in dollars, resour.-:es, and uen 
needed to defeat aggression by man-to-man combat on trie ground, 
supported only by high-explosive bombs anG rockets, napalm, and 
machine-cannon fire delivered from the air. "201 While General 
Smith's article was well reasoned, the Lcoanon-Ta1\"an crises had 
nevertheless demonstrated that American political and milita~J 
leaders were reluctant to commit nuclear weapons to limited \-lars. 
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After a study of the matter, Colonel Albert P. Sights, Jr., con
cluded: "The crises :i.n Lebanon and in the Taiwan Strait • • • marked 
a turning point in relying on nuclear weapons for limited wars. 
Thereafter planners were more inclined to accept the premise that 
such crises--if they turned into wars--would be conventional, at 
least at the outset. ,,202 

* * * * 
Speaking in support of the Department o[Defense fiscal year 

1960 budget in January 1959, Secretary McElroy accepted the Air 
Force pOSition that the military forces that would deter or win 
general wars lvould also be able to deter or to win small wars. "It 
is erroneous to vielV' the U. S. military posture, II he said, "as con
taining a distinct general war capability per see In reality, 
those· capabil~ties which the United States has for a limited war are 
equally applicable to general war and those capabilities \~ich the 
United States has for general war are .with a few exceptions, 
equally applicable to limited war. "203 In this statement McElroy 
also indicated that the United States defense policy \V'as not pre
pared to accept the concept of minim.um deterrence, but the 
Congressional budget hearings held early in 1959 were marked by a 
growing vocalization of the concept. 

Initially held by a ground of diverse European intellectuals 
the rationale of minimum deterrence was perhaps best sUllunarized by 
Britain's nuclear physicist neutralist P. H. S. Blackett. who 
re.Jsoned: "If it is. in fact. true, as lilOSt current opinion holds,· 
thLlt strategic airpower has abolished global war, then an urgent 
problem for the West is to c:!ssess hmV' little effort must be put 
into it to kee? global lvar abolished."204 The proposition of 
minimum deterrence lV'as persuasive to many persons including General 
Taylor, whose suppressed article prepared in 1956 contained the 
view that: liThe avoidance of deliberate general atomic war should 
not be too difficult since its unremunerative character must be 
clear to the potential adversaries. Although actual stockpile 
sizes are closely guarded secrets, a nation need only feel reasonably 
sure that an opponent has some high-yield weapons, no matter how 
L.-:efinite their exact numoer, to be impressed ~V'ith the possible 
consequences of attac~dng him. 11205 

In his appearance before the Subcommittee of the House 
Commit~>()n Appropriations on 29 January 1959, General Taylor first 
inforned-the public of the schism in strategic thought within the 
Department of Defense. Taking note of the fact that he ~vould retire 
as Army Chief of Staff on 30 June, Taylor stated flatly that the 
n.:ltion had an excessive number of strategic \V'eapons and tveapon 
systems in its atomic retaliatory force, which included the aggre
gate of bombers in the jir Force, the Navy, the oversea American 
and allied co';1r..1ands, of the ICBH 1 s and IRBH's in the Air Force, and 
of the Polaris system in t~le Navy. Taylor reasoned that it \"as 
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".)ossi~le to es;:a~lish tl~9- fac:: tIlat ':~ I t':U.-ciets success:::uU}., 
attacked \lith 'y' r.leciDtoas is equDl to the dest .. -uction of the 
eneTllY. • . . Then, havin~ deten,lined t~le 00.:IOS .:cquired Oil t.:n:.:;e i:) 

you C.:ln c.:lcul<lte all the possi:>lc losses clue to encill:" .:;ci:ion, 
<JJorts, ineffectiveness of the ,,,e.:lpons, .:lnd so fOl:th, ;::nd tiete:'4 1,linc 
llou .:13;lY delivery vehicles .:Jl."e required. H'nen sue:, a CO;lljJUtation 
is macie, you end up, in my bool~, not \'lith t~lOusands. out '-11;::11 
hundreds of vehicles DS a requirement." 1il response to ;:; cluestion, 
Taylor estil.lo1ted that the United States possessed .:l capabi'.ity to 
annihila tel::1e enemy Some 10 til::es. In ~ Gubsequeilt a )pe<lrance 
before the Pl.-eparedness Inves tiga tion Subcoilun:Lttee of the Sen.3 te 
Armed Services COlllmittee on 11 Nal:ch, T.:Jylor ur2;ed thD i: the cC[<:i.1se 
budget ought to be mDde functional by mission areas rat!1er Lhan to 
continue to mal~e appror,>riations by services. SUC~l ,:lission areas 
could include general ,,,ar forces and liJdted 'olilr forces. "111ere 
is,'' he explained, "a [unda,,;ental need to determine standards of 
su[ficiencyin-I:he various categories of r.lilit<lry for-ces which '-Ie 
l!l:lint<lin ... nd to ,,,hich .:lll services contr-ibute. "206 

General TayJ.cw's charge that the United States possessed 
thousands of units to deliver strategic nuclear stril~es wb_ell only 
hundreds tolere needed--a condition soon popularly described as 
"over!dll"--drew support from Navy of:i:icers in appearances ~oth in 
and out of Congress. Ea .. -ly in February 1959. !.dllliral Burke in[Ol.illed 
the House SubcOl!l:.:1ittee on i\p;)ropriations that he :>clieved the United 
States possessed too much -retaliato .. "y ;)o,",er .-:Ind oUciht to put [.lore 
money into limited war c.2p30ilities. "l1ig~·.t now'," he said, "I tlLin;~ 
there is nothin;; Russia C.:la do to prevent her ["-Olll ~einci de~ 

strayed .... Hlwt 've can destroy 'olould be the .:lollity 0:£ Russia 
to continue a w·ar. . . . He would b .. -ea~~ her back. . . . You would 
not Gtril~e every i,tillt.:lry tarGet, but you vlOuld stri:~e e-..lOugh of 
thel:'l to prevent Russi.:l fro,.l recoverinci. You woulcl break her b.:lc:~. 207 
xear ,\dl.1i::.-.:ll Hayward reasoned that dcten-ence of 'var cOinprised 
"what the Russian planner thinl;:s, not \-'/11a t you or I think. If he 
thinl~s he is going to be destroyed no m.:ltter '''hDt ile does, he is 
not going to start it.;' HaY'olard added: uIf you have a systeul that 
is invulnerable to sU~j>rise attacl~ and effective so it would be 
possible to be effective eve.l if a man read in the ~ York Times 
tole were a ttacl~ed, and still des troy your enemy. tilis is the thing 
you are wor:dng for .••. Any system cOUlpletely vulnerable to a 
surprise attack is a wea!~ one, deterrence should be inevitable. "203 
Some days later HaY'olard told inquiriU(; Senators that he believed 
"in the years to come, any systeHl that is vulncraule to surprise 
attack lolill fade from the scene. ,,209 lfuat the Navy had in iuind in 
the way of future deterrent capabilities began to be evident on 
5 February when Adl:1iral- 3urke stated: "To Imock out the Polaris 
loleapon system ... the enetuy would have to lmock out all the 
Polaris submarines simultaneously. They would have to kill all of 
these submarines at the Sartle time they initiated their attac:~. I 
think that this is impossible."210 \-1henasI\.ed dUl"ing a national 
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television interview on 22 March how many Polaris submarines would 
be needed, &trke replied: "'lou can take from the number of Russian 
cities the number of mega~ it takes to destroy a Russian city. 
the reliability of the missile, the accuracy of the missile, and 
you can compute it pretty accurately yourself. And then you double 
it just to make sure and you cODie out sOlneplace in the neighborhood 
of perhaps 30. 211 

As advanced by !~avy spokesmen the strategy of minimum de
terrence--or "finite deterrence" as it was soon called apparently 
to avoid a connotation of gambling with the nation's safety--visu
alized that a positive threat and a capability of destroying 
between 100 and 200 Soviet civilian centers of population would be 
sufficient to deter the &Remy. 212 Writing under the title, "Finlt(~ 
Deterrence, Controlled Retaliation," in the Jl:..2. ~ Institute 
Proceedings in March 1959, Co~nander P. H. Backus, Executive 
Secretary of the Navy Ballistic Missile Cormnittee.provided a 
coherent description of the strategy of minimum or finite deterrence. 
Backus reasoned that the Soviet capability to deliver thermonuclear 
intercontinentaL OaL!1stlc m1SS1!eS nsa rendered Obsolete the 
strategy and the force cormnitment of massive retaliation. Because 
of its vulnerability the Strategic Air Cormnand was being compelled 
to disperse to hardened bases, but the hardening ot SAC bases 
promised to set ott an arms race since the Soviets COUld also 
harden their bases. To plan upon the "blunting" operations of the 
massive retaliation strategy--Backus equated "blu~ting" with 
"coWlterforce"--would ah:o set off a spiralling arms race since 
proportional additions to the U.S. deterrent/retaliatory forces 
would be required each time the Russians added a new missile or a 
new air base. The weakness of the United States deterrent posture 
was its vulnerability. IIIf then," Backus reasoned, "our deterrent! 
retaliatory forces were relatively invulnerable, no m~atter what the 
Russians tried to do, we might in fact truly put behind us the 
frightening possibiliti~,s ,of general nuclear war." Backus asserted 
that the Polaris submarine would be the perfect weapon for finite 
deterrence since it posseasea 1nherenc 1nvuLner~o1L1ty to a con
siderably higher degree than any other weapon system. It the 
Russians knew that even if they launched a surprise attack the 
majority of their industrial concentrations would be reduced to 
rubble, they would not i,Qitiate a deliberate attack. In the event 
that the Russians accidentally initiated a general war, Backus 
proposed that the United States should hit baCk instantly and hard 
by destroying two or three predesignated Soviet cities. In this 
case the United States would retaliate in a controlled manner, 
allowing time for negotiation between strikes. Such controlled 
retaliation would be destructive, but it would not reduce the world 
to rubble. Backus pointed out that the United States had compelled 
Japan to surrender in World War II by progressively destroying her 
cities. 213 
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Both in public statements and in his book, ~ Uncertain 
Trumpet, which he published in 1959 following his retirement, 
General Taylor wrapped up the proposals for finite deterrence, the 
avoidance of overkill, and the determination of standards of 
sufficiency in various categories of forces in one comprehensive 
outline for a new national strategy of "flexible response." Taylor 
visualized "the rejection of a strategy of massive retaliation and 
the adopting of one of flexible response; the determination of how 
much is enough for all categories of operational functions; the 
subsequent building of a small mobile and secure missile force and 
a fully modernized Army and supporting services; a revised structure 
for the military budget to show clearly what it buys in terms of 
operatioUitl forces; and a new statement of roles and missions to 
show, then, what we really mean by the Army, Navy, and Air Force. u2l4 

The grave need to prevent nuclear war without draining the 
national economy provoked a great debate on the subject of flexible 
response, overkill, finite deterrrence. and the other proposals 
offered by Taylor aad Burke. A new generation of civilian military 
analysts--many of whom who had worked in the "think factories" such 
as RAND and the Army's Operations Research Office--jointed political 
and military thinkers in the great debate on strategy. In the 
debate Department of Defense and Air Force spokesmen found it 
difficult to engage in a many-faced discussion of a new strategy 
without disclosing security aspects of the existing United States 
war plan. As the Department of Defense pointed out, moreover, it 
~'las practically iLnpossible to anS~\7er General Taylor's question: 
How much is enough? This had always been one of the most difficult 
questions under constant study by military planners, but it was 
impossible to determine standards of sufficiency in neat categories 
of force commitments and s.;:i11 preserve the versatility and flexi
bility requisite to the fact that there was no clear line of de
mareetion which would be draWn between limited war forces and 
general war forces in all cases. 215 Under these circumstances Air 
Force spokesmen found it necessary to debate the proposed new 
strategy in detail rather than in its generalities. 

The central theme of the new deterrent strategy was the 
proposition that a general nuclear war had lost its utility as a 
means of resolving international conflict. "A nuclear war," the 
proponents of finite deterrence warned, "is too horrible to 
contemplate, too mutually annihilating to consider." For many 
years the Strategic Air Command had used the motto "Peace is Our 
Profession," and GI ranking Air Force commander had said, "If nuclear 
war breaks out, SAC ha& failed in its mission." General White, 
however, was unwilling to agree that all participants in a nuclear 
war would be defeated. III think," he said, "nuclear war is some
thing that is horrible and difficult to contemplate, but I am 
afraid that is the sort of thing civilization is faced Wi.th."216 
White consistently maintained that the United States and its allies 
"must possess combat capabilities which can deter or--if necessary-
defeat" Soviet aerospace forces. 217 In briefings and papers pre.palred 
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at the RAND Corporation and published as a book entitled On 
Thennonuclear ~, physicist Herman Kahn also presented the case 
that thennonuclear war W<lS not unthinkable but probable and 
reasoned that with proper precautions the United States could 
survive such a war even though great casualties ,,,ere incurred. 218 
While many Defense spokesmen began to visualize the prospect thai: 
the lJnited States would seek to IIprevail" ra ther than to tlwin': in 
a thermonuclear war, an Air Force policy paper subulltted to Congress 
in [·larch 1960 insisted that ,the nation must possess a "war wiI'ning 
capability."2l9 The Air Force considered that there were sound 
strategic reasons for maintaining a war-winning capability in its 
strategic striking [orces. i\etired /,ir Force Bi.'i6adier General 
Giffin also suggested that the rationale of a military Ulan required 
a concept that conflict could be resolved. "Tile Itlilitary 11lind," he 
wrote, "cannot but accept General HacArthur's dictlUn that t!lere is 
no substitute for victory. Yet the meaning of victory in a total 
nuclear war would be more in tenus O.l tlle survival of the UL1.i.ted 
States as a self-detennining power--and tlle elittr.l::nation of the 
present principal threat to the integrity of the United States--

than in terms of classic military triUtuph. "L20 
In view of the long-standing policy that the United States 

would not strike the first blow in a war, the Air Force had followed 
the policy during the 1950's that strategic capabilities IllUSt be 
prepared to accept the enemy's first strike and then be able to 
strike back effectively in reaction. As long as the Strategic Air 
Command was the nation's main deterrent: Iorce.tbe matter of first 
or second strike was relatively unimportant since the lllaintenance 
of the command at a level of strength needed (;0 survive a flostile 
first st.cike insured that it would possess capabilities needed .lor 
a first strike. TIle finite deterrence proposal vastly changed this 
strategic equation, and in January 1959 General Power insisted: "You 
always must have a capability to strike first, because obviously if 
these people thought we never could start a war, why, then they 
could just take this world away from us, piece by piece, because 
they would know that as long as they do not strike us, we could 
never do anything about it. So you must have a capability to strike 
first. ,,22l Unless the United States possessed a superiority 01 
force, Lieutenant General Schriever demonstrated that it could not 
possess what he called a 'lpositive deterrent." He defined "positive 
deterrent" as a posture "which permits this country to take the 
initiative militarily if it wants to take the initiative, or one 
which inhibits the Soviet from taking the initiative in the fields 
of limited warfare, in the field of economic and psychological war
fare. Such a deterrent posture is achieved only if we can knock out 
all of this military capability to stdke us. TIlis means hard 
targets, in fact every military target which has the capability ot 
waging total war against this Nation. tl222 
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In the process of developing the reasons for 1l1aintaining a 
first strike capability, Air Force spokesmen were careful to note 
that they did not contemp-late "preventive" war, or the initiation 
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of a war on a nation's own timing. They nevertheless offered the 
opinion that the first strike capability might be, used for 
"preemptive war. fI or attacks which might be made by a nation which 
had received positive tactical warning 01 an impending enemy attack . 

. A preventive war might be launched months in advance of an antici
pated attack, but a preemptive attack could be made hours or even 
minutes before the launching of a hostile strike. 223 If the United 
States strategic force had the ability to make an almost instanta
neous reaction, moreover. the United States would be able to make 
stril~s while enemy aerospace vehicles were en route to their 
targets but before they impacted on their assigned targets. 224 

The Air Force leaders found it difficult to determine what the 
exact size of a miniurum deterrent force would be, but they were 

, sure that it would not be a small aggregation of nuclear missiles 
capable only of destroying Soviet citiesc

.·- Jlf'eople sornetilfies ask 
me." said General Power, "what I think the minillluul deterrent force 
is. They ,ask as though it were a package that one could get at the 
local store and buy off the shelf with a price tag on it. . • . I 
tell thes~"p.eople~ 1 t.!on't know what the minimum deterrent is, and 
what is more. there is nobody in this world who knows .•.• If 
anybody tells you they know what the minimum deterrent is, tell therd 
for me that they are liars. The closest to one man who would know 
what the miniurum deterrent is, would be Nr. Khrushchev, and frankly 
I don't think he knows from I week to another. He u11ght be williI1i:; 
to absorb more punishment next week than he wants to absorb today." 
Power also pointed out that no one should assume that what would 
deter the United StaJi;t!s would deter the Soviet Bloc. The United 
States had sustained some 600,000 casualties in the Awerican Civil 
War; the Soviet Union had killed an estimated 9,000,000 people in 
the Revolution and has lost SOl.le 20,000,000 people in World War 11; 
while the Chinese Communists were said to have :~liquidated" as lIlany 
as 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 persons in tIleir revolutionary effort. 
Americans and Con:nnunists thus attached different values to human 
life. As for the overkill charge, .Power estimated that the Strategic 
Air Command received about 18 percent of the defense dollar while 
it carried over 90 percent of the responsibility for deterrence. 
"If that is babying and pampering," he concluded," I do not agree 
with you. "225 

Although the Air Force began to advance "counterforce" as a 
more desirable alternative than finite deterrence, Air Force leaders 
were initially unable to provide a complete rationale for a counter
force strategy. At least at first, ~ounter[orce evolved not as a 
positive statement but in opposition to the "counter-city!' aspects 
of finite deterrence. Writing in ~~rch 1959, as has been noted, 
Colonel Richardson determined that thecounterforce aspect of the 
United States general war capability--rather than the uiassive re
taliation aspect which would have been directed against Soviet 
cities--had been the effective deterrent to Soviet worldwide attack. 
"Failure to maintain the flexible counterforce capability we now 
have in our strategic effort," rtichardson wrote, I'will lead to 
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establishing unlimited requirements for local defense operations. 
This is a policy which could lead to political, economic, and 
military bankruptcy, and which would almost inevitably spell 
defeat. tl226 Again as has been seen, Lieutenant General Schriever 
informed a Congressional committee of the need not only for a 
first-strike force but also for a positive deterrent force that 
could knock out "every military target which has the capability of 
waging total war against this Nation." Treading lightly in dis
cussing a sensitive area, Schriever observed that because '~e n~y 
not know where some targets are located today, it does not follow 
that we may not know where these targets are at some future date. fl227 

In an Air Force anniversary statement in September 1959, 
General White categorically disagreed with the overkill augmentation. 
!lOur strategic objective, in the event of global war," he said, "is 
to eliminate an enemy's war making capacity in the minimum period 
of time. In determining the force requirements needed to do this, 
we must t"ake into account not only the number. location, and 
vulnerability of the targets but the reliability, accuracy, and 
warhead yield of our weapons--as well as countless operational 
variables and our evaluation of expected enemy defenses.,,228 During 
the winter of 1959-60 the Air Force accepted the position that an 
"effective force" was a "force in being, a force in place, and a 
force of such size and capability that when measured against enemy 
surprise attack its retaliation would be sufficient to insure 
clearly unacceptable damage to the enemy, that it could destroy the 
enemy's nuclear delivery capability in the event the United States 
was fot"ced to take the initiative, and that would insure that the 
United States would prevail regardless of the circumstances under 
which deterrence might fail. While Air Force leaders now made a 
clear distinction between "deterrence" and "war winning capability," 
they continued to explain counterforce by revealing the fallacy of 
minimum deterrence. If the United States limited the size of its 
long-range nuclear delivery force to a capability which could do 
nothing more than destroy some 100 Soviet cities it might be able 
to deter attack against the United States proper, but if the Soviets 
attacked an ally of the United States the possession of a minimum 
deterrent force would not pennit the United States (even if it 
possessed strategic wanling) to launch its forces against Soviet 
cities, thereby exposing itself to Soviet attack with undamaged 
forces. On the other hand, if the United States finite deterrent 
failed and the enemy attacked, his first targets would doubtless be 
the U.S; strategic forces. The enemy would do this in order to 
reduce the U.S. ability to strike back, and he could well afford to 
save American cities as hostages for later attacks. With a minimum 
deterrent attrited by the enemy's first strike, the Uaited States 
would lack strength for any kind of counterforce effort. If it 
attacked Soviet cities, the Soviets could return and easily destroy 
American cities. "Finite deterrellce," the Air Force reasoned, "is 
purely a bluff strategy and does not include the capability for 
military victory. On the other hand, the clear capability to 
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attain military victory would be the most reliable, longest lasting, 
and most widely applicable deterrent that the enemy could face. 
Thus we must plan a counrerforce strategy and back it with the 
weapons systems neech!d in the amounts needed. 11229 At least three 
civilian strategists found reaSon in the Air Force arguments, for 
Robert Strausz-Hupe, William R. Kintner, and Stefan F. Possony 
soon described the strategy of finite deterrence as "a mutual 
suicide pact. "230 • 

Because they appeared to offer economy, a check on the arms 
race, and reduction of devastation, the proposals for minimum. 
deterrence, plus limited war, plus arms control were said to have 
been accepted by many intellectuals interested in military affairs, 
a vast majority of foreign and domestic lay analysts, and many 
military planners. 231 In December 1959, however, James E. King, Jr., 
Paul H. Nitzei·~nd Arnold Wolfers, research associates of the 
Washington Center of Foreign Policy Research, completed a study for 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that gave a limited endorse
ment to counterforce~·· This study recommended that top priority 
should be given to the reduction of the vulnerability and the im
provement of penetration abilities of American and allied strategic 
forces, to accelerating the development of solid-fuel interconti
nent~ ballistic missiles and emplacing them in hardened and 
mobile configurations, to strengthening the forces capable of 
dealing with lesser aggressions ranging from subversion to very 
substantial conventional attacks on free oversea nations, to the 
equipment of American and allied troops with dual-purpose nuclear 
and conventional weapons, and to the e~;:ploita·tion of space ttlch
nology for defense. It recomn~nded that the overriding purpose of 
the U. S. strategic ~;eapons program ought not to be the "matching" 
of assumed Soviet capabilities in intercontinental missiles but 
instead the early attainment of an inventory of diverse and 
relatively secure systems that would prevent the enemy from riskillg 
a surprise attack. It suggested that the United States ought not 
to seek to maintain a "first strike" strategic force, since such 
action would negate a more desirable alternative "aimed at in
creasing the stability of the strategic equation by unilateral 
action, by the encouragement of reciprocal action, and by an arms 
control policy directed at strategic stability.1I The United States 
should nevertheless retain in its "second strike" strategic force 
Ita measure of counterforce ability sufficient for rational target 
selection in a retaliatory strike, as well as for limited war 
capabilities and other p~poses." Although the goal of maintaining 
an effective first-strike force would become increaSingly difficult 
and even undesirable in terms of strategic stability, there were 
several reasons f04 making continued effort to maintaincounteriorce 
capabilities. First, if a local or limited war should break out 
the United States would be severely handicapped in its choices of 
action if it had no means of hitting elements of the enemy's 
strategic force, while the enemy had substantial counterforce 
capabilities. Second, in a general nuclear war following a hostile 
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first strike counterforce capabilities would enable the United 
States to conduct militarily useful operations and to minimize the 
damage to its population and industrial centers that might be 
inflicted by subsequent Soviet strategic strikes. Third, only by 
continuing research in counterforce weapons could the United States 
insure against still unf&reseen technological developments that 
might upset the strategic balance. Finally, American possession of 
counter force weapons would force the Soviets to divert funds to 
expensive defense efforts that might otherwise be expended for the 
creation of an overwhelming Soviet first-strike counterforce 
capability. In the chaos and confusion attending the launching of 
a second strike following an initial Soviet attack, the Un~,ed 
States would quite probably attack both city and counter force 
targets, but the study nevertheless recommended that, lIin order to 
maximize the military value of such a strike and to minimize the 
dangers to civilian populations, a major effort can and should be 
made to direct the retaliatory attack against the enemy's strategic 
forces and targets as much as conditions permit."Z32 

If the proponents of finite deterrence expected a change in 
security policy when newly-appointed Secretary Gates began to put 
together the defense budget for fiscal year 1961 they were doomed 
to disappointment. According to General Taylor there was to be no 
change in the Basic National Security Policy,233 and the Eisenhower 
administration ruled that the status of the international situation, 
the state of military technology, and the general economic situation 
prevailing in the autumn of 1959 demanded that the fleeal 1961 
military budget should not exceed the level of expenditures during 
fiscal 1960. Although service requests for fiscal 1961 budgeting 
totalled $43.9 in new obligational authority, the final defense 
budget submitted to Congress in January 1960 amo~~ted to $40.5 
billion iu such newauthority.234 When he appeared in defense of 
this budget on 13 January 1960, Secretary Gates pointed out that 
luilitary forces could not be arbitrarily categorized 8S being for 
"gen.eral"or "limited" war purposes. flAll forces," he emphasized, 
"are a deterrent to and would be employed in a general war. Host 
of our forces could be eluployed in a limited war, if req:~ired. For 
example, air defense aircraft and antiaircraft missiles can be, _and 
in fact are, deployed overseas. The aircraft of the Strategic Air 
Command -could also be used if needed. II When he spoke of the enemy 
Gates asserted that "in order to maintain a valid deterrent we have 
to maintain a deterrent force capable of knocking out his military 
power and not just bombing his cities.W'nat we would actually do 
depends on circumstances, but we are adjusting our power to a 
counterforce theory; or a mixture of a counterforce theory plus 
attacks on industrial centers and things of that character. We are 
not basing our requirement on just bombing RussIa for retaliation 
purposes. • . • The validity of our deterrent must be of such a 
character • • . that an enemy will believe his military power will 
be dev3stated."235 
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In hit? appearances before Congressional COilllllittees durh13 tile 
early hlonths of 1960 the new Array Chief of Staff, General Lelflhitzer , 
voiced his'personal belief that the Soviets and tile free world were 
approaching a period when both would possess "a virtually in
destructible nuclear capability" and that this situation would 
render limited war lOore likely. "Under such circultlstances," he 
remar:-;:ed, "it seemS to me that the 1lI0st likely form of conflict lt1')Y 

well involve the use of integrated land, sea, .md air forces in 
their 1Il0dernized, yet basically traditional, roles." Lel1mitzer 
was not as adamant on the subject of overkill as his predecessor' 
had been: he recognized that the developr,lent of highly-efiective 
Soviet surface- to-a ir missile defenses p:...·omised to inl!rease the 
attrition of American bOlilbers. 236 IIppearing before these S<lJf.e 
cOllllnittees, Navy officers continued to aegue the case for finite 
deterrence and to stress overldll. t.dmiral 3ur:;:e subscribed to all 
the statements he had made on t;1ese mai:ters a year earlier, and ue 
still felt that the United States was o\rerconcentrating in re
taliat r -::y forces, although the balance was getting better., Just 
as he saw no reason why the United Staces should build overkill 
forces, he professed not to fear Soviet overkill. "No hlatter what 
Russia does," he said, "there is no possibility she can avoid 
destruction. She is going to get a terrific beating if she stares 
a war, no matter how or when. II she builds 500 missiles or 
2,000 ll1issiles and does it in 7, 8, 10, or 15 years, so,Jletime in 
the future, it does not affect our deterrent capability. 11237 
Speaking even i:lOrC positively than previously, Rear Admiral Haywai'd 
asserted chat if he could have his way he would put the entire 
deterrent force 2t sea. He spec~fied the total nUJnoei.· of taegatons 
placed on targets in Russia that he considered to be adequate as a 
U.S. deterrent. wnile this total was not disclosed in the pu~lic 
l."ecord, Hayward noted tha t 45 i'olaris suomal"i.nes would "come close:' 
to 2roviding the total deterrent that the United States needed. 23J 

In stating the Air Force requirement .Ear a £irst-strike 
counterforce ca'Pability, General White c~laracterized finite 
deterrence as equating with the abai1doned fl}'ortress IImerica" <.:oncept. 
He pointed out tha t finite deteri'ence would oe extreluely dan6erous 
since such a posture would not provide the ltlilitary forces needed 
to meet the first-place obligation "to minimize tile daul<Jge on the 
United States under any circUlllstances." He also ioul1d finite 
deterrence inconsistent with requirements of modern war: "i'iodern 
warfare, II he said, "has as its objective--No. 1, the destruction 
of the enemy's capability to fight; and secondly. his will to 
fight." Finally, White pointed out that a finite deterrent posture 
would strip the United States of its influence in the world. itA 
nation which does not have the capability to go on the initiative, 
have the capability to !mock out the cnemy I s military power, II he 
asserted, "is hopeless in my opinion, politically, diplomatically, 
and militarily. 11239 In an article describing the fallacy of IninilnUUl 
deterrence ~lich he publi~hed in the spring of 1960, Brigadier 
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General Robert C. Richardson III stated that city-bombing violated 
two basic principles: "The only rational mil~ry objective in' war 
is the enemy forces~ or targets that affect the forces. Destruction 
Which does not affect the outcome of the l~ar in one's favor is 
irrational and politically and morally unjustifiable." While the 
strategic bombing campaigns of World War II had been directed 
against hostile industry for good reason, in an atomic war production 
and mobilization would contribute little or nothing to the out-
come. "Today, II he wrote, ''victory lies not in the ability to 
destroy the enemy industrial and manpower potential but rather in 
the ability to destroy his existing capability for delivering 
destruction." As for the allegation that Soviet miss~le sites 
could not be targeted, Richardson pointed out that new intelligence 
techniques should provide knowledge of the construction of hardened 
missile sites, that the vulnerability of "lobile miSSiles to slight 
overpressures should allow them to be targeted and attacked on an 
area basis with the help of reconl1aissance, and that within the 
time-frame of concern the United State3 would have constant 
satellite surveillance which should provide intelligence on rnissile 
movements or site construction. "'The minimum-deterrent strategy 
sought by critics of the existing counterforce deterrent capability," 
Richardson wrote in swrunary, "is one which would lead to unlimited 
requirements for limited war. ,,240 

Whil~ Admiral Burke was presenting the case for finite 
deterrence to the House Subcommittee on Appropriations in January 
1960~ outspoken Congressman Flood exclaimed: "This theory I do not 
believe. This is terrible."241 When it reported the defense budget 
bill out in April, the House Connnittee on Appropriations expressed 
disbelief in finite deterrence. "In the final analysis," the 
committee noted, "to effectively deter a would-be aggressor, we 
should maintain c'.'r Armed Forces in such a way and with such an 
understanding that :;hould it ever become obvious that an attack 
upon us or our allies is imminent, we can launch an attack before 
the aggressor has hit us or our allies. This is an element of 
deterrence which the United States should not deny itself. No 
other fonn of deterrence can be fully relied upon. 11242 Whea final 
action was completed in July 1960, Congress voted $41.4 billion for 
defense, including approximately $500 Inillion more than President 
Eisenhower had requested. Host of the additional funds were 
allocated to the Atlas, Minuteman, Polaris, and the B-170 programs, 
and the total funds was to be divided to include $9.6 billion for 
the Anny~ $11.8 billion for the Navy, and $18.9 for the Air 
Force. 24.j 

Despite verbal statements by Secretary Gates, the Department 
of ~fense budget for fiscal year 1961 did not clearly implement 
either a coun~erforcn or a finite deterrence concept but actually 
augmented both strategic and limited war forces. It did not provide 
the first-strike strategic force that the Air Force considered ' 
necessary to the counterforce strategy. The compromise pleased 
neither side of the strategic controversy, and the great debate on 
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strategy continued to brew. 244 "Our national policy at this 
w.:'iting,H Herman Kahn observed in 1960, "seems to be drifting 
(mostly as a result of decisions evaded or decided for relatively 
winortechnical reasons) toward accepting a strategy between finite 
deterrence or counterforce as insurance. "245 Strausz-Hupe, Kintner, 
and Possony described the official United States position as being 
one of "win strike second" countcrforce, but an Air I~ reviewer 
of their book commented: '~e do not now have the capability to 
fight such a war even though this strategy is the most 
desirible. • • • We lack the forces needed to replace the so-called 
'massive retaliation' policy."246 On the other hand, the Naval 
Warfare Analysis Group issued a "Resume of Hajor Strategic 
Considerations fl on 17 October 1960 which continued to argue for a 
finite level of deterrence. Distributed by Navy officials and 
said to represent a good swmnary of Navy views the resume argued 
that United States efforts to build counterforce capabilities, to 
harden missile sites, or even to construct civilian defense shelters 
would accelerate the arms race by forcing the enemy to develop 
additio'."lal overkill capability. and might even cause the enemy to 
fear that the United States was preparing to attack and to unleash 
a preemptive strike, thus starting a war rather than deterring 
conflict. 247 

During 1958 and 1959 the Air Force advanced counter force as an 
alternative and wiser strategy than finite deterrence, but the full 
implications of a damage-limiting "no-city" counterforce war did 
not become exactly evident until the early months of 1960. Working 
in the Pentagon, Brigadier General Noel F. Parrish, Assistant for 

.Coordination to the Air Force Deputy Chief u~ Staff for Plans and 
Programs, and Lieutenant Colonel Donald F. Hartin began to war game 
existing strategic plans as opposed to a new strategic concept 
which made the most scrupulous efforts to employ appropriate1y
sized weapons only against purely military targets. The new concept 
made sense in its own right since a good many missiles would be 
required to kill enemy military forces in the first place, but the 
real surprise was that a "no-city" attack plan promised a tremen
dous saving of civilian life in the event of a thermonuclear war 
between the United States and the Soviet Union. War would remain 
horrible but it would not necessa.:ily be suicidal. Taking t~"leir 
scratchpad figures to General White, Parrish and Hartin obtained 
approval to war game the "no- c ity" counter force strategy on the 
Air Force's Air Battle Hodel computer. No matter how the situation 
or the force levels were changed, the "no-cityl! counter force plan 

.. promised tremendous savings of American and Soviet life. 248 
Although the "no-city" plan was not yet a strategy, the Air 

Battle Hodel results continned General White's belief that a city
destroying war did not make sense. In a landmark address delivered 
to the Air Force Association in September 1960, White stated: "As 
I see it, effective deterrence includes the possession of military 
forces to deter and, should war occur, the military strength to 
prevail. There are two key thoughts here: deter and prevail. It 
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il conU:iJdicc:ioil since Ule LlbiI.ity to 
only I;;: OUl." i,oLicy 0;' dcter: .. :cnr.:c iai1s. 
to p:ccv<Jil i:.; \iL1ai: provides real <lild 

l11id1t :Jppear thClt tilis is 
prevClil in ~'lal: is needful 
Neverthcless, th2 abi!ity 
ci:[ectivc dctcrr,ence. ,,249 In a suj:.;equcL1i: u~s:.;a~c LO all <.lir 
cOI.lIltands, t.Jhite soon directed t4wt il',l i.:ix Force pers011Ilel ::;hould 
understand counterZorce and its diiLe:.:-cnce iro,.1 ,.lillii.:Uill dettel.·cnce. 
"By counterforce,:r the meSSJcie stated, "the ,il.l: l.'orcc me.:ms tile 
ability co selectively <.l,ld dccis::.vc ',Y uesl:.:-oy euelll}' ulilit<lry 1:0:':'::C8 

t'1at could othe:.:wise deSLl."oy us. :'LS() 

Uritin;; in the Hinter OL 1900-01, LicutCl1ilnt ~olot1cl i'lo3rtin 
explained t;lC ,\ir Force co"ce~)t:':'o'l 0,,- cou,lterJ.'o;:'ce. li.:J:.:tin de
fined tile t.ir ?orce' s o;)jectivcs .Li1 ~cnei'':ll H.:Jl· as ueiLlci to ciain 
UlilitiJry dOlilinance over til(; cnc,.I}' 0:" Lile destructioll o[ his 
miLitary force, to lil.lit d3 .. ,age to ..:iw United ;;;taCCG and its 
allies, and by so doln~ to <lci1ievc il J.:'Qvoi-able QutcO:,1e Oi tue 
hostilities. On the oasis 0;: t;te 'no-city" war oi:.l!tle studies, 
Hartin presente9 Cl cOi;lparision of tlH~ coats o[ t~1C, iinite-Jetcrrence 
terror s tra tegy a s opposed to <l H<.Jr- ,Ugil t iilg counter "::orce s trCl tcoy. 
Ii un aggressor launched ilL1 attac:~ a~JillSL Uilited St.:JLcs ,uiliLary 
forces Clnd i:~1C United 3tates i:"espouded .J6Clinsl: 1::;18 enewy's ltliii'::.:Jry 
';::otces, SOUle 5 percent oi t,le U. S. eo,mlution would Hot sUl,-vive. 
On the ot~leL hand, ;U. t~le aggrcsso",' _f,.muclled .:m .:ntac~~ aga:i.'lst 
United States i,lilitary Lorces .:md t;,c Ulli.tccl ;)tatcs rctaliated 
a:;<]::'ust ilostile lIlil':'tai.-Y :.'..Oi:'CCS iJ,ld ciL.cs, SOi.lC 90 l}Ci:ceilt oJ. ti:c; 
U.S. ;)o:JUlation ""ould not :;ul.\!ive a CUo.li1LCrDtt.JC:: a6uiasi: U • .:J. 
citLes., Loo:;.ing aheiJd to 1965 VlIlL!ll :~",-.:reascd nw.i')CrS oi aucLca:..· 
HCJpOTJ.S "JOu!.d be <lvCliL)01e, t;lC COulltc,,·i'o:..'ce stl.-,:l!:Coy ,,,GuLd result 
ill ;; percent destruction 0';:: Uaitc.:d .ita Les indu:;U:y \11It11e tile ten:or 
st:.:a tegy ~"oulrl lead to tile dcsti:"llc Liou OJ.: ~O p81'CCLlt 0 ... the 
induSl::Cy 0';: the United ~tDtes. ':'[.Il! .(Oi·8;jO,i,<lo, II I'lilrtitl OuscL'veu, 
"31'C pm"er .L:ul argUlilents ;'o:c <lCCeptill~ iJ counter .2oi·CC c t ... ·a i:egy 
favoring, survival rather tilall a StL-.:;tC",f i:.:hli.:<.llllOUUt to suicidc. 
The dirference in the str<Jtecii~~ CDil 0e .~le':lsu:.:ed iu Leritls 0;, this 
Nation's continued e:.;,istcncc."L :.,i 1"12 'l1.i· EOi"CC hild pcov';'dcd Ll 
concc:>cu.:Ji ~usti[ication [or <J countcL'ioi"CC ::;tr':ltcgy, but ilC

Cel)i.:ance or reJection 0':: it ,'lOuld ':H'J..Lj,~ tile ,1et'l i.l3i:ioual <:JCj.iliuis
tratiol1 i.:lwt ,,,ould ta:~e oiiice cilr1.y ~'l 190L 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE NEW FRONTIER: REolRECTICN OF DEFENSE STRATEGY 

1. Evaluation of Military Posture, 1959-122Q 

In the middle 1920's during the formative years of the Air Corps 
Major General Mason M. Patrick had been favorably impressed by 
Captain Basil H. Liddell Hart's ParIs: Or the Future of War. Based 
upon the experiences of World War I the British military commentator 
had spoken against the frontal assault doctrines of Napoleon an~ 
Clausewitz and in favor of direct action designed to break the 
ability and will to resist of a hostile nation. In 1960 at the 
height of the Unites States presidential campaign, Senator John F. 
Kennedy, the Democratic candidate, found time to review and agree 
with a new book by Liddell Hart, entitled Deterrent QLDefense. 
Kennedy endorsed Liddell Hart's grand theme, which was that "the 
West must be prepared to face down Communist aggression, short of 
nuclear war, by conventional forces." He observed that. this same 
judgment was support:ed by other books by "responsible military leaders 
such as Generals Gavin and Taylor." In an expression of his own 
views on defense requirements Kennedy stated that the United States: 
(1) must guarantee that its deterrent was safe from sudden attack 
and capable of effective penetration of enemy defenses, (2) must 
bring rapidly into being the new generation of Polaris and Minuteman 
mobile missiles that "should diminish the need fo!: hair-trigger 
decisions and should give the United St3tes~ and the worlG as a 
whole, a greater degree of stClbility," (3) must "think through 
afresh" the military mission oi the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
and ensure that NATO had sufficient ground divisions "to provide a 
persuasive deter.rent to the Russian temptatjon to seek a limited 
advance in Europe, on the assumption that the West's only protection 
is a nut!lear attack the West would not use," (4) 'llus~ tak:! steps t) 
provide greater air and sea Qobility for conventional Army and 
Marine forces not to fight limited wars but to removp. the temptation 
to Moscow and Peking to attempt local aggression, and (5) must 
insure that United Nations forces (such as had been used in the 
Middle East and the Congo) "must be ready for inFt:ant movement." 
Senator Kennedy also emphasized th2 importance of arms control 
negotiations. "The notion that the Free World can be protected 
simply by the threat of 'massive retaliation,·11 Kennedy added, "is 
no longer tenable .111 . 

Senator Kennedy'!} review of the nation's defense requirements 
provided a convenient summary of th~ criticisms that Democratic 
leaders were bringing against the military policies of President 
Eisenhower.. These criticisms included dissatisfaction with the 
level of defense appropriations and with. defense management, 
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allegations that a concern for balanced budge~s was causing a 
"missile gap," demands for increased conventional forces and for 
augmented airlift, and strong statements of a new need for civil 
defense. The DemocrCi!=ic dialogue on national defense would provide 
a background for the new national strategy of flexible-response and 
multiple-options that would be implemented when President Kennedy 
took office in January 1961. 

* * * * 
"It is a fact," stated Senator Lyndon B. Johnson on 11 March 

195~ after hearing testimony on major defense matters as chairman 
of the Senate Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee, "that the, 
strength of the Nation I s security cannot be measured solely, or ., 
even primarily, in terms of money •••• Throughout these hearings 
I have been una~le to escape the conclusion that we are not doing 
enough, fast enough, or thoroughly enough."2 Johnson indicated a 
grave rear that the Eisenhower defense budget ceilings might be 
jeopardizing security. While defense spend Lng under the Eisenhower 
administration had inclined upward from $35.5 billion in fiscal 
year 1955 to $41.2 billion in fiscal year 1960, the Department of 
Defense computed that in terms of constant value fiscal year 1953 
defense dollars the net purchasing power of defense appropriations 
had decreased from $34.9 billion in fiscal year 1955 to $32.5 
billion in fiscal year 1960.3 

Following his retirement as Army Chief of Staff, General Taylor 
criticized the defense budget ceilings which ht: said were arbitra
rily imposed by the Bureau of the Budget and also recommended 
budgeting by military task rather than by military service.4 In 
another influential post-retirement book, Lieutenant General Gavin 
charged that the United States would find itself in a "missile-lag 
period" which would be most critical in the years 1960-64. "Ac·· 
tua1ly/' Gavin wrote, "S01""2 of our most important missile programs 
have be~n slipping stea r1 ily because of the diminishing value of 
the dollar and the increased cost of labor and scientific help."5 
At the RAND Corporation a group of analysts headed by economist 
Charles J. Hitch proposed that the existing Department of Defense 
financial management system did not "facilitate the relating of 
costs to weapon systems, task, and missions," did not "disclose 
the full time-phased costs of proposed programs," and did not pro
vide the data. needed to assess properly the cost and effectiveness 
of a 1 terna ti ve programs. "6 

Closely related to the defense budget ceilings were allegations 
that the National Security Council had failed to provide realistic 
~~rategic policies. General Taylor described the Basic National 
Security Policy papers issued annually as being "so broad in nature 
and so general in language as to provide limited guidance in 
practical application. "7 In an address made in September 1959, 
Paul H. Nitze charged that dissatisfaction with the National Security 
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Council technique caused the Eisenhower administration to rely more 
and more upon outside committees of private citizens to assist in 
the task of policy review and formulation. These distinguished 
citizens groups included the Kelly, Sprague, Killian, Gaither, and 
Coolidge committees. Although charged to make important policy 
recommendations, these outside groups were necessarily powerless 
to perform a necessary step in policy formulation: to help the 
fight to secure adoption of recommended policies within the govern
ment.8 Despite the important role that Secretary of State Dulles 
played in national policy formulation, Senator Henry M. Jackson 
observed: "Judging by his appearances before Senate Committees, 
Mr. Dulles seemed not to be well informed on military scientific 
developments having an important bearing on foreign policy and 
tended to regard budgetary questions as being outside his proper 
concern. "9 

Speaking in support of the fiscal positions of the Eisenhower 
administration that had prevailed during his tenure as Department 
of Defense Comptroller, W. J. McNeil did not consider "the word 
'ceiling' used in connection with the budget ••• a nasty word at 
all." Comptroller McNeil emphasized that governments had operated 
under budgetary ceilings in the past and;doubtless would do so in -
the future. After studying the experience of the Truman adminis
tration which had operated for a time during the Korean war without 
reference to fixed budgetary ceilings, McNeil recorded that the 
Eisenhower administration had determined that the defense plateau 
of the nation ought to cost "in the neighborhood of $35 to $40 
billion a year." lO Closely questioned about budgetary ceilings in 
FebruarJ 1959, Secretary McElroy was confident that the nation would 
be willing to pay whatever it needed for its security. But McElroy 
insisted that any country had "just so many resources," and he 
maintained that defense spending had to be computed in context with 
national requirements for schools, roads, aid to underdeveloped 
nations,and an advancing standard of living. "It is inherent in 
the obligation of an administration," McElroy said, "to consider 
not only what its obligations are in national security, but what 
its obligations are in the administration of the resources of the 
country for the various projects that have to be taken care of by 
the whole thing." He also explained: "The thing that you try to 
do in defense is to determine what you need for your national 
security and to have enough cushion there so that you are not taking 
a substantial chance with the national security. If you are doing 
that, then that is all you should do and you should use the remain
ing resources for other constructive purposes."ll 

Since the Eisenhower administration believed that military 
force possessed flexibility, its key officials found it impossible 
to define "limited" or "general" war and impractical to design 
forces to participate in specialized forms of combat. While 
Secretary Gates considere~ in March 1960 that increased amounts of 
money had been put into limited war capabilities each year, he 
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maintained: '~any people have tried to put our budget on a functional 
basis~ and we have found it imposs:i.ble to do 50."12 When pressed to 
state official definitions of limited and general war in 1959, the 
_Department of Defense responded: '~ith respect to the duration and 
scope of the actiqtl-, and the selection of weapons to be used ••• 
there are an infi.~te variety of possible combinations. For this 
reason .... there is no practical way in which we can precisely 
define limited and general war in these specific terms, or even 
index all the possible situations which might fall into these two 
broad classifications."l3 As a result of this experience as Defense 
Comptroller under both Truman and Eisenhower, McNeil pointed out 
that any process of budgeting forces to perform specific defense 
tasks "would not be conducive to economy of force" and "tends to 
compartmentalize the forces. 1I 1I1f we budget by certain weapons 
system type compartments,1I he urged, "it tends to freeze the use 
of forces thus supported. • I would far rather support the 
forces a~ the approximate level we thought would do the job and 
leave flexible the use of forces where, as, and if, necessary."14 

* * * * 
"The facts are," Senator Stuart Symington informed his 

colleagues on 27 January 1960, "that a very substantial missile gap 
does exist and the administration is going to permit this gap to 
increase."ls The gnawing apprehension that the Soviet Union enjoyed 
a substantial margin of superiority in missiles over the United 
States traced back to an interview with Nikita Khrushchev reported 
by James Reston in October 1957. HI think I will not be revealing 
any military secret," Khrushchev said, "if I tell you that we now 
have all the rockets we need: long-range rockets, intermediate
range rockets and close-range rockets." From this time onward, 
Khrushchev asserted that surface-to-air missiles had made bombers 
obsolete, good only for display in museums. '~e do not want to 
scare anyone," he told press correspondents in late 1959, "but we 
can tell the truth--in saying that we have now stockpiled so many 
missiles and so many atomic and hydrogen devices that, if we were 
attacked, we could wipe all our probable enemies off the face of 
the ea~th. • • • In one year a plant that we visited produced 250 
missiles with hydrogen warheads on the assembly line." Appearing 
before the Supreme Soviet in January 1960 Khrushchev asked and 

. received authority to reduce the manpower strength of the Soviet 
armed forces from 3,623,000 to 2,423,000 persons by the autumn of 
1961. 16 

Based upon demonstrated technological achievements of the 
Soviets U.S. estimates m3de in 1958 credited the Soviet Union with 
the ability to possess a significant missile threat in the years 
1960-63 when the United States would be missile limited. This 
estimate appeared additionally creditable because the Soviets had 
demonstrated an alrea~y developed long-range missile technology, 
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while the delay in U.S. missile programs was attributable to develop
ment rather than to production. One commonly accepted estimate in 
1958 and 1959 was that the Soviets would possess a 3-to-l superiority 
of intercontinen~al ballistic missiles over the United States in the 
early 1960' s. Speaking in the Senate in 1958, Senator Kennedy 
announced: '~e are rapidly approaching that dangerous period which 
General Gavin and others have called the 'gap' or the 'missile-lag 
period'--a period, in the words of General Gavin, 'in which our 
offensive and defensive missile capabilities will lag so far behind 
those of the Soviets as to place uS in a position of great peril. '"17 

As officially conceived for implementation in the winter of 
1957-58 the Air Force ballistic missile program envisioned deploy
ment of 4 Thor and 4 Jupiter IRBM squadrons to Europe between Decem
ber 1958 and March 1960 and deployment of 9 Atlas and 4 Titan ICBM 
squadrons at bases within the United States by January 1963. This 
was not as large a force objective as the Air Force believed 
necessary. As Supreme Allied Commander Europe, General Norstad had 
requested the assignment of 10 IRBM squadrons to NATO, and the Air 
Force wanted to program 16 Atlas and 11 Titan squadrons instead of 
the force authorized. Early in 1958, however, Secretary McElroy 
was inclined to give emphasis to the deployment of the IRBl'1's. "I 
think that we become stronges:.," he said, "as of the time we have 
some IRBM's deployed in our allied countries in Europe and the Far 
East, ••• where we have some Polaris submarines around the 
periphery of Europe, and where we have ICBM's which can be deployed 
in this country and have manned bombers." The successful develop
ment of the solid-propellant SM-80 Minuteman would affect the ICBM 
program since thts missile would be cheaper and easier to deploy in 
protected positions than Atlas or Titan. 18 In February 1958 ' 
McElroy announced that he urgently favored production of long-range 
missiles as soon as practicable. He nevertheless stated three rea
sons for a cautious approach to missile production: he was reluctant 
to go into large-scale producticn until missile testing programs 
were more advanced; he expected great progress in the field of 
solid-propellant missiles and did not want to build up large inven
tories of early-model missiles; and he wanted to avoid duplication 
in building inventories of different missile~. In short, McElroy 
wanted to get more time in which to test and ~ecide what missiles 
should be put into production. 19 

Even though he wanted more time to make decisions on the ICBM's 
McElroy believed that the Department of Defense should take "a 
calculated risk and move faster than the testing results would in 
themselves justify" in preparing for operational deployments of 
Thors and Jupiters. 20 The negotiations for oversea bases which were 
begun late in 1957 and actively prosecuted in the summer of 1958 
dictated the extent of the IRBM programs. Great Britain agreed to 
accept four Thor squadrons (60 operational missiles) which would be 
manned by Royal Air Force personnel, with the Uhi:ced States retaining 
custody of the nuclear warheads. According to General leMay the 
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British were "never very enthusiastic about Thor as a weapon system," 
but this deployment was brought to completion early in 1960 when the 
60th operational missile was airlifted to Great Brltain. 21 France 
did not accept the Jupiter squadrons offered, but Italy accepted 
two squadrons (30 missiles) and Turkey agreed to take one squadron 
(15 missiles) of the Jupiter IRBM's. Shortly after deployments to 
Italy were completed and while the establishment of missiles in 
Turkey was still in progress, a subcommittee of the Congressional 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy recommended on 11 February 1961 
that the Italian Jupiters be replaced with mobile IRBM's and that 
the Turkish deployment should be halted. The subcommittee demon
strated that the thin-skinned, liquid-fueled Jupiters were particu
larly vulnerable to sabotage and would be easily destroyed by a 
Soviet first-strike missile attack. The committee recommended that 
a Polaris submarine operated by U.3. personnel should be assigned 
to NATO in lieu of the 15 obsolete Jupiters slated for deployment to 
Turkey. At this time the United States did not have a Polaris sub
marine immediately available for such an assignment, and the Turkish 
government was unwilling to modify the existing agreement. While 
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara would later state that "the 
Turkish JU.E!!ers should n~_~;-_~~.e.~~~.p}~.sed~I).RQ~i~!QnJ" the----
United States proceeded with the agreed program, and the Jupiter 
missiles became operational in Turkey by about July 1962. As was 
the case in England, United States crews controlled the nuclear 
warheads for the missiles sited in Italy and Turkey.22 

Despite a rising feeling of national concern about the predicted 
missile gap, Presidept Eisenhm~er's fiscal year 1960 defense budget 
submitted to Congress in January 1959 called for 9 Atlas and 11 
Titan squadrons to become operational by June 1963. "The reason why 
the Defense Department does not plan to produce the same number of 
ICBM's that the Soviets are estimated to be capable of producing 
over the next few years," Secretary McElroy explained, "is that, in 
the judgment of the President of the United States, the National 
Security Council and the military experts of the Department there 
is no particular logic in trying to match everything it is estimated 
our opponent might dO." McElroy urged that there would be no gap 
in the nation's defense posture if all combinations of delivery 
systems were considered. He acknowledged that the United States had 
a capability to produce more of the first-generation missiles than 
it would produce, and he suggested that the Soviets, who would 
doubtless recognize the deficiencies of early-type missiles, might 
not be willing to produce anything like the number which the 
national intelligence estimate credited them with an ability to 
produce. 23 

Before submitting the fiscal 1960 budget to Congress, Secretary 
McElroy had cautiously sought and received a statement that the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff found no "serious gaps" in its "key elements." 
As far as missiles were concerned, the military leaders supported the 
administration's objectives when they appeared before Congressional 
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committees. When asked about the missile gap, Gefteral Taylor 
replied: "I would not be unduly concerned at this time because we 
have so many other compensatory weapons which can eo the same job 
of putting bombs and missiles on target. "24 Admiral Burke agreed 
that the United States had sufficient strategic weapOllS. "I think," 
he said, "we do have too much retaliatory power, and I think that 
we should put more money into limited capability. 1125 General White 
called attention to the slow reaction time of the first-generation 
Atlas and Titan missiles and observed: "I feel we should not 
increase the production of either of those missiles under the 
present circumstances when all factors including the manned bomber 
are considered plus the fact t~~t the Minuteman, the second genera
tion, the solid fuel missile is, shall we say, just around the 
corner. 1126 Speaking for the Strategic Air COmmand, General Power 
said: "I think you should produce the Atlas at the maximum logical, 
practical rate, because you are going to get it first. • • • I 
think we ought to get it as fast as we can, and get it on hardened 
sites." But Power was even more enthusiastic about the Minuteman, 
which would be relatively cheap and could be deployed in large 
numbers either in hardened underground silos or on mobile railway 
trains. "This is really the philosophy of deterrence," he explained, 
"in that we will have so many of these missiles •••• Then it 
becomes mathematically impossible for an aggressor to destroy them 
all, and you will always survive with a percentage high enough to 
strongly deter him."27 Only Lieutenant General Schriever, who 
admitted that he "would have to be considered as not necessarily 
biased but certainly perhaps narrow" in his viewpoint, strongly 
urged the need for more ballistic missiles at an earlier date. 
Schri~ver considered that the Atlas and Titan missiles would be us~ 
ful throughout the 1960 t sand tvould have "considerably greater growth 
potential than the Minuteman. ff28 

Although they supported the Eisenhower ballistic missile program, 
General Power and the other Air Force leaders were apprehensive 
about the Soviet missile threat to the United States. On the basis 
of tangible evidence, Power privately admitted that the United 
States knew the locations of the experimen.tal and test missile sites 
in the Soviet Union, but he pointed out that the Soviets might not 
be deploying their operational missiles from the same type of 
relatively ponderous sites that the United States was erecting.29 
In an effort to reduce the vulnerability of the Strategic Air 
Command, General Power sponsored the testing of an airborne alert 
posture during 1958. In this concept bomber crews flew courses and 
met aerial tankers at optimum points which ensured that the bombers 
could attack an assigned target at any time that they were in the 
air. Early in 1959 Power requested the Joint Chiefs of Staff to 
authorize SAC to begin a continuous airborne a1ert. 30 When he 
appeared before the Subcommittee of the l!::-use Committee on Appro
priations in February 1959 Power explained the airborne alert concept. 
"r feel strongly," he said, "that we must get on with this airborne 

.. alert to carry us over this period. "31 
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During the Congressional hearings on the defense lredget for 
fiscal 1960, Democratic members found little satisfaction in the 
expectation that the United States would lag behind the Soviets in 
intercontinental missiles. In February 1959 the House Committees on 
Armed Services and on Appropriations asked for pertinent data on 
the possibility of matching the Soviets missile for missile. After 
study, the Air Force recommended against a "crash prograz" in May 
but found it possible to plan for the orderly establish=ent of 17 
Atlas squadrons, 12 Titan squadrons, and 3 Minuteman (150 missiles) 
squadrons by June 1963. In July Secretary McElroy announced that 
the Soviets possessed only 10 long-range weapons "at most." but 
Congress proved in no mood to accept the administration oissile 
program. In August it aC'cordingly voted an additional $85 mission 
looking toward eight addit5_onal Atlas squadrons and $81 million to 
further accelerate the Minuteman development program. Congress also 
added a section to the 1960 appropriation act authorizing the 
Secretary of Defense, upon the determination of the PreSident, to 
provide for the cost of an airborne alert as an excepted expense.32 

In preparation for his defense of the fiscal 1960 cefense budget, 
Secretary McElroy had referred the individual service budgets to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and they as a corporate body had advised 
McElroy that they "found no serious gaps in the key eleoents of the 
budge t. "33 Wi th such rea ssurance, McE lroy informed the Sena te on 
17 June that he would probably spend any additional money appro
priated for Minuteman but would impound any additional fik~ds for 
Atlas. 34 Accepting the need to permit flexible decisions, the 1960 
appropriation bill authorized the Secretary of Defense to transfer 
funds in order to accelerate the missile programs he de~~d advan
tageous. This action seemed coubly wise since Atlas tests conducted 
during the spring of 1959 were marked by a spectacular series of 
failures, leading General White to comment: ItA faint hear:: in ••• 
February to July 1959 could well have caused a program cancellations 
of Atlas."- In the autumn of 1959, Atlas began "turning in a 
remarkable performance," and new and better informed decisions could 
be made on the ICBM programs. Prepared under the direction of 
Secretary Gates, the defense missile program for fiscal year 1961 
called for 13 Atlas and 14 Titan squadrons and for funds to establish 
a production facility to manufacture 30 Hinuteman missiles per month, 
this despite the fact the the Minuteman was still in research and 
developm,mt.35 

In the last half of 1959 the Department of Defense also considered 
General Power's request that the Strategic Air Command should be 
augmented in order to undertake an air alert posture. PO'ioier,.specifi
cally recommended that the Strategic Air Command should be given men. 
spare parts, and operating funds tcr permit a continuous air alert 
with one-fourth of its B-52 force. General White was UIThilling to 
go along with Power's proposal that the continuous air alert be put 
into effect, but he recommended that SAC be provided an on-the-
shelf capability to conduct the around-the-clock alert~~th one-quarter 
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of its B-52's in times of national crisis. To make a long story 
short, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ~ccepted air alert ·in principle, 
but they were not willing to accep~ ~he estimated $3 billion that 
Power's proposal would cost. Sho~ly after he took office, 
Secretary Gates released $85 million to enable SAC to begin procure
ment of long Leadtime spare parts for an airborne alert, and he 
directed the Air Force to make plans for implementieflg an airborne 
alert program without increasing its manning level. As subsequently 
worked out between Gates and the Air Force the defense budget for 
fiscal year 1961 made provisions whereby the Strategic Air Command 
would have an emergency capability ~ maintain one-eighth of its 
B-52's on a continuous airborne al~. This action satisfied the 
Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but it did not 
satisfy General Power. "I am compelled to reiterate," Power wrote 
White on 10 December 1959, "that the goal for a heavy force must be 
one-fourth. Any steps short of this .. while certainly steps in the 
right direction, are based on a g.au:mle too great to take--the 
security of the United States."36 

While defending the fiscal year 1961 defense budget on 13 
January 1960, Secretary Gates emphasized that no "deterrent gap" 
was in prospect, but he conceded that:: "If we compare the estimated 
Soviet ICBM and sea-launched missile programs with plans for deploy
ment of U.S. ICBM's and Polaris missiles, we note that the Soviets 
may enjoy at times a moderate numerical superiority during the next 
3 years. "37 Looking for new methods .'Of evaluating the potential 
threat, Gates announced on 20 January that the National Intelligence 
Board would begin to estir::~tc projt=ct.i.uns of Soviet ICBM strength 
on the basis of "intent" rather than "capability." Based upon 
"intent"the revised national intelliy:nce estimate accordingly 
reduced the number of long-range miss:Ues that the Soviets were 
expected to have by mid-l96l by 66 percent of the figure that had 
been accepted earlier.38 

The Eisenhower administration's ~ssurances did not quiet public 
fears about the missile gap and what it could mean. In The Uncertain 
Trumpet which was published in January 1960, General Taylor stated: 
"My personal conclusion is that until about 1964 the United States 
is likely to be at a significant disadvantage against the Russians 
in terms of numbers and effectiveness lOf long-range missiles"-
unless heroic measures ~ taken~. ·'39 _ Speaking before the 
Economic Club of New York City on 19 ~anuary, General Power stated 
that with 300 intercontinental missiles the Soviet Union could 
virtually wipe out the 100 facilities from which the United States 
could launch aircraft or missiles. ~~th adequate and timely 
preparations for meeting added demands for support," Power added, 
"SAC can maintain an airborne alert :l0"'...g and effective enough to 
bridge what could otherwise become the most dangerous gap in our 
military posture since Pearl Harbor.~~ On the floor of the Senate 
on 27 January, Senator Symington urged that the unfavorable missile 
gap still existed even when new estj~=tes based on Soviet intebt 
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rather than'" capability became the standard ,of prediction. I1The 
trUth is." be said. "that if we compare the' ready-to-launch m-issiles 
a~tributed to the toviets on the new intelligence basis with the 
official readiness program for U.S. ICBM's, the ratio for a 
considerable length of time will be more than 3 to 1. "41 

Obviously seeking to allay public apprehension in late March 
1960, the Department of Defense summari~ed its views in a 11-page 
letter sent to some 600 business leaders. "For more thana year 
now,tt the letter stated, "a few critics of the defense program have 
been successful to an incredible degree in confining discussion 
of our military strength to one single segment--the intercontinental 
ballistic missile. "42 From General Twining down, Air Force officers 
who appeared before Congressional committees supported the ,adminis
tration I s viewpoint about the missile gap. liOn the basis of all 
the information available, and in view of the mix and strategic 
locations of our retaliatory weapons systems," Twining said, "I just 
do not believe that any nation possesses the ability to destroy us, 
or attack us, without receiving unacceptable damage in return."43 
While General White first observed that he would personally like to 
see more ICBM's, more B-58's, and a number of other things if "we 
had more money," he submitted a written statement two days later to 
the House SubcOIIIDittee on Appropriations which declared: "The Air 
Force has taken into account all the known aspects of the threat 
and the forces required to deter that threat, within the major para
meters of time, numbers, and state of the art. The present mix of 
ICBM's ••• is in our judgment the best force obtainable within 
these limitations."44 

Apparently seeking to head off aifolitical issue, the Republi~an 
Party platform adopted in the summer of 1960 pledged the party to 
accelerate missile programs, but the "missile gap" continued to be 
a rich political issue. Bot~ Senator Kennedy and Senator Johnson 
had been active critics of the Eisenhower defense program, and in 
the course of the presidential campaign Kennedy demanded "new 
defense goals" and attacked the Republicans for not doing enough in 
the missile gap crisis.45 

* * * * 
In his speeches during the two years prior to 1960 Senator 

Kennedy often expressed his conviction that the Soviets would take 
advantage of their growing strategic nuclear missile capability as 
a "shield from behind which they will slowly, but surely, advance-
through Sputnik diplomacy, limited brush-fire wars, indirect non
overt aggression, intimidation and subverSion, internal revolution, 
increased prestige or influence, and the vicious b~lckmail of our 
allies." He maintained that the Soviets had "invalidated the 
original strategic concept of NATO, by outflanking its key clement-
the deterrent power of the U.S. Strategic Air Command." Ia!t'medy 
criticized the Eisenhower administration for cutting the numbers and 
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strength of lJ:my and Navy ground forces and for failing to provide 
the airlifc ~nd sealift needed to give those forces swift mobility 
for deploy.me~c anywhere in the worlp.46 As has been seen, General 
Taylor's proposal for a national military program of "flexible 
responSe" a~io emphasized the development of limited war forces 
deployed in ~r~aters of operation, limited war reserves in the 
United State.~ and provision of sea and airlift mobility for the 
limited war iarces.47 

On the }hilosophical level the Air Force did not deny that small 
wars might ~ becoming more likely, but it was unable to accept the 
argument tbat since small wars might be more probable than a general 
war the Eni~ States must devote more of its scarce resources and 
planning ta tr.;£:m. One Air Force speaker observed: "This is like 
an invesbcent counselor advising the head of a family to buy auto
mobile inSol:U'.'"l..ce before life insurance because he ,is more likely 
to dent h..U !.enders than he is to die ."48 Speaking of the airlift 
problem on 21 January -1960, General White noted that it had been 
around a good many years and was solely attributable to the fact 
that no one l~d been able to establish a definite requirement for 
additional a;ulift within existing budgetary guidelines. "If there 
is to be-.oo12' airlift, II Wli.ite added, "the o:1ly question is to 
establish a n.quirement for it, and provide the funds."49 

Withil! :::e Department of Defense the pro~l~m _.6~p_r~vil:ling air 
mobility fer dr~ Army traced back to 1954-55 when the Army advanced 
the conce?r ~~4t limited war was the most likely threat to the 
United State.s" Within the Air Force the problem of military airlift 
involvedd:e -leparate capabilities of tactical troop carrie~ 
aviation ... ~c,!-£ old mission ,.;as curtailed at the. lower extremity by 
the Aroy's Cei>elcpment of organic airlift and of the Military Air 
Transport Se::;-ice (MATS) whose capabilities were kept in check by 
civil air ca::::-;:-iers which insisted that military air transportation 
unfairly and ::nefficiently competed with the civil reserve air 
fle~t. Expe~itures for transport aircraft also competed unfavorably 
for money .:0.::5 ;productive capability required to support combat 
aircraft. 

During ~ Korean war the Air Force had accepted the Tactical 
Air Command·sconcept that intratheater troop ca~rier airlift forces 
should coc:p::-:i1..: heavy, medium, and assault troop carrier wings, the 
latter to be c?mposed of a fixed-wing group and another rotary-wing 
group. SuCi 2 force would be able to serve all theater airlift 
require~nts from the front lines to the theafer's rear area, and 
requisite c=it5 were programed in the l37-wing Air Force objective. 
The Air Force ~rocured C-124 aircraft for the heavy wings, C-119's 
for the oedioro ~ings, C-123's for the fixed-wing assault groups, and 
H-2l cargo ~2icopters for the rotary-wing assault groups. This 
program .. "as C::-d'nged even before it was accomplished. Late in 1954 
the Army s:ace: that it had no requirements for Air Force rotary 
wing support ~~thin the combat zone. 50 Despite a successful 
employment: of ~esault·rotary wing troop carrier squadrons in the 
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"Sage Brush" maneuver in November and December 1955, the Air Force 
decided in January 1956 to concede superiority in rotary-wing air 
transport to the Army, this decision being based both upon the 
Army's manifest determination to possess its own combat-area air 
transport and a belief that helicopters were too short ranged and 
vulnerable to serve as assault aircraft. The Tactical Air Command 
dropped plans to activate additional rotary-wing assault troop 
carrier groups and inactivated the existing units of this type in 
July 1956.51 As a part of the Department of Defense's establish
ment of a single manager and industrial fund system for military 
airlift, the Tactical Air Command's C-124 wing~ and groups wert 
transferred to MATS on 1 July 1957. These C-124's would continue to 
perform the same Army training maneuvers, DEW-line support, and 
other nonscheduled tasks as they had previously been performing.52 

!/ 

In May 1956 troop carrier capabilities met stated requirements 
for existing emergency war plans, but General Weyland nevertheless 
considered the troop carrier end position in the l37-wing program 
to be marginal at best since the programing did not reflect growing 
demands for intratheater airlift.53 Army officers stated that 
troop carrier deficiencies existed, but the Army did not make 
official requirements for added theater airlift units. 54 Early in 
1957 Weyland also protested that the assignment of the C-124's to . 
MATS would vastly complicate the Tactical Air Command's CASF deploy
ments. As it happened, however, the Tactical Air Command began to 
profit from acquisition of new C-130P and C-130B Hercules troop 
Carrier aircraft as rep~acements for C-l19's. The versatile turbo
prop Hercules had good short-field characteristics, truck-bed loading 
heights, and an airdrop capability, and it appeared to be a suitable 
aircraft to replace the C-123 as well as the C-IHt. Interested in 
getting intercontinental transportation for its CASF's, the Tactical 
Air Command also placed a requirement for the development of a long
range version of the Hercules, designated the C-130E. The increased 
capabilities of the Herculef. permitted reductions in regular troop 
carrier unit strength. When the retrenchment neared completion in 
1959 the Tactical Air Command possessed two wings of C-130' sand 
two wings of C-123's. In the theaters, the United States Air Forces 
in Europe possessed one wing of C-130's and one wing of C-119's and 
was additionally supported by one squadron of MATS C-124's on 
rotational duty ... ,::):'he Pacific Air Forces had one wing of C-130's and 
was additionally supported by two MATS C-124 squadrons. In order 
to receive the troop carrier aircraft released from regular units, 
the Air Force in November 1957 programed the strength of the Air 
Force Reserve at a force structure of 15 troop carcier wings. By 
1959 the Air Force Reserve had 14 C-119 and 1 C-123 wings, all of 
which were available to the Tactical Air Command for airlift and 
for exerciser. and maneuvers with the Army.55 

When thE: Military Air'J.'ransport Service was established in 
1948, the Navy chose to maintain the organizational integrity of 
Marine Corps assault transport squadrons and Navy fleet logistic 
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wings. The two fleet logistic air wings (one being assign'=!dto 
the A~lantic Fleet and one to the Pacific Fleet) provided special, 
immediate. arid unpredictable airlift required by the fleet commanders. 56 
BY-19~7 the Navy had 40 four-engine aircraft assigned to MATS and 

.112 transport planes (including 35 four-engine aircraft) assigned to . 
fleet logistic air wings. 57 The Air Force followed the same pattern 
for the transportation of nuclear weapons. In order to provide 
expedited weapons delivery anywhere in the world, the Air Materiel 
Command activated three logistic support squadrons in the years 
1952-54. These squadrons collectively possessed 36 C-124 aircraft 
in 1959. By 1959 the Strategic Air Command also employed three 
strategic support squadrons, each with 16 C-124 aircraft, to move 
nuclear weapons between its bases within the United States. 58 

Baeed upon the seminal thinking of Major General William H. 
Tunner, who was then Deputy Commander, Air Materiel Command, and 
upon the work of Brigadier General John P. Doyle, Air Force Director 
of Transportation, the Air Force accepted the concept in 1953-54 
that accelerated air delivery of high value logistical support items 
(particularly aircraft engines) would result in large savings of 
high cost items that otherwise would have to be stocked in large 
quantities. Issued on 30 March 1954 the controlling Air Force 
policy regulation described the objectives of the use of air trans
portat::J.o~ ,as ,l:!~Jng to Ae:v:e1.op, a, wartime cap~bi1ity for p~oviding 
rapid and flexible deployment of men and materiel, to expedite the 
transaction of business, and to reduce the nonproductive time of 
men and materiel by a reduction in pipeline time. 59 Extending the 
policy throughout the government, the White House on 26May 1954 
issued a directive charging all agencies to make wider use of air 
transportation. 60 In the Air Force the use of airlift fOr the 
transportation 'of enginei; and other "High Valu" spares resulted in 
an estimated $1.5 billion savings in thecpurc~ase.of spare equipment 
between 1955-58 and also permitted the closing of a number of over
sea air depots,61 but it also posed a requirement for highly
reliable special air transport services. Beginning in June 1954 the 
Air Materiel Command annually contracted with civil airlines for 
the services of some 54 C-46 Logair aircraft which were employed in 
scheduled flights between Air Force depots, air bases, and ports 
of aerial embarkation in the United States. 62 In addition to its 
organic air transport capab~lities the Navy in July 1950 instituted 
a contract air service--called Quicktrans--to facilitate logistical 
support within the United States. The Navy ordinarily contracted 

,each year on a bid basis for the performance of these services with-
out specifying the number of aircraft that' the civil contractor 
would employ. In 1959, however, eight DC-4 (C-54) cargo aircraft 

being used by the Quicktrans contractor.63 
Although the Military Air Transport Service had been established 

in 1948 as the Department of Defense air transport agency, the 
performance of this mission was necessarily affected by the prolifera
tion of special purpose transport organizations outside of its control. 
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The mission of MATS required it to "provide under one authority, for 
the transportation by air of personnel (including the evao:uation of 
sick and wounded), materiel, mail, strategic materials, and other 
cargoes for all agencies of the Department of Defense and as author
ized for other· Government agencies of the United States, sl,bject to 
priorities and policies established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff ."64 
War requirements for military airlift were dictated by the emergency 
war plans approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the routine 
usage of MATS airlift was allocated by the Joint Military Transport 
Committee. Except for the Navy transports assigned to it, MATS was 
funded and supported by the Air Force; and such new planes as it 
received came principally from appropriated Air Force funds. 65 Call
ing attention to the many duplic~tive air transport services that 
existed, the Hoover Commission on Governmental Organization in 1955' 
recommended that the Secretary of J)efense issue directives merging 
all of the services within the Department of Defense (except for 
administrati.re aircraft, which ought. to be "drastic~lly reduced" in 
number) into the Military Air Transport Service. It also recommended: 
"That the peacetime operations or the integrated MATS be restrict~d 
and realistically limited to persons and cargo carefully evaluated 
as to necessity for military air transportAtion and, only after 
commercial carriers have been ~tilized to che maximlli~ practicable 
extent, should transportation on Service carriers be authorized. "66 
Issued on 7 December 1956 the Department of Defense directive 
entitled "Single Manager for I\irlift Servi..:e" designated the Secretary 
of the Air Force as the single manager and stated that he would work 
through MATS which would be the single manager operating agency. 
The intent of the directive was to integrate into "a single military 
agen~y of the Department of Defense all transport type aircraft 
engaged in point-to-point service whose operations are susceptible 
of such scheduling, and such organizational and other transport air
craft as may be specifically designated by the Secretary of Defense." 
As has been seen, the Air Force transferred the Tactical Air 
Command's'C-124's to MATS, and the Navy similarly assigned 15 four
engine aircraft from its fleet logistiC air wings to the single 
management agency. When industrial funding was begun on 1 July 1958 
MATS received a one-tirr& appropriation of $75 million to use as a 
revolving fund that would be replenished as airlift was sold to 
service customers. 67 The reorganization of MATS on the single
manager industrial fund basis ended complaints that a considerable 
part of the military airlift traffic comprised items that did not 
require air movement, but the industrial fund also emphasized the 
airline characteristics of the military air service. Moreover, 
some 920 Air Force and Navy transport aircraft remained outside the 
control of MATS.68 

The conversion of the Military Air Transport Service to 
industrial funding did not affect the fact that its modernization 
Bircraftwould have to come from appropriated Air Force or Navy funds. 
When he was in command of MATS, Lieutenant General Joseph Smith 
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insisted that MATS required new jet t~ansport aircraft. In order 
that it would be able to handle outsize missile cargu~s, MATS 
began to take delivery of a total of 23 turboprop C-133 Globemaster 
III aircraft in August 1957. The C-97's replaced by the new C-133's 
were transferred to Air National Guard squadrons. When Lieutenant 
General Tunner took command of MATS on 1 July 1948, he also insisted 
that modenlized equipment ought to be provided, but his plAnning 
brought him into quick competition with the Strategic Air ~ommand. 
Tunner's studies indicated that the ffiOSt feasible means of providing 
cargo-jet (C-jet) aircraft would be to purchase a quantity of 
"swing-tail" C-135 planes. This was the sam~ plane that Stratebic 
Air Command held in ~ighest priority for procurement as the KC-135 
tanker. While SAC admitted that jet transports would speed the 
recovery and relaunching of post-strike and restrike fo~ces, it was 
stronbly opposed to a diversion of KC-135 resources which would 
reduce the strength o~ its initial str~king force. Speaking of the 
situation in July 1958, General LeMay said: "I would like to have 
some jet transports." But he immediately added: "1£ fOU gave us 
money now for jet airplanes, I would buy tankers, not airplanes for 
MATS. • • • I think we would increase our combat capability more in 
that manner than we would in augmenting the MATS fleet."69 ~neral 
Twining emphasized that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had an open mind 
in regard to airlift, but, with only so much money available, he 
had to observe: "Somewhc. the Joint Chiefs of Staff as a corporate 
body has to make up its mind what you are going to buy."70 

At the same time that it had a secondary priority to combat 
forces, the Milit~ry Air Transport Command was jealously regarded by 
many civil air carriers. From its establishment, MATS had figured 
its aircraft requirements in peacetime in terms of the capability 
it would require to perform a D-day mission. Under ideal circum
stances the military air transport force maintained in peacetime 
would have equalled D-day requirements and its aircrews would have 
been flown at wartime rates in order that they would be capable of 
surging to the wartime requirements without delay. The maintenance 
of such a fleet in peacetime, however, would have been very cOP~ly, 
and the most practicable means of augmenting lllilitary airlift 
involved use of planes from the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)~ Even 
with such augmentation, MATS would have to surge into all-out action 
on D-day and maintain a high tempo of operations for 3tJ1ays. This 
posed a requirem~nt for well-trained military crews, who needed to 
be flying ut least 40 hours a month in peacetime in or~er to be 
proficient. From experience, MATS had learned that it had to 
exercise its system at a daily aircraft utilization rate of 6 hours 
if it was to be able to meet weJrtime requirements. At the beginn::'ng 
of the Berlin airlift, for example, MATS had been operating its 
aircraft at about 4 hours a day, and it was able with priority effort 
to g~t its rate up to 5~ hours a day.by the end of 30 days. At the 
start of the Korean war, MATS was operating at a r::tte of 2~ hours'" 
day, and it was able to increase to only 4.3 h('lurs in the first 
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30 days. In each instance, MATS was able to purchase civil airlift 
to augment ,its resources, but the civilian planes were unable to fly 
into either Berlin or into Korea. During the Korean conflict the 
cost of the civil airlift anounted to $69,941,034 in fiscal year 
1951, to $68,951,344 in fiscal year 1952, and to $70,843,376 in 
fiscal year 1953. 71 With the ending of the war in Korea government 
contracts for civil air transport rapidly decreased, but for cwo 
years shortages of civilian airlift in an expanding economy allowed 
the civil carriers to maintain their prosperity. By 1956, however, 
the civil ~irlines were receiving new equipment in large amounts, 
and the supply of civil airlift began to eXl.eed demand. By flying 
MATS at a rate of slightly more than 4 hours a day in fiscal years 
1956 and 1957, the Department of Defense was able to provide 
$43,269,349 and $49,746,935 in contracts with the civil air carriers, 
but the civilian operators nevertheless needed more business. People 
whom Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Dudley C. Sharp sadly said 
should have known better began to describe MATS as ua billion dollar 
boondoggle," a "second family car," "plush,""excessively costly," 
"unnecessarily large," and most frequently "competitive with the 
carriers.tl72 : I 

In the spring pf 1958 Congressional committees investigated the 
lATS-CRAF problem. The House Committee on Government Operations 

recommended that the MATS fleet should be modernized, but it also 
recommended that MATS "shoulc concentrate on outsize and special
cargo traffic and technical missions, leaving to the civil air 
carriers the primary responsibility for the transportation of passen
eers and rr.ore com"cntional kinds of military cargo."]3 Concurrent 
hearings by the Senate Commerce Subcommittee arrived at similar 
conclusions. Speaking of MATS, Senator A. S. Monroney said: "Our 
quarrel is that they haven't got any special-duty modern equipment 
except the C-133 ••• while they are duplicating, and continuing to 
duplicatp. in new purchases, the passenger carrying capacity that is 
available in large amounts. "74 Seeking a solution to airlift 
problems, President Eisenhower asked the Secretary of Defense on 
23 July 1958 to make a study of the military role to be performed 
by MATS in peace and war. During the year and a half that this 
study was underNay in the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Supply and Logisti(:s) an extraordinary amount .)f attention was 
given to the future of the Military Air Transport Service. According 
to General Twining the Joint Chiefs of Staff made 18 airlift studies 
during 1958, three being major studies "about the size of the New 
York telephone book." Airlift, Twining added, "has been studied and 
restudied more than any other single problem we have."75 

Shortly after he assumed command over MATS, Lieutenant Jeneral 
Tunner stated a strong case for the assignment of jet aircraft to 
the military airlift command. These planes could be justified by 
their relatively low cost of operation, their ability to fly non
stop to Europe, and the personnel savings incident to their use. 
Tunner also announced criteria for an effective air transport force, 
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namely the ability to be "immediately evailable and responsive to 
tight military control •••• conditioned to operating as part of a 
military combat effort with attendant consideration of command and 
discipline •••• trained and ready to undertake flying in unusually 
hazardous conditions •••• prepare[dl ••• for usc of very large 
volume capacity aircraft, and for the handling of large bulk and, 
frequently, very sensitive cargo lOdds •. ' • composed, ill part, of 
aircraft which are readily convertible from cargo to passenger and 
to patient-evacuation use ••• be able to shift operational effort 
over wide geographica I ranges. "76 Tunner recognized that MATS 
depended upon the civil reserve air fleet for augmentation, but 
he insisted that there was a hard core military mission that must be 
performed by military crews flying modern aircraft. He maintained 
that thesemilitaryplanes must be flow"ll at a peacetime-·ra"teof 
5 hours a day ill -oi';oer -[o··rnee-i: wartirnc surge requirements. This 
peacet1.me flying \vould generate air transportation, which in the 
interest of the national economy had to be used for the movement of 
defense traffic. 77 The experit:;lce of ('-IATS in the Lebanon and Ta1\van 
crises in the a utumn of 1958 bore out the need for mi Ii tary 
manning of a hard core airlift. Tunner belic'Jed it inadvisable ~o 
send any transports ioto l£bilnon and Taiw;lO that '-Jere not Ir.annc,l by 
military crewS under military discipline. No civil augmentation 
was required in the case of Lebanon, but when cargo backed up at 
San Francisco during the Ta1\"an crisis r-1ATS sought civil assistan(.:e 
for a part-way shuttle to Glid-Pacific bast:'s. At this mom(:l1t, how
ever, the civil airlines \,(:1:<: in the midst of the tourist season 
and ei ther demanded high prices for their services or refused to 
bid on the government business. 1.1< r\ove:nbt!r 1958 Trans-i..]orld AirlinE' 
e~ployeeswent on strike, and MATS had to take over all but four 0f 
TI~A's contract flights. 78 

At the same time that MATS faced charges that it was in com
petition with the civil air carriers, v~neral Taylor exprcs&ed 
dissatisfaction with the avaUabi 1 ity of airlift for local war 
deployments. When they criticized airlift, ArmY" officials did not 
specify that there was a shortage of airplanes. General ,fuite found 
it difficult to reco~cile the different emphasis that General Taylor 
placed on airlift inside and outside the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 79 

In January 1958 Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles observed: "The 
air transport we now have provided does meet the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff requirements for air transport, but it does not me.et the Army 
concept of what the air trans?ort should be. 1I80 \olhen asked to speak 
to these charges in February 1958, Taylor responded: "When I look 
at the four engined-aircraft-- the so-ca tIed strategic aircraft 
available in all the services--in MATS. in the Navy, in the Air Force 
and in the Marines, and then look at the airlines I am impressed 
that we have large assets. The real question is: Do we have the 
means to assemble these assets fast enough, and \vhen the time comes 
what will be the decision as to their allocation? 'Because there 
will be lots of customers for airlift. So with these question marks 
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in my mind, I have difficulty in saying dogmatically 'Yes, there is 
enough or there is not enough .... 81 In a positive statement of Army 
airlift requirements, Taylor requested the Joint Chiefs on 17 June 
1958 to preallocate sufficient strategic a1rlift to deploy the 
spearhead elements of a two-division force--5,840 personnel and 
7,438 short tons of impedimenta.82 By early 1959, however, the Army 
was contemplating a movement of at least two of its three Strategic 
Army Corps divisions anywhere in the world within 30 days by a 
combination of precormnitted airlift and sealift.83 As a result of 
the detailed studies made during 1958, General Twining testified 
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that airlift capabilities to 
meet general war requirements were "generally adequate" and that 
four of the five members agreed that airlift capabilities were.also 
"adequate as a basis for planning to meet limited war situations." 
Twining added: '~e are still working on this problem to meet with 
General Taylor's views. But the problem here is that you can let 
your imagination run wild and have six or eight limited wars going 
on at one time."84 

When they received General Taylor's specific airlift require
ment in June 1958 the Joint Chiefs of Staff dp,ferred final considera
tion of it pending the submission of detailed transportation require
ments from the unified and specified comnanders during 1959.85 Al
though action was thus suspended, the Air Force got agreement from 
the Department of Defense to include $50 million in its fiscal year 
1960 budget for an "off the shelf" purchase of 10 turbojet transports 
(converted Boeing 707's or something similar) to begin the moderniza
tion of MATS.86 Early in 1959 Senators Monroney and Symington 
advocated government a~sistance fer the development of a civil cargo 
aircraft, which they said was "essential, not only in terms of our 
specific defense needs, but also if we are to maintain our inter
national leadership in commercial aviation."B7 On the other hand, 
Congress refused to appropriate the funds that the Air Force 
requested for the procurement of an initial order of turbojet trans
ports and added a provision to the defense appropriation requiring 
$85 million of the funds voted to MATS to be made "available only 
for the procurement of commercial air transportation services."8S 
Following another series of hearings in the spring of 1959 the 
House Committee on Government Operations repeated its earlier 
recommendation that MATS sl.,mId concentrate on the handling of out
size and special cargo and technical missions and lea\~ the trans
portation of passengers and conventional military cargo to civil 
air carriers.89 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff reopened their airlift studies early 
in 1959. They considered airlift requirements for a war that might 
begin under three assumed conditions: six months of mobilization 
followed by 60 days of general war; general war occurring without 
warning or prior mobilization (D-day and M-day coinciding); or the 
resumption of hostilities in Korea. On 15 October, the Joint 
Chiefs reached an agreed position on airlift requirements on the 
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basis of p4~nning assumptions. 90 The new Army Chief of Staff, 
General Lemnitzer, requested enough strategic air transportation to: 
(1) lift at least two reinforced battle groups and their combat 
equipment to any trouble spot in the world within hours of the time 
that the order to move was given; (2) to move by air within a matter 
of days enough troops and supplies to build up a full division force 
with necessary logistical support in the combat area; (3) to increase 
the size of the fighting force to two divisions within 2 to 4 weeks 
and to provide it with adequate supplies and supporting forces to 
conduct operations for an extended period of time. In regard to 
tactical airlift in both general and limited war situations, the 
Army required sufficient troop carrier airlift to lift and support 
the assault echelon of at least one airborne division. 91 The J~int 
Chiefs of Staff did not det,ermine airlift requirements for limited 
wars other than in Korea. Once again, General White explained that 
tllimited war variations were so infinite that yOtl could not state 
a simple limited war requirement for airlift and ••• a hypothetical 
case was not one ••• upon which you can justify military require
ments."92 

Inasmuch as the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not state airlift 
requirements for limited war other than in Korea, Generals White end 
Lemnitzer agreed to tackle the problem at what Lemnitzer described 
as the "grassroot level."93 On 20 November 1959, the Air Force 
directed the Commander, Tactical Air Command, to serve as the sole 
contact with Department of Army commands for all Air Force airlift 
applied to joint airborne training. During a visit LO the Head
quarters, Tactical Air Command, and Headquarters, Continental Army 
CO!Tl!I'.and, c-n 21 December, \r'lhite and Lemni lzer further agl:eed that 
the Tactical Air Command should be made the single Air Force focal, 
point not only for joint training but also for the development and 
testing of air plans for the deployment of CONARC forces in support 
of emergency or continge~cy war plans. White and Lemnitzer also 
agreed on the need for rl joint planning group at the CONARC-TAC 
level, for a l~Ner-level joint plans development group, and for a 
joint CONARC-TAC strike force headquarters that would be capable of 
rapidly deploying Army and Air Force units placed under it. Upon 
returning to Washington, White and Lemnitzer concluded an agreement 
under which the Army specified the forces and timing for a typical 
limited war deployment over a long line of communications to an 
area with limited logistical and command facilities and the Air 
Force agreed to attempt to secure sufficient airlift to meet the 
Army requirements. As a matter of fact, the Air Force had the 
capability to move the specified number of people but. not within 
the specified time parameters. The White-Lemnitzer agreement was 
set down and signed on 15 March 1960.94 

Obviously exasperated with the long airlift controversy and 
wanting to get some matters "off my chest," General White spoke 
quite frankly on 27 January 1960. "The airlift presently available," 
he said, "meets the criteria established by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff •••• I would also submit that under the guidelines and total 
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defense budget. • • the most important mission the Air Force has is 
the strategic retaliatory force •••• I would also say that a 
proper air defense of this Nation is of a ve,ry high order of impor
tance •••• In addition to that, we have the tactical strike 
missions in support of the Army •••• I sometimes think that the 
Air Force is impairing its own future by standing for the Nation 
in those very important roles •••• They.take an enormous part of 
our budget. Yet at the same time we are accused of not providing 
airlift. There are even suggestions that the airlift functions 
should go to sooe other service •••• I say we want it and cannot: 
get it within the budget guidelines and within the priorities ••• 
If there is to be more airlift, the only question is to establish 
a requirement for it, and provide the funds. fl95 In the same month 
that General White got his opinions in the open, the long freeze on 
air transportation began to show signs of thawing. 

In anticipation of changes in government airlift policy, 
Secretary cf the Air Force Sharp appointed a civilian committee 
headed by Gordon C. Reed on 4 January 1960 to investigate the most 
advantageous method by which MATS could contract for commercial air
lift, the number of hours of training exercises that MATS should 
fly in order to assure its readiness for emergency operations at 
6 to 10 hours a day for 30 days, the dependability of the Air Force 
Reserve and Air National Guard for providing backup airlift to 
MATS, ar.d the most advantageous equipment for the modernization of 
MATS. Working against a very short deadline, the Reed committee 
recommended that a greater proportion of MATS' peacetime capability 
should be employed in training exercises. While the committee 
recognized that the one-year, competitive bids through which MATS 
negotiated for CRAF support provided airlift augmentation at the 
cheapest costs, it suggested that the CRAF operators could hardly 
moden1ize their aircraft under such circumstances. It therefore 
recommended that MATS procure transportation from certificated and 
supplemental air carriers at civil tariff rates approved by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board. It also recommended that certificated 
route carriers be given the right of first refusal to all defense 
traffic 0ver their routes. The committee acknowledged that its 
recommendations would cost the Department of Defense a great deal 
morp money, but it believed that they would make the CRAF operators 
ffiv_-: able to pre,ride themselves with modern aircraft. 96 These 
recommendations 'olere on hand early in February when the Department 
of Defense study requested by Eisenhower in 1958 was released unde'r 
the title of, "The Role of Military Air Transport Service in Peace 
and War." ,Mindful that the feeling against MATS airline-type 
operations had become so strong as to constitute an effective block 
to the modernization of military airlift capabilities, the Defense 
report recommended that MATS should withdraw from routine channel 
operations to the extent that the function could be performed 
effectively and at reasonable cost by commercial carriers without 
detriment to the "hard-core" military mission or unnecessary 
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l'"<d duplication of airlift service.. The report recommended that MATS " 
f should "consist of a modern military air transport nucleus (hard-
~," core) capable of meeting effectively those airlift requirements t,' 

, which by nature and timing must be moved by military aircraft. "97 , 
r Secret;ary Gates immediate ly accepted the report. "I have concluded, II. 

• ,he informed the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, "that the , 
./ I level of airlift capability roaintained within MATS should, as an 

{ objective, be the minimum required to accommodate the Department of 
._=- [ Defense hard core airlift requirements, and that the peacetime 

r I operations of MATS should be geared primarily to hard core mission 
! support rather than regularly scheduled channel operations ."98 

\,jt As submitted to Congress early in January 1960, the Department 
t of Defense budget request for fiscal year 1961 included $120.4 , f million for modernized airlift. the amount comprising $70.4 million 

," ~"". for the purchase of 25 C-130B medium range troop carrier aircraft 
and $50 million for the development of a new "uncompromised cargo /' "11 f aircraft" that would be able to perform either tactical or strategic 

1 airlift functions. 99 Obviously dissatisfied with these limited 
/' r proposals during the annual military posture briefing presented 
/! to the House Armed Services Committee, Chairman Vinson named 
-~! f' Representative L. Mendel Rivers to head a special subcommittee to 

.~ ! conduct "an inquiry into the adequacy, oX' inadequacy, of the 
~ t,. national airlift, insofar as that national capability relates to 

f' Ii. the requirements of national defense."lOO When he appeared before 
1" the House Appropriations Subcommittee on 15 February, Lieutenant 
! General Tunner posed requirements for aircraft modernization that r 
.. far exceeded the adminietratior.. is requests. Tunner submitted that , 

454 of MATS aircraft were "obsolescent in speed, range and overall 
capability." He posed a requirement for three types of planes = 
an airplane for movement of outsized cargo which was already being 
met by the 50 C-l33's which were on hand or on order, a modest 
number of fast reaction planes for the support of nuclear strike 
forces, and, finally, "an austere workhorse airplane which will 
form the backbone of the military airlift forces. It He proposed 
that the fast-reaction planes should be provided by off-the-shelf 
purchases of 94 swing-tail jet planes, of which 45 might well be 
cargo versions of the KC-135 tanker. He anticipated that }~TS 
would need 188 "workhorse" aircraft, planes which would have to be 
developed as a result of a special operational requirement (SOR) and 
which would come into the MATS operating inventory in about five 
years. IOI 

Looking back at the opening of the hearings of the Special 
House Subcommittee on National Military Airlift, Chairman Rivers 
would note on 8 March 1960 that Hthere was no sentiment whatsoever 
in the Defense Establishment for the support of interim modernization 
of MATS, and there was open hostility in some quartel::s outside of 
the Defense Establishment." For the first time, however, the mili
tary services jointly participated in a full discussion of the air
lift problem. I02 While it was still taking testimony the subcommittee 
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arrived at. a decision that MATS required e:hl'edited modernization, 
and on 30 March Rivers appeared before the House Appropriations 
Subcommittee and recommended that $50 million be appropriated for 
the SOR development and that an additional $335 million be 
appropriated for the procurement of 50 C-135's and 50 C-130B's 
with extended range (the latter subsequently designated as 
C-130E's).103 At the conclusion of its hearings the Rivers sub
committee found that strategic airlift capabilities were seriously 
inadequate in terms of requirements that would be encountered in 
the first 20 days of either general war without warning or limited 
war under any then-current planning assumptions. It recommended 
that the military transport and troop carrier forces should be 
moderniied, that MATS be limited to a hard-core mission, and that 
Air National Guard and Air Reserve units would continue to receive 
the planes released by the modernization programs. The committee 
also recommended that the CRAF fleet be mode~ized (this to be 
facilitated by longer~term contracts based on negotiated contracts 
that would be fair and reasonable to both parties) and that the 
responsiveness of CRAFcrews to military requirements be increased 
either by legislation, or by company-negotiated agreements against 
work stoppages. l04 

In its version of the fiscal year 1961 defense appropriation 
bill the House of Representatives not only appropriated the 
originally-requested $120.4 million but added $250 million for the 
procurement of 50 C-130's with extended range as well as an 
unspecified number of a cargo version of the C-135. This amount of 
money was more than the Department of Defense wanted, and in an 
appearance before the Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations Deputy 
Secretary of. Defense Quarles asked that the additional amount be 
reduced to $150 million. The Senate reduced the $250 additional 
million to $190 million and provided that 50 C-l30E's would be 
procured from this added sum. In its fiTlal bill, Congress specified 
that the $310.8 million voted for airlift modernization could not 
be diverted to other purposes, nor should any of the money be used 
for the procurement of aircraft to be used for scheduled passenger 
service. As matters worked out, the 50 C-l30E's specified for 
mandatory purchase would cost about $170 million, and the.~dditional 
funds voted by COTlgress would thus not permit the purchase ~of a 
meaningful number of C-l35's.105 " 

While the Department of Defense proved unwilling to accept the 
tota,1 amount of airlift funds t~lat Congress appeared willing to 
~ppropriate, General White nevertheless believed that the airlift 
hearings by the Rivers subcommittee had been beneficial. Working 
closely together as the hearings progressed, White and Lemnitzer 
achieved a meeting of minds as to what the Army wanted in the way 
of airlift and this, White said, "implies an. Air Force obligation 
to do its reasonable best to get it." Even though the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff did not pass on the White-Lemnitzer agreement, White 
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remarked that "in JCS de1iberation~ in the future, at least the Army 
and the Air Force will be together on some subjects that we have not 
been together on in the past. " White also welcomed the fact that . 
Congress had expressed an opinion that modernized airlift was needed. 106 

* * * * 
In the evaluations of military posture during the heat of the 

presidential campaign of 1960, Senator Kennedy demanded "new defense 
goals" and attacked the Republicans fvi: the "missile gap" and for 
"unrealistic limited war preparations." On the other hand, the 
Republican candidate, Vice President RicbardM. Nixon, pledged him
self to accelerate missile programs, to intensify development of an 
active civil defense, and to strengthen the military might of frte
world nations.' 

Viewed on the record the~lection year debates of 1960 
narrowed the military differnOes between the Republican and Democratic 
parties. Thus in August 1960 : the Eisenhower administrat-ion released 
some $476 million previously ~rop~iated for qaditional Polaris 
submarines, modernization of a'rmy weapons, greater airlift capability, 
the development of the B-70 as a weapon Bys~m~ pnd increased capa
bilities for the Strategic Air~ommand airborne alert. In the 
preparation of the national defense fiscal year 1962 budget, the 
Department of Defense required the services to accept the 1961 budget 
as a starting point, but the services were authorized to present a 
"c" budget which exceeded the 1961 obligational authority by 5 per
cent and a "0" budget that included all other desirable priority 
items. On the basis of this guidance, the Eisenhower defense budget 
estimate for fiscal year 1962 totalled $44.9 billion, an increase of 
about 5 percent over,the $43.2 billion appropriated for fiscal year 
1961.107 At the same time that the Eisenhower defense budget was 
being increased, Secretary of State Christian A. Herter in an address 
in September 1960 ~tated new requirements for military forces that 
were Significantly different from those that had been required under 
the massive retaliation strategy. Herter said that the nation's 
foreign policy sought to prevent war, to reinforce historic trends 
that would reshape the world along constructive lines, and to move 
toward a world of law. This foreign policy required the United 
States to maintain an invulnerable strategic deterrent; to maintain 
"a secure and diversified capability for responding to, and 
suppressing, a wide variety of lesser threats to the peace;" to 
maintain collective security arrangements that would diminish the 
chance of conflict by miscalculation; and to seek "safeguarded arms 
reduction" which would "diminish the xisk of war resulting from a 
continuing and spira 111ng arms race • "108 

Even though t!l.e Republican strategy appeared to be moving away 
from a transcendent emphasis on the strategic deterrent, President 
Eisenhower could not agree that his defense programs, kept under 
control by annual budget ceilings, had been inadequate for-the 
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. security of the nation. In a final address to the AmericCln people 
. on the eve of the inauguration of President Kennedy, Eisenhower 
warned: "In the councils of government, we must guard against the 
acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, 
by the military-industrial complex •••• Only an alert and 
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the hllge 
industria 1 and military machinery of defense with our peaceful 
methods and goals, so that security and liber.ty may prosper. 
together. "109 . 

2. The Kennedy Administration: Redefinitions of Defense Policy 

Early in 1961 in the days before the new administration took 
office on 20 January, President John F. Kennedy assembled the new 
men who lv-ould form his government for orientation briefings and 
informal talks about the affairs of state •. In these talks, Robert 
S. McNamara, who was coming to Washington from the presidency of 
the Ford Motor Company to be Secretary of Defense, and Dean Rusk, 
who would become the new Secretary of State, agreed that there were 
feli great issues of military policy and posture that were."ftOt . 
inextricably wed to the field of foreign policy. As will be seen, 
the appreciation of this fact would lead to the establishment of 
closer and more intimate organizational relationships between the 
State and Defense ~partments. In these early days, Kennedy also 
directed McNareara to recommend the size and type of military 
establishment required to protect natil)nal security without regard 
to arbitrary budget ceilings and that, having done this, to take 
every possible action to provide the military establishment of the 
appropriate size and type at the lowest possible cost. 110 "I would 
say," McNamara recollected. "that a major instruction which I 
received from President Kennedy was to develop a defense program 
that would assure the security of our Nation without regard to 
arbitrary budget ceilings. I think this instruction by itself may 
have had much to do with the change in the program."1H 

In his State of the Union message delivered in person to 
Congress on 30 January 1961, President Kennedy stated that he had 
instructed Secretary McNamara to reappraise the entire United 
States defense strategy and that pending this study he had ordered 
quick action to increase military airlift capacity, step up the 
Polaris submarine program, and accelerate the missile programs. 112 
,In the reappraisal of the national defense strategy one of the 
first concerns of the Kennedy administration was to inform itself 

. in greater detail of the changes that were taking place in the 
structure and strategy of the Soviet armed forces. Following his 
announcement in January 1960 that the size of the Red Army forces 
would be greatly reduced, Krushchev had announced in May 1960 the 
establishment of a new rocket command as one of the five main 

. directorates of the Ministry of Defense, on coequal level with 
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ground, air, air defense, and naval forces. These Soviet actions 
appeared to be designed to adapt the Soviet forces to new military 
techno1ogy;/inc1uding nuclear weapons and missiles. H3 

Assembled in Moscow in November I~ ,;T'~ference of World 
Corrimunist Parties addressed the problem of defining <;ornrnunist 
strategy during an era of thermonuclear missiles,;:!nd Chairman 
Krushchev report-ed the findings of tIle conference in a speech 
entitled "For New Victories of the World GOr:mJUnist Hovernent" 
delivered on 6 January 1961. After describing the horrors of a 
thermonuclear war, Krushchev drew the conclusion thatCornrnunist 
ideology could no longer regard a general thermonuclear war or 
even a limited war that would rapidly escalate into thermonuclear 
war as be:.l,ng a useful instrument of policy for the extension of 
world communism. Krushchev nevertheless ass'erted that "liberation 
wars and pOpular uprisings" were "not only admissible but inevitable." 
In order to hasten the historical inevitability of the triumph of 
world communism, Krushchev stated that the Soviets would support 
subversion, guerrilla, and insurgency ,.mrs,particularly in the 
emerging'nations of the world. Shortly after he took-office, 
President Kennedy secured a detailed analysis of Krushchev's speech, 
which he circulated among the top governmental officials with 
instructions to "read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest." Referring 
back to this speech, McNamara later commented that in it Krushchev 
"stated as clearly as anyone has ever stated, to my knowledge, the 
strategy of the Soviet Union."1l4 

During his first fortnight in office McNamara examined the 
relative missile capabilities of the United Scates and the Soviet 
Union. In August 1960 the official estimate of the number of ICBM's 
that the Soviets coulctbe expected to have by mid-196l had again 
been reduced, so that the estimate '.Jas only 30 percent of what it 
had been at the beginning of the year. 115 HcNamara soon determined, 
as he said, "that although there might have been a missile gap 
there certainly was no deterrent gap and that in any event there 
almost certainly would not be a missile gap at any time in the near . 
future if this country pursued an appropriate missile procurement 
program." 116 On the evening of 6 February HcNamara met with a group 
of news correspondents for an off-the-record background briefing and 
one of them subsequently broke confidence and stated that McNamara 
said there "appeared a't this time no signs of a Soviet crash effort 
to build intercontinental missiles, though overall Russian military 
preparations were continuing at a rapid pace. II McNamara sub~equent-
1y said that this statement was an untvarranted publication that 
carne "directly from our national intelligence estimates." Il7 At a 
press conference on 8 February, President Kennedy noted that the 
Defense Department had not yet indicated whether or not there was 
an existing missile gap, but with the passing of time it became 
evident that the Soviets were procuring only a small fraction of the 
number of ICBM's that they had been believed capable of producing in 
1959. 118 Exactly why the missile gap did not materialize remained' 
a mystery. Looking back in 1964 General Schriever believed that 
the missile gap had existed in 1957 and 1958, even though the 
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expected numbers of Soviet ICBM's did not materialize. "The threat, 
particularly in the ballistic missile area." he argued, "was reaL" 
Schriever believed that the Soviets had been ahead in the production 
of liquid-fueled missiles, but that they had been slow to make a 
breakthrough into solid propellant technolo~y. "I personally believe, II 
he added, "thatthe solid-propellant breakthrough is the most impor- ' 
tant breakthrough since World War II. Relatively speaking it made 
it possiblt. for us to mass-produce ballistic missiles. The Soviets 
were far down the line with a large liquid-fuel missile with which 
they are unable tQ match us in numbers. So it was this breakthrough 
that really has given us the upper hand in ballistic missiles."1l9 

Facing the need for a revision in the Eisenhower defense budget 
Secretary McNamara conceived that the defense budget had to "start 
with the political objective, the ,formulation of which is presented 
to us by the Secretary of State and upon which the President 
indicates his desires that we develop a military program that will 
support the political objective."120 As announced by President 
Kennedy on 28 March 1961, the new basic u.S-.-1!1efense policies were 
as follows: 

1. The primary purpose of our arms is peace, not 
war--to make certain that they will never have to be 
used--to deter all wars, general or limited, nuclear or 
conventional~ large or small--to convince all potential 
aggressors that any attack would be futile--toprovide 
backirig for diplomatic settlement of disputes--to 
insure the adequacy of our bargaining power for 'an end 
to the a rmsra ce. • • • 

2. Our arms will never be used to strike the first 
blow in any attack. • • • In the area of general war, 
this doctrine means tha~ such capability must rest wieh 
'that portion,of our foret'S which would survive the 
initial attack. We are not creating forces for a 
first strike against any other nation. • • • 

3. Our arms must be adequate to meet pur commit
ments and insure our security, without being bound by 
arbitrary budget ceilings •••• We must, of course, take 
advantage of every opportunity to reduce military out
lays as a result of scientific or managerial progress, 
new strategic concepts, a more effid.ent, manageable and 
thus more effective Defense Establishment, or inter
national agreements for the control and limitation of 
arms. But we must not shrink from additional costs 
where they are necessary. • •• 

4. Our arms must be subject to ultimate civilian 
control and command at all times, in war as well as 
peace •••• 'This requires effective and protected 
organization,procedures, facilities, and communications 
in the event of attack ••• as well as defensive 
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measures designed to insure thoughtful ani selective 
decision by the civilian authorities. •• • 

5. Our strategic arms and defenses must be 
adequate to deter any deliberate nuclear attack on 
the United States or cyur allies--by making clear to 
any potential aggressor that sufficient retaliatory 
forces will be able to survive a first strike and 
penetrate his defenses in order to inflict unaccept-
able losses upon him. • • • . 

6. The stength and deployment of our forces 
in combination with those of our allies sRQuldbe 
sufficiently powerful and mobile to prevent the 
steady erosion of the free world through limited 
wars; and it is this role that should constitute the 
primary mission of our oversea forces •••• In 
most areas of the world, the main burden of local 
defense against overt attack, subversion and guerrilla 
warfare must rest on local populations and forces. 
But given the great likelihood and seriousness of 
this threat, we must be prepared to make a substantial 
contribution in the form of strong, highly mobile for
ces trained in this type of warfare, some Qf which 
must be deployed in forward areas, with a substantiaL 
airlift and sealift capacity and prestocked oversea 
bases. 

7. Our defense posture must be both fle~ible 
and determined. Any potential aggressor contemplating 
an attack on any part of the f:Lee world with any kind 
of weapons, conventional or nuclear, must know that our 
response will be suitable, selective, swift, and 
effective •••• We must be able to make deliberate 
choi~~ in weapons and strategy, shift the tempo of 
our production, and alter the direction of our forces 
to meet rapidly changing conditions or objectives at 
very short notice and under any circumstan~es. • •• 
To purchase productive capacity and to initiate 
development programs that may never need to be used~ 
adopts an insurance policy of buying alternative 
future options. 

8. Our defense posture must be designed to reduce 
the danger of irrational or unpremeditated general war-
the danger of an unnecessary escalation of a small war 
into a large one, or of miscalculation or misinterpre
tation of an incident or enemy intention. Our 
diplomatic efforts to reach agreements on the preven
tion of surprise flt:t,'3-::k, an end to the spread of 

,nuclear weapons--!adeed all our efforts to end the arms 
race--are aimed at this objective. I2l 
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These basic policies were uS~'t1' to direct the reVl.Sl.on of the defense 
budget for fiscal year 1962, and they would continue to provide 
guidance to national defense posture, since the Kennedy administra
tion would not issue the Basic National~i,t¥f:illicy ~pers~that 
had annually guided the preparation of defense budgets during the 
Eisenhower ('ra. 

* * 
Inside the Department of Defense the work of restructuring the 

na tiona 1 df~:"- nse posture in terms of the characteristics of the 
forces def i -x d by President Kennedy and (inferentially) by Secretary 
Rusk woulc\ b'; accpmplished first by making "quick fix" amendmer,ts 
to the 196 fiscal year budget and then bv the preparation of a 
longer range 5-year defense proj ection which \vould be offered to 
Congress with the fiscal year 1963 budget. To mals,ethe bdsic 
reappraisal of military strategy and capability directed by the 
Presi~ellt in his state of the Union address. McNamara appointed 
several special. task groups, each under the direction of a senior 
government official .and with representatives from the Joint Staff 
and the mili tary services. The task group assigned to study 
strategic delivery system requirements was headed by Charles J. 
Hitch, Assistant Secreta':-y vf Defense for Comptroller; Paul H. Nitze, 
Assistant Secret<3ryof Defense for International Security Affairs, 
headed the task force revieh'ing limited-\var requirements; and 
Dr. York, Hho continued to be Director of Defense Research aod 
Engineering, headed the task forcn that reviewed research ana 
development projects. 122 Not content to depend upon briefings and 
speci.:11 studies for his information, McNamara also prepared a list 
of 96 questions relating to defense projects--called by some 
"HcNamara's Ninety-Six Trombones"--Hhich he sent to the ·Joint Chiefs 
and the service departments for answer. These questions were 
subsequently expanded into some 150 research projects. 123 Accom
panied by General Lemnitzer, who had become Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on 30 Se?tember 1960, McNamara went to Omaha late 
in February for briefings on the Strategic Air Command's strike 
planning and to discuss \vi~:l General Power the means for increasing 
the Strategic Air Command's ground a"lert posture to 50 pe:rcent, 
thereby reducing L's vulnerability. 124 '. 

Among McNamara's associ.:1tes both Hitch and Nitze were familiar 
with the counterforce strategy proposals, and, Ll addition to 
this, McNamara asked to be briefed on the subject of counterforce 
shortly after he took office. After hearing the briefing of the 
Strategic Air Command's strike plans,'McNamara was said to have 
disliked what he call.ed the "spasm war" that seemed inherent in an 
all-out salvo of nuclear weapons at the beginning of a general war. 125 
After having become acquainted with counterforce and having studied 
the finite deterrent strategy favored by the Navy, McNamara noted 
that both strategic concepts stressed th~ requirement for highly-
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survivable second-strike forces and the importance of mairlca1ning 
positiv~ and secure command and contrv1 systems. As early as 
February, McNamara was inclined to accept some elements of counter
force ae one of the building blockr in the new defense strategy 
because ui the multiple options tLat it offered, but he did not 
believe that the terms "Zinite deterrent" or "counterforce" were 
"used suffiCiently conSistently or precisely" to warrant their 
being applied to the revisions of the de£ensebudget which were 
submitted to Congress on 28 March 1961. 126 

Instead of emphasizing any particular str<:ttegy, the McNamara 
revisions to the Eisenhower budget followed the same categories of 
interest 'already made evident by the establishment of the task 
forces. The first categories of budget changes were conce,med with 
the development of strategic delivery systems for nuclear weapons 
that would be able to survive an attack with sufficiel;tt powe'r to 
destroy the enemy's warmaking capacity in .J :;econ<i strike. McNamara 
announced that it would be necessary to shL_.: as rapidly as possibla 
frC;>ID the first:-generation Atlas and Titan pI. grams to second
generatinn solid-fuel Polaris and Minuteman missiles. The Eisenhower 
budge:: :i,~~l~ded funds ~,~r the (;onstruction of 5 Polaris submarines 
in fiscal year 1962 for a total of 19. Drawing upon fiscal year 
1961 fllnds, President Kennedy had already authorized 5 additional 
Polaris submarines, and McNamara asked Congress to add 5 more to 
the 1962 funding, making a total of 29 Polaris submarines to be 
constructed. In view of the increase in Polaris submarines, 
McNamara stated that plans to mount Polaris missiles on the nuclear
powered cruiser , Loig, Beach had been canC'elled. Wlere tlie Eisenhower 
bud5et had fundea or a 13 squadron Atlas program and a 14 squadron 
Titan program', McNamara advocated, the deletion of 2 Titan squadrons 
in view of the funding of 12 Minuteman squadrons, each to possess 
50 missiles whicn would be wiaely dispersed in well-hardened under
ground sites. The Eisenhower budget had programed 3 squadrons of 
train-mounted mobile Minuteman missiles, but the cost of the mobile 
squadron was eXpected to be over 50 percent greater than that of a 
fixed-base squadron and the revised budget deferred mobile Minuteman 
deployments. McNamara additionally recommended that the production 
capacity of Minuteman sho4ld be doubled, looking toward even greater 
procurement of these miss~~es for 'th,e future. The Polaris-Minuteman 
mix had been carefully thought out: the Polaris sub~arines appeared 
to be relatively invulnerable, but a Polarib deployment cost more 
than an equivalent Minuteman deployment, and there was an addition~l 
danger that some breakthrough in antisubmarine detection apparatus 
might reduce the tnvulnerability of the Polaris system. Bot~ 
Polaris and Minuteman fitted into President Ke'nnedy's defense 
criteria: "PolariS, ar.d, to a somewhat lesser degree Minuteman," 
McNamara uointed out, "are not dependent for their survival on a 
hair-trigger response to the first indications of a baLlistic 
missile attack and, therefore, lend themselves to a more calculated 
and deliberate response." He urged that these, missiles wOlti.d 
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significantly increase the nation's deterrent power. "It is essen
tial if the deterrent is to be a successful deterrent," he said. 
"that an enemy understand that we have developed a deterrent power 
which can survive a surprise attack with sufficient force to des
troy an enemy and it is that element of credibility wh~chmakes it 
a deterrent. "127 

During World War II McNamara had served with Army Air Force 
bomber units as a statistical control officer, and he remarked that 
it was difficult for him "to conceive of a' time when we would not 
have them." Neve rth~ Ie s s, when judged a cccrd ing to the new de fense 
criteria that strategic weapons had to be either survivable or 
capable of quick reaction, manned bombers did not compare favorably 
with the Minuteman or Polaris missiles. Speaking of manned bombers 
in April 1961, McNamara observed: "I think the evidence points to 
a declining emphasis on them, but I am not prepared personally at 
the present time to say for sure that they are on the way out. tl128 
With B-47's still in the inventory at the time that the old B-36's 
were being phased out by new B-52's and the supersonic B-58's were 
becoming operational, the Air Force manned bomber strength reached 
its postwar peak of 1,800 aircraft in the 1957-59 time period. 
General White personally favored retention of the admittedly 
obsolescing B-47's as long as possible since they could provide mass 
for a strategic air campaign, but he nevertheless agreed to phase 
out the B-47's at a rate of two wings of B-47's for each additional 
B-52 and B-58 wing added to the Strategic Air Command's strength. 
Based upon the build-up to 14 B-52 wings and 2 B-58 wings, the 
nwnber of Air Force strateg:i.c wjng~ declined from.43 in mid-1959 
to 37 in mid-196l, ~nd the number of strategic bombers was reduced 
from 1,800 in 1957-59 to something over 1,500 in mid-1961.129 In 
addition to normal bomb loads, later model B-52's were equipped to 
carry two GAM-77 Hound Dog missiles for use in stand-off attacks: 
the air-breathing Holmd Dog had been successfully test launched 
from a B-52 in April 1959 and late in 1960 they were operationally 
available in one Strategic Air Command wing. It was planned that 
the Hound Dog would be replaced by GAM-81A Skybolt air-launched 
missiles and that a B-52 would be able to carry fou~ of these 1,000-
mi1e-range,missiles. By employing Hound Dog and l~ter Skybolt, the 
manned bombers would be able to penetrate through increasingly 
difficult Soviet surface-to-air missile defenses. 130 

Since the equipment of the planned numbers of Strategic Air 
Command B-52 and B-58 wings would be completed with funds provided 
in prior year budgets, the Eisenhower defense budget for fiscal 
year 1962 did not contain funds for the procurement of additional 
strategic bombers. Based in part upon Congressional insistence 
that the Air Force required the B-70 as a follow-on weapon system to 
the B-52 (Congress had voted an additional $265 million for the 
B-70 program in July 1960), the Eisenhower administration released 
funds for reinstatement of limited weapon system development of 
the B-70 in November 1960, and the Eisenhower defense budget for 
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fiscal year ~962 contained $358 million for the development of one 
stripped prototype XB-70 and two test-quantity YB-70' s, the latter 
to have weapon system capabilities. Given the $358 million for 
continuing development and adequate funding in subsequent years, the 
Air Force planned to have a 8-70 combat wing in its inventory by 
August 1968. 131 In departmentDl considerations of the 1962 defense 
budget late in 1960, General White was willing to accept the cut-off 
in the 6-58 program at two wings or 116 aircraft: although these 
planes had supersonic dash capabilities they were very expensive, 
relatively short ranged, and were unable to carry either Hound Dog 
or Skybolt missiles. At the same time, White argued against the 
decision to terminate 6-52 production. Pending the demonstration 
of missile reliability and the availability of 6-70's, White urged 
that 6-52 production faei lities should be kept in operation as a 
hedge and insurance against unforeseen events: he actually wanted 
to keep both of Boeing's 6-52 lines open, but he was willing to 
settle for one line and for a modest feasible rate of continuing 
6-52 production--say about four planes per month.132 

Already in difficulty during the Eisenhower administration, the 
Air Force manned strategic weapons program fared poorly in the 
defense r.eevaluations early in 1961. "In reevaluating our general 
war position," McNamara noted, "our major concern was to reduce our 
dependence on deterrent forces which are highly vulnerable to 
ballistic missile attack or \.Jhich rely for their survival on a hair
trigger response to the first indications of such an attack. Con
sequently, we sought to place greater emphasis on the second 
approach-- the kind of forces ;;hich could ride out a massive nuclear 
attack and which could be applied with deliberation and always under 
control of the constituted authority. It l33 Since stra-t~gic bombers 
could not b~ deployed in & mode which gave them a good chance to 
survive an attack, they had to be launched into the air within a 
relatively short tactical warning time--about 15 minutes--or risk 
destruction on the ground. In an era in which the enemy would be 
able to launch an intercontinental ballistic missile attack with 
little warning, the number of bombers on an alert sta~us and capable 
of immediate launching promised to be much more important than the 
total number of bombers available in the inventory. McNamara 
accordingly did not recommend the procurement of adclTtional bombers 
in fiscal year 1962, but he instead urged that the nUmber of bombers 
maintained on constant alert be substantially increased. Only the 
B-52's were believed to be suited to ground alert, and, in order to 
provide the additional personnel that the Strategic Air Command 
would require to raise its ground alert posture from 33 to 50 per
cent, McNamara programed a phase out of 6-47 wings faster"than 
planned and the inactivation of the superseded Snark air-breathing 
long-range missile wing in December 1961 rather than June 1963 •. 
The 6-52's and B-58's would continue in the SAC inventory throughout 
the 1960's but no additional aircraft of these types would be 
procured .134 
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Based upon this same estimate of the situation relative to the 
vulnerability of bombers and the fact that ballistic mhsiles would 
be plentiful in 1968, McNamara conceived that the Air Force would 
not have a valid operational requirement for the.B-70. Even though 
the B-70 would operate at mach 3 at 70,000 feet altitude, it would 
not be able to employ Skybolt missiles. In his personal opinion, 
McNamara believed that 9 B-52 equipped with Skybolt missiles would 
be "a more effective, efficient: delivery system" in the late 1960's 
than the B-70. On the other hand, there were important advantages 
inherent in a mixed missile and bomber force, and, from a purely 
technical point of view, development of a B-70 would afford an 
opportunity to explore the many diverse problems involved in flying 
a large aircraft at great speed and at high altitudes. After 
weighing advantages and disadvantages, McNamara terminated the B-70 
as a weapon system and limited the program to three XB-70 proto
types. He established a projected development ceiling of $1.3 
billion, including $800 million from prior~year funds, for the 
XB-70 program, and reduced the funding for it requested during fiscal 
1962 from $358 to $220 million. McNamara emphacized that President 
Kennedy had personally made the decision on the B-70 based upon 
recommendations which McNamara had made. McNamara also explained 
that his personal recommendations came out of exhaustive personal 
analyses and a two-day discussion of the problem with the Secretaries 
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.135 The Eisenhower fiscal 1962 budget 
had not included additional development funds for the Skybolt 
missile in the belief that the $150 million available in the 1961 
appropriation could be stretched out, but HcNamara believed that 
the project should either be dropped or efficiently pursued and 
accordingly added $50 million for Skybolt development in the revised 
1962 budget. 136 

While President Kennedy had committed himself to an improvement 
of limited war capabilities, the Department of Defense task force 
studying limited-war requirements ran into some initial difficulties. 
For one thing, the new Army Chief of Staff, General George H. 
Decker, called for a "man-for-man" ground force capability. "I 
think we should have the capability," he said, "to fight man-to-man 
if the occasion demands it, and I am sure there will be times in 
the future when that will appear to be the best course of action."137 
In the revised 1962 defense budget submitted to Congress on 28 March 
1961, Secretary McNamara allocated only small strength increases to 
the Army and Marine Corps. The Army would continue to be structured 
at 14 combat divisions, but it was allocated 5,000 addditional spaces--
3,000 of which were to be used to double the size of the Army 
special forces who were tra3~ed for guerrilla warfare. In order to 
enhance the effectiveness, versatility, and readiness of limited war 
forces, however, McNamara emphasized a twin program aimed at 
increased mobility and the establishment of dual conventional-atomic 
capabilities. Inm~diately after President Kennedy's State of the 
Union message in January, the Defense Department increased procure
ment of Lockheed C-130E ~ransport aircraft from 50 to 99 planes, a 
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part of the augmentation order comprising the deletion of 26 shorter
range C-130B troop carrier pVmes. The Defe.nse Department also 
directed that 17 KC-135 jet tanker aircraft which were on the 
production lines should be turned into a transport configuration and 
ordered 13 additional C-135's, making a total of 30 C-135's which 
would become available at a rate of two per month beginning in June 
1961. The revised defense budget also increased the Navy's appro
priation for modernized sealift. Most of the changes in the limited 
war program, however, had to do with an enhancement of non-atomic 
capabilities. "Even in limited war situations," McNamara explained, 
"we should not preclude the use of tactic;}l nuclear weapons, for 
no one can foresee how such situations might develop. But the 
decision to employ tactica 1 nuclear weapoFls in "limited conflicts," 
he added, "should not be forced upon us simply because we have no 
other means to cope with them •••• What is being proposed at this 
time is not a reversal of our existing national policy but an 
increase in our nonnuc1€ar capabilities to provide a greater degree 
of versatility to our limited war forces." The revised budget 
provided augmented funds for purchase of modern conventional weapons, 
including heavy orders of Bullpup missiles <lnd non-nuclear bombs, 
and a substantial increase for research and development in conven
tional ordnance. Funds were also included for the improvement of 
the capabilitiesQf F-105 tactical fighters to handle conventional 
ordnance and for the initial development of a new triservice tactical 
fighter. "In general," McNamara said, "what t",e are striving for is 
one fighter to fill the needs of a 11 the scrvices--a fighter which 
could operate from the larger nun;ber of existing smaller airfields 
allover the world and yet fly without refueling across the ocean, 
thus greatly increasing its valtie for limited war purposes. "138 

When he appeared before the House Subcommittee on Appropriation 
on 6 April 1961, McNamara was asked the reason why "more bodies" had 
not been provided for the Army and Ma1:ines. Although he noted that 
limited war studies had not been completed, he replied: "Point No.1, 
one of the most effective elements in any limited war are the 
guerrilla forces. We are proposing a more than double increase in 
gUE;rrilla forces. I thir.k that is a tremendous step forward. Point 
No.2, a major factor affecting the effectiveness of a military 
force in limited war is mobility. We are proposing a very sizable 
increase in modern, long-range transport cargo aircraft. "139 Later 
on before the same committee, McNamara loosely defined !'limited ,,,sr" 
as "nonnuclear warfare." HI think," he stated, "by 'limited' war 
we simply mean war that. is carried on, for the most part, with non
nuclear weapons, and what we are proposing in the budget is a 
further emphasis on the procurement and potential use of such non
nuclear weapons in order to be better prepared to mee.t any situation. "140 

,,' In their appearances before Congressional committees in the 
spring of 1961, Eugen~ M. Zuckert, the new Secretary of the Air Force, 
and General White, who was making valedictory appea.~nces imminent r 
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to his retirement as Air Force Chief of Staff on 30 June, were 
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gravely distrustful of the strategic implications of the forces en
visioned by the revised defense budget. "The Nat:ion's military 
forces/' Zuckert emphasized, "must be designed not just to wreak 
unacceptable destruction but to win •••• Since America's defense 
objective is more than just survival, our forces must be designed 
and adequate to carry through the initial engagement with the will 
and means to put an end to the further use of force by an ~ggressor 
•••• What you are going to do ••• is to destroy his military 
potential. "141 General White maintained "that a nation that is 
going to live has tn make survival a part of its national policy. 
If it gets in a war it is going to try to win it." He admitted that 
winning a nuclear war would be difficult, but he urged that "we 
can't afford to have any other basic philosophy than that our 
military force is designed to win a war if it is forced upon us."142 
White conceived that a future nuclear war could be won only by con
centrating forces against "those elements of enemy strength that can 
do the greatest damage to us, na:nely, his military forces."143 

Among the members of the Senate Armed Services Committee, White 
encountered a friendly skepticism about the counterforce strategy-
particularly its plan for a measured employment of force. "If you 
ever start using the atomic weapon," Chairman Russell speculated, 
"I say there is no way to control it or to limit it, .and I think 
you aad better use the whole arsenal right after they hit us with 
the first atomic weapon."l44 White admitted that war had always 
been full of surprises and speculated that "in the next one. • • 
there will be more confusion. more surprises, and more uncertainty 
than ever existed in huma!1 history before," !mt he cont1.nued to 
endorse counterforce and provided the Senators with the Air Force 
definition of the strategy. This written statement read: 

~--~- ...... -

In the Air Force view, "counterforce" is a military 
concept for the design and employment of military forces 
t:o destroy, neutralize, ~~ __ ~der impotent the military 
capabilities of an enemy force, under any circumstances 
by which hostilities may be initiated. It is not a 
"strike first" concept--it is a concept for the develop
ment of a capability to prevent under any conditions of 
attack. This concept has, as its central theme, the 
application of superior offensive and defensive military 
force against enemy strengths that directly threaten 
the continued freedom and security of the United States 
and her allies. 

Implementation of a counterforce strategy demands 
a well-integrated national military structure. This 
concept is both offensive and defensive--a point often 
misunderstood. It requires strategic offensive forces 
capable of surviving initial enemy attacks and of 
destroying enemy offensive strike forces and control and 
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support structures. It requires de fen siva forces in 
depth to destroy enemy mass destruction weapons in 
€light and as far from the United States and its 
allies as possible~ It also requires forward area forces 
which, in conjunction with our allies, can conduct 
initial holding action to dellY enemy access and prevent 
the infiltration or overrun of friendly territory. The 
size and effectIVeness of a military force necessary to 
defeat the enemy's military force are dependent upon 
the size and effectiveness of that enemy force. A 
civil defense effort to provide greater protection to 
our civilian population is an additional strength that 
complements this military concept. 145 . 

In a succinct summary of these same thoughts, White stated: "Until 
such time as worldwide disarmament under a positive system of 
controls and inspection is achieved, the United States and its 
allies must be superior to. • • our enemies in decisive military 
power. They must possess the ability to destroy the military 
strength that would hurt us while, at the same time, minimizing 
damage to our own military forces, to this Nation and to our friends 
and allies as well." l46 

To General White the Soviet Union's growing aerospace weapons 
inventories and the many uncertainties that were likely to prevail 
in a peri:>d of ur:easy peace and possible general war demanded that 
the United States maintain a proper mix of manned and unmanned 
weapons in its future aerospace forces. He ~hought that there was 
no question that the nation's defense posture would be greatly 
improved by the acquisition of intercontinental ballistic missiles; 
as a matter of fact, he disagreed with the decision to delete two 
squadrons of Titan missiles, since these missiles could carry large 
warheads which would be required against extremely hard targets. 
Without dismissing the value of mobility, White was willing to accept 
McNamara's decision to delay the mobile Minuteman in order to get as 
many missilec as soon as possible. But he nevertheless insisted: 
"We will have to rely on manned weapons 8.ystemst,Q..,perform vital 
war functions whicb require on-the-spot trained, human judgment." 
Manned'·bomber systems, for example, would be required to prosecute 
"hunter-killer" follow-up attacks against imprecisely located 
counterforce targets in the wake of an initial missile salvo. Beyond 
this, White maintained that there would be "two incontestable over
riding mandates" for the continuation of manned systems. The first 
of these concerned the "simple but awesome decision to launch." 
Bomber aircraft co~ld be launched at critical junctures, even on 
suspicion of impending attack. They cvuld proceed to a prearranged 
line and loiter there and could either return or, if given an ordeJ:', 
attack. "Consequently," White explained, "their operations do not 
pose the problem of finality of decision which must inevitably 
accompany the launching of ba 11 is tic missiles." White conceived tha t 
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even a perfected missile would be "the most inflexible weapon you 
can have •••• It has two modes--go; no go." The second mandate, 
White said, "concerns the perpetual requirement for operational 
flexibility. In any future war there is the almost certain prob
ahillty that events will not unfold exactly as planned. Thus, 
there will be a trelnendous premium on syfitems which can look, and 
find,and report, and attack, and return, and attack again. We 
will always need systems whIch can seArch out and destroy mobile 
targets, as well as fix\:!d or rapidly developing targets whose 
positions are uncertain or unknown until observed. We will also 
need a poststrike reconnaissance capability to assess the results 
of our attacks and to show the way to the most effective employment 
of succeeding strikes." White also feared the effect of missiles 
on the psychology of the nation and of the missile crews, the Latter 
who would "have to sit there day after day ready to push the 
button. they will get a static, nondynamic frame of mind." He 
pointed out that there had been "invulnerable<weapons systems in the 
past." The Great Wall of China and the Maginot Line were examples, 
Dut they had not proven invulnerable, any more than missiles were 
apt to be. 147 

In response to questions directed at him by Congressional 
committees, White presented a detailed commentary of the Air Force 
view on McNamara's specific proposals in 3!'eg~rd to the bomber force. 
He favored the 50 percent ground alert for the B-52's, but he 
argued against the concomitant rapid phase-out of the B-47's. "The 
B-47 is an osbolescing airplane," he said, "but in these critical 
tiTnes, particularly during the periods of known unreliability of 
missiles and this day of rather uncertain international situations, 
it would be my thesis as the Chiei of Staff of the Air Force that 
we ought to maintain all of the strategic forces that we can in our 
inventory. II He also repeated his recommendation that the B-52 
production line ought to be kept open. 148 

In appearances before the House Armed Services Committee and 
the House Subcommittee on Appropriations in March and April 1961, 
General White drew upon his "responsibilities as Chief of Staff of 
the Air Force and as an aviator of more than 35 years' service in 
flyIng" to present the "philosophical side of the question" as to 
why the Air Force required a B-70 weapon system. Much of these 
!)rcsentations involved his unwillingness. to see a situation develop 
in which the nation "would have to depend for its survival on missiles 
for nearly 100 percent of its offensive capability." Drawing upon 
history, White asserted: "The w(:rrd,<lbombet'" • • .1t~t'~~S't:-o'tlctf't1y 
been a nasty word, for various reasons. Every bombing system we 
have ever developed has had many obstacles put in its way_ ••• I 
refer to the B-17, which was restricted for some years in its 
operating radius. I refer to the B-29, in World War II. The B-36 
was controversial, but it is a fact that we had no wars while we 
had the B-36. And I would hate to think where we would be now if 
we didn't have the B-47's, the B-52's, and the B-58's." White 
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emphasized the importance of mo~ility in the historic war of war
fa~e. -·~e can't leave the only exploitation of the air to ballistic 
mj..ssiles~" he said. "The ability to be over your target, over enemy 
territo~, to have dynamics in our strategic- systems is essential. 
The missile is too inflexible to be the whole part of it." Speaking 
particularly about the B-70, he suggested, "if we don't build this 
airplane, in a.certain sense the science of aeronautics is dead, 
because this is a breakthrough of the heat barrier." 'i.'he technology 
of the B-70 would have very great application to the development of 
a mach 3 transport for civil employment. White also pointed out 
that the B-70 would serve as a "hunter-killer" that woald be able 
to find targets and destroy them. In future int~~a.i~o}!al_nE~g~tia
tions, atomic missiles might be outlawed: bombers, however, could 
not be outlawed unless civil aircraft were outlawed because any 
plane that could carry passengers could also carry a bomb. ·"1 fore
cast," White concluded, "from a solemn point of responsibility upon 
me and a reading of history which I think need not be very deep, 
that the future is very likely to depend on something like the 
B-70."149 

During the House Armed Services Committee's extended hearings 
on military posture and procurement, Chairman Carl Vinson noted the 
growth of "a perceptible hesitancy in placing complete confidence 
and dependence in the ICBM for now or the near future." The 
committee believed that the bomber was a vehicle of known capability 
whereas the only knowledge of the effectiveness of the ICBM came 
from extrapolation. "The cormnittee," Vinson stated, "is unwilling 
to place the safety of this country in a purely academic atti.tude." 
In a discussion with Secretary McNamara, Vinsou secured· agreement 
that the Department of Defense would initiate planning that would 
place the bomber in proper perspective with other weapons at least 
until 1970. McNamara further assured Vinson that there was no iron
clad date for phasing out B-47 bombers. Despite these assurances 
Congress apparently felt that the Air Force ought to have some 
additional bombers. As finally enacted in August 1961 the Department 
of Defense Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1962 included an 
additional $180 million to increase the B-70 from prototype develop
ment to a weapon system program and an addHional $514.5 million 
for the procurement of another wing of B-52 bombers. 150 

When he discussed the Air Force's requirement for bombers with 
the Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations in May 
1961, General White indicated that the Department of Defense probably 
would not authorize additional bombers even if the money for them were 
.*'p~ria.~~.~ ~:~lrlhlte"s ·pt"ediction by 
stating that the Defense Department had enough bombers and would not 
need any more until 1967 or 1968.151 Somewhat later McNamara pointed 
out that the three prototype B-70's would still be built under a 
low cost program and that the first of the planes would have. the 
same "fly date" as would the first plane under the high cost program 
advocated by the Air Force. 152 Speaking in opposition to the B-70 
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as a weapon system, Dr. York describeq. the big question about the 
manned bomber system as "not really a sc.ientific one, but a 
military operational question." He asserted that the intercontinen
tal strategic bombardment aircraft was a variety of military 
aviation which "may very well become less important and disappear 
••• possibly within the decade."IS3 

After he had conducted a review in the Department of Defense 
and had obtained Presidp.nt Kennedy's personal approval, Secretary 
McNamara informed Congress on 27 October 1961 that the B-70 would 
continue as a prototype development program.154 McNamara also 
impounded the additional funds which Congress had appropriated for 
the procurertlent of an additional wing of B-52's. He reasoned that 
procurement of another wing of B-S2's would increase the operational 
inventory of that aircraft by only 7 percent. For what it would 
cost to procure a wing of B-52's with tankers and Skybo1t missiles 
and to operate it for five years, the Defense Department could buy 
and operate 250 hardened and dispersed Minuteman missiles, or about 
6 Polaris ..;ubmarines. "Furthermore," McNamara concluded, "manned 
bombers present soft and concentrated targets and they depend upon 
warning an1 quick response for their survival under nuclear atta~k. 
This is a less reliable means of protection than hardening, 
dispersal~ ~.nd mobility. Moreover, reliance on warning and quick 
response means that bombers must be committed to attack very early 
in the war and cannot be held in re&erve to be used in a controlled 
and deliberate way."155 

* * * * 
The immediate quick fix amendments to the Department of Defense 

budget acted upon in the spring of 1961 left many larger decisions 
unwade, apparently because the evidence had not been completely
sifted by defense studies that were still underway. At the same 
t5me that Secretary McNamara initiated his series of studies on 
c~itical requirements problems, he also ordered a detailed review 
and analysis of the Communist threat based on the latest and best 
intelligence information availab1e. 156 In 1958 Soviet Premier 
Krushchev had begun to threaten unilateral action that would 
jeopardize the West's position in Berlin, but it seemed to t1cNamara 
that the Soviet dictator became "much more categorical as to the 
actions he proposes to take" in the spring of 1961. McNamara 
related Krushchev's actions to his endorsemene;-· of support for "wars 
of liberation" in his f>olicy address of 6 January 1961. 157 

Krushchev's announcements and actions appeared to "put flesh 
on the skeleton" of his January 1961 policy statemEmt. On 18 April 
1961 he charged that the Free Cuban invaders who had failed to 
overthrow Fidel ~astro's Communist regime in Cuba in the ill-fated 
Bay of Pigs invasion had been "trained, equipped and armed in the 
United States of America." He added: "We shall render the Cuban 
people and their Government all necessary assistance in beating 
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back the armed attack." During summit discussions in Vienna on 
3-4 June held to exchange views on the German problem, Communist 
subversion i,l Laos, and other world problems, President Kennedy had 

. what he described as a very "somber" meeting with Krushchev. "He 
never gave way at all," Kennedy said. '~"I kept insisting that there 
could ~e no agreement between us as long as he supported Communist 
subversions11 over the world, but he never gave way, never gave an 
inch." Speaking at the Kremlin on 8 July,lkushchev announced that 
the Soviet Union was suspending its planned troop reductions and 
increasing its 1961 defense spending. He reiterated his determi'1B
tion to sign a separate peace treaty with East Germany by the end 
of 1961 if the West refused to sign treaties with both East and 
West Germany and to make West Berlin a demilitarized "free ~ity," 
thus depriving the western nations of their occupation responsibili
ties there .158 

At the same time that Krushchev announced bellicose intentions, 
the Kennedy administration continued its evaluations of U.S. force 
capabilities. According ~ report, the administration felt itself 
desperately short of conventional force capabilities when it con
sidered the situations in Cuba and Laos. On 22 April President 
Kennedy appointed retired General Maxwell D. Taylor as Presidential 
Military Adviser and directed him to investigate the Cuban affair, 
U.S. counterinsurgency capabilities, and other aspects of defense 
policy. At a n.eeting with Rusk, McNamara, and Taylor on 8 July, 
Kennedy ordered an urgent review of United States military strength 
to determine if forces and planned expenditures were adequate in 
vi.ew of the Soviet thrccts to Berlin. SO'Il:Ietime in the spring of 
1961 the Department of Defense evaluation of the Soviet Union con
vinced McNamara that the United States and its Allies had far 
1~rger conventional capabilities in relation to the Soviet Union 
than was commonly thought to be the case. Speaking of the Russians, 
McNamara observed: "They aren't l2~ feet tall. They don't have 
187 divhions. They don't have 175 divisions. A major portion of 
their divisions today are under strength ••• compared to the U.S. 
division with its support forces."159 The Secretary's staff also 
started to question prevailing assumptions about Soviet tactical air 
power and soon concluded that the numbe~ of Soviet tactical fighters 
had been inflated and that the performance of the Red aircraft had 
been exaggerated. 160 

Appearing before Congress on 25 May 1961 in what he described 
as his second State of the Union message, President Kennedy among 
other things requested an additional $100 million to provide non
atomic weapons modernization for the ,~ apd $60 million to enable 
the Marine Corps to expand its strength to 190,000 men, thus filling 
up its three existing divisions-air wings and organizing a cadre for 
a fourth division. The major response to the Berlin crisis, however, 
came on 25 July when Kennedy explained to the American people: '~e 
cannot and will not permit th~ Communists to drive us out of 

", Berlin--either gradually or by force." He had, already stated that 
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the nation must possess "a w~.der -choice than humiliation or all-out 
nuclear action: and in :; messageto Congress oR2.f1 July the President 
requested an additional 1962 appropriation of $3,247 million for the 
Armed Forces, an 5_ncrease in the Army's strength ITom 875,000 to 
1,008,000 rren, a:d an incrf~ase ·of 29,000 and-63,OOO men in the active 
duty strength 0;: the Navy and Air Force. Kennedy also asked Congress 
to eL18ct a joint resolution that ,",ould authorize the President, 
until I July 1962, to order units ar:d members of the Ready Reserve 
to active duty for not more than 12 consecutive months.16l 

\·1hen he began to explain President Kenn-=dy's expanded defense 
program to Congress on 26 July 1961, Secretary McNamara prefaced his 
presentation with an assessment of the Soviet challenge and the 
indicated western response to it. "Believing that the Western World 
will be very reluctant tef in~'''t'he use of nuclear weapons in 
response to anything short of a direct threat to its survival," 
McNamara said, "the Kremlin leaders hope to create divisive influences 
,"ithin the [NATO) alliance by c.:lrefully measured military threats in 
connection with'the Berlin situation. In order to meet such threats 
with firmness and confidence and to provide us with a greater range • 
of military alternatives, we will need more nonnuclear strength than 
we have today. "162 In a la ter comment, he added: "We fee 1 very 
strongly that the U.S. Defense Establishment must have a greater 
degree of flexibility in responding to particular situations. We 
need to expand the range of military alternatives available to the 
President in meeting the kind of situation which may confront us in 
maintaining our position in Berlin •••• Hhat vIe are proposing now 
is not only to strengthen our nuclear capabilities, but also to 
incrc.:lse our nonnuclear capabilities to provide a scill greater 
degree of versatility to our military forces." le3 

Acting in an air of emergency, Congress approved President 
Kennedy's authority to order up to 250,000 members of the Ready 
Reserve for one year's active duty, and as finally enacted in August 
1961 the-National Defense appropriation for fiscal year 1962 totalled 
$51 billion--an increase of $6.1 billion over the $44.9 billion 
recommended in the original Eisenhower budget. Since strategic forces 
were already in a high state of readiness, McNamara believed that 
they required little augmentation for the Berlin . .crisiso" He did, 
however, allocate funds and personnel to enable the Strategic Air 
Command to move more rapidly toward a 50 percent ground ale~t for 
both B-47's and B-S2's, and he decided to retain the six wings of 
B-47's scheduled for inactivation in active service during the 
fiscal year. In the air defense field the emergency program hastened 
the preparati~n of manual backup facilities for the control of 
interceptor ai,reraft at radar sites, thus enabiing the vulnerable 
SAGE facilities to be by-passed if this were necessary. So far as 
the Air Force was concerned, however, McNama~fs chief concern 
was with tactical air u'1.its and airlift. The Air Force received 
authority _to retain the light bomber, tactical reconnais~ance, 
tactical fighter, and C-IIS air transport squadrons that were 
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scheduled to be phased out during the fiscal year. In October and 
November 1961 the Air Force also called to active duty 36 sqcadrons 
from ':he Air National Guard and Air ForCE! Reserve. Thesf! units 
included tactical fighters, tactica 1 reconnaissance, end C .. 97 and 
C-124 transports. S~ven Air Nationa 1 Gu.1rd fighter s~uadrons, on£' 
tactical rec('nnaissilOce squ,1dron, and a tacti.:al c"ntl~l group t-len: 
deployed by air to European hases about .1 month after the October 
·recdll. Three Air National Gu.1rd F-lO!+ aLe defense squadrolls which 
wer~ recalled ~n 1 November dismantled their aircraft for shipment 
overseas in C-124's and were in pLace in Germany and Spain on 
24 November. Largely as a result of the calls to active duty, Ajr 
Force strength :eose from 88 to the equiva l::mt of 97 wi-ngs (339 squo;d
rona) in the year ending on 30 June 1962.16~ 

As a part of its augmentation the Navy increased its amphibious 
lift and reactivated troop transport ships. The Army receivp.d far 
the largest force increase incident to the crisis. Of the 14 Army 
divisions, 8 were overseas, 3 were assigned to the Strategic Army 
Command (STRAC) in the United States, and 3 were partly manned and 
employed in recruit training in the Unitp.d States. As an initial 
response, the Army was authorized to bring the three training 
divisions up to full strength and to assign them to STRAC; it also 
brought the Seventh Army and vthet units in Europe up to full 
strength. Heavier draft calls and mobilization of Army reservists 
filled existing units, and on 19 September two Army National Guard 
divisions were mobilized. In ~ugust the Berlin garrison was in
creased by 1,500 men, and in Sept:?mber some 40,000 troopr. xvere sent 
to Europe to bring the Seventh Army up to full strength. By the 
end of 1961 the three former training divisions became combat ready, 
and the two National Guard divisions completed their combat training 
in February 1962. The Strategic Army Command was accordingly 
expanded to two corps, each with four divisions. The expansion of 
the ground forces left the Marines programed for three division-wing 
teams, plus a cadre organization fur a fourth division. The 
decision not to expand the Marine Corps was justified by the fact 
that the type of divisions which might be required in Europe w~re 
Army divisions, rather than Marine divisions which we~e organized and 
equipped for independent assault operations. 165 

Of the $3,247 millio" requested to meet the Berlin crisis, 
$1,753 million was committed to the procurement of weapons, ammunition, 
and equipment to meet n~n-nuclear requirements. Even in the cas~ of 
Nik~-Hercules batteries in Europe, Secretary McNamara foresaw "cir
cumstan~~': under which we would wish to utilize these batteries 
without nuclear warheads, avoiding if possible the immediate escala
tion to nuclear war that might well follow the use of nuclear war
heads :!.n these batteries."166 Most of the large appropriation for 
conventional weapons, however, was justified to correct a situation 
which McNamara descrlbed as resultant from past tendencies "on the 
part of tb~ services to base their planning and force structures on 
their 0'''" unilateral views of how a future war might be fought." 
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McNamara said that the Air Force had planned p~imarily in terms of 
a short: nuclear war, had not provided sufficient stocks of combat 
consumables for conventional limited war, and thus could not fight 
a c()uventional war for as long a period as the Army. The Army had 
based its requirements on plans for a large-scale conventional war 
of long duration, but these requirements had been only pa~tially 
used as the basis for annual procurement programs. As a result the 
Army had only about one-third of its so-called requirements in its 
inventories ~nd specific items in the inventory were badly out of 
ba lance .167 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff visualized the fundamental put~oses 
of the Berlin crisis build-up as being to improve the credibility 
of Unitl~d States national policies and the total deterrent posture 
and to place the United States "in a better p<>sition to implement 
milit.ary operations on whatever scale may be required." l68 What 
the effect of the conventional augmentation may have been on Soviet 
policy remained a matter of speculation. In a speech on 11 August, 
Krushchev expressed doubt that the West would fight to preserve the 
freedom of the West Ge~ans. Before dawn on 13 August the East 
German government closed access routes between East and West ~rlin 
and s!1.ortly thereafter the Communists built a wall along most of 
the 25-mile border within Berlin, thus effectively although 
illegally ending free movement ~ithin Berlin and between Berlin and 
the East German territory. On 31 August the Soviet Union also 
announced that it was resuming nuclear weapo!1 tests, allegedly 
becaus'e the West had threatened to unlc~sh ''';<1:;: as a COW1Lermea-tmre 
to the conclusion of a peace treaty ,.,ith East Germany. As the . 
Berlin crisis abated. Secretary HcNamara stated: "We are convinced 
that the rapid buildup in our conventional forces made possible by 
the callup of the Reserves has done much to stabilize the Berlin 
situation." A little later McNamara described the mobili2'.<ltion of 
the reserves as being the thing that had called the hand of the 
Russians. "1 don't believe," he said, "there is any action tha 1: has 
been taken that more clearly demonstrated the strength, the will, 
and the firmness of purpose of this Nation than the callup of those 
units."169 

3. Em£rging Strategy: Flexible Response and Multiple Options 

In the same months that the Kennedy administration made quick 
fix amendments to the original Eisenhower defense budget during 
1961, Secretary McNama·ra commenced studies of a 5-year projection 
of defense requirements which would in effect engraft strategy into 
the national defense budgets. In this task McNamara indicated that 
he expected to "::;tart with the plan or the policy and translate it 
into quantitative tems." "I consider the budget," he added, 
"nothing more than and nothing less than the quantitative expression 
of a plan or a pOlicy."170 The establishment of the 5-year force 
projection involved the mission to be accomplished by military forces, 
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.. th~ latest intelligence data on the capabilities of the Soviet 
Union and its satellites, and the cost-effectiveness relationships 
among the various alternative means of performing the defense 
mission. l7l 

In his message 'to Congress on 28 March 1961 President Kennedy 
had already stated the basic mission r~·be ~ccompli~hed·by'ml11tary 
forces, and this guidance was elaborated in continuing btatements 
by both Kennedy and McNamara. In his State of the Union message Ot 
11 January 1962 Kennedy explained: '~e have rejected any a11-or
nothing posture which would leave no choice but inglorious retreat 
or unlimited retaliation." As the military representative of the 
President, General Taylor explained that this statement meant that 
the administration had accepted a need for "great flexibility in 
our present and future mi,litary policy, and in the military forces 
designed to sustain that policy •••• Mindful of the awful dangers 
of atomic warfare, we require a military policy which takes as its 
primary purpose the deterrerice of that cj~Bjl.f1·ter. At the same time 
• • • it must give due recognition to the need to cope with many 
situations short of general war--particularly para-war."172 From 
time to time President Kennedy reiterated the policy that the 
United States definitely would not "launch a preemptive attack, an 
act of aggression." There were at least two concrete reasons for 
this policy. In the first place, Kennedy conceived that no nation 
could win a nuclear war. "NOW, if someone thinks we should have a 
nuclear war in order to win," he stated on 14 February 1962, "I can 
inform them that there will not be winners of the next nuclear war, 
if there is one, and this country and other countries would suffer 
very heavy blows. So we have to proceed with responsibility and 
with care in an age wh~re the human race can obliterate itself. "173 
Several weeks later Kennedy pointed out a second reason for fore
swearing a military initiative when he observed that "the basic 
problems facing the world today are not susceptible to a final mili
tary solution." In a maj or policy address at the University of 
Michigan on 16 June 1963, Secretary McNamara added his own interpre
ta·Hon of the role of military force in United States policy. "I 
want to emphasize," he said, "that we see our military strength not 
as the means of achieving the kind of world we seek, but as a 
shield to prevent any other nation from using its military strength, 
either directly Qrthrough threats and intimidation, to frustrate 
the aspirations we share with all the free peoples of the world."l74 

While the 5 .. year force projection was being planned, the Depart
ment of Defense eonducted a careful review of prospective Communist 
capabilities to endanger the United States. In President Kennedy's 
view the changing Communist military capabilities in themselves 
demanded changes in United States military policy. "As late as 
1954," Kennedy explained in March 1962, "the balance in air power, 
in the nuclear weapons, waa all on our side. That change began 
about 1958 or 1959 with the missiles. Now we have got to realize 
tha t .!a2!h sides have these annihila ting weapons. and tha t changes 
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the problem. "175 At the Tushino air show over Moscow in July 1961 
the Soviets displayed three new supersonic bombers, two new mach-2 
fighters, a new jet seaplane, a flying cran~ helicopter, and a 
very large converei-plane. The new bombers included an exception
ally large delta-wing plane called the Bounder; an advanced swept
wing mach 2.5 heavy bomber slightly large~ ~han the B-58 and 
designated as the Beauty; and a mach-2 8wept-wing design called the 
Blinder that could apparently perform a dual role as a bomber or 
interceptor. The Bounder was almost as large as a B-36, and while 
it was powered by large jet engines it seemed capable of serving as 
a test vehicle for nuclear engines. Older Badger twin jet bombers 
carried air-to-surface missiles resembling the Hound Dog design, 
and the Beauty carried what appeared to be a ballistic missile 
similar to a Skybolt slung under its belly.176 Although the new 
Soviet aircraft deilionstrated excellent progress in aerodynamics, 
Secretary McNamara received no evidence that the Soviets were pro
ducing any significant numbers of long-range bombers, and he could 
only estimate that the number of manned bombers that the Soviets 
might send against the United States would not be very large. By 
November 1961 his study of Communist force projections caused him 
to conclude that "while the ICBM threat will be increasing during 
the next several years, present indications are that the manned 
bomber threat will be declining. It A manned bomber attack against 
the United States, moreover, would assumably follow an initial 
Soviet ICBM attack. In vif'{."r of the vulnerability of the United 
States to intercontinental or submarine launched ballistic missile 
attack, McNamara visualized that "the protection of our strate..sic 
offensive forces against surprise missile attack can ba achieved 
only by warning, hardening, mobility, rather than by an active 
defense." Similarly, since the main danger of hostile bomher 
attack would be in the wake of a missile attack, McNamara noted 
that "warning and dispersal and protection of our air defense 
forces are more important than mere numbers. "177 vlhile McNamara 
recognized that the first-generation Soviet missile force would be 
vulnerable to attack on its exposed 1au..::ching pad'S,' he also 
predicted that "as the Soviet Union hardens and disperses its ICBM 
force and acquires a significant number of missile launching sub
marines ••• one problem will be further complicated. "178 "It will 
become increaSingly difficult, regardless of the form of attack," 
he added a little later, "to destroy a sufficlently large proportion 
of the Soviet's strategic nuclear forces to preclude maj or damage. 
to the United States, regardless of how large or yhat kind of 
strategic forces we build."l79 

In evaluating the Soviet threat to the United States, Secretary 
McNamara apparently continued to attach great importance to 
Krushchev's "For New Victories of the World Communist Movement" 
address of 6 January 1961. He told Congressional committeemen that 
this was "one of the moSt important speeches of 1961," and; in an 
address in Chicago on 17 February 1962, he suggested that "it may 
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prove to be one of the most important statements made by a world 
leader in the decaoe of the 60 I C;." Speaking of Krushchev, McNamara 
said: "I have every reason to believe that he was outlining very 
clearly his objectives and his plans for accomplishing them." While 
Krushchev had indicated that the free world would continue to facL' 
the cold war struggle for years to come, McNamara was confident that 
the United States could deter th~ Soviets from initiating genera} 
or limited war by maintaining "the kind of'forces which would make 
global nuclear war, and even local wars, unprofitable for the Soviet 
Union." "We must continue to convince him," McNamara said, speaking 
of Krushchev, "that th~pnonuclear wars .... ould ltestroy the Soviet 
Union and therefore that he should refrain from actions that would 
bring on such wars." 180 During these strategic evaluations, 
Secretary McNamara I s staff redoubled.;~. #fforts to solve the riddle 
of Soviet ground Si.trength. Although the evidence apparently was 
not conclusive in ·the winter of 1961-62 something seemed to be wrong 
with assessments of Soviet surface strengths. With a strength of a 
million men the U.S. Army could field only 16 divisions, yet the 
Soviets were credited with being able to obtain something like 150 
American-style divisions from about 2.2 million men. The Soviets 
possessed a heavily mechanized and armored force, but if they 
launched an attack in Western Europe the Soviet forces would be 
operating at the end of a vcry long supply line. As a result of 
the force augmentations incident to the Berlin crisis, NATO would 
soon have the equivalent of 26 divisions, including the 5 fully 
manned U.S. divisions, and their supporting forces on its central 
front in Europe. 181 

At the start of preparations for making the fiscal year 1963 
defense budget estimates in May 1961, NcNamara asked the Service 
Secretaries and Chiefs to make recommendations on the force levels 
and weapons they would require during fiscal year 1963 and in 
subsequent years t-hrough fiscal year 1967. While the services were 
asked to submit individual requirements with no budgetary limita
tions, they were directed to group recommended forces into "program 
packages"--such as "strategic retaliatory," "continental air and 
missile defense," and "general purpose forces"--which were related 
to the accomplishment of specific missions. During the months of 
July through October 1961 Secretary McNamara and Deputy Secretary 
of Defense Roswell L. Gilpatric received and reviewed the service 
requirements. HcNamara described the review process as being 
essentially an act of ensuring that "we are to attain the specific 
force levels necessary to support the political objectives at the 
lowest possible cost."182 Gilpatric characterized the review as 
being a "fusion of force structure to military strategy and, . 
ultimately, the twe of them to our larger national goals."183 Had 
all of the service recommendations been accepted. the fiscal 1963 
budget would have totalled about $63 billion, but,' by having in 
effect invited the services to bid freely against each other for the 
performance of mission responsibilities within program packages, 
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McNamara was able to get cost-effectiveness evaluations of competing 
s~rvice proposals. Thus on the afternoon of 4 August, McNamara and 
Gllpatric heard the Navy present its proposals in the presence of key 
Air Force officials, the Air Force present its proposed program with 
key Navy men listening, and Army officials commented on both the Navy 
and Air Force proposals. Based upon this and other review, McNamara 
prepared and forwarded to the. Joint Chiefs and Service Secretaries 
in mid-September a tentative program guidance for computing the 1963 
budget and for making program projections for the 5-year period. 
When the service budgets were submitted beginning on 23 October, 
McNamara found that they still totalled about $54.5 billion. Work
ing with the Service Secretaries and the Chiefs, McNamara made 
some 620 separate decisions in tl~ next month, some raising items 
and others lowering items in the service budgets. Upon reclama 
McNamara reversed himself on about 60 items but ended with about 
560 changes which reduced the total defense budget for fiscal year 
1963 to the $51.6 billion which President Kennedy asked Congress to 
appropriate in January, 1962. As a result of the whole budgetary 
process, McNamara defended the proposed force structure as being 
necessary to meet military requirements without regard to arbitrary 
budget ceilings but so calculated as to be attainable at the lowest 
possible cost.l84 

* * * * 
When he presented the fiscal 1963 defense budget and the 5-year 

force projections to Congress in January 1962, Secretary McNamara 
explained that they reflected "the conclusion that, while our nuclear 
forces are increasing, greater emphasis than in the past must be 
given, both by ourselves and our NATO allies, to our nonnuclear 
forces •••• What is being proposed ••• i6 not a reversal of our 
existing national policy but an increase in our nonnuclear capa
bilities to provide a greater degree of versatility to our limited
war forces."185 When he was asked to cut across the program package 
approach and rate the priority of separate items in terms of national 
importance, McNamara stated this order of priority: (1) nuclear 
deterrent forces to include Air Force Minuteman and Navy Polaris 
missiles;(2) raising the Army to 16 regular combat-ready divisions; 
(3) proper equipment for the 16 Army divisions; (4) airlift and 
sealift capabilities to move the combat-ready forces; (5) nuclear 
attack submarines for antisubmarine warfare; (6) Air Force fighter 
aircraft for the support of ground forces; (7) increased procurement 
of Navy and Marine Corps aircraft; (8) a new aircraft carrier. He 
further remarked that torpedoes for the Navy and .iron b~bs for the 
Air Force would rank high on the illustrative priority list. 186 

Unlike most other military requirements, Secretary McNamara 
considered that the requirement for strategic retaliatory forces-
the program package that included long-range bombers with air-to
ground and decoy missiles and supporting tankers, land-based and 
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submarine-based strategic missiles, and the systen: for command and 
control of the forces--Ient itself "rather well to reasonably pre
cise calculation." The major mission of these force$ was to deter 
war by their capability to destroy the enemy's warmaking potential. 
This was judged to be a reasonably finite problem and the quantita
tive procurement of strategic retaliatory forces included allowances 
to be made for losses incurred in a hostile first strike; the number, 
,types, and lQ£ations of the aiming points in hostile target systems; 
the numbers and explosive yields of weapons that would be required 
to destroy specified targets; the degree of reliability of each 

; weapo~~ystem; and the cost effectiveness of each weapon system in 
comparison with alternate systems. Assuming that the Soviet Union 
would ultimately build a large ICBM force, the United States had to 
develop the kind of strategic offensive forces which would "be able 
to ride out an all-out attack by nuclear-armed ICBM's in sufficient 
strength to strike back decisively."187 

In the way of forces the defense budget for fiscalyear 1963 
vi8ualized~he completion of the 13-squadron Atlas and 12-squadron 
Titan missile programs, the funding of four additional squadrons of 
hardened Minuteman missiles (thUS providing 17 squadrons and 800 
missiles), and the addition of 6 Polaris submarines, with 6 more 
programed for fiscal 1964, making a total projection of 41 Polaris 
submarines in the 5-year program. The development of the rail
mobile Minuteman missile was cancelled, since McNamara was convinced 
that the benefits to'be gained from the system would not be worth 
the cost. A mobile Minuteman would cost "several times" as much as 
a fixed-basp. Minutem.:m; it would be more expensive to operate, less 
reliable, less accurate, more susceptible to sabotage, and fraught 
with difficult operational problems such as its protection from 
sabotage. As for strategic bombers, the 5-year defense protection 
included the maintenance in the inventory of l4wings of B-52's 
(many of which were supposed to be equipped with Skybolt missiles) 
and 2 wings of B-58'6. As the missile forces were built up, the 
number of B-47 wings would be reduced. After additional study, 
McNamara still believed that "the '~-70 will not provide enough of 
an increase in our offensive capabilities to justify its very high 
cost." He nevertheless wished to continue the B-70 in the limited 
development program which would "preserve the option of developing 
a manned bomber if we should later determine that such a system is 
required."IBB 

Under the program package budgeting arrangement continental 
air and missile defense forces included the weapon systems, warning 
and communications networks, and ancillary equipment required to 
detect, identify, and track unfriendly forces approaching the North 
American continent and to destroy them. Viewing the threat to the 
United States as rapidly changing from manned bombers to the ICBM 
and submarine-launched missiles, McNamara envisioned the defensive 
task as being to: (~) reduce the vulnerability of the existing 
bomber defense system to ballistic missile attack; (2) improve the 
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certainty and the timeliness of warning against ballistic missile 
attack; (3) provide to the extent feasible for an active defense 
against ballistic and submarine-launched missiles; (4) develop a 
defense system against unfriendly satellites; and (5) provide to 
the extent feasible fallout protection for the population of the 
United States. Believing that the air defense system against hostile 
aircraft was alr.eady "very extensive and sophisticated," McNamara 
proposed to continue the system in being over the next several years 
with few improvements other than continuing to provide manual back
up for the SAGE system and more dispersal for eXisting air defense 
fighters. Most new air and missile defense expendit~es w~uld 
have to be programed in the research and development of anti
ballistic missile systems, including continuing development of the 
Nike Zeus terminal defense system. "We must bear in mind," 
McNamara observed, "that no matter how much we spend, we simply 
cannot in this day and age provide an absolute defense for the 
continent'al United States."189 

The defense budget for fiscal year 1963 included most of the 
Army's combat and combat support units, virtually all Navy units, 
all Marine Corps units, and the t~~tical air warfare units of the 
Air Force under the general purpose forces program package. 
McNamara explained: "These are the forces on which we would depend 
in any conflict short of general nuclear war •••• it is the 
limited war mission which primarily shapes the size and character 
of the general purpose forces." In McNamara's vievl the general 
purpose forces were in a large measure inte'1d~d fer the support 
of Unfted States allies, around the world, cmd the great diversity 
of units and weapons in this package, the wide variety of possible 
contingencies that had to be contemplated, the role that the 
reserve forces might play, and the relationship of United States 
and Allied general purpose forces made it most difficult for the 
Department of Defense precisely to determine the specific require
ments for general purpose forces ""ith any degree of precision. As 
Secretary McNamara looked at the problem, however, United States 
general purpose forces either had to be stationed in potential 
trouble areas or else had to be highly mobile and readily deployable 
from a central reserve in the United States. If the forces were 
retained in a central reserve, the United States had to have adequate 
airlift and sealift to move them promptly to trouble areas. Since 
there was a practical limit onthe volume of material that could be 
shipped overseas in a short period of time, attention had to be 
given to prepositioning stocks for mobile forces in various parts 
of the world. Since no one could be sure wh&re forces might have to 
fight, the general purpose forces had to 'have a great deal of built
in versatility. Finally, since the general purpose forces would to 
a large extent complement similar Allied forces, their size and 
character would 'be affected by the size and character of Allied 
forces. 190 
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In response to the Berlin crisis the Department of Defense had 

already increased the size of the general purpose forces by the 
mobilization of National Guard and Reserve upits for a year's 
service~ - On 3 January 1962, President Kennedy announced that the 
Regular Apny's strength would be increased from 14 to 16 divisions, 
and the activation of two new regular divisions in February 1962 
brought the Army to a newly-authorized strength of 960,000 military 
personnel. Where earlier planning had relied upon the expansion of 
Army units to meet war emergencies by the mobilization of reservist 
elements, McNamara stated an objective of in~ediate readiness for 
Army units and the maintenance of a capability rapidly to deploy up 
to six divisions to Europe, while simultaneously maintaining a 
reserve of other ready divisions for deployment to other parts of 
the world .191 

During the Berlin crisis the Navy expanded its force level to 
16 attack carriers and 10 air-sea warfare carriers. In determining 
force levels for fiscal year 1963 the Joint ChiA,fs of Staff agreed 
that 15 attack carriers and 9 ASW carriers should be supported, with 
these levels to be subject to review in future years. In the course 
of budget review within the Department'of Defense, however, Generals 
LeMay and Decker questioned the advisability of including the con
struction of a new Forrestal class carrier in the fiscal 1963 fund
ing. LeMay also urged that in the future greater emphasis ought to 
be placed upon antisubmarine carriers and less emphasis should be 
given to attack.carriers. On the other hand, Admiral George W. 
Anderson, Jr., Chief of Naval Operatl.ons, strongly urged that <the 
attack carriers were uniquely suited for limited war employments 
and w(':"tld be able to survive under general war conditions. General 
Lemnit:zer agreed with Anderson. "I think, II Lemnitzer said, lithe 
attack carrier is as important today as it was during World War II." 
In the end McNamara a~cepted the value of the attack carrier in the 
limited-war role although he conceived that the value of the attack 
carrier would gradually diminish in the general war role as larger 
forces of strategic missiles became available. "There are many 
potential trouble spots in the world," he stated, "where the attack 
carrier is and will continue to be the only practical means of 
bringing our air striking power to bear. Carrier airpower can be 
employed without involving third parties, without invoking treaties, 
agreements, or overflight rights. And ••• the carrier task force 
is a most effective means for presenting a show of force or 
establishing a military' presence, which often has helped to maintain 
the peace and discourage hostilities." Admira 1 Anderson believed 
that the Navy required a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, but 
McNamara's studies indicf:ted that a nuclear-powe~ed carrie_r would 
cost about one-third to one-half more to construct and operate than 
an equivalent conventionally-powered carrier. "The operational bene
fits to be derived from the nuclear-powered carrier, particularly 
in limited-war operations, " he observed, "do not, in our judgment, 
justify the higher cost."192 
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Reflecting the mobilization of Air National Guard and Air Force 
Reserve units in the autumn of 1961 the strength of worldwide 
tactical air forces--including tactical fighters, bombers, and 
reconnaissance, Matador and Mace missiles, troop carrier planes, and 
oversea-based fighter interceptors--rose sharply from 32 to 43 wings. 
Looking,towa-rd the release of reservist personnel and yet to an 
augmentation of tactical air forces, the Air Force secured MCNamara's 
approval in November 1961 for an expansion of the regular tactical 
fighter force from 16 to 21 wings. 193 The temporary equipment of 
the five additional fighter wings would be managed by retention of 
old F-84 fighters in the regular inventory when Air National Guard 
squadrons were released from the federal service. In the future 
the TFX (F-lll) was expected to be developed for use by both the 
Air Force and the Navy. In the interim some new fighter was 
reqtl1red for the modernization of the tactical fighter wings. Taking 
an active interest in the matter, McNamara worked closely with leMay 
in an examination of the prospects for Air Force procurement of 
either additional F-l05's or of Navy-developed A-4D;s or F-4H's. At 
first McNamara ruled that the Air Force would procure A-40's since 
they would cost only about a third as much as F-4H's. The Air 
Force preferred the F-4H since it was newer, carried more ordnance, 
and was operationally superior, and, on the basis of these arguments, 
McNamara reversed his order. The Air Force nevertheless continued 
to pose some reservations about the F-4H in comparison with the 
F-I05. Because of stresses placed upon fighter bombers during 
maneuvers, the Air Force had long required these planes to have a 
built in strength capable of withstanding 8.67 G loadings. The 
F-I05 had been designed with such characteristics, but the McDonnell 
had a ~esigned strength of only 6.5 G. It'was the Navy opinion that 
a modern fighter which employed guided missiles from greater ranges 
would not be subjected to tight high-G maii~uvers, and after studying 
the statistics the Air Force ultimately agreed that it could accept 
the design capabilities of the F-4H. Other than for slight reser
vations about the stress loading, Air Force tests showed the F-4H 
to be superior in many ways to the older F-I05. In February 1962, 
the Department of Defense accordingly author!zed the Air Force to 
reduce F-105 procurement and order substantial numbers of F-4H's, 
which were subsequently designated F-IIOA's and finally F-4C's. 
The Air Force also changed its plan to procure RF-105 aircraft in 
favor of RF-4C's. Somewhat later, McNamara described the F-l05 and 
F-4 experience as a "perfect illustration" of opportunities for major 
savings. "It was not until after the completion of development and 
the st~rt of procuremen~"." he said, "that we standardized on the 
F-4H for both services. This is very wasteful, because we had 
duplicate development and, to a considerable degree, duplicate 
production facilities prepared for these aircraft. We did. • • 
achieve. • • savings • • • in spare parts procurement and certain 
maintenance functions as a result of the stand~rdization. We are 
better off than if we had not standardized, but we standardized 
too late."194, 
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t and Secretary McNamara was confident that the establishment of the ~1 1, 

~ separate planning, programing, and budgeting package for airlift/ ~". 
~.' sealift forces would bring these forces into balance with forces, ; ... '...... f . 
i equipment, and supplies that would require deployment. l 95 In the G 
i mobilization of 1961 five Air Force Reserve C-124 squadrons reported ~;; 
I,' to the Tactical Air Command and six Air National Guard C-97 squad- '.:.':,:.'.' 
~ ronS joined ,the' Military Air Transport Service. Made available by " 
~ diverting production from tankers to transport planes, 45 C-135' S t\. 

became available to MATS, which assigned them to three squadrons, r1~ 
one of which was a converted C-118 squadron. 196 Except for the l~ 
C-133's and C-135's, however, airlift aircraft in service early in ~~'.' 
1962 were more than ten years old, and the expansion of airborne L 

mobility was still more a matter of promise than of actuality. ~.,.:.,,~ 
While the C-135' s proved useful for quick movements of troops over ::) 
long distances, they had no airdrop capability and a limited cargo ;.~ 
capacity. In making the fiscal year 1963 budget, McNamara considered <I 
procurement of more C-J.35's, but he ultimately decided that these :.'i 
planes could not be delivered until a time when better aircraft ::~ 
could be had.197 The better plane would be the C-141 Starlifter, '.:.'.1 
an aircraft selected for development during 1961 in what General 4 
leMay described as "the best coordinated project that we have had '.1 

" f 9 :"1 up to date. This plane was con igured to carry' 8 perc.ent of the '"l 

equipment items of an airborne division for distances up to 5,500 i 
nautical miles at a speed of more than 440 knots. The 1963 budgetJ 
cont:ained funds for the initia tion of production of the C-14l and .~ 
for the purchase of a test and evaluation quantity of the plane. ..~ 
As of January 1962 Secretary McNamara nevertheless confessed that ,d; 

he had found "no simple black or white solution" for calCUlating:.:,} 
milita-ry airlift requirements. "We estimate," he said, "that our J 
current capability is sufficiently great to permit the deployment ';'1 

of significant forces to any remote area in a relatively short ~.·l· 
time. This capability, while impressive, is nevertheless less than i; 
what we feel we ought to have to meet a full range of contingencies."198 {: 

* * * * 
As a matter of fact General leMay, who had become Air Force 

Chief of'" Staff on 30 June 1961, agreed "with the administration's 
policy of trying to build up a little more conventional power that 
could take care of limited wars in a little better manner than we 
might have been able to do it in the past." He also believed that 
the total amount of defense money requested in the 1963 budget was 
generous. '~en you get an increase in the overall Department of 
Def,ense budget of the size contemplated this year," he remarked, 
"I do not think any reasonable man will say we should have more." 
leMay was nevertheless greatly concerned that the 1963 budget and 
the 5-year force projection would not continue to build strategic 
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superiority. The total obligational authority allocated to 
strategic retaliatory forces in 1963 ($8.5 billion) was a lesser 
amount than in 1962 ($9.1 billion), and according to the 5-year 
program the commitment of funds to strategic forces would trend 
downward from about 18 to 20 percent of the total defense budget to 
about 8 percent. "I think," LeMay said, "that your strategic forces 
must come first; ••• I worry about the trend as established by 
thip. year's budget •••• I do not think you can maintain superiority 
in this field with that sort of a program."199 

LeMay feared the loss of strategic superiority because experience 
indicated that a nation could counter limited aggression only if it 
maintained its strategic initiative. "I point out," he said, "that 
you cannot fight a limited war except under the umbrella of strategic 
superiority. For example, we would not h3ve dared to go into 
Lebanon. • • without strategic superiority which kept the enemy air 
force ofL"200Spea king as Air Force Director of 'Plans, Major General 
David A. Burchinal further developed the relationship of strategic 
caf'ability to the handling of lesser conflict. "If you have a 
strategic capability which is clearly superior. • .," Burchinal ex
plained, "then you have in fact established your ability to control 
••• escalation in the lower levels. In other words, if two conven
tional forces in a limited engagement come together, the fact we could 
win at the higher level would make it unprofitable for the enemy to 
let it expand, and we would therefore control the intensity and be 
able to keep it at that [lower level]."20l In,public speeches and in 
testimony in' the \Vl.nter of 1961-62, General Frederic H. Smith, jr •• 
Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, emphasized that strategic superiority 
was 'a prerequisite of counterforce. "The gravest risk an aggressor 
faces," Smith pointed out, "is the loss of his military forces. 
\Olithout these forces, he is helpless. Agression is no longer 
possible. Wurst for him, without forces an aggressor can't even 
control the people he has already conquered. Thus the capability 
to defeat C'"1 enemy· s forces ~ 5 the only rational objective of mili
tary preparedness."202 Smith demonstrated that the maintainance of 
strategic superiority was imperative both in order to keep ahead of 
Soviet technological challenge and to permit the United States to 
enjoy a wide variety of counterforce options in target se"lection. 
Spee1.(ing of a Soviet commander y Smith rationalized: "He will 
realize his range of options as we realize ours, and if he determines 
that regardless of how he attacks we are going to end up with a 
clear advantage, then I do not think he will come. And certainly 
he would decide that if he does not concentrate on our military 
force~' then we have an overwhelming force to go back at him, and I 
don't think he would be illogical •••• By having two or more 
options we might well better our situation if war comes, over that 
which it would be if we just had a complete all-out phase destruc
tion without any application of logical reasoning."203 
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General Smith also presented an epitome of Air Force strategic 
thinking to the Armed Services and Appropriations Committees of the 
Senate and House of Representatives in February 1962. This state
ment read: 

At.the outset, we should be quite clear that of the 
various levels of international conflict--from troubled 
peace through cold, limited, and general war--general 
war and local wars that can escal~te to general war pose 
the primarrmilitary threat to the security of the free 
world. . 

This will remain true for the foreseeable future. It 
is our conviction, therefore, that the core of our security 
planning lies in the maintenance of an effective capability 
to prosecute successfully a general war. Only with this 
capability can we insure national survival if general war 
occurs. Only if we have, in fact, the shield of this 
capability can we support our commitments worldwide-
either in the cold war or in limited conflict. 

Accordingly, ours must be a posture based upon 
strategic force capabilities which provide confidence in 
winning a general war if one is forced upon us. All of 
our other capabilities depend upon this fundamental one. 
Such a posture will provide the basis for an effective 
deterrent to a Soviet decision to attack the United 
States or its alli.es. With lesser capabilities, the 
Nation might ultimately reach a position of strategic 
inferiority marked by repeated, potentially disastrous 
incursions against our security, and, finally, against 
our very survival. 

The foregoing is fundamental to our strategic con~ 
cept. This concept requires a war waging capability-
our primary goal is to deter war, but, if deterrence 
fails, we must have the capability to fight and prevail. 

In assessing the types of forces required to main
tain this strategic posture we must fi~st determine the 
tasks to be performed and under what conditions they 
must be accomplished. Simply stated, our forces must 
possess the ability to survive an enemy attack, pene
trate enemy defenses, and attack with weapons of 
sufficient yield ar.d accuracy to assure the destruction 
of targets that remain to threaten the United State~ 

,and our allies. At the same time, we must obtain tl1e 
'essential facts concerning the course of the conflict 
during and after our attacks. This requires reconnais-
sance of enemy territory for both targeting and ' 
retargetIng as well as for damage assessment. 
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Our strategic capabilities must include a secure 
means for sustained command and cOl1trol of the strategic 
force. The decision making process must be geared to 
the quick reaction and flexibility which is built inta 
the strategic weapon systems. 

In ou~ strategy, we must continue to cover with a 
high assurance factor all targets representing long-rangp. 
enemy strategic forces. This requires warheads and 
bombs of adequate yields, and missiles and aircraft of 
sufficient range and accuracy to do the job. In the 
event of war, an importa~c part of the overall task is 
to determine the degree of success we have achieved 
in destroying targets, and the capability to restrike 
those targets which we have>not yet destroyed. 

Essential to continued strategic superiority is a 
diversification of the force to include both manned 
and unman"ned vehicles, since no single weapon system can 
do the entire job. In general, diversification pro'" 
vides four advantages: First, it gives us a flexible 
or versatile capability, so that if one method of attack 
is rendered ineffective because of enemy defenses, we 
have other methods available. Sec~nd, it forces the 
enemy to expend effort and resources in his attempt to 
defend against all methods of our attack. Third, it 
compounds the enemy attack problem, both in types and 
numbers of weapons, which in turn enhances the surviv
abili.ty of each of our systems. And, fourth, the 
IMnned systems give us a capability to observe and 
report th~ physical evidence of an enemy's situation. 
This information is a vital requirement for the conduct 
of war. For, without it, it ,,,ould be impossible to 
ma"ke controlled responses or even to find bases for 
negotiations. were the enemy to indicate his desires to 
negotiate. 

Since the enemy capability is by no means static, 
there is a reqcirement for continuous modernization-
improving existing weapon systems and introducing new 
ones. As the enemy develops new defenses, we must 
develop new means to penetrate those defenses. 

A trend that is obvious from continuous study of 
the changing threat and analysis of our force require
ments is that all weapons sooner or later are overtaken 
by events. w~ do not believe there is such a thing as 
an ultimate weapon and certainly nothing in our present 
or projected inventory can claim that distinction. 
Therefore we believe we must continue to take full 
advantage of the broadening horizons of technology both 
~o meet the threats posed by our adversaries and, 
where possible, present those adversaries with 
technological surprise. 
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Strategic offensive forces and continental defens·e 
forces have a complementary role in providing a deter
rent posture or in providing for survival oZ the Nation 
should general war occur. A nation whose national phil
osophy is not to strike the first blow must have ••• 
overwhelming offensive forces--and by 'overwhelwing' 
••• I mean forces of sufficient character, hardn~ss, 
and size, as to endure a first strike by an enemy and 
have the resultant strength necessaxy to destroy any 
residual capability which h,' has, to enable us to 
achieve our objectives and prevail. 204 

Against the backdrop of these summarizations of the importance 
of strategic superiority, General leMay and Air Staff officers made 
known their specific objections to the fiscal year 1963 budget. 
leMay belie~~d that in addition to the 200 Minuteman missiles 
authorized for procurement at least 100 more ought to be pUJ;chased 
and that the budget should include money for the long leadtime items 
for about 150 additional Minuteman missiles. Given a choice between 
these additional missiles and a ~nned strategic system, however 
leMay admitted a preference for a manned system, though he urged 
that both could be had by rearranging rather than increasing Air 
Force budget allocations. 20S While the Air Force was confident that 
the B-S2H, equipped with Skybolt missiles (which were '.>eing funded 
for initial procurement in the 1963 budget), would be able to 
!'euetrate hostile defenses, McNamara's refusal to releaFe the $525 
million that Congress had already appropriated for additional B-52' s 
made it evident that continuation of this plane in p~oduction was 
impossible. The Air Force accordingly placed all-its efforts behind 
getting approval for the B-70 as a strategic weapon system. 206 

Even in its original concept the B-70 had included many features 
that fitted it for service as a recon.~aissance/st~ike aircraft as 
well as a bomber. With the passing of time the role and reliability 
of ballistic missiles could be seen more clearly, and many state
of-the-art adv8nces were achieved in reconnaissance sensors and air
to-ground missiles. Thus by the summer of 1961 the B-70 system 
was increasingly referred to as the RBS-70, and, as a result of new 
studies, the Air Force submitted to Secretary McNamara on S October 
1961 a proposal for the development ~f the RS-70 as a weapon system 
caj>abl~,of performing reconnaissance, strike, damage assessment~ ::md 
intellige:1ce collection missiolis. The Air Force was confident that 
suitable air-to-ground missiles could be developed to replace 
gravity bombs as the armament for the RS-70, and since the P~-70 
would not have to fly directly over highly-defended target areas 
defensive subsystems could be simplified. In its submiSSion, the 
Air Force asked that six RS-70 aircraft should be built (including 
the three B-70's) in order to develop and test the full reconn3is
sance-strike co.lcept. After review of the proposal the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense ruled that the state-of-the-art was not 
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adequate to support the system development outlined by the Air 
Force. It believed that technical develo?ment programs ought to be 
conducted for a yc,1::- or t\.;o on radar sensors, strike missiles, and 
communications equipment prior to a decision on the RS-70 weapon 
system. Except for LeHay, the Joint Chiefs agreed with Secretary 
HcNa'l1ara's decision to proceed '\lith a limited development program 
ciesigned to provide th::-ee flyable B-70's, without weapon system 
components. 207 

In an appearance before the House Appropriations Subcomroittee 
in January 1962 Secret~!)'-McNamara accepted the possibilIty that a 
reconnaissance-strike aircr.:tft might be useful, but he considered 
that the RS-70 proposal would require a great deal more study to 
determine whether the advantages of such an aircraft would be worth 
the great costs involved~208 HCNamara's presentation to the House 
Armed Services Committee proposed to continue the B-70 program in 
a development stage, both to realize benefits from past expenditures 
of funds and to maintain an option to introduce the vehicle into 
the operating force. 209 Both Secretary Zuckert and General LeHay 
disagreed with the Secretary of Defi:mse position on the RS-70. 
"Our recommendation," Zt.:ckert told the Senate Subcommittee on 
Appropriations on 27 Fc.ljruary, "was that we should proceed with the 
8-70 as a full weapons system rather than the limited development 
program \.]hich was approved •••• I think that the judgment as to 
whether or not you go ahead is determined by your judgment as to 
the effectiveness of the weapons system. On this, the Secrer<'1ry 0f 
Detense- and the Air Force quite obviously do not agree. "210 LeM3Y 
VIas equally positive. "I do feel," he said, "that we must go on 
with the manned systems development--the RS-70 and the full weapons 
system." 211 At the invit<1tion of the House Subcommittee on Appro
priations, an Air Force officer, Colonel David C. Jones, made a 
specia 1 presentation on the RS-70 on 15 March. "We in the Air Force," 
Jones remarked, "are firmly convinced that the capabilities 
ascribed to the RS-70 are well within the current state of the art. 
We have had this problem reviewed in detail by highly qualified 
personnel '\lho have confirmed the technical feasibility." Jones 
urged that the RS-70 would be employed to complement the future 
ballistic missile force. He strongly emphasized the reconnaissance 
aspects of the manned system: such on-the-spot reconnaissance could· 
not be provided by a reconnais~ance satellite that would have to 
orbit far above the banks of cloud cover that layover Russia and 
China a large part of each day. In summary, Jones said that the 
RS-70 would accomplish essential tasks: "First, observe and report 
the condition of the eneQY during and after the initial strikes •• 
Second task. Increase assurance of destruction of primary targets 
•••• Third task. Seek out and destroy unique targets--the 
extremely hard, the mobile, and imprecisely located, and fourth, 
provide the prevision, discrimination, and flexibility which must 
be an inherent part of our strategic capability." Jones submitted 
that the RS-70 "will fill a serious void in the planned force 
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Secretary McNamara acknowledged that either Zuckert or LeMay 
had the right to appear before a Congressional committeean~~o 
expr~ss p~rsona1 opinions (not as official Air Force pOSitions), but 
he considered it inappropriate that a representative of the Air 
Force should present what purported to be an official Air Force 
position that was distinct from the President's position as repre-
sented by the administration budget. 213 On 13 March McNamara . 
requested the Secretary of the Air Force to establish a study group 
to reassess the RS-70 weapon system. 214 At a press conference on 
15 March, McNamara delivered a long statement in which he described 
the B-70 as "a more technically complex vehicle than any of the 
ICBM's" and the RS-70 as introducing even mop~eomplicated subsystems 
that "may well lie beyond what can be done on the basis of present 
scientific knowledge." He insisted: "Until we know much more about 
the proposed system--its technical feasibility, its military 
effectiveness and its cost--we have no rational basis for committing 
this aircraft to weapon system development or production." McNamara 
saw no reason why B-52's or B-58's, which would arrive in the hostile 
target area after ICBM's had suppressed the enemy's defenses, could 
not perform necessary reconnaissance functions. 215 

Already on record with the b~lief that the Department of 
Defense was prematur~ly discarding manned bombers in favor of missiles, 
the House Armed Services Committee readily accepted the Air Force 
proposals for the RS-70. "As our missile force grows," the Committee 
reported in March, "the role for manned strategic aircraft shifts 
more toward observing, reporting, evaluating and exercising on-the
spot judgment and action." Referring to the Defense Department's 
refusal to spend the additional money Congress had voted in 1961 for 
long-range bombers, Chairman Vinson thought that the time had come 
to determine whether Congress could "exercise a positive authority" 
by requiring that funds be spent for appropriated purposes. The 
report of the ijouse Armed Services Committee therefore "directed, 
ordered, mandated and required" the spending of $491 million author-
ized for the RS-70, this being the amount necessary for the six-
plane program that the Air Force recommended. "If this language 
constitutes a test as to \'lhether Congress has the power to so mandate, II 
the report read, "let the test be made and let this important weapon 
system be the field of trial."216 On 14 March a presentation which 
McNamara gave to Vinson in the Pentagon left the House Armed Services 
Committee apparently unmoved. Vinson declared that he and his 
committee would "fight for legislation on the floor of the House in 
the exact form that we recommended it."2l7 White he did not change 
his mind on the need for the RS-70, Vinson later remarked that he 
knew that Congress could not "compel" the President to do its 
bidding. On 20 March, moreover, McNamara informed Vinson that the 
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Department of Defense would restudy the matter in the light of 
Congressional recommendations. Writing on this same day, President 
Kennedy declared that it was "incumbent upon the Executive to give 
every possible consideration ••• to the views of Congress. 1I Late 
that afternoon in the Rose Garden at the White House, Kennedy dis
cussed the RS-70 with Vin~on, and, on the morning of 21 March, the 
Housn Armed Services Committee unanimously voted to move an amend
ment to its earlier report deleting the word "directed" and adding 
"authorized" in the mandate for action on the RS-70. Later in the 
day the House passed the appropriations act with such wording, 
thereby authorizing $491 million for the RS-70. Vinson assured his 
colleagues from the floor that "'authorized' in this particular 
instance means more than ever before" and promised that ''we are going 
to watch this new study by the department every step of the way from 
this point on."2l8 

After he had carefully studied the material with Secretary 
Zuckert, Secretary McNamara permitted Colonel Jones to present the 
Air Force briefing on the RS-70 to the 8enat:eSubcommittee on 
Appropriations on 2 April. The revised presentation maintained a 
more cautious tone on the technical side of the story.2l9 Sentiment 
in the Senate, however, ran in favor of an expanded RS-70 program. 
Speaking on 11 April, Chairman Russell of the Armed Servicee 
Committee conceded that Secretary McNamara probably would not spend 
any additional money that Congress appropriated for the RS-70, but 
he nevertheless wished to raise the RS-70 appropriation to $363.7 
million, thus financing the three B-70's and two additional RS-70 
aircraft. lilt would be worthwhile for the United States to have 
some of the RS-70's going around the world and landing at airfields, 
where the people of various countries could see them," Russell said. 
"The long-range missiles could be placed in silos all over the United 
States, and we could have 1,000 or 10,000 "of them, but that would 
not impress people all over the world and lead them to believe that 
we are still the most powerful nation on earth."220 Before the 
Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations on 18 May, leMay again 
expressed his reservations about the amount of funds allocated to 
strategic forces in the fiscal 1963 budget and called for additional 
Minuteman missiles as well a~ an acceleration of the RS-70 program. 
To leMay the RS-70 was a Itlow-risk program" that would be "a 
tremendous weapon system." He emphasized that he believed in the 
RS-70 because of its capabilities rather than just because it was 
a bomber. "I object," he said, "to having the tenn 'bomberman' 
applied to me. I use the weapon system that will do the job. If 
kiddie cars will do the job I will use those." "If we lose our 
strategic superiority," he concluded, "we are losing a considerable 
proportion of our security, if not all of it, because without the 
strategic umbrella, you can do nothing else."221 . 

Although leMay asked the Senate to approve the $491 million 
amount requested for three XB-70's and three RS-70's in order to 
prevent the dismantling of sub-contract.or facilities that were being 
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used to build thesta'lnless steel aircraft, the Hnal bud~et voted 
by Congress in August 1962 followed the Senate recommendations that 
$363 million be committed to the RS-70 program to finance the com
pletion of the three XB-}O I S and the construction of two additional 
RS-70's with necessary weapon subsystems. By raising the amount for 
the RS-70 from the $171 million requested in the administration 
budget, Congress r.ad apparently voted the funds that the Department 
of Defense would need to move rapidly ahead with the RS-70 program, 
providing reviews of the program justified Buch action. 222 

According to his later recollections on the subject, Secretary 
McNamara had told the Air Force ~nd the Ccngress 8S early as 
February 1962 that he would proceed with a three-aircraft test 
program for the B-70 but that he was "absolutely and unequivocally 
opposed to the deployment of the airplane. "223 Following his 
directive for the establishment of a stud:s; group to reassess the 
RS-70 weapon system, Secretary McNamara further directed Zuckert on 
31 March to have the study group broaden its work to a review of the 
possible usefulness of an RS-70 force in a non-nuclear or limited 
war environment. Headed by Dr. Joseph V. Charyk, Under Secretary 
of the Air Force for Research and Development, the RS-70 Ad Hoc 
Group submitted a total of 11 documents on the system during June 
1962. In August General leMay and Secretary Zuckert made program 
change recommendations, and, according to leMay, on 29 September 
the Chairman and the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed 
that the XB-70 progra~ should be reoriented to the armed reconnais
sance concept and recommended approval of those porti.cns of the 
proDosal necessary to accompEsh the reo::icni:etion required to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the aircraft and the associated sub
systems in a timely manner. In explaining his support for the RS-70, 
General Earle G. Wheeler, Army Chief of Staff, described his opinion 
as a "purely military" judgment. Admit"~l Anderson recommended the 
continuation of RS-70 development because' it represented "a consider
able advance" in the ,development of high-speed aircraft and related 
subsystems for reconnaissance purposes and because we wanted fully 
to capitalize on the' already great investment in the B-7D.224 

At the same time that the Joint Chiefs of StAff provided 
Secretary McNamara a military judgment in favor of developing the 
RS-70, Dr. Harold Brown, who had become Director of Defense Research 
and Engineering, provided McNamara "views on the tech.'1ical feasibil:tty 
of doing some of the things that the RS-70 was supposed to do_ tl225 
Dr. Brown concluded that "so far as vulnerability is concerned, speed 
and altitude are not great advantages_" He believed that the Nike
Hercules was probably capable of knocking down a B-70 and that by 
the time that the airplane could become operational missile defenses 
would be even more sophisticated. Brown also argued that the 
recallability of manned aircraft, which might be dispatched in 
critical junctures on "fail safe" missions, did not give an adtied 
time for decision making. Even in an all-missile force, he 
demonstrated, "human judgment is present in deciding which missiles 
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to fire, how to change the war plan. • • during the war and so on. 
The judgment goes in before you press the button. Onc~ you press 
the button the equipment takes over just as it takes over after you 
drop the bomb out of the airplane." Rather than the RS-70--which 
would fly higher and faster--Brown suggested that study ought to be 
given to an airpLane Itdesigned to fly low and as fast as it can 
comfortably fly lOw~"226 Brown specifically px:edic.ted t;hat the 
RS-70 probably could not in its operational time period attain the 
attack accuracy claimed for it and that its capability to penetrate 
un-degraded d~fense.? at high altitudes would no:: be "very large."227 

Possibly as a result of Dr. Brown's reasoning, Secretary 
McNamara requested the Air Force on 15 October to study the possible 
development of a long endurance aircraft--~a1led the Dromedary-
which might serve as a mobile platform for certain types of missiles 
that might be added to the strategic force. 228 As a result of the 
continuing studies of the RS-70, McNamara was not able to make a 
fi~al decisiun on the matter until 20 November 1962, by which time 
the Department of Defense review of the fiscal year 1964 budget 
was already underwa~. At ~his time McNamara ruled that the program 
would be limited to the development of the three prototype B-70's 
but th~t $50 million of the additional funds voted by Congress for 
the RS-70's would be used lo develop selected sensor components for 
such aircraft. President Kennedy subsequently approved MCNamara's 
decision on th~ matter. 229 When he explained the administration 
decision, McNamara related it not to the future of manned weapon 
s"stcms but to the question of "whether this particular aircraft, 
in either of its cor figurations, could add enougi' to our already 
programed capabilities to make it worth its very high cost." The 
Air Force had justified the &$-70 as necessary for trans-attack 
reconnaissance (reconnaissance during or after a missile attack) and 
for an ability to examine targets and to attack them immediately 
with {trike missiles. If a target were known to be somewhere within 
a relatively small area, McNamara believed that its location could 
eventually be established with enough precision to permit it to be 
'attacked by a missile. As for post-attack reconnaissance, he 
suggested that "other means are expected to be available to determine 
whether targets previously attacked by rcm's have been destroyed." 
In summary, McNamara said: "The RS-70, by carrying air-to-surface 
missiles" would provide o~ly a very small increa~e in o,verall effective· 
ness. In my judgment this increase is not worth the large additional 
outlay ot funds estimated at more than $10 billion above the $1.35 
billion already approved."~30 

* * * * 
In his commentaries on the Department of Defense budget for 

fiscal year 1963 Genc!;al LeMay was chiefly concerned with the 
reduction in emphasis accordea to strategic forces within it. As 
early as the autumn of 1961, however, the Air Force evidently viewed 
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the new program package budgeting approach as providing for 
undesirable divisions of air power which would deny air power its 
inherent flexibility in operations. In the course of a major 
address in Philadelphia on 21 September 1961, General leMay reminded 
his audie~ce that aerospace power was indivisible and offered the 
ultimate in fleXibility. "Our problem then, as I see it, as we 
reach higher and farther," he continued, tlis that we must maintain 
our unity of mission and unity as an organization. • • • To be a 
credible deterrent, aerospace power must consist of flexible and 
diversified forces that have a war-waging and war-winning capability 
• • • • We need to restate firmly that the United States Air Force 
is an entity. Its elements all contribute to the aerospace power that 
is vital for our defense."23l 

Presented on 24 April 1962 by Brigadier General Jerry D. Page, 
USAF Deputy Director of Plans for Aerospace Plans and subsequently 
circulated as an Air Force position paper, tiThe USAF Concept for 
Limited ilar" engrossed lWlny of the old doctrines about air power and 
new ideas that had been developed during the strategic debates 
earlier in 1962. This paper visualized war "in terms of the well
known 'spectrum of conflict,' with cold war at one extreme, general 
war at the opposite extreme, and limited war, with its numerous 
gradations, in between." It postulated: "The military base for 
successful det~rrenc~ at any level is overall force superiority; that 
is, a capability to fight successfully at whatever level of intensity 
necessary to win our objectives. Overall forc~.~~pe~i~rity mea~s 
maintaining control of the conflict by fighting on our terms, and 
its sine gua ~ is a war-winning ability to disarm the enemy even 
1f the highest threshold of war is crossed •••• Since limited war 
against Communist forces is not a separate entity from general war, 
our strategy and forces for limited war should not be separated 
from our overall strategy and force structure. The artificial 
distinction of limited war forces for this war and general war forces 
for that war destroys the inter-acting strength of our forces that 
will provide force superiority and continuous deterrence at any 
level o~ conflict." The paper provided a set of maxims and offered 
them as a guide for national strategy, military force posture, ana 
for planning !tin the real world of the 1960's and 70 t s." These 
maxims were as follows: 

1. The deterrence of limited war is directly propor
t;iona1 to the risk assessed by the potential aggressor. 
Policies which appear to lowel:' the risk in the eyes of the 
aggressor will encourage his aggressive acts. 

2. One risk that is always unacceptable to any 
Communist state is the threatened loss or neutralization of 
its military capabilities. 

3. If deterrence,has failed and the U.S. is involved 
in a limited war, the primary objective will be to attain 
the political ends for which the U.S. entered the conflict--
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normally involving the ending of hostilities as soon 
as possible, on favorable terms and at the lowest 
practicable level of intensity. 

4. Success in limited war is contingent upon 
maintaining a superior general war capability. 

5. Escalation must be feared most by the power 
with the weaker general war capability • 

6. With general war superiority, a nation should 
respond to limited war aggression with the timely 
application of whatever forces are necessary, but no 
more, to achieve its objectives. 

7. A nation's resources for defense are not 
unlimited. Within these resources the required 
general war forces demand the highest priority; expendi
tures for forces capable of fighting less than general 
war must not infringe on the maintenance of a superior 
general war capability. 

8; A nation with technological superiority should 
use this asset to produce the most effective weapons. 
and delivery systems, and thereby offset any deficien
cies in defense resources, such as total manpower, 
conventional armaments, etc. 

9. In himi~~~ war, ~o~trol of the course of the 
conflict is paramount. The conflict should be con
ducted to take advantage of our best capabilities, to 
provide us with maximum choices rather than have the 
choices forced upon us by the enemy. 

10. Insofar as practicable, military forces 
should be designed with the range, mobility, flexibility, 
speed, penetrative ability, and firepower delivery that 
can perform in cold, limited and general war situations. 232 

In his explanations of the program package budgeting approach, 
Secretary McNamara carefully pointed out that "we could use certain 
elements of the strategic retaliatory forces and continental air 
and missile defense forces for particular limited war tasks and l 
of course, all our forces would be employed in a general war."2.l3 
Mindful that the Air Force possessed bomb-rack kits that enabled 
the B-47 1 s and B-52's to be converted into conventional bomb 
carriers, McNamara was willing to admit that these planes had a 
limited capability for conventional bombing in small wars, but he 
remarked that the RB-70 would have no conventional bomb carrying 
capability. When considering a conventional-bomb war, moreover, 
McNamara thought it important to remember that the new F-4 tactical 
fighters and the experimental TFX would have "very substantial C'on
ventional bombing capabilities ."234 

* * * * 
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Since the Kennedy-McNamara administration was unwilling to 
.provide a neat package description of national strategy, the full 
dimensions of the new United States defense policy and strategic 
outlook emerged only gradua lly during 1962. McNamara accep ted a part 

. of the Air Force counterforce strategy that called for the maintenance 
of particularized weapons, hardened weapons deployment, and secure 
command and control sy8tems that would permit measured attacks 
against hostile military forces rather than all-out "spasm" strikes 
against cities and population centers. Speaking at Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, on 16 June 1962, McNamara stated: "The United States has 
come to the conclusion that to the extent feasible basic military 
strategy in a possible nuclear war should be approached in much the 
same way that more conventional military operations have been re
garded in the past. That is to say, principal military objectives, 
in the event of a nuclear war stemming from a major attack on the 
Alliance, should be the destruction of the enemy's military forces, 
not of his civilian population •••• In other words, we are giving 
a possible opponent the strongest incentive to refrain from strik-
ing our cities." Apparently discounting minimum deterrence in this 
same address, McNamara judged that "relatively weak national nuclear 
forces with enemy cities as their targets are not likely to be 
sufficient to perform even the function of deterrence. If they are 
small, and perhaps vulnerable on the ground or in the air, or in
accurate, a major antagonist can take a variety of measures to 
counter them. Indeed, if a major antagonist came to believe there 
was a substantial likelihood of it being used independently, this 
force would be inviting a pre-emptive first strike against it."235 

Even though Secretary McNamara favored a counterforce posture 
as presenting a favorable option, he was not entirely sure that the 
posture would divert initial Soviet attacks away from American 
cities. Asked whether he could imagine a situation where the Soviets 
might attempt to spare American cities, he replied: "I can imagine 
such a situation, yes. I am not suggesting that I think it highly 
probable'Dut I think that thi~higher requirement for survivability 
is a requirement that we should consider. "236 After an interview 
late in 1962, McNamara was directly quoted as saying: "I believe 
myself that a counterforce strategy 'is most likely to apply in 
circumstances in which both ~!.des_ .. have the capability of surviving 
a first strike and retaliating selectively. This is a highly unpre
dictable business, of course. But today, following a surprise 
attack on us, we would still have the power to respond with over
whelming force, and they would not then have the capability of a 
further strike. In this situation, given the highly irrational act 
of an attempted first strike against us, such a strike seems most 
likely to take the form of an all-out attack on both military 
targets and population centers. This is why a nuclear exchange 
confined to military targets seems more possible, not less, when 
both sides have a sure second-strike capability. Then you might 

.have a more stable 'balance of terror.' This may seem a rather 
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v.'l. subtle point, but from where I'm sitting it seems a point worth' 
"" thinking about."237 .. 

/ 

Many commentators interpreted McNamara's address at Ann Arbor 
as a conceptual acceptance of the doctrine of counterforce which 
seemed logically to demand "acceptance of its ~ gua D.Q!l--the 
ability to locate, seek out, and destr~7 enemy forces wherever and 
in whatever manner they may be deployed. tl238 To correct this 
misinterpretation, McNamara explained that he had carefully refrained 
from using the word "counterforce" because it meant different things 
to different people. He meant to say no more than "that our total 
force requirement is determined on an assumption that we must have 
sufficient strategic forces to absorb a full ~oviet strike, and 
survive with sufficient strength to absolutely destroy the Soviet 
Union. We consider the possibility, but it is only a possibility, 
that we may wish to launch that force in waves, if you will. Now 
the fact that it is launched in waves means that cert·!}in portions of 
it are exposed to potential further destruction during the period 
it is withheld prior to launch. This, in turn, in~reases our 
requirement for secure communications, secure command and control 
centers, and invulnerable forces."239 Far from posing a requirement 
for a first-strike preemptive force, McNamara explained: "One 
point I was making in the Ann Arbor speech is that our second-strike 
capability is so sure that there would be no rational basis on which 
to launch a preemptive Btrike."240 "The points I emphasized at Ann 
Arbor," he told a press conference, "included the !,oint that weak 
nuclear forces operating individually under the control of a single 
nation were dangerous, obsolete, and costly. It has been the policy 
of this government, and will continue to be the policy, to deter the 
proliferation of national nu~lear forces. "241 

As time passed the commentators who had believed that McNamara 
had endorsed a transcendent counterforce at Ann Arbor began to 
report that he had instead visualized a "stalemate" in the employ
ment of nuclear weapons. When General T8ylor was question2d on 
this matter on 9 August 1962--the day that the Senate confirmed his 
appointment as Chai~man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he responded: 
"I am not sure what is meant by 'stalemate.' If that means a 
reluctance to resort to general atomic war, of course that is the 
mutual deterrence we are talking about, that is what we are seeking 
now. We are in a stalemate in that sense."242 Early in 1952 
Secretary McNamara pointed out that the destruction of Soviet 
missile forces would be further complicated as the Soviets hardened 
and dispersed their missiles and acquired missile launching submarines. 
During 1962 there was evidence that the Soviets followed both 
courses. "A very large increase in the number of fu!ly hard Soviet 
ICBM's and nuclear-powered ballistic missile lannching submarines," 
McNamara now observed, "would considerably detract from our ability 
to destro: completely the Soviet strategic nuclear forces •. It 
would become increaSingly difficult, regardless of the fOl~ of the 
attack, to destroy a sufficiently large proportion of the Soviet's 
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strategic nuclear forces to preclude major damage to the United 
States, regardless of how large or what k:tnd of strategic forces we 
build. Even if we were to double and triple our forces we would 
not be able to destroy quickly all or almost all of the hardened 
ICBM sites. And even if we could do that, we know no way to des
troy the enemy's missile launching submarines at the same time. We 
do not anticipate that either the United States or the Soviet Union 
will acquire that capability in the foreseeable future."243 

At the same time that the prospects of a stable strategic 
balance of nuclear terror and a fear that the employment of tactical 
nuclear weapons could well lead to an escalation of a small conflict 
affected the defense strategy of the United States, the same factors-
plus a new appreciation of Western Europe's growing economic strength 
and a desire to prevent a proliferation of nuclear weapons--caused 
the Kennedy administration to reassess the strategy of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. Looking for a follow-on to the 
tactical Matador and Mace missiles, the Air Force had issued a 
special operational requirement for a mobile medium range ballistic 
missile (MMRBM) which would be small enough to be deployed on a 
mobile van or truck but would have a high degree of accuracy. While 
nuclear weapons for employment on Allied tactical fighters were 
increasingly augmented in Europe after 1958, General Norstad was 
fearful of the vulnerability of NATO aircraft to Soviet IRBI1 attack 
and pressed strongly for the development of the MMRBM and its 
assignment to American forces. 244 Following the Department of 
Defense approval of the development of thl~ GAH-77 Skybolt 1n February 
1960, arrangements were made in June 1960 permitting the British 
to participate in the development of this air-launched ballistic 
missile. It was also agreed that. the British would be able to pro
cure the developed missile for employment by the Royal Air Force 
V-bomber force. Z45 By fitting a British nuclear warhead on the Sky
bolt, the Royal Air Force would be able to prolong the usefulness 
of its Vulcan bombers, and the British would also have an indepen
dence of action that was not possible with the Thor intermediate 
range missiles, which were jointly controlled by 'Jnited States and 
British personnel. 

Under President Kennedy's administration, United States defense 
policy began to shift away from the assumption that nuclear weapons 
would be almost automatically employed in a defense of Western 
Euro~e. "I, for one," Deputy SecretAry of Defense Gilpatric told a 
press conference on 6 June 1961,"have never believed in a so-called 
limited nuclear war. I just don't know how you build a liroH into 
it once you stClrt using any kind of nuclear bang."246 The United 
States also began to fear the consequences of proliferations of 
nuclear capabilities within national forces. Under President Charles 
DeGaullethe French were creating their own nuclear capability. At 
Ottawa on 17 May 1961, President Kennedy offered to "cominit to NATO 
• • • five--and subsequently still more--Polaris submarines • • • 
subject to any agreed NATO guidelines on their control and use" and 
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also expressed willingness to consider the development of "a NATO 
sea-borne force, which would b~ truly multilateral in ownership 
and control."247 At Chicago in February 1962, Secretary McNamara 
insisted that in a general war the United States strategic forces 
would be sufficient to perform any needed nuclear mission. "Allow
ing for losses from an ir.itia1 enemy attack," he pointed out, "we 
calculate that our forces would destroy virtually all Soviet targets 
without any help from deployed tactical air units or carrier task 
forces which, of course, have the capability of attacking these 
targets with nuclear weapone."248 In view of the sufficiency of 
United States strategic forces, independent nuclear forces in Europe 
appeared to be superfluous and wasteful. McNamara developed this 
theme in an address to the NATO Ministerial Meeting at Athens, 
Greece, on 6 May 1962 and repeated it in hi.s Ann Arbor address the 
following month. In his Athens speech McNamara reminded his 
audience that the United States had committed five Polaris sub
marines to NATO, with more to come, and he suggested that "if the 
French and British [nuclear air] forc~s'were used independently of other 
Western forces ••• they would have to'bedeployed against Soviet population 
<enters, and this certainly would invite retaliation, immediate 
retaliation. II At both Athens and Ann Arbor McNamara called upon the 
NATO allies to strengthen their non-nuclear general purpose forces, 
thereby complementing the United States nuclear deterrenc. 249 

In his initial survey of defense projects after he took office, 
Secretary McNamara gave attentivn to the Skybo1t missile, and this 
survey convinced him that the "cost history" of Skybo1t was "particu
larly poor." Early in 1960 the Air Force had estimated that Skybolt 
would cost $214 million to develop and $679 million to procure, but 
in its July 1962 program submissi~n the Air Force increased the 
estimated procurement cost to $1,771 million. Hoping to give the 
Skybolt system a fair chance to establish its worth, McNamara 
supported an additional $50 million for Skybolt in the fiscal year 
1962 budget, and the fiscal year 1963 budget carried funds for the 
first procurement of the air-to-gtound missile. By late 1962, 
however, the Air Force was estimating that the cost to develop and 
procure Skybolt would run to $2,263.6 million, and McNamara accord
ingly ordered an extensive D~partment of Defense review of the whole 
program which was conducted between September and November 1962. 
In this review, the Air Force strongly supported the air-to-ground 
ballistic missile. "It has been our view," leMay stated, "that 
this was a good weapons system, and it would have enhanced the 
capability of the manned force considerably, anCl c1.n all probability 
would have extended the life of the B-S2 beyond what we see now."250 
Lieutenant General James Ferguson, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Research and, Development, considered that no special technical 
problems were Qutstanding in the Skybolt development effort. "I 
would go further to say," Ferguson continued, "that in the opinion 
of people who have gone through many of these growing pair..s of 
introducing some new weapon, that this program was at least as 
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",.,'. h~althy if not healthier than some others that reached fruition and 
',' ,that went into inventory. fl2S1 In Joint Chiefs of Staff deliberations, 

, ·;.Genera Is Whee ler and LeMay and Admira 1 Anderson recommended the 
continuation of Skybolt in the defense program. "I favored the Sky
bolt, fI Anderson explained, "because, first of all, we are in a period 
of transition, of technical change, and I have some doubts as to the 
reliability of missiles in the period we are talking about. I do 
not have the same confidence in any of the missile systems as do 
some of the technicians who atte,~ to the performance of the 
missiles. fI General David M. Sh6up,Connnandant of the Marine Corps, 
apparently did not formally act with the Joint Chiefs on the Skybolt 
matter, but he agreed with Admit'al Anderson. "I feel," Shoup said, 
"we should never, never eliminate the possibilities that our bombers 
have until we are absolutely sure of the reliability of missiles. "252 

After considering the guidance laid before him, Secretary 
McNamara made his own decision to cancel the dev~lopment of the 
Skybolt missile. Dr. Brown offered the technical advice that the 
Skybolt "could be made to workfl but that it would cost well over the 
amounts estimated and that, even when perfected, Skybolt's accuracy 
would be "considerably worse than fixea missiles or missiles on 
Polaris submarines." McNamara himself believed that "the Skybolt 
would very likely have become nearly a $3 billion program, not 
counting the additional costs of warheads. And even then, there 
waS no assurance that ,the Skybolt development would result in a 
reliable and accurate missile." He also reasoned that Skybolt would 
also "combinE: the disadvantages of being soft and concentrated and 
relatively vulnerable on the ground and the bomber's slow time to 
the target." "On the one hand," he continued, "Skybolt would not 
have been a good weapon to use against Soviet-strategic airbases, 
missile sites, or other high priority military targets because it 
would take hours to reach its target, while a Minuteman could reach 
it in 30 minutes. On the other hand, Skybolt would not have been a 
good weapon for controlled, countercity retaliation. Aside from 
its relative vulnerability to antiballistic missile defense, it ha6 
the important disadvantage that its carrier, the B-52, must be 
committed to its targets, if at all, early in the war because it 
would be vulnerable on the ground to enemy missile attack. Common 
sense requires that we not let ourselves be inflexibly locked in on 

" such a matter. And being 'locked in' is unnecessary when we have 
systems like Polaris whose missiles can be withheld for days, if 
desired, and used at times and against targets chosen by the 
President. "253 In lieu of the capabili ty tha t wou1d..bave been pro
vided by the 1,012 Skybo1t missiles which the Air Force had expected 
to procure, Secretary McNamara added 100 Minuteman missiles to the 
Air Force program, with the understanding that these missiles and 
already existing Hound Dog missiles would be used for the suppression 

. of hostile defense targets. 254 "I am perfectly happy," Mci'lamara 
said, "with abandoning the Skybolt. As a matter of fact, I think 
it is very much in our national interest to do so, and I do not 
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believe it has any effect whatsoever on the life of the B-52. "255 
Since the United Kingdom had expected to purchase 100 Skybolt 

missiles in order to extend the usefulness of their Vulcan bombers 
into the late 1960's and early 1970's, the Kennedy ad~inistration's 
decision to cancel development of the missile had important reper
cussions within the NATO alliance. As the decision to cancel Sky
bolt was being made in the late autumn of 1962, the maturing Depart
ment of Defense study of Soviet ground capabilities indicated that 
there was a good possibility fat;' a conventional NATO response to 
~oviet aggression on the central front in Western Europe. 256 In 
an address before the NATO Parliamentarians Conference on 16 November~ 
Under Secretary of State George W. Ball emphasized that there was 
no reason why NATO could not maintain conventional forces that were 
at least equal to those in F.:astern Europe. 2S7 In the following 
month while enroute to the NATO Ministers Conf~rence, Secretary 
McIC2mara conferred about Skybolt in London \V'ith Defense Minister 
Peter Thorneycroft, who reportedly stated that a U.S. abandonment 
of the missile would lead to an agonizing reappraisal of Anglo
American defense plans. In order to reach a common understanding, 
President Kennedy anG Prime Minister R~rold MacMillan met at 
Nassau between 18-21 December. Here Pr.:!sident Kennedy offered 
either to continue Skybolt, with the British to bear half of the 
cost of completing its development, or ~o make Hound Dog missiles 
available for British procurement. It was finally agreed, however, 
that the United States ~.ould permit the Briti/:;h to purchase Polaris 
missiles. The British would build their m·m submarin2s and would 
?rovide '.-larheads for the missiles. These British submarines and 
other similar American forces would be assigned to a NATO nuclear 
force and targeted in 3ccordance with NATO plans. Except where 
suprem~ national inter~sts were at stake, these forces would be 
used solely for international defense. Kennedy and MacMillan also 
agreed that the ultimate purpose was to develop a NATO multilateral 
nuclear force and that the United States would invite France to 
participate in the force on terms similar to those offered Great 
Britain. In the final paragraph of thE Nassau ~ommunique, the two 
leaders announced a reversal of th9 atomic IISword" and conventional 
"Shield" strategy that had prevailed in Europe. They agreed that 
"in addition to having a nuclear shield it is important to have a 
no .. -nuclear sword. For this purpose they agr~ed on the importance 
of increasing the effectiveness of their conventional forces on a 
1:V'orlcl-wide basis. 1:258 

In the late autumn of 1962 the decisions made on the strategic 
systems--including the prototype developmp.nt of the B-YO and the 
cancellation of the Skybolt missile--tended to be obscured by public 
concern about the Cuban missile crisis. In February 1963, however, 
a writer in Air Force magazine bluntly charged: "Skybolt was killed 
because it did not conform to the new defense policy •••• Much 
the same can !Je said for the RS-70 Mach 3 airplane."259 General 
leMay viewed the ch<mging strategy with more reserve. "I am concerned 
••• about the trend," he said, "about phasing out bombers and 
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depending too much on missiles •••• I have spent a lot of my time 
• • • trying to convince the Secretary of Defense on the subject of 
manned bombers. I have not been able to convince him or the 
President. I think I have convinced a lot of other people, b·.1t they 
make the decisions. And I have no other choice except to be a good 
soldier and carry them out and that is what I am dOing."260 
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TilE" ~iEW FROHTIER: j'il.TURITY OF ';J.::FENSE STPJI'fEGY 

1. The Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 

The confrontation between the United States and the Soviet 
Univll arising from the e,nplacement of !)oviet missiles in Cuoa in 
October 1962 appeared to many icnot.zled6eable Americans to mark the 
turning of a corner in histcry. Writing in tne aftennath of the 
missile crisis, Walter Lipplilan observed: flIt had ~ecome plain Lly the 
SUlCUner of 1963 .. , that the postwar period had ended. Europe had 
recovered and the danger of a t;reat war in Europe had subsided Wittl 
the Kremlin's acceptance of a ;"alance 01 power in which it aclmowl
edged American superiority and we acknowledged that we were not 
sup'rerne and omnipotent. Ifl Although the complete record of tne 
Cu~an missile crisis remained closed to the public, participaats in 
the confrontation freely published tneir experiences a.ld reported 
the lessons they had learned. These "lessons" soon became deter
minants of the maturing defense strategy oi the Kennedy-Mc~'iaUlara 
ddministration. 

Shortly after the ill-fated Bay, of ~igs invasion the Soviet 
Union began to supply Pre,nier Fidel Cas tro' s revolutionary govern
ment on Cuba with large quailtities of conventional local-delense 
weapons, including HIG-15, -17, .:Jud -19 airl.!t .. ft. motor torpedo 
bOdts,and coastal patrol vessels. In July and I\ugust 1962 an , 
unusually large nllinber of Soviet vessels landed cargo and passengers 
at Cuban ports, and the cargoes were unloaded oy Soviet military 
personnel. On 29 August a high-altitude U-2 reconnaissance pilot 
toole photographs which revealed that SA-2 surface-to-air antiaircraft 
missiles had been iLlstalled at several locations. .successive tlights 
disclosed additional SA-2 emplacements, as well as a growing nllinber 
of short-range coastal defense cruise missile ~nstallations. Citing 
the need of the United States for an aoility to respond to challenges 
in any part of the free world, President Kennedy asked Congress on 
7 September to renew his authority to order units and individuals of 
the Ready Reserve to not more than twelve months' active duty. This 
legislation was voted and approved on 3 October. 2 In an official 
statement the Soviet government asserted on 11 September that 
annaments and military equipment being sent to Cuba we1;e "designed 
extensively for defensive purposes" and that the Soviet Union had 
"no need . . . to shift its weapons . . . for a retaliatory blow, to 
any other country, for ins tance Cuba. ,,3 Spea:<ing of the movement of 
Soviet arms to Cuba at a news conference on 13 September, President 
Kennedy stated a belief that the "new shipments do not constitute a 
threat to aay other part of this hemisphere." If continuing sur
veillance indicated that Cuba "should possess a capacity to carry 
out offensive actions against the United States," Kennedy promised 
that "the United States would act.,,4 
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According to later evidence the first Soviet mediUltl range 
ballistic iUissiles began to arrive 1n Cuba about 10 September. A 
reconnaissance photograph taken on 28 September showed crates on a 
freighter's deck that could have held fuselages of twill-jet Ilyushin-
28 bombers. Early on the morning of 14 October, after cloud cover 
from Hurricane Ella had delayed aerial surveillance for a wee;<, 
photographs taken by a U-2 aircraft of the 4080th. Strategic 
Reconnaissance Wing revealed Soviet mediUln range ballistic missile 
units being deployed in the San Cristobal area. Three days later 
other high-altitude photography postively disclosed intermediate 
range ballistic missile .i.nstallation near Guanajay, and other such 
installations were soon located near Remedios. S ltuite unlike the 
local defense weapons that had been sent to Cuba earlier, the Soviet 
missiles and the IL-28 bOlObers were clearly offensive weapons. 

In a televised interview a few weeks a fter the missile clois is, 
President Kennedy suggested that neither the United States nor 
Khrushchev had made correct evaluations during the period leading up 
to the confrontation. "I don't think," he said, "that we expected 
that he would put the missiles in Cuba, because it would have seemed 
such an imprudent action for him to ta~e. • . • Now, he obviously 
must have thought that he could do it in secret and that the United 
States would accept it. II Kennedy speculated .that the Soviets had 
intended to establish the missiles in Cuoa secretly and were planning 
to disclose during November that they were there. Since the Soviets 
had ICBN's based in Russia, Kennedy dtd not conceive that the Soviets 
needed other missiles in Cuba to redress the military balance of 
power. but he observed that the Cuban luissiles gevertheless '~ould 
have politically changed the balance of power. "0 While admitting 
that his opinion was speculation, Secretary NcNamara suggested that 
Khrushchev intended to disclose "the introduction of offensive 
weapons systems directed against the Nation at some time a?propriate 
to him, perhaps in conjunction with the renewed pressure upon Berlin, 
and endeavor, thereby, to weaken the negotiating pOSition of the 
Western World. "7 In an official explanation to the Supreme Soviet 
on 12 December 1962, Khrushchev stated that the Soviet strategic 
weapons were deployed to Cuba solely to defend Cuba against United 
States attack and that once President Kennedy had removed the threat 
of such an attack the weapons had served their purpose and could be 
removed. On 28 October the official Soviet newspaper Izvestiya 
positively denied that the Soviets had undertaken the Cuban venture 
preparatory to a trade whereby they would remove their missiles from 
Cuba in exchange for the removal of NATO missiles from Turkey.8 At 
the height of the crisis on 27 October, however, Khrushchev did 
propose that the Soviet Union would agree to remove its missiles and 
that the Unitetj States would "evacuate its analogous weapons froUl 
Turkey. fl9 

Even though Kennedy and McNamara emphasized the political rather 
than the military effect of the Soviet missiles in Cuba, RAND analyst 
Arnold L. Horelick advanced the hypothesis that the deployment of 
strategic weapons in Cuba "may have recommended itself to the Soviet 
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leaders as a 'quick fix' measure to achieve a substantial, though 
far from optimal improvement in Soviet strike capabilities against 
the United States. 1110 The American fear of Cl lnissile gap had 
dissipated, and the Soviets rather thnn tllC United States hnd a 
deficit in intercontinental ballistic lI.issHes. According to the 
British Institute for Strategic Studies, th~ Soviets had 15 I<':Sa's 
and 700 z..U~BM's operational in October 1962. The IIlediUlil range 
missiles hazarded NATO, but only the intercOllcinental missiles 
threatened the United States. In this sallie Ulonth the United States 
had eight Polaris submarines with 128 lIIissiles at sea, aild it would 
appear from later Congressional testimony that 170 Air Force ICEd's 
were also operational. The U. S. strategic missile order of battle 
was rapidly increasing: according to Secreti;lry j·lc.~alllara. the United 
States would have 144 Polaris and 210 1\tlas, Titan, and Ninuteldan 
missiles operational on 30 January 1963. U. 3y establishing a 
missile base in Cuba the Communists would be .:Iole to el.lploy cheaper 
and 1U0re plentiful medium range lIJissiles against the United Scates. 
Even though their cp.ployment was cut short (five l.arge-hatch ships 
turned back after the American quarantine be;.;au) the Soviets had 42 
medium and intermediate range missiles in Gu:)a L and they were de
ploying them at six NRBl'1 and three IRBN sites. lZ Hhen added to the 
estimated 75 ICBN's that the Soviets possessed, the Cuban llIissiles 
might well 'have provided an innnedidte countcr-L)opulatioll cap-.Jbility 
against the 130 American cities \.;it11 populations i.n excess of 
100,000. 

Without seeking to know Kll!:"'...lshcl1ev' 3 exa...: t l1tot i ves. President 
Kennedy assembled a selected group of his advisors at 1145 hours on 
the morning of 16 October to detenaine a COUl:se of actiou relative 
to the emplacement of offensive Soviet \.;eapons in Cuoa, The group 
elected to intenlJify air reconnaissance, to preserve the tightest 
secrecy, and not to disclose knowledge o[ the bilses until tile United 
States was prepared to act. As the criSis continued, the slnall 
group of men, variously referring to thefllselves as the "Think Tank," 
the ''War Council," and the "EXCOlll," provided a steady flow of advice 
to President Kennedy. This group included Secretaries Rusk and 
McNamara, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, Under Secretary Ball, 
and Deputy Under Secretary of State U. Alexis Johnson. TI1ere 
appeared to be three possible courses of action: the destruction of 
the missile sites by air attac:~. the surface invasion of Cuba, or a 
blockade or quarantine of the island. The practicability of surface 
invasion was soon ruled out: it would take too long to Ulount,would 
negate surprise. and might alienate world opinion. The group 
ultimately accepted what Under Secretary Ball described as "the 
wisdom--indeed the necessity--of the llleasured response." The 
Presidential Assistant, Theodore C. Sorenson, described the executive 
reasoning process as being: "An air strike on lIIilitary installations 
in Cuba, without any advance warning, was rejected as a 'Pcarl Harbor 
in reverse '--and no one could devise a fona of advance warning (other 
than the quarantine itself, which was a type of warning) that would 
not leave this nation vulnerable to either endless discussion and 
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delay (while' wor!< on the missiles wellt forward)· or to harsh indict
ment in the opinion and history of the world. ,,13 

After 16 October high altitude air sm."veillance Hown by the 
Str<ltegic Air CO[llmand W<lS greatly intensified ;'y Presiden1:ial order, 
and the entire Department of Defense was o.:dered "to prel"fH7e for any 
eventualities." As finally developed, conunand of the general purpose 
forces readied for employment in the Cuban crisis was assigned to 
the Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic, and under the unified comnumder 
the Continental I.rmy Forces were designated as Anny Forces, f.tlantic, 
and the Tactical Air Command was designated as t.ir Forces, Atlantic. 
The cOH1.mander of the XVIII Army Airborne Corps was designa ted Joint 
Task Forc'e COffiI!lClnder to plan any j oint opera tions that filight oecome 
necessary. '£he President and the Secretary of Defense exercised 
over-all control through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who ;.tallied the 
Chief of Naval Operations as their representative for the quarflntine. 
Under the operational control of the North American Air Defcnse 
Command; fighter interceptors and Hawk and Nike-Hcrcules antiaircraft 
batt.alions were moved to the southeastern United States to support 
local air defense forces. Starting on 20 October, the Strate6ic ldr 
Connaand began dispersing its bombers to continental and oversea 
bases and placed all aircraft on an ungraded Blert--rcady to take of 
off, fully-equipped, within 15 minutes. ICI3H Cl."CWS asswued a 
comparable alert posture, and Polaris suamarines went to p'reassigned 
stations at sea. 14 

President Kennedy first inforlued the t~lllerican people of the 
Soviet offensive anus buildup in Cuba and of the steps tha t would oe 
taken to counter it in a radio and tclcvis10u .. ddress early on the 
evening of 22 October. Kennedy explained that the United States 
would initiate a strict quarantine on tile 1I1oveOlent oi all offensive 
military equipment to Cuba. It would incrc;Jse close surveillance ot 
Cuba and its military buildup. The U.S. navdl iJase at Gua~tanaUlo, 
Cuba, had !.>een reinf~ced and all dependentS were being evacuated. 
Kennedy also stated that the United States was calling an iu~ediate 
meeting of the Organ of Consultation under the Organization of 
American States and of the Security Council of the United iiations. 
"It shall be the policy of this Nation, ,: he announced, lito regard 
any nuclear l1lissile launched frOftl Cuba against any nation in the 
Wes tern Hemisphere as an a ttac:t by the Sovie t Union on the United 
States, requiring a full retaliatory response upon tIle Soviet Union. II 
Finally Kennedy called upon Kln:ushchev to withdrilw the l.lissiles from
Cubn. 15 Coincident with the l)resident's address, l~Oi.~D air defense 
interceptor units went elt:ler on patrol uJissions or on a 5-to-15 
minute alert, and the Strategic Air Conhf.and started its B-52 bombers 
on a continuous air alert. Some 67 B-52 I S carrying a total 01. about 
300 thermonuclear bOlilbs or 1'lis5i1es appe.:lr to have been continuously 
airborne within stril;;ing distchlce of the Soviet Union between 22 
October and 21 i~ovelOber 1962.16 

As the crisis unfolded President ~,cnnec1y's strategy oi providin& 
a spectrum of possible sraduated respom.lcs became clear. i,t cach 
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threshold of action, possibilities for negotiation Were provided. 
Announced as impending on the evening of 22 October, implementation 
of the qua.rantine against further shipment of offensive ~--bombers 
as well as missiles--awaited approval of the Organization of American 
States on 23 October, and later that day Kennedy announced that it 
would begin at 1400 hours Greenwich tilne on 24 October. l7 While 
Khrushchev ~rotested the illegality of the quarantine, he had the 
option of either attempting to force through it or to order the 
vessels carrying war materials to return to the Soviet Union. Work 
on the missile sites continued at a very rapid rate, but ~6 dry cargo 
ships en route to Cuba returned to the Soviet Union. lS 'In his policy 
statement Kennedy studiously ignored Castro and infonned the Soviet 
Union that "full retaliatory response" would be visited upon Russia 
if a Cuban-based missile were fired (thUS eliminating tile possibility 
of the Soviets using Castro as a proxy), but United States news 
releases underplayed the strategic nuclear response and emphasized 
the concentration of general purpose forces in a position of readiness 
to invade Cuba. l9 Khrushchev was nevertheless keenly aware of the 
danger of nuclear war. In an unusual letter to Lord Bertrand 
Russell 0 •• 25 October, Khrushchev stated: l'We are fully aware that 
if this war is unleashed, from the very first hour it will becowe 
a thermonuclear and world war. 1120 On the evening of 26 October (27 
October in Moscow), President Kennedy received a personal message 
from Khrushchev that was not released to the public but was described 
in general tenns. "It contained no specific proposal or cotWitions," 
stated Roger Hilsman, then Director of Intelligence and Research in 
the State Department, "b:.:t showed throughout an appreciation of the 
risk of nuclear war and the need for reaching an agreement."2l 
Khrushchev's personal message greatly relieved the anxiety of 
Washington officials. "RelOOmber when you report this--,II Secretary 
Rusk told a newspaper reporter, IIthat, eyeball to eyeball, they 
blinked first. 1122 

In an explanation to the Supreme Soviet on 12 December, 
~lrushchev pointed out the danger posed by the concentration of 
United States general purpose forces in Florida. He stated that 
"several paratroop, infantry, tank, and armo4'ed divisions--numbering 
about 100,000 men--were detailed for an attack on Cuba alone. "'"in 
the morning of October 27," he continued, "we received infortuation 
from our Cuban comrades and from other sources which directly stated 
that this attack would be carried out within the next two or three 
days. We regarded the telegrams received as a signal of utmost 
alarm, and this alarm was justified. Immediate actions were re~~ired 
in order to prevent an attack against Cuba and preserve peace." 
Putting himself in Khrushchev's position at this critical jWlcture, 
Secretary l-lcNamara rationalized that "we had a force of several 
hundred thousand men ready to invade Cuba • • • had we invaded Cuba, 
we would have been confronted with the Soviets • • • had we been 
confronted with the Soviets we would have killed thousands of them 
• . • had we killed thousands of them the Soviets would probably 
have had to respond . • . they might have had nuclear delivery 
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weapons • • • and they might have been launched. •. " [f]n any 
event," l-lcNamara concluded, "Khrushchev knew without any question 
wha tsoever tha t he faced the full Inilit:ary power of the United 
States, including its nuclear Weapons. That might be difficult to 
understand for some, but it is not difficult for me to understand, 
because we faced • • • the possibility of launching nuclear weapons 
and Khrushchev knew it, and that is the reason, and the only reason, 
why he withdrew those weapons. "24 

While Khrushchev's nerve appears to have broken during the night 
of 26/27 October a second Soviet letter to President Kennedy--signed 
by Khrushchev but not written in his personal style--received in 
Washington during the day on 27 October indicated that Soviet policy 
might be hardening. 111is cOUlmunication proposed that NATO missiles 
would be removed from Turkey in exchange for the reuloval oi Soviet 
missiles from Cuba. 25 On 27 October, work at the Cuban missile 
sites continued, and while on a high altitude U-2 flight over the 
island Najor Rudolph Anderson, Jr., was shot down and ~\.illed. 
During the afternoon of 27 October (28 October in Siberia) another 
U-2 pilot, who was flying a routine upper air sampling LOission from 
Alaska, wandered 800 miles deep into the Chukotski peninsula ot 
Siberia. The Soviets scralll~led interceptors. but American planes 
moved out of Alasl~ and escorted the U-2 to safety.26 In a stateu~nt 
to the press issued during the day, the Wnite House postponed any 
conside~ation of the Soviet proposal to remove NATO missiles frotIl 
Turkey, and on the evening of 27 Oetooer SecrEtary hc~{amara ordered 
24 />1r Force Reserve troop carrier squadrons to active duty. That 
same evening, Kennedy and his advisers composed c:md dispatched a 
letter to Khrushchev ~vhich informed him that his proposals of 26 
October seemed generally acceptable. These proposals included 
removal of offensive weapon systems [rom Cuba under United Nations 
supel.~ision. and a Soviet agreement to halt further introduction of 
such weapons into Cuba. F\Jllowing establislunent of adequate United 
Nations safeguards, the United States would remove its quarantine 
and give assurances aciainst invasion of Cuba. 27 

When he was told about the wander~~g U-2 pilot on the afte~on 
of 27 October, President Kennedy was reported to have laughed and 
said: "There is always some so-and-so, who dosen't get the word. 1128 
The Soviet leaders, however, manifested extreme apprehension about 
the Strategic Air Cotmnand's airborne alert and the danger that some 

*In a conversation with Soviet Am~assador Anatoly uohrynin on 
the evening of 27 October, Attorney General Robert Kennedy explained 
that President Kennedy had wanted to remove the missiles from Turkey 
and Italy for a long time. While the United States would not remove 
the miss iles under pressure or wi thou t NIl TO I S con sent, Robert 
Kennedy told Dobrynin that in his judgment the missiles "would be 
gone" within a short time after the crisis was over. (Robert F. 
Kennedy, "Thirteen Days, the Story About How the World Almost 
Ended," McCalls, Nov. 1968, p. 170.) 
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accident might set off a general war. In his speech to tbe Supreme 
Soviet on 12 December Khrushchev emphasized lithe direct menace of a 
world thermonuclear war, a menace that arose in connection with the 
crisis in the Caribbean." He specifically mentioned the Strategic 
Air Command airborne alert. "About 20 percent of all U.S. Strategic 
Air Command planes, carrying atomic and hydrogen bombs," he said, 
"were kept aloft around the clock. ,,29 On the morning of 28 Octobt.:r, 
when Khrushchev accepted Kennedy's propositions for resolving the 
conflict, the Soviet Premier apparently referred to the previous 
day's U-2 overflight with great apprehension. "Is it not a fact," 
he asked, "that an intruding American plane could be easily taken 
for a nuclear bomber, which might push us to a fateful step; all the 
more since the U.S, Government and Pentagon long ago declared that 
you are maintaining a continuous nuclear bomber patrol?" In the 
main portion of this message, Khrushchev accepted Ketlnedy's assurance 
that the United States would not invade Cuba as a sufficient reason 
to remove the arms which had been described as offensive. Khrushchev 
revealed that he had instructed the Soviet officers in Cuba to 
discontinue construction of sites, to dismantle the weapons, and to 
return them to the Soviet Union. He was prepared to accept a United 
Nations verification of the removal of the weapons. 30 

During the crisis Fidel Castro had been virtually ignored by 
both the Soviet Union and the United States, and he would refuse in 
the end to permit a United Nations inspection and verification of the 
removal of the Soviet offensive weapons from Cuba, ttus technically 
relieving President: Kennedy of his pledge not to invade Cuba. As 
f.n:: as could De determi.oed from 81?rial ins?ecticn, however, the 
Soviets lived up to their agreement to remove the missiles and the 
IL-28 bombers from Cuba. They also dismantled and destroyed the 
missile installations. In view of the Soviet actions~ Kennedy in
structed Secretary HcNamara on 20 November to lift the quarantine, 
and shortly afterward the special alert activities of the armed 
forces were gradually reduced. 3l Secretary McNamara emphasized 
"without any qualifications whatsoever there was absolutely no 
deal . . . between the Soviet Union and the United States regarding 
the removal of the Jupiter weapons from either Italy or Turkey. ,,32 
But in the aftermath of Cuba, the United States took immediate steps 
to remove its vulnerable IRB}!'s from Europe and ~o replace them with 
Polaris submarines. According to General Lel1ay, the British had 
never been very enthusiastic about the Thor as a weapon system, and 
they readily agreed to dispense with such missiles. The first Thor 
squadron was taken out of operation early in 1963 and the last was 
apparently di~mantled in August 1963. 33 During ti1e NATO t'linisterial 
Heeting in December 1962 HcNamara discussed the removal of the 
Jupiter missiles with the Hinisters of Defense of Italy and Turkey. 
Aside from the vulnerability of the Jupiters. NcNClmara remarked: 
"It costs us roughly $1 million per year per missile simply to main
tain the missile in Turkey . . . and we see no need to continue 
that expenditure for such an iue£fective w-capon."34 The Jupiters 
were taken out of operation and dismantled by April 1963, and an 
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equivalent number of Polaris submarines was assigned to the Sup<:ell,e 
Allied Co~nder Europe to replace the land-based missilet. 35 

* * * * 
Efforts to assess the meaning of the Cuban missile crisis and 

to determine its lessons closely followed the successful resolution 
of the conirontation. "1 think, looking back on Cuba," L~esident 
Kennedy observed on 17 December 1962, "What is of concern is the 
fact that both governments were so far out of contact, really." 
Extending his remarks, Kennedy suggested that World War I, tolorld War 
II, and the Korean War had been brought on by "misjudgments" that in 
many way.; were similar to the Soviet misjudgment of the effect tha t 
the installation of the offensive missiles in Cuba would have on the 
United States. 36 Although it was only a part of the problem, Kennedy 
noted that slow diplomatic comnunications had hampered the resolution 
of the Cuban crisis. He accordingly welcomed the Soviet acceptance 
on 20 June 1963 of his proposal to establish a direct teleco.maunica
tions link between Washington and Hoscow. "This age oi:. fast-moving 
events,lI he said, "requires quick dependable communications ior use 
in time of emergency. ,,37 

At the i~TO Parlia~rians Conference held in Paris early in 
November 1962, Under Secretary of State Ball used the Cuban crisis 
as an illustration of the requirement for conventional military 
forces. Ball observed: "Why were we able to modulate and attune our 
responses so closely to the degree of our need? Surely it was 
because we had the ability to d~ploy as requir~d a very la~ge variety 
oi:. land, sea, and air forces in the fashion necessary to accomplish 
the task at hand. Because we had clear superiority of conventional 
forces, we were never confronted with the awful dilemwa of havinq to 
utilize major nuclear weapons or to retreat froru our objective. , • .,,8 
In another State Department assessment, Secretary Rus!c emphasized 
tl~t a major lesson to be drawn from Cuoa was a requirement for 
international arms limitations. "There are many thi116s,u he said, 
"which can and will, in due course. be said about the Cuban cr~sl.s. 
One of them is that Cuba has provided a dramatic example of the 
deadly dangers of a spiraling arms race. It is nvt easy to see how 
far-reaching disarmament can occur •••. Nevertheless. it is also 
obvious, as we have seen in recent t-reeks, that modern weapons 
systems are themselves a source of high tensio.l and that we must 
tal~ an urgent and earnest eff04t to bring the aru~ race under 
control and to try to turn it downward if we possibly can. 1l39 

In his public assessments of the lessons of the Cuban crisis. 
Secretary Hci'lamara usually prefaced his remarks with the conclusion 
that Khrushchev had been confronted and defeated. "I think that 
throughout the ~rld today, both in the Communist bloc and in the 
non-Communist bloc," he noted, "there is a clear recognition that 
Khrushchev capitulated. • • • My own strong personal belief is that 
we did not sucker for a play by Khrushchev, that he has been de
feated, and that our position in the world today is far stronger as 
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a result of the action. "On another occasion, he said: ''The 
Soviets suffered a serious defeat when they attempted to introduce 
ballistic missiles into Cuba • • • and were forced to reverse their 
plans by the threat of the application of military pressure oytllis 
country. It was one of the most serious defeats of this decade. 1140 

In assessing the reasuns why ~lrushchev had capitulated in the 
Cuban crisis, McNamara believed that "he backed down . • • because 
we had both a nuclear superiority and a conventional superiority in 
that particular instance. • . • If there was a single decisive 
factor, it was the U.S. determination to use force on the Cuban 
issue, if necessary. The improvement in our general purpose forces 
was an element which helped make that determination credible to the 
Soviets. ,,41 At the NATO Ministerial meeting in Deceui.>er 1962, 
McNamara referred to the Cuban crisis and pointed out that "perhaps 
most significantly, the forces that were the cutting edge of the 
action were the nonnuclear ones. Nuclear force was not irrelevant 
but it was in the background. Nonnuclear forces were our sword, our 
nuclear forces were our shield. It As has been seen, this same. I 

idea found its way into the Kennedy-MacMillan communique that closed 
the Nassau conference. Speaking for the .:.nny, General Wheeler agreed 
''wholeheartedly'' with HcNamara's conclusions. "In my opinion," 
Wheeler said, "the major lesson for the Army in the Cuoan situation 
lies in the demonstrated value of maintaining ready Army forces ~t a 
high state of alert in order to equip national security policy.with 
the military power to maJ:..e a direct confrontation of Soviet power. 1/42 
When asked about the role of the Strategic Air COlllUland· in the Cuban 
crisis, HcNamara responded; "SAC's principal role during the cr~sl.S 
was to help to lend credibility to our determination to tal..e what
ever actions were necessary to achieve the removal of Soviet 
offensive weapons from Cuba. 1143 General Wheeler also apparently 
agreed with this finding. "SAC... t" he said, "was put on an air
borne alert, and this served, I believe, a very useful purpose. It 
put che Soviets on notice that we were serious, and it put them on 
notice we were ready to carry tilrough, prepared to carry through.,44 

While Secretary NcNamara was unwilling to draw "just one single 
lesson from Cuba," he nevertheless stated that the improvements made 
in general purpose forces during the first two years of the l~nnedy 
administration had been "an impo4"tant detenninant when tile showdown 
came. ,,45 But he nevertheless found deficiencies in the general 
purpose forces during the crisis that needed correction. In order 
to effect the quarantine, the United States had to employ Air Force 
and Navy planes to locate every Soviet ship moving toward the 
Western Hemisphere, and there were not enough planes available to 
accomplish this objective. McNamara also noted that the Navy was 
short in needed patrol craft and escort vessels. There had been 
shortages in transport aircraft. ''We needed transport aircraft," 
McNamara recalled, "because of the invasiOn that we were prepared 
for and were ready to undertake. We were so short of transport air
craft that .••• I called up 14,000 citizens and put them into the 

. Air Force and brought 400 transport aircraft that were obsolete into 
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active duty in order that they might be used to fly over Cuba 36 
hours later." NcNamara also disclosed that the Cuban crisis had 
revealed a shortage of Air Force fighter aircraft. ''We were 
terribly short of fighter aircraft," he said. ''We moved them from 
allover the country into the southeast area and we were still 
short. . . . We needed air defense [or the southern area. We 
stripped air defense from other parts of the country to put down 
there .• "46 The Air Force agreed with McNamara '5 findings regarding 
the shortage of tactical air capabilities. During the criSis it was 
compelled to cancel rotation of Tactical Air Command squadrons to 
~TO, and it was compelled to draw upon supply stocks as far away as 
the Philippines to get materiel needed in the southeastern United 
States. In the process of laying down limited-war contingency 
supplies overseas, the Air Force had shorted itself in the zone of 
interior. As a result of the events in Cuba, the Air Force also 
emphasized the need for the development of more inodern tactical air 
reconnaissance systems. especially systerus that could pierce cloud 
cover a~d detect hostile activities by senSing emitted or reflected 
energy. 47 

Although the Air Force agreed that the Cuban crisis had dis
closed deficiencies in tactical air capabilities that required 
correction, General Le}wy was unwilling to accept many of the other 
conclusions that were offered about the experience. To leMay the 
Cuban crisis demonstrated that the Soviet Union would "take advantage 
of ~ny technical breakthrough or make any strategic move which they 
believe might swing the balance of power in their favor without 
undue .... isk."48 In assessing why Khrushchev had capitulated" LeMay 
asserted: "I am convinced that superior U.S. strategic power,~oupled 
with the obvious will and ability to apply this powe~, was the major 
factor that forced the Soviets to back down. Under the shelter of 
strategic power, which the Soviets did not dare challenge, the other 
elements of military power were free to exercise their full 
potential. 1149 leMay believed that Khrushchev had gone into Cuba 
with the full knowledge that he could not support conventional 
action in such a remote spot. "It was," he said, "a matter of bluff 
then, whether we would stand . ..lp to this or not. We did stand up. 
It was the strategic power that ran the ball. When we indicated we 
were willing to use that [strategic power J, he lost the game. 1150 

On the philosophic~l level the Cuban crisis provided General 
LeMay with another example of the capabilities of superior strategic 
power, coupled with a manifest willingness to employ it, to deter 
both general and limited war--8n idea which he developed in 1963-64. 
"Certainly ... ," he argued in February 1963, "we had the conven
tional forces to go in and take care of the missiles in Cuba or any 
other conventional Russian forces that were there. Our strategic 
superiority gave us the option of whether we would go or not. The 
choice was made that it was not necessary to go because the Russians 
removed the missiles. liS 1 Recalling the often-repeated assertion 
that superior United States strategic power had not prevented limited 
war in Korea, leMay pointed out: "As far as strategic superiority 
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not preventing limited wars, it did not prevent ,the limited war in 
Korea because we did not exercise it like we did in Cuba. In Korea 
we did not say there will be no limited \iar. We just said there 
will be no general war or we wil.l use our nuclear weapotrs. I think 
if we had said that there will be no lillli.ted war or there will be no 
war in Korea or we will use our nuclear weapons, there would not 
have been any." In February 1964, LeI'wy suggested additional 
thoughts on Korea, saying: "Korea, I think, was orought on because we 
practically publicly stated we were getting out of Korea and were 
no longer interested. So they came in and then they felt they were 
doublecrossed because we then changed our minds and went into Korea 
and fought under artifical restrictions with their having a sanctuary 
north of the '{aiu. We fought this with conventional weapons, TNT 
only, no nuclear weapons considered •... Furthermore, with arti
ficial barriers, we had to wait until the enemy callie into Korea 
before we could do anything aaout tilel,l. WC could not des troy the 
Chinese and the North Korean strength at its source, which was on 
the other s ide of the '{a Iu. " In cone luding hi.s 1963 sUlllLliary, Lehay 
had said: tilt was not until the annistice period at the end oi the 
Korean war that we stated, if it ever started up again, then we would 
use whatever weapons were necessary in places oi: our own choosing." 
In SUllI1118ry, LeMay concluded that the Korean war had resulted troln 
the failure of the United States to announce in advance a policy of 
employing strategic supe:ciority to prevent such a Lype oi conilict. 
"Once a war starts and we are attacked, as in tile case 0.£ Korea, 
where we were in there fighting," he added, ill think Lhat could have 
been stopped by ::he thl'"eat oJ: using nuclear ,vcapons. ;;5:": 

In a continuation of his discussion of tile capability of 
strategic power to deter liwited war, LcHay suggested that .l'resident 
Eisenhower's statement that ground forces would not be :.:eiied upon 
to defend Berlin had deterred the Soviets irom action in 1958. He 
described the Lebanon experience as "another classic example of 
what you can do if you have strategic superiority and then are able 
to exploit any situation with your coaventional force without 
interference. Without nuclear and strategic superiority, I do not 
think we would have dared go into Lebanon." In the Cu;"an cri;:iis, 
Le}Jay considered that the United States had shown "a will to use all 
our power to force the Russians to move their missiles. II He was 
confident that the same lesson would apply In the future! "If you 
have the power to stop a big war, certainly the same power ought to 
be capable of stopping a small war."S3 

In a summary of his views, General LeI-lay pointed out that the 
nation's investment in air power "positively l>roved its worth in 
the . . • Cuban crisis." Manned systems had demonstrated an ability 
"to make swift and clearly recognizable moves to evidence U.S. 
resolve in the face of provocation." While ballistic missiles had 
ren18ined fixed in their Silos, the movement of tactical aircraft to 
the southeastern United States, the worldwide deploymcnt of other 
aircraft, and the Strategic Air Command's airiJorne alert had pro
vided visible evidence of the national resolution 811d detenllination 
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to prevail in Cuba. "Admittedly I suffer from some bias, It he ob
served, Ubut I believe the investment in airpower is the best dollar 
value on the market today." To LeMay the Cuban operation "once more 
proved the value of military airpower, designed and operated by 
dedicated professionals who are experienced in operating airpower as 
an entity. n54 

* * * * 
In the United States and also in the Soviet Union the enonnity 

of the possibilities that the Cuban crisis might escalate into a11-
out war had a sobering effect upon national leaders. In an impromptu 
toast at a Kremlin reception on 7 November 1962, Prelilier KhrushchE:v 
declared that during the Cuban crisis "we were very c:J.ose-""very, 
very close--to a thermonuclear war . • • if there had not been reason, 
then we would not be here tonight and there might not have been 
elections in the United States.1I5~ Speaking of the Cuban confronta
tion Secretary Rusk thought it important to remember "that something 
new in history happened. . • and that is that nuclear powers had to 
look actually and operationally at what nuclear exchange could mean, 
and . • . this was an experience that those who carried responsi
bility on all sides recognized that one does not go through as a 
weekend avocation. ,,56 

At the top level of United States leadership one of the most 
important results of the Cuban crisis was the emphasis given to a 
need for ever closer political and military retatiqnships in the 
determination of natioruil st:t'ategy. Shortly after he had assumed 
office, President Kennedy had told the Joint Chiefs of Staff that 
he expected them to take both military and political factors into 
consideration in the solution of their problelfis. 57 This instruc,tion 
required a reorientation in the frame oi reference of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff since under the Eisenhower administration they had 
regarded themselves as the military advisers to the President and 
had attempted to give advice to him oased upon military factors, 
with what Admiral Arleigh Burke had described as "a minimum of 
economic and political factors."S8 Under the Kennedy mandate, 
General leMay noted that the Joint Chiefs telt compelled to give 
political considerations to the problems they approached but that 
they nevertheless attached primary llllportance to the military con
siderations affecting the proble,lls. In other words, the Joint 
Chiefs undertook to weigh the poli.tical aspects ~f problems in the 
same mannf'r that the State Department <..:ould not avoid considering 
the military aspects of problems although it was primarily con
cerned with the political aspect. 59 After Cuba, however, Secretary 
HcNamara observed: "To the best of lily knowl.edge there has never 
been since World War II a closer relationship between the State 
Department, the Defense Department at all echelons thari-exists to
day. "60 NcNmnara believed that strategy must be made by the State 
Department and the Defense Department working i.n close association 
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and must represent a propera~preciation of the national objectives 
of the United States, the nature ot the hostile challen~e, and 
the rea 1 and potentia 1 capabilities of milit!lry forces. 1 

2. Strategic Debates of 1963 

Sincp he conceived that national strategic policies nad a 
direct impact upon the Congressional constitutional lilBnG..Jte to raise 
and maintain military forces, Secretary McNamara attempted, begin
ning in January 1963, to Giscuss strategy with Congress even more 
fully than he had done in the past. In his appearances before 
Congressional committees, he prefaced his discussion of military 
strategy ''lith a new assessment of the capab:Uities and threats 
presented by Communist nations. He pointed out that during 1962 
the Soviet Union had attempted to extend its offensive militllry 
power into Cuba, had continued to exert pressure on Berlin, and had 
sought to make inroads into the Arabian peninsula and the Congo. 
The Chinese Communists were the point of origin in the drive to 
subvert Southeast Asia and had launched overt militarj aggression 
against India. "All these crises or pro~ing actions,JI he concluded, 
"are simply the more obvious manifestations of the Communist drive 
toward their basic objective of world domination. II Although the 
basic Communist objective did not char,ge, McNamara noted that the 
Soviet Union was becoming e "have" nation whi-.:h would h::lve a great 
deal to lose in a nuclear war--material wealth as well as human 
life. Th2 Red ~hinese. on the other. hand. ~]ere eco!1cmically im
poverished, held human life in little value, and appeared ~Jre 
willing to run the ;:-isk of nuclear war. From these observations, 
McNamara concluded that "the apparent monolithic str¥ctllre of world 
communism has been fractured, perhaps irreparably."62 

,When he again assessed the Communist menace for the benefit of 
Congress early in 1964, Secretary McNamara believed that the basic 
trends he had anticipated early the preceding year had materialized. 
"Indeed," he said, lias £3r as the Soviet Union is concerned, the 
Cuban crisis of October 1902 seems to hRve marked the crest of the 
latest in the series of crisis cycles. . .. We now appear to be on 
the downward slope of this latest cycle and tensions inoue relations 
with the Soviet Union are easing." He believed that the substantial 
increase in the military strength of the United States, its demon
strated willingness to use the force in defense of its vital 
interests, its continuing efforts to assist free nations, together 
with economic difficulties and agricultural failures w;~thin the 
Communist nations, had caused the Soviet Union andCoOlL:lunist China 
to abstain from military provocAtions during 1963. Whi:e the Reds 
had cl-.anged their tactics, McNamara nevertheless warned that 
CommuniRt objectiV'es had not changed. "I do not believe," he said, 
''we can reasonably assume that these manifestations of a change in 
poEcy reflect a change in the ultimate objective of the Soviet 
leader3hip, which is to extend the sway of communism over the rest 
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of the world. . • • Expansior.ism is so deeply engrained in 
Conmunist doctrine that it would be naive for us to expect any 
Conununist leadership to repudiate it."e3 

Early in 1963 Secretary McNamara considered that national 
strategic intelligence estimates of Soviet forces and force 
capabilities bore out his commentary on the changing nature of 
Soviet tactics. In February 1963, McNamarc: emphasized tha t thp. 
Soviets actually possessed a 'very limited . • • manned bomber 
capCibility."64 The Soviet intercontinental and submarine-based 
ballistic missile force was the principal danger to the United 
St~tes. The Soviets were continuing to harden their ICBM sites, 
and they had kept submarines "a fair distance off the coast" of the 
United States during the Cuban crisis. 65 The Soviets had the option 
to produce ICBM's in sufficient numbers to support a counterforce 
strategy or they could procure only enough of the missiles to 
destroy population centers. Since intelligence indicated that the 
Soviets woul~ have far fewer int2rcontinental missiles than the 
1,000 land-based missiles that the United States would possess by 
1 July 1965, McNamara could only conclude that the Sv~iet strategy 
was what l<hrushchev said it was--"a strate~6 directed primarily 
against our cities and our urban society." 

Nothing occurred during 1963 to make Secretary McNamara revise 
his force estimates. On the contrary in Deceruber 1963, Khrushchev 
announced another 4 percent reduction In the Soviet defense budget 
and a slowdown in foreign aid and space programs. Where McNamara 
had earlier concluded that NATO possessed ground forces equivalent 
to those of the Soviets, he stated in January 19M· that "in total 
terms, NATO forces have more ground forces than the Soviet bloc. II 
The major difficulty confronting NATO was no longer one of numbers, 
but the fact that the "NATO forces are not located, in certain 
cases, as effectively as the Soviet. bloc forces and can't be re
inforced as quickly as the Soviet bloc forc~s.IlG7 NcNamara now 
considered Red China to be the most aggressive Communi~t nation 
and "a threat to the security of the Asian land Jl\8ss." He thought 
thdt.there was a ''very substantial" possibility that Communist China 
couln become a "lDilitary threat" to the United States, but such an 
eventuality was "years away" in the normal sense of the term. 68 

In speaking about nuclear war in an interview published in 
D~cember 1962, McNamara referred to a "balance of terror. ,,69 In his 
prepared statement presented to Congressional. coDlllittees in January 
1963, he stated: '~ore armaments, whether offensive or defensive, 
cannot solve this dilemma. We are approaching an era when it will 
become increaSingly improbable that either side eouId destroy a 
sufficiently large portion of the other's strate&ic nuclear force, 
either by surprise or otherwise. to preclude a devastating retalia
tory blow. "70 Although the United State& would continue to invest 
large sums of money in research and development in che fields of 
air-sea warfare and antiballistic missilca defense, McNamara reported 
that the "best minds and best )rains" in the Dep ... rtment of Defense 
and in the scientific commun.<.y h ... d assured him that neither 
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the United States nor the Soviet Union would score a breakthrough 
in these areas in the next s,evera 1 year~ .• 71 "I don I t believe, /I he 
summari~ed, Hthat either the Soviets or we could take action to so 
protect our population that a nuclear strike would result in a low 
level of fatalities." 72 Under such circumstances, McNamara urged 
that the United States could not "win a nuclear war, a strategic 
nuclear war in the nonnal meaning of the word Iwin. III Even if the 
United States did ''win'' over the Soviets, McNamara visualized: ''We 
would win in the sense that their way of life would change more 
than ours because we would destroy a greater percentage of their 
industrial potential and probably destroy a great~r percentage of 
their population than they destroyed of ours." But the United 
States would sustain such severe damage I'that our way of life would 
change, and change in an undesirable direction. Therefore, 1 would 
say that we had not won."l3 

Even though the transcendence of nuclear missile offense over 
defense ruled out the utility of military force in tenns of the old 
Clausewitzian theory thac war was the continuation of state policy 
by different means, Secretary NcN.1mara nevertheless maintained that 
the United States, in any reasonable sense of the word, was l'winning" 
because its "program to win was broader than the application of 

,strategic military forces.,,74 Speaking of the over-all objet;tives 
of the United States, McNamara said: liThe basic objective is to .. 
protect our national security and our vital interests . . • . to be 
more explicit, it is to prevent, in association with other Government 
policies. the advancement of communism to the cO.1.trol of areas not 
now controlled by it ... .! • thelong-ran&£ objective is ... the 
spread of freedom throughout the world. 1115 Still on the relationship 
of military force to the national objectives, NcNamara observed: 
liAs to our objective, I think ... that it is to advance the cause 
of freedom throughout the world and to do this in a way that protects 
our own national security, which means we are not to destroy our 
Nation in the process of attempting to advance freedom elsewhere in. 
the world. • . . I do not believe we should embark on a course that 
is almost certain to destroy our Nation when that course of action 
can be avoided without substantial penalty to us. II As a matter of 
fact. McNamara did not believe that the objective of spreading 
freedom throughout J:lle world could "be achieved primar..i.ly through 
the development of military forces or the application of military 
forces," but he thought that "it is quite clear that we as a 
nation ... have standards of values, standards of behavior, 
economic power, and a record of accompli.shment such that, given the 
opportunity to exist in a peaceful world, the advanceLucnt ot our 
forms of society is almost certain to occur over a long period u .. 
ti.ne."76 

Because of his belief that the Communist nations must not be 
allowed to mistake the military capabili~ies of the United States, 
Secretary McNamara outlined the force requirements represented in 
the Department of Defense budget for fiscal year 1964 in precise 
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detail. 77 In the strategic retaliatory program package, McNaillBra 
proposed t,o continue to keep half of the 650 8-52 bomber tocce on 
IS-minute ground alert and to retain a capability for flying one
eighth of the force on air alert Lor one year. Two wings of B-58 
bombers would continue to be programed, but the B-47 bombel.·s would 
be graduaUy phased out. The three aircraft B-70 program would be 
completed at a cost of $1. J billion, 'lOd an additional $50 million 
of the extra $190 million voted by COI~ress would be expended for 
the devel"'pUlent of selected sensor components. In the Air Force, 13 
Atlas squadrons with 126 missiles were already operational and 
would continue in place pending a decision to phase out some of the 
older, softer missiles. Ail 6 squadrons of Titan I missiles, 
aggregating 54 missiles, were in place, and 6 additional squadrons 
of improved Titan II's (54 missi,les) were expected to be operational 
by December 1963. The 1964 budget included funds for 150 Minuteman II 
missiles, raising the total force of NinutelUan to 950. It also 
funded the completion of the 41 .l:'olaris submarine force, which would 
have a total of 656 missiles. 78 , 

In the continental air and mi'ssile defense forces package, the 
1964 national defense budget planned to install a semiautOlllat.i.c 
backup intercept control system to supplement SAGE, to keep existing 
all-weather fighter, Bomarc, and Nike-Hercules units operating, and 
to reserve decisions about the modernization of the weapon systems. 
The major defense problem was to develop systems effective against 
intercontinental and submarine-launched ~allistic missiles. Tests 
had shown that the Nik<.~-Zeus would not be effective against a 
sophisticated threat in the late 1960's; accordingly, over $450 
milllon was included in the 1964 budget to initiate development of 
an improved Nike X and tv continue tests with Nike-Zeus. The budget 
also provided increased developmental .lunds for systems that would 
provide possible cefense against submarine-launched missiles. 79 

In the general purpose forces package the fiscal year 1964 
budget recognized that the Army had reached its proposed 5-year 
strength, but it was to be allowed to expand its active strength to 
975,000, thus adding 15,000 men which would permit the testing of 
an air mobility concept. A total ot. $3.3 billion was allocated to 
the procurement of Army weapons and Inateriel. the Air Force general 
purpose forces would continue at 21 wings of tactical fighters 
which would be reequipped by increased procurement of F-4C fighters. 
The tactical reconnaissance forces would be expanded and would be 
equipped with RF-4C ' s. In the airlift and sealift forces category 
the 1964 budget proposed to acquire several additional squadrons of 
C· 130E aircraft and to phase out the old C-l24's. Substantial funds 
were also committed to the purchase of new C-l41's. Originally 
scheduled to be phased out in fiscal year 1964, the C-123 assault 
transport had proved useful in support of counterinsurgency 
operations in Vietnam and would be continued in the force program 
for the time being. 80 
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In presenting the fiscal 1964 budget request, Secretary McNamara 
pointed out that total obligational authority in the amount of 
$7.3 billion was committed to strategic retaliatory forces, $2 
billion to continental air and missile defense forces, ~l9 billion 
to general purpose forces, and $1.4 billion to airlift and sealift 
forces. Looking backward at the trend in obligational authority in 
the Kennedy years the amounts cOllwitted to strategic retaliatory 
forces had declined each year, the funds for the continental air 
and missile defense forces had held steady, while the funding for 
general purpose and airlift and sealift forces had increased 
sharply.a1 In explaining the force levels, Secretary McNamara 

, pointedly refused to be "tied down to any rigid doctrine about when 
and how the different types of forces should be employed.·~2 He 
preferred to say that the primary objective of the Department of 
Defense was national security--not econ~uy--and he saw no reason why 
the nation could not indefinitely continue the larger levels of 
military spending of the Kennedy administration. Having determined 
military force requirements without any regard to arbitrary or 
predetermined force levels, he meant to procure and operate those 
forces at the lowest possible cost.B3 In arguments in the spring of. 
1963, however, McNamara nevertheless revealed his ideas of defense 
requirements. "He wanted," wrote William W. K£lufmann, "to have the 
capabilities for all modern types of warfare and, if forced to 
co~it himself, he wanted to place main but not sole reliance on 
non-nuclear weapons.'~4 In essence, the Kennedy administration, 
confronted by the dilemma of "humiliation or holocaust," wanted to 
increase it~ options, hcping th&t nuclear weapo(ls might nQt have to 
be used. 

* * * * 
Implications--some real and some imagined--of the elUerging 

defense policy of the Kennedy-NcNamara administration gravely con
cerned a number of defense commentators and the leaders ot the Air 
Force. In January 1963, Editor John F. Loosbrock of!1£~ and 
Space Digest charged: I~e doctrine ot nuclear deterrence is being 
replaced .by a doctrine of nuclear stalemate. Tte strategic umbrella, 
under shelter of which major Soviet aggreSSion has oeen deterred or 
repulsed at many times and in many places since the end of World War 
II, is being replaced by a strategic ceiling--rigid, irmuovable, and 
possibly brittle." Loosbrock pointed out that possession of 
strategic superiority had permitted the nation to control the 
escalation of small wars and had enabled the United States to 
shelter NATO against Soviet aggreSSion. He suggested that lack of 
faith in the United States nuclear deterrent was causing ;;>resident 
Charles De Gaulle to build an independent French nuclear deterrent. 
"Today," Loosbrock wrote. "the argument over conentional as. nuclear 
weapons may prove to be the reef on which ~lATO founders. II 5 

During the late 1950's Lieutenant General G.win had lusinta ined 
a keen interest in preparedness for limited warfare, and t>resident 
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Kennedy had named him United States Ambassador to France. Despite 
his interest in limited war, G~vin had been careful to point out in 
his writing that: lIa limited-war theory is only valid when one has a 
massive strategic strike capaoility, and it is only within the 
framework of a significant strategic capability that one may in
dulge in the solution of problems involving lesser force." After 
reading Loosbrock's analysiS, Gavin wrote that he was "just about 
in complete agreewent" with it. Gavin agreed with the assertion 
that there was no "absolute" weapon system, and he suggested that 
an alert enemy might achieve technological surprise in such areas 
as antisubmarine warfare, ballistic missile defense, space, or in 
biological and chemical warfare. 86 

In justifying his action relative to the &5-70 and Skybolt, 
Secretary McNamara cited consi4erations ot cost effectiveness of 
manned systems as compared with intercontinental missiles in 
performing the strategic mission. Other officials developed an 
additional concept that hardened intercontinental missiles were 
better suited to the maintenance of a stable strategic deterrence 
than were aircraft. While attending an International Conference of 
Scientists held in Moscow from 27 November to 5 December 1960, Dr. 
Jerome B. Wiesner, who would become Presidential Scientific Advisor, 
and Walt W. Rostow, who would head the State Department Policy 
~lanning Council, found highranking Soviet delegates gravely con
cerned with the prospect that an unwanted nuclear war bet~reen the 
United States and the Soviet Union might be set off by accident. 
Such an accident might occur through misjudgments of radar wat'1ling~ 
through a frustrated great power's escalation of a small war, or 
through the spread of nuclear weapons to sn~ller and perhaps less 
responsible nations that might be allied with either the United 
States or the Soviet Union. At the conference, Dr. Wiesner presented 
a paper in which he suggested that "a limited deterrent force might 
be used as a basis for comprehensive disarmament." He also pointed 
out that the development of high~Y secure deterrent forces by Doth 
sides--desirably as small as feaSible, since larger forces increased 
dangers of accidental war--would relieve much of the incentive for 
an unlimited arms race, which if undertaken could not result in 
either side attaining an overwhelming military pOSition in the 
foreseeable future. While in Noscow, Wiesner and Rostow were in
vited to discuss security matters with Soviet Deputy Foreign 
Minister Vasllyevich Kuznetsov, who expressed apprehension that a 
major U.S. missile buildup would force the Soviet Union to respond. 
tous setting off a highly competHive missile race. Wiesner and 
Rostow emphasized in reply that the Kennedy rearmament program 
would be designed to provide 8 more secure deterrent posture. thus 
contributing to the cause ot world peace. In an article published 
in 1961, Wiesner offered a short ana lys is of manned bOillbers as 
viewed from the new calculus of stable decerrence: "Because of the 
vulnerability to missile attack of bomber bases and because air 
defense systems make the effectiveness of manned bOillbers somewhat 
uncertain, they ~~y not be an attractive component of a stable 
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deterrent system. It is hard to visual~~buJlding a bomber force 
as secure from attack as missile forces can become (unless it is 
kept in the air). 1187 

In the United States during 1961 and 1962 more thilu 300 books 
and articles were published on the subject of arms control, and 
many of the arms control advocates described u~nned strategic weapon 
systems as first-strike, destabilizing weapons. Writing ot the 
Soviet, for example, civilian strategist Thomas C. Schelling, 
reasoned: "Too great a capacity to strike him by surprise may induce 
him to strike first." In December 1962, Major General Dale O. Smith, 
Special Assistant for Arms Control to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
suggested that the arms control rationale might have been responsi
ble for the curtailment of the B-70 and of Air Force space programs. 
Smith opposed the arms control argument that bombers were first
strike surprise weapons rather than second-strike retaliatory 
weapons. ''Wars, It he wrote, "do not occur like magic: or from a 
whim. There must be some sort of strategic buildup, and many 
bombers would be launched when war seems probable." Launched on 
the baSis of reliable warning and held on air alert, bombers would 
be "well nigh i:lVulnerable." They could reach and destroy enemy 
latmG:hing pads long before a second enemy IIlissi1e~could be wheeled 
into place; and "fail safe" controls that regulated the actions of 
bomber crews were fully as secure as those that governed missile 
crews. Smith also warned that the explosion of a lOO-megaton Soviet 
warhead could do incalculable damage to Minuteman emplacement, but 
would not affect Clirborne bombers that were being held on air 
alert. 8S 

In his prese~tations to Congressional comnittees in the spring 
of 1963, General LeMay viewed the Soviet threat to the peace as 
changing ~n character and aspect but unchanging in its objectives. 
He pointed out that the Soviet Union was proceeding with great 
determination in areas of space, miSSiles, and high-yield nuclear 
weapons. It was continuil~ to apply science and technology to 
military purposes withillipressive research and development progralllS, 
the result being a rapid progreSSion of military systelus from in
vention to operational inventory.89 Le~~y was willing to concede 
that a condition which could'be described as Hmutual deterrence l1 

could conceptually exist for a short period of time, but the status 
of deterrence would change from day to day. He definitely did not 
consider th&t the United St.tes and the SOViet Union had reached a 
period of mutual deterrence. 90 "If we accept mutual deterrence, 
this will, 1 think, It he added, "inevitably lead to defeat. In other 
words, if we stop trying, we certainly are not going to succeed in 
defending ourselves."9l 

Secretary Zuckert generally agreed with leMay on the subject of 
mutual deterrence and chose to emphasize its transitory duration in 
an era of rapid technotogical change. 92 Speaking more openly than 
either Zuckert or Le~~y, General Power described the United States 
as being in an arms race with the Soviet Union. "We are running," 
Power said, "at a certain speed and he is running at a certain 
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speed. If ~ slow our pace down or stop, it is obvious that he is 
going to get as strong as we are some day and get stronger. So this 
depends on how fast we. run. You are in an arms race. And the name 
of the game is to stay ahead of him. • • . ,,93 Power continued his 
remarks in another off-the-cuff summation: "I just feel," he said, 
"that the surest way to prevent war--and that is my goal, and I teel 
very strongly about it--is to have overwhelming strength so that it 
is ridiculous for anybody to even think of attacking the United 
States. That is what it has oeen in the past, and that is what it 
is today. • • • 1 think our science, our economy, and everything 
else can help us win this race. . • . But it takes the will to do 
it. 1194 

In a summary of his general position, General leMay believed 
that the United States faced an enemy that would take advantage of 
any real or apparent technical deVelopment. In this situation, 
leMay thought: "There are certain precautions we can take .••. we 
must retain our flexibility of action in the event of an enemy 
technological breakthrough. . . • by exploring every feasible weapon 
system. • • • We must also continue this exploration because we 
cannot accept the premise that since there is no known counter to a 
particular threat there is nothing We can do. If we accept this 
premise . • • we invite the Soviets to vigorously probe our 
determination to resist. "95. LeMay rejected any notion that the 
United States could accept parity with the Soviet Union in a dynamic 
situation, and he argued that the United States had to possess 
strategic superiority in order to remain secure. He pointed out 
that since World War II» the United States had allowed "the Russians 
to catch up in some fields and perhaps even surpass us in some. "96 
LeHay was unwilling to "accept the principle that it now appears 
impossible t~ build enough weapons • . . or the kind of weapons that 
could knock out every single one of the Russian weapons .••. This 
is an idealistic goal, and I doubt that it can ever be achieved. 
But that is no reason for not trying to achieve it. At least, let 
us get as close to it as we caD, so if war should descend upon us, 
we will be in the best possible position. 1197 

As the final comment preliminary to a discussion of exact Air 
Force requirements in his Congressional presentations, General LeMay 
stated the capabilities that a deterrent force had to possess in 
order to be credible to an enemy. These were: 

First, a capability to acquire that information 
necessary to attack effectively selected elements of 
enemy strength. For this, we rely on recorulaissance 
and comprehensive intelligence efforts. 

Secondly, a capability to survive. For this, we 
rely on diversity, numbers, hardening. dispersal, ground 
and airborne alerts, early warning systems, and constant 

. training. 
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Third, rapid response to an 
operational plans. For this, we 
of alert; and rapid, dependable, 
and control. 

order to execute 
re lyon <'1 high s ta te 
and survivable comwand 

Fourth, immediate response in full strength or 
with selec~ivity under continuous control. Alert manned 
aircraft and missile forces provide this capability. 

Fifth, sustained effectiveness in portions of the 
force which may be withheld from initial attacks as . 
unco~~itted reserve, or for contingencies. Missiles 
which are dispersed, hardened, and mobile and manned 
systel~ which are dispersable on the grn~nd and in 
the air--as well as recoverable and reusable--give 
these capabilities. 

Sixth, the ability in a portion of our forces to 
make swift and clearly recognizable moves to evidence 
U.S. resolve in the face of provocation. Manned systems 
provide this capability.98 

Following this statement of capabilities, General LeMay described 
several other characteristics of a deterrent force: 

To maintain an effective deterrent, the posture 
of the strategic force must be updated continuously. 
At the same time, we must have the capability to meet 
requirements for conflicts of lesser magnitude than 
general war. In this portion of the conflict spectrlw, 
military force is requi:red for show of force, counter
insurgency and conventional war. As these needs are 
met, we broaden the availaole options of response so 
that escalation up to the most serious threat--general 
war--is but one of many options. and one which we. not 
the enemy, must control. 

Development and maintenance of the 'many option' 
strategy requires forces to support the options. In 
acquiring the{le forces, we .HUSt maintain a credible 
general war force so that lesser options may be 
exercised under the protection of this general war 
deterrent. It is the general war strength of aircraft 
and missile forces which place an upper liutit on the 
risks an aggresso~ is willing to take, and which deter 
escalation into all-out conflict. 99 

When they explained Air Force budgetary requests for fiscal 
year 1964, Secretary Zuckert and General Let~y disclosed to 
Congressional committees that the Air Force had submitted requests 
of $25,521. 9 million to the "Department of Defense, had sustained an 
initial downward adjustment of $4,989.7 million, and had subse
quently received a restoration of $119.1 million, making a total 
recommended Air Force program of $20,651.3 million. In response to 
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Air Force reclama, ~residentKennedy had restored funds to provide 
for the procurement of additional C-l30E transports, but two other 
desired items had been turned down. The first of these was the Air 
Force requirement for a long-range fighter interceptor with at least 
mach 3 speed, an airborne radar capability, and a capability to 
intercept hostile targets from the surface to 100,000 feet without 
any assistance from a ground radar station. Secretary McNamara had 
refused this request because the declining Soviet bo:nber thrust did 
not justIfy initiation of a $3 to $5 billion program. He was also 
doubtful as to the effectiveness of such an interceptor and wanted 
additional time to study potential candidates among aircraft that 
seemed likely prospects for the function. Believing that the 
tactical fighter force ought to be expanded from 21 to 25 wings and 
rapidly modernized, the lir Force had asked for a second production 
source for F/RF-4C aircraft. While I1cNamara had conceded that 25 
tactical fighter wings mi~,~ be required in the late 1960's, he 
wished to postpone the decision since his cost ef£ectiveness analyses 
indicated that modernization of the existing 21 tactical fighter 
wings would give the greatest increase in combat effectiveness and 
that an expansion of the single F!RF-4C production source could 
obviate the need for a second source. 100 

At the same time that lle was concerned about the fact that the 
last I~lanned interceptor for the Air Defense Comnland had been 
delivered in Harch 1961 and about the indefinite response to the 
requirement for a long-range interceptor,lOl General LeMaY,was even 
tnore disturbed about deficiencies in projected ~trategic forces. In 
brier, General LeHay reported that he had t;asked for more missiles 
by far than the Secretary of Defense had seen fit to give me." He 
also noted: "I want the best manned system I can get. . • • I want 
the RS-70 very badly •.•. When something faster comes along I 
want it. ,,102 LeMay thoug~lt that one of his basic diff"erences with 
Secretary HcNamara was on the size of an effective strategic 
deterrent force. "He thinkS," LeHay said, "it can be done with 
something less than I think it can be done." When he viewed 
strategic superiority over the Soviet enemy, Lei'tay want~d "sufficient 
military power to knock out all of the targets that we know he has, 
or all the weapons that we know he has, and . . • a little cushion 
to take care of sOltle that we might not know he has."103 LeMay 
wanted "clear superJ.ority and flexibility" in the strategic force 
because he could not visualize the set of conditions under which a 
future war might beg1n. "I want to get a force and a combat 
capability," he said, "that will cover anything you can think of, 
because I don't believe you can forecast how the next war is going 
to start and what conditions are going to be. "104 "I firmly 
believe," he said, "that it is the duty of all of us who have 
responsibility for d~fending the United States to take whatever 
meas~res may be necessary under the circwnstances, to do the best 
possible job of defending the country."105 

Once the United States was committed to war General LeMay 
recognized that there were many tasks that could be performed better 
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by missiles than by a manned weapon system, but Air Force war gamulg 
had nevertheless demonstrated to him that lithe mOst efficient 
campaign can be fought with a mixture of the two, so you can use the 
strong points of each of the weapon systems and get a net result 
greater than th~ sum of each one of them if you use them 
separately. "106 In arguing' the case for an advanced manned stratogic 
weapon system in the spring of 1963, LeMay emphasized the value ot 
such a system for show of force, as a safeguard against the un
certain reliability and unexplored vulnerability of missiles, and as 

'insurance against the possibility that the Soviets lnight develop 
effective antimissile defenses. He additionally pointed out that it 
would cost the Soviet Union far more to defend against a mixed-force 
strategic capability than it would cost the United States to produce 
the weapon systems. This would be to the advantage of the United 
States. "If we don't diversify and don't force them to spend those 
resources on defense," he said, "then they would probably put a 
substantial portion of them on offensive weapon SystCl~ that would 
be an additional danger to us."l07 

In his discussions of a manned strategic weapon system, Let-lay 
expressed confidence that with proper tactics and proper penetration 
aids attack aircraft would be able to reach their assigned targets. 
"I do not think," he said, "that we can predict the outcome of 
future engagements before we have the engagement. But based on my 
past experience and my knowledge of the defenses and how we have 
operated against them--and we have operated against all of the 
defenses of .the world--! believe we will penetrate." Speaking of 
the future, LeMay noted that aircrews were going to fi.ght hostile 
defenses rather than ignore them. ''We now have the capability," he 
explained, "of taking a portion of the. penetrating force and putting 
it on the defense system and destroying it so you can go in without 
opposition. We have the weapons to do this. And we plan on doing 
it. I sometimes think that we have given the defense system too 
much credit. And we are taking too great a percentage of our force 
and putting it on this task. But there is no doubt in my mind that 
proper tactics--proper execution of the mission--will produce the 
results we are looking for." In sum, LeMay noted: "Experience, 1 
thinl<, is more important than some of the assumptions that you 
make. ,.108 

. The Air Force was positively committed to the ul:gent need to 
develop and maintain a mixed strategic force, to include both 
missiles and a manned reconnaissance-strike capability, but there 
was beginning to be less agreement on what the follow-on manned air
craft should be. LeMay still wanted the RS-70; he believed that it 
would continue in active inventory up until 1980 when it would 
probably be replaced by an aerospace plane. The RS-70 program, 
however, had encountered many delays, leading Le}~y to comment that 
"even if we get a favorabl.e decision . • • you cannot buy back that 
time. ,,109 Established in 1962 in response to Secretary McNamara IS 

request for a look at alternate possibilitles to the RS-70, the 
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USAF Manned Aircraft Systems Steering Group headed by Lieutenant 
General JaulesFerguson, the Air Force Deputy Chief ·of StaLf fo-.: 
Research aM ~opment,' elt<.trnined the prospects fo-.: the develo.)luent 
of three different types of aircraft that could be had without 
straining the state of the art and would oe a replacement .for the 
old B-52' s. Because it was especially interesting to HCi"laroara. the 
Ferguson group carefully examined a plane that was variously called 
"Camel," "Dromedary," or the "multi-purpose long-endurance airylClne" 
(HPLE). This was conceived to be a large, low-speed, tu-.:ooprop 
airplane that would have long endurance and would keep well outside 
enemy defenses and launch missiles into target areas.· Although it 
would not have reconnaissance-strike capa~ilities, the long-endurance 
plane might additionally serve as an airborne weapon system ior air 
defense, as a very large transport, or as Cl tactical command and 
c0ntrol vehicle that could oe used by tactical air units in advanced 
areas. llU The second prospect was to clevelop a low-altitude i~nned 
penetrator (LAMP) which would enter defended areas at high speed 
and at low altitudes, where hostile defenses would be ineffective. 
The third potential candidate was a mach 3, very high altitude, 
advanced manned precision strike system (MIP~S). Simila .. · in concept 
to the RS-70 this plane would take advantage oi the state of the 
art deyelopments and would proba~ly ::'e only haU the size of tne 
as-70. 11 

While the Air Force thus began in-house studies of alternate 
follow-on strategic aircraft progl;."nU1S, it still hoped that the RS-70 
might win approval for weapon system development since it could 
enter the ope:rating inventory r.hree to £ou~ years :'cfore any 01 the 
alternate systems. The Ferguson group accordingly did not begin 
detailed studies of the advanced maimed strategic system until 
April 1963. 112 Noting that he might , ... ell have a lIpalochial view
point" as cOli~nder of the Strategic Air Co~~nd, General Power in
fonued the House Connnittee on l\rmed Services in Nay 1963 that SOUle 
arrangements positively ought to be made to kee~ SAC's future strength 
up. He favored the maintenance of a proper ratio that would weigh 
proven aircraft against unproven rnissiles. 113 Power wanted the 
RS-70, but if it was not tQ be had he was willing to accept "the 
premise that anything is better than nothing. II Thus he indicated in 
August 1963 that he would be willing to get ~ore B-52's if production 
lines could be rebuilt, and he seriously recornraended procureu~t of 
additional B-58's to serve .:lS interim bombers until a follow-on air
craft could be developed. Speaking of the need for an advanced 
manned strategic weapon'system, Power called for rapid decisions: 
"I think time is a matter cf great urgency_ I would say that this 
fa 11 or before this year is over £hZy should rna ke up our minds, 
because we have waited too long." 1 

* * * 
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Although General ~~y and other senior Air Force officers 
presented the case for counterforce as a war-winning, damage-limiting 
strategy to generally sympathetic Congressional cor~ittees during 
the spring of 1963, they were unable to sway either ~resident Kennedy 
or the Departulent of Defense. On 17 December 1962, Kennedy had 
already stated: '~ere is just a limit to how much we need, as well 
as how much we can afford to have a successful deterrent. • • • I 
would say when ~~ start to talk about the mega tonnage we could bring 
into a nuclear war, we are talking about annihilation."1l5 In an 
address to the American people on 26 July 1963, he noted: "A full
scale nuclear exchange, lasting less than 60 minutes, with weapor 
now in existence, could wipe out more than 300 million Americans, 
Europeans, and Russians, as well as untold numbers elsewhere. lfllo 
In remarks to a pr~ss conference in January 1963, President Kennedy 
was willing to agree that there might "be a good many struggles in 
the globe in the late sixties or early seventies which are not 
subject to solution by missiles • • • where manned bombers may be 
very useful," but it was perhaps signif.icant that he visualized a 
utility of manned bombers in what he described as 'more limited 
war. fl1l7 

Almost in rebuttal to Air Force positions offered in the 
strategic debates of 1963, Secretaries Rusk and McNamara presented 
a concept of strategic aerospace power as being essential but much 
less versatile throughout a spectrum of conflict than Air Force 
leaders conceived. "I believe," stated Rusk, IIthat the United 
States must u~intain in its own security interests a very large over
all nuclear superiority t'lith respect to the Soviet Union, " but he 
immediately added: "Thi-s involves primarily the capacity to demon
strate that regaroless of who strikes first, the United States will 
be in a position effectively to destroy an aggressor. ,,118 Secretary 
McNamara wanted a strategic nuclear force large enough and secure 
enough to give the United States an option to attack hostile forces 
rather than enemy cities, but.he placed himself on the record in 
agreement with the President'S statements that the United States 
had almost reached the point in the strategic level where "enough is 
enough. " "I am, If McNamara said, "not a believer in unlimited anns 
spending, not in the 'more the better' school of thinking."U9 At 
the same time that he d~scribed a "cities only" strategic retaliatory 
posture as being "dangerously inadequate," McNamara wrote off the 
theory of a "full first strike force" as being "Simply unattainable." 
Such a "full first striketl capability would have to be accompanied 
by vast programs of antimissile, antibomber,.sud civil defense, and 
even then fatalities woul.d run into tens of millions. McNamara 
therefore concluded: "lhus a 'damage limiting' strategy appears to 
be the most practical and effective course for us to follow. Such 
a strategy requires a force considerably larger than would be needed 
for a limited 'cities only' strategy. While there are still some 
differences of judgment on just how large such a force should be 
there is general agreement that it should be large enough to ensure 
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the destruction, singly or in combination, of the Soviet Union, 
Communist China, and the COl1lUlUnist satellites as national societies, 
under the worst possible circumstances of war outbreak that can 
reasonably be postulated, and, in addition, to destroy their WLt'
making capability so as to limit, tY20he extent practicable, damage 
to this country and to our allies." 

When closely questioned by members of the House and Senate 
Armed Services Committees early in 1963, Secretary McNamara revealed 
little patience with many of the charges that had been made against 
the so-called ''McNamara strategy." His program provided for main
taining nuclear superiority, including the capability utterly to 
destroy any aggx-essor. Speaking with some heat, he described 
journalist charges that a nuclear deterrent strategy required manned 
bombers and that a nuclear stalemate strategy was predicated upon 
missiles as being "irresponsible" and "irrational" and said that it 
was Ita disgrace that the American public was being fed this type of 
material. ,,121 He did not agree that the situation which he described 
as "mutual deterrence" comprised a "nuclear stalemate." Quite the 
contrary, he considered that the United States would emphasize 
research and development in order to ensure that it maintained a 
full deterrent capability and superiority in numbers and effective~ 
ness of weapons. lZ2 He did not agree that nuclear superiority 
could be "a universal deterrent" against Soviet aggreSSion; nuclear 
superiority, for example, had not prevented the Korean conflict. 123 
He was unwilling to accept unreservedly the Air Force concept that 
a nation that possessed superior strategic power could control the 
escalat:ion of conflict. Escalation had to do with the mental 
attitude of belligerents. "I think, II he said, "in many cases an ~ 
inferier power acting in desperation has escalated the conflict. ,,124 

While McNamara was in favor of maintaining "a mix of strategic 
systems," he did not necessarily believe that such a force would in
clude a mix of missiles and gravity bombers. A future strategic
system mix could well include surface-based and air-launched missile 
systems. "As a matter of fact," he added, "I believe it will have 
to be a mix of missile systems . . . each system with characteristics 
different from the other systems and, therefore, adding in total to 
the problem of defense. "1.25 McNamara answered fears that missiles 
might not be reliable: IIIf the missiles do not come through," he 
pointed out, 'we will presume for the minute that the Soviets have 
the same problems we do, and in that sense ~~ will not be at any 
competitive disadvantage. ~: any rate, it would be impossible for 
the United States to continue to rely upon free-fall strategic 

. bombing since by the end of the 1960's Soviet air defenses would 
make it nearly impossible for an aircraft to penetrate into the 
Soviet Union and launch its weapons over a target. ,,126 In final 

, analYSis, the manned strategic weapon system that McNamara could 
visualize for the 1970' s would be "an aircraft thllt is used to launch 
a very complicated missile system, a missile system more complex, 
more costly, less reliable, probably less accurate, than the missile 
systems we are now planning to have on hand at that time.,,127 
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* * * * 
Sympathetic to the Air Force statement of requirements for a 

manned strat~gic weapor. system, Ghairman Carl Vinson and the House 
Armed Services Committee in February 1963 added $363.7 miHior. to 
the fiscal 1964 defense budget to be used solely for research, 
development, and test of the RS-70 After additional hearings, the 
Senate Anr~g Services Committee concurred in the increased apt'ro-
priation. . While these powerful COllgressional cOll1l11itte~s endorsed 
the requirer,lent for mannl?d weapons, various technological factors 
began to work against the manned system and in favor of Illissiles. 

Funded from prior year appropriations substantial mUlIoers of 
intercontinental missiles became operational in the winter of 1962-
63 and the missile progrems progressed rapidly throughout 1963. The 
six squadron T::'tan I missile force became operational in SepteUlber 
1962, and the entire 13 squadron Atlas force was operational i)y 
December 1962.. Despite a worrisome technical problem, the six 
squadron Titan II force would ba operational on 27 Decelnoer 1963. 1:L9 
By early 1963 a Minuteman wisslle silo was ;;'eing cOlllpleted almost 
every day. At Malmctrolll Air Force Base, Nontana. the three squadrons 
of the 34lst Strategic Nissile Wing, each with 50 .. linuteman missiles, 
became operational in February, Nay, and July 1963. At Ellswort!l 
Air Force Base, South Dakota, the 44th St;:ategic 1"1issile Wing began 
to occupy its silos: its first Ninutewan squadron would beco,ne 
operational in September and its second and thicd squadrons ip 
October 1963. '£he 455th Strategic Nissiie wing at Ninot Air Force 
Base. Nc:-th D,jkota, would have.i.ts first NimlteLr,a,1 squadron in 
operation .in January 1964, and i.ts other two squadrons were expected 

", to be operational shortly thereafter. 130 By the winter of 1963-64 
constrl.!ction .of a base for the 351st Stra tegic Missile ¥;.i-ng would be 
nearly complet~ at WhitemRn Air Force Base, Missouri, and the Air 
Force expected to have a total of four wings of Ninuteman miSSiles 
with 600 of the three-stege, solid-propellant IGBN's i.n place 'oy 
30 June 1964. 131 The Air Force would locate the 90th Strategic 
Missile Wing with four Hinuteman squadrons (200 missiles) at Francis 
E. Warren Air Force ~se, Wyoming, where a contract ior necessary 
construction had been awarded in October 1962 and where the base 
would be nearing completion by e~r.ly 1964. 132 In order to accommo
date the additional 150 Minuteman II missiles authorized for 
procur-ement in fiscal year 1952, the Air Force would CCmulence 
construction of a sixth Minuteman wing bas2 at Grand Forks Air Force 
Base, North Dakota, in the spring of 1964. 133 

In the same months that TItan, ... tlas, and Hinuteman lIlissiles 
were coming into the Air Force operating inventory, the development 
or the B-70 ran into a maze of difficulties. In October 1962 the 
No:-th American Avi,3tion Company ran into a tecnnical problem, having 
to Jo wich the ~;eldir.g or the plane's stainless steal honeycomb 
wings (which were hollow inside.f"'6!""crs'e as fuel tilnl:s) to the 
stainless steel fuselage. The best weld that could be made had 
f'w.all pin holes which allowed some fuel to escape. While s~ch an 
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amount of escaping fuel would not have been a problem in a subsonic 
aircraft, the wings of the lIIach 3 XH-70 would heat to 6000 in flight 
and any escapinE; fcel would be hazal.:dous. Some new synthetic fuel 
tlink sealant would have to be developed that could withstand very 
high temperatures. The North AIlle:cican COl1lpany proLuptly contacted 
sealant manufacturers in the United States and in Europe, but none 
of these companies wanted to undertake an expensi'.fe deve!.opmental 
program when only three aircraft were involved. As a result ot 
these delays, toe XB-70t. could not Uieet i.ts initial flight schedule 
in December 1962 and each mop.th's delay added to the production 
overrun costs. 134 On 24 April 1.963, Secretary NcNau18ra wrote 
Ch.:lirman Vinson that the additional funds uuthCi.:ized by the House 
and SC.!nate Armed Services COlJllilittees [or the RS-70 would not be 
needed, and in a rare revol t atia.i.ns t Vinson's le<ldel'ship the House 
of Representatives -:-efused to vote 'H.lditional funds [or the RS-70 
when it passed the defense appropriation l<leaSUre in late June 1963. 
In the Senate, Chainuan Russell told his colleagues that it would ile 
a "serious 1l1if!take" to forsake Ilwn,led strategic aircraft and rely 
upon unproven missiles, but In September 1963 the Senate went along 
with the nouse de¢ision not to vote any additional lUoney for a 
RS-70 weapon system. 135 

Under existing direci:ives the iiir force continued to be respc..l!
sible for the developu1Cmt and Hight testing of tnl.:ee prototype 
B-70 aircraft at a cost of not Illore than $1. 5 billion (near] , all of 
which had already been expended), but Genera 1 Let·jay observed tha t 
up and down financing and fluctuating interest had ;cilled the 8-70 
program. "I feel," he said. lIthe B-70 program .. .i dead."136 l;'ro
duction overrun costs Ulounted i.lS ti.e ~1orLh AHle~'ican COTilpany with 
assistance trow .~ir Force labol'£lL:Ories developed a new fuel-tan~' 
sealant, but as funds r<ln short the thil'd pJ.ane in the program which 
would have had a bombing and navi68ti.on systelll had to be cancelled 
on 7 Hareh 1964 ,.men woric was llulited to two AB-70A's. The sealant 
prob tern was solved in February. and the 1)rototype XB-70 wO..1ld hlake 
its maiden flight 'on 21 SAptellloer J.964, out by tl.is time no weapon 
system development for the plane was any ·i.onger appropriate. UI 
Looking bac!-;.ward at the B-70 program during ills tenure as lJirec::..)r 
of Defense Research and Engineer lng, Vr. Harold Brown observed tha t 
the designers had pressed the state o[ the ari: too llIuch and had run 
into bad luck. "Since I have iJecn here, and I think since before I 
cam~'," Brolro sa-i<l, "the Department of Defense has taken the uttitude 
that until the technolQgy is developed you shouldn't go into a big 
system with all the expense that that entails unless you can show 
an overriding ncea~ unless you can show that the security of the 
country depends in a real Tilay on having that syste1l1."138 

* * * 
In much the salJle lll<lnner that the Cuba.l IJissile crisis affected 

the Ulilitary strategy and .coree cOhlposition of the United States, 
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the nuclear confrontation about Cuba had--in the words of Secretary 
Rusk-- It a very real bearing" on the consummation of a limited 
nuclear test ban treaty between the United States", Great Britain, 
and the Soviet Union during the summer of 1963.13~ Specific nego
tiations looking toward a nuclear test ban treat~ traced directly 
back to 4 April 1958, when the Soviets completed a series of nuclear 
tests of unprecedented intensity and proposed that the United ::itates 
and the Soviet Union should immedi.ately suspend nuclear testing . 
Afte!' the United States and the United Kingdom concluded scheduled 
test programs during the summer, President Eisenhower announced on 
31 October 1958 a volllntary suspension of tests pending negotiations 
of an effectively controlled nuclear test agreement. TIle United 
Kingdom and the Soviet Union followed this lead and also suspended 
tcsting. 140 According to General Tlvining the United States held a 
substantial lead in nuclear technology in 1958, but as the moratol"iulU 
dragged on without a positive agreement the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
pointed ,out many times [rom a military point of view that continual 
testing was required. L41 For one thing, the Air Force had connllenced 
its missile hardening program in late 1957, and there had been no 
tihle to test the effect of a nuclear explosion atop 11 .nissi1e silo 
before the moratoriu.il went into effect. While the ,\ir Force used 
hardness criteria extl:'apolated by scientific advisors in the des1i>n 
of its hardened missile sites, it was unable to test an i.nstali.ation 
under actual conditions of earth shock and electrolu.Jgnetic pulse 01 
an atomic burst. 142 Although the ,\tomic Energy (;OI11:llission atteulpted 
to maintain its laboratories in a readiness-to-test capability 
during the moratorium, this capability declined Irk'1t<?ri<llly since 
the standby pl'ograUt proved unable to ret?in competent scient":'sts or 
to attract new and younger scientists. 14J SUJ'nrning up the sicuatibn, 
General Twining remar!,ed: "We all but allowed our testiU6 capability 
to 60 to seed. 11144 

In an effort to provide a military capability in support or the 
lagging disarmar..cnt negotiations at Geneva, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff cst.:lblished a Special A~sistant [or Arms Control outside tile 
Joint Staff in December 1959. 145 The Geneva negotiations pro~ressed 
poorly, and on !. September 1961 the Soviet Union s~.ddenly broke the 
test moratorium and ran off in rapid order a very comprehensive 
series of tests that involved the detonation of more than 300 
megatons in all. The Soviets demonstrated very sophisticated nuclear 
weapon technology, hldde very complex high-altitude-effects tests, 
and detonated onc 53 fllegaton weapon. The nuclei'lr test seriesoegun 
!>y the United St.3tes on ~5. April. ~19f.2 ana-c-o.iCLuCledon 4 Novelilber 
1962 was mos tly 1 imited Eo'low-yielddevices, and the testing was 
greatlyin.l'ltbLtedby efforts' wade to minimize fallout. 146 In an 
eftorF-t(;' get an understanding of nuclear test ban proposals, 
General L(;!~iay .3sked General Twining to l"eturn fro'll retirell~ent in 
ftecember 1961 to he,3d <l study group to consider the milit.:lry effect 
of a test ban. This group filed a first report on 5 January 191.,2 
and up-dated the report on 4 Hareh 1963. "P. test ;,an," the C01;I..littce 
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warned, ''would involve greater risks to the national security than 
perhaps have been realized."147 After studying the results of 
United States and Soviet tests, General Taylor said that the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff concluded that the Soviets were ahead of the United 
States in high-yield nuclear technology, in weapons effects knowledge 
derived from high-yield nuclear explosions, in the field of yield/ . 
weight ratios of high-yield devices, and in the antiballistic-missile 
field. The Soviet Union was judged to be about even with the United 
States in intermediate-range nuclear weapons technology and to be 
somewhat behind in low-yIeld weapons. In the field of tactical 
nuclear weapons, particularly in very-low-yield weapons, the United 
States appeared to be ahead in the quality and diversity of systems, 
although the superiority in quality was open to question since the 
Soviets could have conducted very-low-yield tests that remained 
un!cnown to the United S ta tes. 148 ! b.::t ,'\ 

The Department of Defense gave close atten;ion to arms control 
negotiations, especially after 27 August 1962 ~en the United States 
and the United Kingdom submitted a proposal tojnuclear tests in the 
atmosphere, outer space, and under water to the IS-Nation Disarmament 
Conference in Geneva. In February 1963, Secretary McNamara announced 
support for a nuclear test ban treaty that would maintain what he 
described as "our favorable differential balance of power. II ''As a 
nation," McNamara pointed out, "I personally believe we will be far 
less secure 15 years from now or 10 years from now if nations not 
now possessing independent nuclear arms do then possess them. One 
of the n~jor objectives of the test ban in my opinion should be to 
deter the further proliferation of independeo.t nuclear forces. 11149 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended three cardinal principles to 
govern any test ban treaty: that the treaty should incorporate a 
detection,identification, and inspection system adequate to insure 
the highest feasible probability of discovering treaty violations; 
that testing which could not be detected by the control system 
should not be prohibited by the tl:eaty; Bnd that withdrawal pro
ce1tures should be simple. no General LeNay agreed with the Joint 
Chief of Staff criteri~ Bnd he also wanted to run some additional 
tests before a test ban went into effect. He specifically suggested 
that the United States ought to explode an antimissile warhead in 
the vIcinity of a live missile warhead to deter~ine the kill radius 
of an explosion and to detonate a nuclear warhead over an actual 
Minuteman missile silo to determine the effects of such an explosion 

- on fhe wissile em;>lacement. 15l 
In a speech at the American University on 10 June 1963 President 

Kennedy expressed a beiief that a treaty to outlaw nuclear tests 
'~uld place the nuclear powers in a position to deal ~~re effec
tively.with one of the greatest hazards which lllBn faces in 1963, 
the further spread of nuclear arms. II Kennedy revealed that he, 
Khrushchev, and HaclIlillan had agreed to make a fresh start on test 
ban rteggtiations and to transier the discussions frow Geneva to 
Hoscow .... 52 Tne fresh negotiations Degan on 15 July, and the three 
negotiato~s initialed au ~greed draft of a limited nuclear test ban 
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treaty on 2S July. As officially signed on 5 August 1963, the 
limited test ban treaty prohibited tes.ts in the atmoapher., under 
water, or in outer space, but did not prohibit underground nuclear 
explosions a8 long 88 all fal~out from them was contained within 
the country where the test 0: explosion was conducted. Since the 
treaty permitted tests which could not be easily detected, no 
provision was made for control posts, on-site inspections, or an 
international verification agency. Any signa~ory nation whIch 
decided that its supreme interest had become jeopardized would be 
permitted to withdraw from the treaty with three months' advance 
notice. lS3 

When he forwarded the text of the nuclear test ban treaty to 
the Senate on 8 August 1963, President Kennedy declared that its 
prompt ratification was in the national interest. Du4ing hearings 
before the Senate Committee on Foreign RelatiOns, Secretary Rusk 
argued that the treaty would slow the spiral toward bigger and ~ore 
destructive weapons without damaging the relative stre.lgth 01 the 
thlited States and the Soviet Union, would help contain the s~read 
of nuclear weapons by making .i.t Ulore dj fficult and expensive for 
natioes to develop them, and would reduce l".,dioactive pollution of 
the planet. l54 Secretary HcNamara testified: "TIle Soviet Union's 
acceptance of the U.S. proposal for a three-environment test ban 
offers some evidence . • • that its leadership has at last grasped 
an essential fact--that the sheer Ulultiplication of a nation's 
destructive nuclear capability does not necessarily produce a net 
increase in its security.1/ Speaking to a q~estion as to the tlil1tary 
advantages of the limited test ban treaty, HcNama,,-a said: III ~elieve 
that the effect of the treaty to retard . . . the proliierstion ot 
nuclear weapons is very much in our interest, and increases our 
national security. Furthermore. • • I believe that the treaty will 
delay the Soviet developments in certain areas in which we ilresently 
have • • . a technological advantage, and that this will oe to our 
interest as well. ,,155 

In a conference with General Lel>lay on 19 July and in a meeting 
with all of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 24 July. President KClmedy 
urged the military leaders to ta!,e all factors into conSideration 
as they examined the limited test ban treaty. He as!~ed them to 
examine the political aspects of the matter as well as the luilitary 
aspects. Setting aside all of their previous pOSitions, the Joint 
Chiefs made a new assessment of the new treaty. They deter~nlined 
that the Soviet Union was ahead in high-yield nuclear technology, 

.- .that the United States and the Soviet Union were about even in 
intermediate range yields, and that while the United States was 
ahead in low-yield technology the Soviet Union could eaSily conduct 
underground tests to develop low-yield weapons, Lehay thoug..'lt thai.: 
the United States should develo,) a lOO-raegaton bomb. :'ut he was 
willing to accept the assurance that the AtOluic mergy COllllllission 
could develop a 50-megaton weapon without testing. Under the 
treaty, the Joint Chiefs ;'elieved that the United States and the 

.Soviet Union could make 8Dout the same rate of progress in 
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developiDg an antiballistic missile, but they agreed thaI: the 
Soviets possessed nuclear blac:<out informati.on that was not 
available to the United States. The chief· fear 01. tile Joint t.:h;i.e,(s 
was that the treaty mibht breed eu;>horia, and tlley urged that the 
United States must iuBintain an active underground testing program, 
facilities and resources necessary to institute OltUlospherlc testi~ 
without delay in casE"the Soviets abrogated the treaty, and 
capabilities to monitor compliance with the treaty. General !.e!'IilY 
~elieved that the treaty contained 14ilitary· disadvantages, ~ut ne 
was willing to accept it because of the political advantages it 
appeared to offer. "I think it might be to our eolitical dis
advantage," he said, "if we did not ratify it. 11156 

Well Defore the Hoscow con!erence drafted the limited nuclear 
test han treaty, Dr. Edward Teller, the nuclear physicIst who ha<i 
developed the l~rican H-bomb, had voiced his Delier that a nuclear 
war ought not to be considered "unthinkable. tt While such a war 
might be catastrophic, Teller urged that the United States could 
save up to 90 percent of its people by implewcnting a proper tthelter 
program. Tell.er was also confident that an effective antiwissi.le 
defense could be developed. "If we listen to those who wrongly 
staee that a next war will necessarily be lost," he warned, "we 
might easily end up living on our knees and perhaps la~er dying ln 
a war that others fight over our irJpotent bodies. "157 In 
appearances oefore the Senate Pr~paredness Investigating SUDc~~ittee 
and the Senat~ Foreign Relations Committee during AUbust 1963, 
TeUer offered numerous reasons why the liulitcd test 1.>3n treacy 
should not bc ratified, his most telling arguo."'nt being his l>e1it=f 
thell: the :.:reaty woul.d hinder United States antilt1i&sile developUlCllt 
progral.lS while the Soviets might already hiJve acquir~d the infor
mation they needed to develop antil!lissile defenses, ISo General 
.eower also l.pposed the ratification of the treaty. Based on his 
",wn interpretation of history, i'ower ;'clieved that fldisB.C'U.lalllent is 
a proven concept to get you into a w<Jr ... '. In other woras~"you 

-liave ·a·n~.Jggressoi, and'rre never attacks unless he has a victLu, 
soruebody whom he can attack and get a profit out of it .. He loolts 
[or a weak nation, a nation that dis<ll"r,IS itself. And the surest 
way to cause a war. nuclear war or any war ~.s to disarm. u159 Both 
GcnerDl Twining and Admiral Burite also a3r~ed that the nuclear test 
ban treaty had such serious military de~~~ts that it should not be 
ratified. Twining warned that the Sovi()~s might have ul8de a brea!;:
through in nuclear technology that was un~lown to the United States. 
lie. added the thought that the treaty "cre~tes an artificial re
-striction on our ab:Hity to acquire and use increased knowled6e ot 
nuclear weaponry. Artificial ceilings on n~n's acquisition of 
knowledge are unnatural. The uncertainty of not knowing whether or 
not one is behind or lOSing superiority could create Great inter
national instability. '1160 While he conceded that the treaty would 
probably be ratified, Admiral Bur~ recorded his oP?ositi,on to BUY 
test ban arrall3ement that did not permit some positive inspection 
authority.l61 
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At a press conference on 20 August, .President Kennedy noted Or. 
Teller's opposition to the limited nuclear test ban treaty and 
released the information that his own Scientific Advisory Cowmittee 
assured him that the test ban "is a source of strength to us." jo'our 
days later, the White House released an exact statement fr~n the 
President's Science AdviSOry Conwittee, which read: '~e Committee 
believes-th:lt the continued unrestricted development and exploitation 
of military technology by both the Soviet Union and the United 
States 'WOuld in time lead to a net decrease in our real security." 
After weighing all the evidence, the Senate approved the limited 
nuclear test ~an treaty on 24 September. It was formally signed by 
hesident Kennedy Oll 7 October, and was tormnt2Y proclaimed by the 
United States government on 10 October 1963. 1 

During dle winter of 1962-63 disaru~went efforts of the United 
States focused about the limited nuclear test ban negotiations, 
while another activity that would be described as "arms restraint" 
or "nounegotiated arms control" techni~lle dre~ Iiluch less public 
notice. In an address on 5 September 1962, Unde.r Secretary of 
Defense Gilpatric was reported to b,ave said that the United States 
had not placed anr weapons of tUBSS destruction in orbit and had no 
program to do BO. 63 At s disarmament s}'luposium se t~le University 
of ~achigan in hlid-December, Assistant Secretary of Defense John 
T. l-1cNaughton stated that decisions looking toward the improvewent 
of .Ultional security thr!)ugh the use of "nonnegotiated techniques" 
were "being laade today, and every day, to a large extent by the 
Defense Department in the fields of strat~~ic doctrine, force 
structure and research and developwent. l!l\) When nsl<ed to expl~in 
the meaning of lInonnegotiated arms control techniques," Dr. H<lrold 
Brown said that he considered this to be "mostly hypothetical" but 
added that "there ere situations in which tacit agreelllents, UlBybe 
not expressed even privately but just Signaled by actions. can 
improve

6
Qur securIty and improve Soviet security at the same t~." 

time ••• J. ~ 

When asired about the matter of orbiting nuclear weapons in 
February 1963, Secretary McNaulBra noted: "We haven't found any re
quirements Eor such weapons yet. We might Lind them, but we haven't. 
found any weapons to put into space that offer greater potential 
than a weapon that is 1.and-based, sea-based, or airborne. "166 Later 
that month the commander of the Soviet missile forces stated that 
the Russians could launch roc!tets from satellites at a command from 
earth, and this statewcnt produced careful evaluation in the 
Department of Defense. 167 Dr. Brown thought that there was no 
doub~ that it was technically feasible for the Soviets and ~or the 
United States to place satellites in orbit and to launch missiles 
from them at earth targets, but he did not consider that this would 
be militarily useful. The cost in thl~st of launching a large 
uiBaile-carrier into orbit would be far in excess of the cost of 
launching a payload from surface to surface; moreover, the accuracy 
of a space-based missile against an earth target would be even less 
than the accuracy that the S:tybolt missile would helve possessed.168 
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In a statement in March 1963 President Kennedy not only 

questioned the military necessity of placing nuclear weapons in 
orbit, but be a180 observed "it is a good thing to keep them out of 
the atmosphere. It Rather than to attempt to get a bilateral agree
ment with the Soviets. Kennedy preferred that the United Nations 
Gelleral AssenL>ly should handle the problem, because "other countries 
may someday have the same capability, and I think every country 
should declare that they a!:e not going to put atomic weapons in the 
atmosphere. ttl69 In subsequen.t actions in the General Assembly both 
the United States and the Soviet Union individually stated that they 
would not put nuclear weapons into outer space, and on 17 October 
1963 the General Assembly adopted a resolution by acclamation that 
welcomed the intent of the United States and the Soviet Union not to 
station objects carrying nuclear or other mass-destruction weapons 
in outer space. The resolution additionally called upon all nstions 
to refrain from orbiting weapons of mass destruction, from install
ing them on celestial bodies, or from stationing them in outer. space, 
and to refrain from causing, encouraging, or in any way partioi;pat1~ 
in the conduct of such activities. 170 . 

In the spring of 1963 Dr. Brown described the decision of the 
United States and the Soviet Union not to place nuclear weapons in 
orbiting space vehicles as a prime illustration of nonnegotiated 
arms restraint. l7l In a later continuation of the discussion of 
lithe arms restraint philosophy," Brown pointed out that ''unilateral 
restraint really has to have a quid pro quo. We do not do something 
and they must respond by not doing something, even thou~l it was not 
explicitly arranged. Otherwise, we do not proceed and not do the 
next thir.g." Brown ccnsiderlSd that the decision by the Department 
of Defense not to procure as ulBny Minuteman missiles as the Air 
Force recommended recogn.izedcilst there would be no advantage in 
deploying wore missiles. He added that this wight be cons5dered to 
be an al~ restraint decision which sought to prevent a Soviet 
reaction that would negate the ~.ited States action. He described 
Bl."mS restraint as beir-6 lithe difference between a rational arms 
race Bnd an irrational arms race. 11172 

3. Maturity of the Strategy of "Controlled Flexible Response" 

During the swmner of 1963, while the United States was--in 
Secretary McNamara's words--presenting the Soviet Union !Ian 
alternative to the cold war . • • holding the door wide open to 
proposals for lessening world tensions, for reaching agreements on 
nuclear tests, and for bringing the armaments race to a halt,"l73 . 
the Department of Defense was engaged in studies which were necessary 
hackground to the preparation of the fiscal year 1965 defense budget 
which President Lyndon B. Johnson would submit to Congress in 
January 1964. Within the Air Force a good many of these background 
studies would not be complete by January 1964, and as a result Air 
Force requirements and force levels would be actively debated out
side the Department of Defense in Congressional subcommittee 
hearings. 
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To Secretary Zucloort one of the Illajor meanillgs of the strategic 
debates and the arms limitation {Ilgreements of 1963 was that: "Anns 
eO:ltrol is now a military requirement in itself." Zuckert believed 
that the nations of thc world had found thclASelves "caught in the 
bind of feeling on the one hand that they hlUSt have lllilitary power 
to defead themselves and enforce pellce, while on the other, they 
recognize that uncontrolled use of thai: power total~'y defeat&i-).ts 
purposes.1t He conceived that: "Current military planning must pro
vide for forces not dependent upon nuclear testing o:c any other 
type of restrictions to which nations may agree. They must be 
forces which are stabilizing in effcct and not prgyocati~ either 
through vulnerability or other characteristics. These forces must 
have built-in assurance against accidental, unauthorized, or pre
mature employment, and the force structure must be adaptable to 
monitoring and inspection roles as they may emerge." A quality 
'Which Zuckert described as "crisis !ilBnagement" was closely related 
to arms control, and Zuckert described it as lithe ability to luaep 
even an -intense and long lasting international crisis from exploding 
into war, or a low intensity conflict from escalating into hi~ler 
dimensions of war. ,,174 

In putting together Air Force force requirements, Secretary 
Zuckert considered deterrence of war, general or otherwise, to be 
the primary national objective. He thought that the importance of 
the deterrent capability Bt any level of intensity was directly 
proportional to the damage to be expected at that level. Thus, the 
deterrence of general W<lr l-.TaS of primary importance, but the Air 
Force nevertheless had to llvoid being "caught with no choice but 
all-out nuclear response. II "TI.i;;;,"he said, flis what was wrong with 
the massive retaliation theory. II Other capa~ili!:ies or qualities 
had to be built into the deterrent force in order to defend and to 
preserve the United States. TIlese were: flexibility, controlled 
response, multiple options, survivClbility, damage limitation, 
maLltenance of a threshold of negotiation, and a war termination 
capability .. The maintenance of a threshold of negotiation reflected 
a determination to stop war at the lowest point 01 intensity on 
favorable teliilS, a clear undeL's tanding of wha t those telius should 
be, acknowledgement that destruction of an enemy \Vas not an objective, 
and recognition of the fact that unrestrained t-.Tarfare would neces
sal"ily be unfavorable to all belliget"ents. Tile war teliuination 
capability implied a need [or forces eha t could return to an a ttac~t 
in a degraded environment, for an ability to counter escalation with 
increased power at each higher level of intensity, for full control 
of forces at aU times, and [or an intelligence capability 'tmich 
would permit .:In Initiative in ti •. ling. Secretary Zuckert stated that 
the ten characteristics thnt he enumerated would be the objective 
criteria [or designing the i.IOSt econollll.c.:al ·Air Force structure for 
the future. l7S 
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In his init!.al 1001, at the planned and existing status ol the 
nation's strategic retaliatory forces prelilllinary to the malting of 
the fiscal year 1965 budget requests, Secretary l'!cNamara was almost 
willing to admit that the planned cOlllposite total of Air Force 
bombers and intercontinental tIlissiles and of the ;:wvy IS j,'olaris 
missiles had almost reached a point of overk;H~' although, of course, 
it was practically impossiole to be certain. Where earlier 
thinking had visualized a continuing expansion of Hinuteman missiles 
and the Air Force recommended further expansions of the Minuteman 
force level, the prospects of the Hinutemun II missile for force 
modernization caused major revisions in the Hinuteman program. 
Essentially the choice in the fiscal year 1965 progrC:1ln was whether 
to lnake a faster Hinuter.mn buildup with a slower rate of retrofit 
of the older Hinuter.\an I ulodels or to follow a slowar ra te of build
up with the more pot-'Crful and more accurate Hinutetoan II lnissiles. 
HcNau\ara accepted the latter aternative, and the fiscal year 1965 
Dudget request proposed to add only one additional i''iinuteman squad
ron (50 missiles) to the existing force levels. This brought 
Minuten\al: authorizations to a force of 1,000 I1lissiles and McNamara 
indic.Jted that, while Hinuteman II retrofitting ILlodenlizations would 
continue, any further increases i~ tae size of the force would de
pend upon world conditions. 1Tl With the increase in the Ninuteman 
force it t;,as increasingly inefficient to retain first-generation 
liquid-fueled Atlas and Tit.:ln I missiles in the Air Force's 
oper.:lting inventory. The yearly cost of maintaining the liquid
fueled ,llissiles was about $1 million per missile in comparison with 
Dbout $100,000 per missile for the Hillutcmiiu .. The defense progralll 
for fiscal 1965 therefore called for phasing out Atlas D missiles 
at Warren a.ld Offutt Air Force Bases during the year and for phasing 
out Atlas E and Titan I missiles sometime later . .L713 

~~cept [or the fact that the Air Force had reco~nended the pro
cureIilCnt of r.10re !1inuteu\an 111iss110s than the Secretary of Defense 
was willing to buy, General Lel'lay W.JS satisfied ... ith the missile 
program as represented in the fiscal 1965 defense budget requests. 
Lil~e other new weapon systems, "tIie reliability of the missiles was 
low, iJut Let-lay consIdered that enough of them had been scheduled 
ag<linst war plan targets to tal~ care of any unknown low reliability 
factor. Some unknowns in the missile program nevertheless continued 
to trouble Lel'lay. Except for the firing of a single Polaris missile 
under less than full operating conditions, no IeBH replete w~th its 
nuclear w<lrhead had ever been tested. l.'iissiles -could-~not be--test
fired from their operational silos, even without their warheads. 
Any udssile to be test fired had i::o be removed from its silo, trans
ported to Vandenberg Air Force Base, placed in another silo, and 
[ired on the Pacific range. LeHay did not believe that such a test 
program provided a realistic <lnd adequate operational test. General 
.Power was <ldditionally concerned <lS to whether the Hinutenwn silos 
were as resistant to a hostile nuclear blast as the scientists had 
~redlcted; because of the liLlited nuclear test ban treaty no actual 
test of the 111atter could be undertaken. l79 
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Despite these uncertainties General. leMay was willing to accept 
missiles as a component of the strategic' retaliatory forces, but he 
was unwilling to accept tiiem as the sole strategic capability.1SO 
With the death of the B~70 program no replacement existed for the 
B-52 'so Unlike General Power, leMay saw no benefit from starting 
B-52 production up again: it would be too expensive. On the 
contrary, he felt that as a matter of urgency the Air Force had to 
get authority to develop an acceptable advanced manned strategic 
system bnd drive it on through. "Otherwise," he warned, "I am 
afraid the B-52 is goi~ to fall apart on us before we can get a 
replacement for it ... 181 In an effort to find an alternative to the 
B-70, the USAF Manned Aircraft Systems Steering Group had set ia 
motion study contracts that were to be completed in ~mrch 1964. In 
its initial budget recommendations on 3 July 1963, the Air Force 
anticipated the study contracts and r~que!rted that $25 million be 
included in fiscal 1965 funds to initiate development, including 
program definition, of an advanced manned str<ltegic system. On 3 
September, the Office of the Secretary of Defense apprOved $15 
million for the program definition phase. By October GEmtlral Leliay 
believed that there was Ita good enough feel" on the problem to 
warrant submiSSion of a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense 
stating the general type oZ system desired. The aircraft p~oposed 
was the Advanced Hanned Precision Strike System (AMPSS). This plane 
would be smaller than the B-70, built of aluminum rather than 
stainless steel, capable of operating from short airfields, and 
able to fly approximately half of its range at high altitudes and 
supersonic speeds and then, when it reached the fringe of enemy 
radar detection, to d~scend to an altitude just above the terrain 
from which it would make attacks at high subsonic or low supersonic 
speeds. The primary armament of the plane would be highly accurate 
air-to-surface missiles, but it was to have a capability to deliver 
laydown weapons, both nuclear and conventional, of all types.1.82 

Since he ha~ approved a strategic retaliatory force level 
including 1,000 Minutell18n missiles, 656 folaris miSSiles, 630 B-52's, 
and 80 B-53 's, Secretary Hcl~ahUlra could see no pressing requireU1ent 
fo~ an advanced manned strategic system. "Now what is the role ot 
a bomber," he asked, !!after you place 1,000 to 2,000 missiles on 
the Soviet Union? ~lat have you left to mop up? . . . If it is not 
a mop up operation ,mat is the role of the bomber?" He urged that 
missiles were advantageous because: "First, ther.e is the matter of 
time to target. The quicker our retaliatory force can reach the 

.. opponent, the more chance we have of catching a substantial part 0[. 

his force on the ground . • . and the more difficult we mal~e it 
for him to plan and mount a full surprise attack. . •. Secondly, 
the missile has, because of the possibility of hardening it, a much 
greater potential for s1;rviving an em~my attack and surviving with 
a capability to apply force against enemy targets. And thirdly, at 
least for the foreseeable future, the missile has much greater 
penetration capai>i1Uy."183 Until the Air Force could u1a~~e a case 
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for the _\MPSS, ,l'1cNamara was unwilling to program money for a 
project definit:1.on phase. Instead of the $15 million originally 
approved by the, Office of Secretary of Defense, $5 million was put 
in the fiscal 1965 budget request so that the Air Force ~ould carry 
out studies which would define an operational role for the plane 
which would be acceptable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 184 In an 
immediate reclama the Air Force offered to fund the 1965 AMPSS 
effort by reducing some other part of its activity. When the Joint 
Chiefs had discussed the proposed 1965 budget with President Johnson 
in December 1963, leMay had again stated that he felt such a strong 
need for the AMPSS that he would be willing to reprogram Air Force 
money to do the job. 18S 

As the Air Force studies on the advanced manned precision 
strike system progressed, the Air Force was able to specify that it 
required $52 million for the project in fiscal year 1965, $15 
4"li11ion for l'rogram definition and the remainder to begin develop
inent of propulsion and avionics subsystems. On 20 January 1964, 
service members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended approval 
of the Air Force proposal, but the Chairman.recolmnended funding of 
only the program definition phase and withheld approval of any . 
subsystem development until more data was available. As soon as it 
could get three studies from Boeing, North American, and General 
Dynamics, the Air Force submitted the additional data on 15 February. 
After viewing this data, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, less the 
Chairman, reaffirmed their previous recon~endations. The Chairman 
held to his previous view in support of only the program definition 
phase. lB6 At the same time that the studies went forward to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staif, copies of them were also submitted to 
Secretary Zuckert for his study, conclUSions, and submission to 
Secretary McNamara with his recommendations. After a preliminary 
review, Zucloort had a number of serious questions about the opera
tional concept for the system. He specifically questioned what he 
described as General LeMay's tendency to downgrade the effect of 
hostile defenses on the ability of the proposed aircraft to penetrate 
to a target. 18l 

Although he apparently did not share the full support of the 
Secretary of the Air Force, General LeMay nevertheless believp.d 
that it was vital for the Air Force to go ahead with the advanced 
manned preCision strike system--"to leapfrog a ~ittt and avoid having 
to wait on the 1966 budget cycle. He accordingly aslood Congress to 
raise the appropriation request for a follow-on strategic aircraft 
from the $5 ['lillion specified in the fiscal 1965 budget to the $52 
million needed for program definition and advanced development. As 
presented to the House ~lilitary Appropriations Subcommittee, Le}~y's 
expanded views on the need for a strategic manned weapon system 
left little more to be said on the subject: 

The environment in which future war may be initiated, 
the method of opening hostilities, the basic character 
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of wr,the length and scope of war, and the eonditions· 
and procedures by which the war may be te~iail1Dted are 
all factors which will determine the weapons systems 
actually needed in a future conflict. But forecasts of 
war, or of the events cOl~tituting a preamble to war, 
have rarely proven to be accurate. Accordingly, any 
analysis of the potential contributions of a weapon 
systeI.l which is based upon a single concept of war is 
f9r from reliable. ~len a large number of possible 
circumstances indicate the necessity for a follow-on 
strategic aircraft system, as is the case in our studies, 
I consider that timely action is warranted to provide 
the required capability. Otherwise we will be placing 
our sole reliance upon ballistic missile £orces that 
have never reacted to eha conditions of actual war or 
even to conditio~~ which constitute a peacetime simula
tion to the wartime envirorunent. 

I am in complete agreetnent with the need for a 
modern, effective ballistic missile force as an DU
portant element of our deterrent posture. Additionally, 
a secure ballistic missile force, in concert Witi.l 
other survivable strategic forces provides the strongest 
possible incentives to the U.S.S.R. to abstain from 
attacks on the population centers of the United States, 
either in an in 4 i:ial attack or as a rational option 
duri.11& conflicts of lower intensity. 

It is impo:r:ccmt to recog,nize J ho~!ever, tos t the 
ICBH and SLBN [subliiarine launched ballistic missile] 
forces represent both the United States and SOviet 
potential for strategic nuclear warfare at the hi~~est, 
most indiscriminate leVel. The emplo~aent of such 
weapons in a crisis or lower level conflict llTould be 
an iruJppropriate response and would immediately escalate 
the situation uncontrollably, to an intenSity w~ich 
could be vastly disproportionate to the original ag
gravation. 

In my judgment, a strategic force posture which 
placed sole or principal reliance on ballistic missiles 
would deny to the future national leadership the ability 
to respond in a flexible yet unambiguous manner to a 
wide range of lesser provocations. To the extent that 
in fact it would not be credible for the United States 
to employ a total ballistic missile response to peripheral 
aggression, such enemy calculations and subsequent ag
greSSions ultimately could result in Communist domina
tion of major segments of the free world. On the other 
hand, a strategic aircraft would provide the national 
leadership with a capability to retain the initiative 
at all levels of confrontation of conflict, thereby 
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dangers of ene~y miscalculation and in
suring t we can in fact control or contest a given 
situation without high risk of a missile exchange and 
the unnecessary losses in American lives which t'lould 
result. lhis ability to respond under closely con-
trolled condi~!ons by use of discriminate force in a 
fashion which clearly transmits with it our intent to 
prevail requires characteristics available only in a 
mixed force. For this reason, I consider that a Ulix 
of ballistic missiles and manned strategic aircraft, 
in numbers appropriate to their respective tasl~, will 
remain the only appropriate basis for general war 
planning for the foreseeable future. 

A complementary mix of manned aircraft and 
ballistic missiles will continue to be essential to 
the national security for other important rCQsons as 
well. In any future conflict, we will need forces 
which can respond quicl::ly under careful national 
direction to a wide variety of unforeseen and rapidly 
changing ~ircumstances. Ballistic missiles inherently 
were designed to ~e--and remain--a single shot, ir
revocably committed weapon system. In this regard, 
the r~nned ~lement of t.he force, with its unique 
capability to react immediately to redi4ect~on, to 
exploit fleeting advantages, and to execute a broad 
range of missions, provides an effective complel!lent to 
the ballistic missile forces. 

While we are reasonably confidenttitst: we will 
demonstrate satisfacto~y ~eliability with our ballistic 
missile force, at best this will be based on relatively 
small statistical camplcs, without any substantial 
opportunity to test the force in its operational 
environment. 

l·klOned aircraft and ballistic missiles also 
complement one another in the manner ::'n Wilich they 
compound the offensive an1 defensive problems of the 

. enemy. Since the alert aircraft can be launched under 
the positive. control in conditions of ambiguous warning, 
the enemy is unable to achieve a high confidence that he 
can attack successfully a major por~ion of our strategic 
for.::e. Similarly, so long as he is faced by a lUixed 
strategic force, the enemy caunot concentrate his re-

,sources either on Am-I [Antiballistic Hissile] or i\ir 
Defense; he must dilute and divide his efforts between 
the two. Thus, a mix of U.S. strategic fcrces and attack 
options provides strong incentive for tl.le enemy to spend 

'. a large portion of his military budget on the defensive 
.. ' environment, thereby reducing ::he funds which otherwise 
would be available for offensive sy~tems to be employed 
against tile United States. 
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As ~ final pOint, I consider it important that 
the Nation have ,'1 long range, strategic system which 
can support war operations against the Soviet Union or 
engage in lasser conflicts at our determination with
cut the necessity for forward basing. In addit:Lon, 
ti.lis caoability can be exploited over and over again; 
it is not a single shot weapon system. The flexibility 
inherent in a manned aircraft system gives us the 
opportunity to provide visible evidence of ~nal 
resol~e and cetermination--as ~ did in the case of 
Cuba--to employ such forces in iuitial or follow-on 
operations which are designed to achieve an early 
conflict termination at the lowest practicable level 
of conflict, and to provide a means of policing or 
enforcing the truce, once it ~las been achieved. l88 

In his'appearances before Congressional committees in dis
cussion of the fiscal 1965 budget, Secretary McNamara was willing 
to allocat~ $5 million· so that the Air Force could study an ad
vanced bomber which he rather thought would never be built, but he 
strongly recommended against the addition of any more funJs to the 
project. When the House Armed Services Committee recoMaended that 
approxin~tely $50 million be added for study and develo~ment of a 
manned strategic wezpon system~ McNamara asked the House 
Appropriations r.ommittee not to autho=ize the money. He emphasized 
that the Air Force had not presented him any statement of concept, 
or opf'rational plan, or specifications of such a bomber which would 
inrlicate a need for it. In a future war, missileS would have to be 
employed against "time sensitive" targets; other types of targets-
troop concentrations, transportation centers, battlefield targets-
could be handled by new aircraft under development such as the TFX 
fighter-bomber. 189 In rebuttal to the suggestion that the TFX 
might serve as an advanced st:.:'ategic system, Let-lay argued that tha 
advanced fighter ~7as designe'd to be a tactical weapcn, which meant 
that it would not be able to penetrate sopltisticated defenses. It 
did not have enough space within it to carry the electronic 
countermeasures and other things that had to be employed by a 
strategic ~ircraft.190 Le~~yrs reasoning was accepted in Congress. 
"I believe," stated Representative George H. l'~hon, Chairman of 
the House Defense Appropriations Subcommittee, 'most members of 
Congress feel as I, that we cannot with prudence abandon strategic 
manned systems in the forE'seeable future. This is a risk we are 
not willing to take at this time."19l 

* * * * 
In stating requirements for continental air and missile defense 

forces during fiscal year 1965, the Department of Defense ass\mled 
that the weight of the hostile strategic threat to the, Uniteg S!:ates 
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wou~d continue toshiEt from nwnned aircraft to intercontinental and 
SU~l.ID1."ine Launched ballistic Illissiles and that, as Sec-etary dci.~a!!l:'lra 
sOlld, "the l;lain thrust oZ ••• defensive efforts in tl:~ years ahead 
should be directed to Ioleet this rising threat." As long as the 
Soviet Union continued to-pOl:lEeSS bomber., that could reach the United 
3tai:es, however, l'ici'ialttara believed that the United States IiIUSt con
Linue to IIlD1.ntain some air defenses. He also :ceasoned that the 
Soviet Union would ma!re initial attacks \-lith lllissiles Clnd then follow 
ut-' ,.;rith l!1<;,llucd !)ombers. 192 

J.)esl,ite l\hrushchev' s 00ast that bombers were good only for 
lln.1SeU,ils, General Leday ,l'nd other I.ir For::e officers doui:>ted tha t the 
Soviets \.,ould a::'andon long-ral1ge strategic aircrait. Pt:!)li-,hed in 
1902 under the editoL'ship oi' N<:rshal V. D. Sokolovsky, an 0i>en 
review oS: Soviet ,ailitary thin1;:1.n6 entitled i-lilitary Strategy in
d.i...:atcd tila:: the COilll.1Uilists saw values in avic:tion [or Ulilita1."y 
operatic'.ls. This book acknowledged that ton6-range oomtzrs were 
--'::.:l~idly t;;iving way" to interconti.le.ltal and interulediate range 

aallist1.c ul':'ssileE, but it noted: "ei course, this replacement 
p:::ocess ell'} ta:~e Ll long ti.ne, and in t~le event of war, oombers and 
l:oc~~ets \.,i11 be used Si,.lultaneously [or attacl~ing objectives lC',:eted 
in the enemy zone of.: interior and in tteaters of military operations. 
It: is all the I.lore -likely that aviation has sti.:l UCJt lost its 
comba t possibilities. The a1.",,1ing of bombers with various classes of 
Ulissiles, which are aole to strilce blm.;rs at gre."3t distances, fllakes 
it pcssible, in a numb(c of cases for them to operate beyond the 
Lan;;e of air-defense weapons and to perton} COul0at missions with 
reasonable eifectivenes5. In addition, certain &pecific missions 
(for example, attac'!~ against Ilioving targets) can Of> perfor1lled mo;:e 
succcssi"ully by the air iorce tha •. by llIissiles."193 During their 
1963 air 5hm.;r, the Sov~e1:S dir ;)layed four new aircraft, and General 
Lel;ay ur',scd that the United States must recognize that thf' RLJS~.ans 
-'arc.> riow i:>u ~lding 3,ood air;)la:les. good strategic airplanes" and that 
they had "the capability of g01.lg forward with a strong aer"nautical 
;>rogr.:lm." The Soviet Long P..an~e Air Force was ~lso eq~lipping its 
l>om:)ers "'itll stand-off rniss':'les. "OUr predictions," Lei'lay concluded, 
"arc that ti1e Russians are going to continue on with a u:.ixed force. 
lle CiJrl be wrong, but we .;ust believe that they will continue on. 11194 

At the direction of Secretary Hci.~amara, an Air Force Continental 
r'.ir Defense Study Group nade a compreht:~lf,ive survey of the problem 
of modernizing the Air Defense Command's intercepto't" force aad sub
mitted ics final report on 10 May 1963. This study examined the 
pos:::ibility of developing a new Lllproved manned interceptor (IHI) 
and of Rdapting other aircraft to an interceptor role, including ::he 
F-lll (TFX), and the C-135B,' the l~, ~ter to be an air- to-air missile 
platform. IIccording to Secretary Hcl':3mara the study showed that 
a:lY ::me of the alternative systems would provide roughly compara~le 
defenses against a fairly 'vide range of possible bomber threats tor 
about the same total program costs. Confident that th~re were a 
nUlflDtr of good choices for a follow-on interceptor if it proved .. 0 
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be needed, NcHamal."a ruled that the W?.Ji:t:1':Jei\to1: ueicnse '-Iould 
!'lrocccd \:11l:h lhe produc tion ."lad il.':)l.·oveincl~t ot existi.n~ 1 i:.;iH:crs J 

the devetOptllCnt of the F~ 1.11, ilnd 1::10 devclo[1I,lcnt of a llUllloer 01: 
suilsysteHls \,,,hich ~ili<~ht !)e needed 101." a nC\-I in&:erce!>tor. lie lI:)proved 
Il cOi'.uI,itt.:cnt of $5 Illi1l10n in the fiscal 1.%5 aud,.;et Jar studies at 
an improved ;nJl1ned inte:cceptor. :lUt ;iC considered tilat It would ,)C 
"prelrJ.:lture to I'lal~e the ciwice" in .1ir defense ii.;llters until tpc 
character of the hostile I1l<lllned :)ol!l!)cr thrctlt beC.1I1IC ',IOl."C apparellt. 
Having provided the funds thell wouLd 1)(!':I.lit.a dispersaL 01 I\ir 
l)c[ense COln.klnd fighterinterceptors'ouri1l3 l.9Gl" l'1CJa •• loLlra Ijlann~o 
no chan:;e in the manned interccptOl.' force. "He ;)elicve," he said, 
"that thi.!> force is <Ippropriate 10,,' de[cnse ~,;:linst ,,,i1.:1&: we ;>rescilt t1 
foresee as a decLinin:; Soviet !.lan.ned ')0I,lOCr iJu:eat. However, 1.1. the 
Sqviets should deploy a o<::!w lOl1lj-r."lIl,:,c uOl.IJel.·, t:ilicil ooes Llot seC;,1 
1 il~ 1y. we would have to reevalua tc tde size .hld charac ter of our 
interceptor force, and p;,JrticulDrly the need iOl: ",odc':lliz.:ltioll ... 1.9~ 

Other a i1." and mi.!>s He defense l.:equircHlcllts werc .:.J Lso 81.[ectcu 
by the r:hanging nature of the hostile thrcat. llherc ::;i.GE had in
cluded 12 di4-cction centers at its l!l.:JXi.:11U.11 !,lallHcd developUlcnt, l: 
SAGE cen::ers, 16 heavy rad.lrs, ilnd '.0 ..;Ol;)-fillel.: radars were to be 
closed in October 1963. In fiscul :%5, it WOlS p~.:11med to ~Losc 
5 ti 11 l,lore S.".GE centers in [.:Jvor of Jl! c:<[>.:ms iOll 0;' seuiinutO"ii3!:ic 
bac!:up .i.nterceptor control centers .-rt :)ril.lc r<.ld.1r :;":.:Itions. Where 
the i.ir Force ?ossesscd 19Snor.larc :', >l,ld J.GJ :Jo"tarc 3 .. !f.ssiles 0,1 

l<lunchers, Secretory Nc:i<lLI<:lr8 ;1:;.'o.)os<:U to ·)iw:;c out a 1 1. the ",'." 
uiss::.les durin:; 1%5, thus e1 ~cctin...; <1 savi.l.~ oi :;;10 .. d.U.;,on ":'n 
<lmlu.110!leratin,~ costs. :':incc :a!:C-HC1'Culcs ~nti.lircr~':t .. ;:i.~sitc:s 
could opcrilte incie!"cndcnt'.y OiS:IGS. tile :JcLC,lSC ,}c,")<Irtt,lCnt ;>laO:Kci 
to .;ontinlle the"11 but to tr<lnsJcr SO .. IC 0';' the i)<lttcrics to thc :.r,:l; 
:Iational Guard to replace olde;: ~'lC,C-,\;':I;': .:.issilcs :"~H1.'cd :)y tile 
Guard. TI1e pro~~ratn [or [(scal t9GS"c,1cratty c!.:)hasi2:cd .:111tLLi.ss.:.lc 
\-1a1.'ning iacilities, includin:; 1).[1:::·J5. o\::!r-thc-ilol."i.ZOtl l .. 1dars, a,)d a L 
!ilOrC sophi:>tic<lt€:d :)omb <Ilanl systC.,l to ;)C f,;.lt1.ed ::UJ.:;T:.i (:llIclear ("JUde.JF;, 
de tonntion detect ion and report ill:; 'iy~ teu). . iC:!3;.I;~ra"· ill~mlleu to 
kee!> the ~li!,e-X ant}~n.i~~Li.:.l<1 ... ~~,~_C!.;.1 under dcvc to;); .c,,;;, :)ut I,e su~-
::;ested once <l;3ain that :m anthlissi!.c dci.Ct\$C de;)l.oy.·;c<"t '"'QuId ;>c 

> : .... 7-

lneanin~l.ess witll0ut a stron~ civiL dc;,."cpsc ... atl.out shelter 1l1.·O~l".:11 ..• '}~ 
Because of the .::h.:ln~ed nature o[ t:1C ";o'!i~i.: .::L~,:_·a;.·t t~1&:'~ut ;:0 O:lC 
of sl.1personic a irc ra ft at,tled '-Ii t;l ::> t~hld- or i .·is~; i. '.es, talC'! ,Ur Fol.';;,! 
a(;l'eed tha t the short ran:;e 1l0l,l.:Jr<: • ··d.ss :i.l.cs ~iv)Uld ~c de lctcd ,: J.:v., 
the I\ir l)cfcnse COffirll.:lnd inventory. It pi:.;;lCu to I:etnin the ]O"I.1i·C 

!l until SOUIC decision was l.kJdc 0.1 on i:J.lroveci .',J,lllcd illtcrCe!li:Or, 
but even the l30marc B, which h,ld see"'cd co :lc\oe so L:.:lny ndv.:J,ltn...;cs 
a few years earlier, nm-l was seen (;0 ',e .l.ess desir.:l:ltc than " llC'-I 
rnanned interceptor. \1i-::1 the ildv.lI1L,:'!;:;e of hindsi"';:lt, .... 1jor Gcncl:..l;. 
R. J. Fried::lO]ll, Air Force Uirector or ,\cronp':H':c ,. .. ·oJr.-:Ls. l:'ClililL";CO 
thOlt if the Air Force had to do it over a...;ain It \rould Gee: ~ i~~e 
flexi;,1e ltl<lnned interccptor r.1 tiler ell.1;) tile rc I.a tlve ty in .. te:;l:}lc 
unmanned 1,liss iie interceptors til.') t h.1d l)\?C,l deve lO;1Cd du .. ·in,~ tile 
1950's.t97 
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~t the time that th~ Departloont oi iJe!ense budaet estLnDte& 

for fisc£} 1 'y~a1.· 1965 werei' nearing cOhlpledon, Secret£lry luckert 
wrote 11 letter to Secretary l:c;~a{/l£1r<l lnlor'\.linJ him that pro.;ress toms 
~einr:; IIUlde with the studies of an iI.:proved luanned interceptor Dnd 
that the:" I.r Force would need .1 sizable SUEIl 01 1.loney in addition to 
the $5 million study appropriation re<luest if 11: ",as co proceed 
with the deve tophlent of. an i •.• proved ttl.:mned interceptor. ~lnce 
Zuc!~ert did not consider that che t.ir FO~'ce had 1)1.·ovided au adequilce 
sul)stantiation of the necd for and operatinJ conca:>t 01.: a new illter
certor, he was not willillt; to .:ll)!>l:ovc a.l oifici~l prOJral.I challJe 
request in favor of it. General Lc.>i1ay, hm-lever, felt "luch 1:10r\! 
stron,:;1.y on the subject. When he ap:)eared before Secretnry NcN<lI:,ara 
to as~~ authority to read.:ust l.ir Force l:esearch and develo()lucnt 
funds so as to include Ll fol.lOl"-OIl 1:lo'll1ned strute~ic air<:raL't. T.e.·~a)' 
also pro:losed to usc ~40 1:11 Ulon of research and deve l.o{>l"ent lIloiley 
for the de V\! topHlCnt of an improved .. l4Inncd interccptol.·. This :'1'0,)05 .. 1 
W;JS als6 submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staif, ",ho o:.;reed that the 
.". i.l.- Focce 5:IOU1d proceed to deve lO[l tile il::l)~'oved 1.1lItlned l.ltcrcepi.:o,: 
ail·craft. 193 In his appea .. ·.J:\ce5 before Cou;jrCt:lSiOll31 {:ol.l"dttees 10 

F~bru.Jry 1964, tel-lay testiLien chat: the second •. 10St J..::)ort.J.!;: re
quire.·\eni.: of the r.ir Force <'lfter Llc 111<1,ll1ed S,cQtc.~ic a;.r~ra(t W.1S 

the dcvclo:)t,ICllt of if u.:lilncd intcr,:ci1lor o~ ~rcaU.j' i I'.:l."coscd s:lCeo 
aad 1.'<1"3c. lie ~tQted tha t llciC;tt'l' tile Fl,C no'£, t.le Tl .... \'IOutd ::'c <IS 
::~(lod rm :ntcrccr>l:or :ts .:lll espcci<.1!.l::-dcsi..,aed La, ,ll:O .IC <Js.:cd .'.01." 

DJOut :;(10 ::lilt ion to be u~cd [or cn.:;.i::c deve lO[Ij,ICllt a,ld co conti-lue 
dcvelo:l;:lCtlt ot fire-control Sy:.tCIII \'lOl':: that had ~ecn cOlltinued waell 
the F- 1.0J had beell cal\ce 11ed, ''T;,e il .. :1rove.d talUlC'd ill tercerto~, ,. 
tc:'!il:; S<.l id. ''l:ne dOHlin .. ted poss iil 1e tllcnpon sys Let.lS illl.·~cent CO.ll,li"C
:lC'n:>ive studies or air deIclIse ~1;3aLls:: the i1erOdjll.:lh:ic tlro:-eat throu.;h 
the early seventies. The aexiuil. i.ty oi.i.Ol:ded nn ai.r i.I.'lttle co"lo.:.3nou;." 
:>y this Hea[>oil, as orr-osed to current ~)'ste .. :s, is ..;J:eatJ.;t e,l1111nced 
:-'eciluse of the nIl's inherent speed, ;:illl.;e, and '-ICaron ca,)a:)! ti-
tics. "199 t-lhen they a;>pcared to,~etlJer ;>c rOl.·e the House :.l"I:lCd Service 
C<'>"Ir.ltttee, $ecretat"J 7uc'~crt did .lot su:>:·ort r.cj·.ny's re(tucst for the 
im.>roved !:ltllll1ed interceptor :)ut illS te~ld .1.;recd wIth ::':e<.:::,etary 
!k:la:nara's position that chec(. w.~" not jei; cnoa;.:,h evidence that the 
P.uss ian:; \-ICre 'm1 Idin,:: a sU'>Cl:sC'nic ;lO ... :lC,,· tu Harra.lt the il<1L:.edlate 
deve lop: ICnt 01. tilC neu iilter-cept'.)!,". 200 

* * * * 
l.Jhen the }{ouse 1\ .~:red Serv)(.'e!; '';ortl: ttee reported out the 

nP.it.lry authorization ~)i1 t i.O!' :.isc:d. yca~' 19(,5 it ·.nc1.uded J.·unds 
w!lieh Ceneral Lellay had requested ;':or hc.;inn.i.nJ tile iollo\oI-ol\ 
stra;;e;~ic weapon system .:l11d ror st.:l1:ti;l,~ the develo~),,;eilt of tile i •• \
:')ro'lcd LIo'l"lled in!:erce[ltor. 20l In.1 3u.,)r.i.sc DnilounCCI.ent on 29 
Fc:'::-wry 1964, however, t;'reuident JolmsOil ~o.: the iirst ti.I.I~ reve.J1.cd 
tilC: IJxlstcm:c or the lOll.:,;-ranJe, 1.,~lC'1-3 "i,:cl.'oit ',cin.:; developed oJ 
the Loc!(]lced !.ircra [t Cur;)ora t iO.l ullder ' .oc::.hccci ' G de:: iJl1ll tioa 
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as the 1.-11. He said that the A-ll was already undergoing testt> to 
determine its capabilities for use as a very-Ion~-r8ngeJ 2,000-illiJ.e
an-hour manned interceptor. According to later aviation reports, 
Loc~leed had secretly begun to develop the A-Il at Burbank, 
California, in 1959 for the Central Intelligence Agellcy. Profitl~ 
from X-IS technology, the A-II was ready to be&in secret fli6ht 
tests at an airfield in Nevada in 1961. Hembers of the House; r:ued 
Services COiowittee revea led thl! t they had !mown about the t.-11 when 
they had authorized funds Zor t;le 1111, but late in February the 
Senate .\rmed Services COlU!ilittee tlceepted the assurance tha t the 1,-11 
would meet Air Fot'ce requirements for an ll.lprovcd interceptor and 
refused to authorize dcvelophlCnt of tre Ull. At a press conference 
on 5 t·;arch, Secretary Hc~lalllo'lra said that: "the f.-li is an .interceptor. 
it is being developed as such, and beyond that I hllvenothing 
Curther to s~y on its use." Accepting such assurance, a Senate-House 
joint conference COlllhlittee eliminated the House recommendation (or 
$40 million for the developmcnt of an :i.&l~roved il1r::el:ce~tor lIirl.!raft 
from the fiscal 1965 military authorization bill. 202 As secrecy 
gradually cleared away the new plane was officially designated as 
the YF-12A interceptor weapon system, and comprehensive Air }-'orce 
tcst programs during 1964-65 showed that the prototype YF-l2A was 
"an air defense interccptor of the first oeder. It Whethcr the plan 
would 1>e procured and taken into the Air Defense COfilli.and active 
operath13inventory .:lw-.Jited the possi;Jility that the Soviet Union 
might deploy a .Loree of new supersonic aircraft. 203 

\·lhile cuts were I,Ulde in the ap~ropriation iJills i.o;: defense 
wi1ich they passed~ ;)cth the House and Scna~c illcluded tile ~52 lilillioH 
\"~lieh Lchay requesced for beginning tile follow-on strategic wca~'Jo.l 
sys tetn in their :}i l.'ls. :.s the House-S.:lla te Joint COl1.lerCLlCe CO'.I-

. "littee W.:lS :"cginnin:; to resolve dii:feL'ences in the two versions oj. 
t~le .)crense .\!>propriations :.ct ior fiscal year 1965, President 
Johnson in another ·sur,'Jrise .:m.louuce',lent InDde on 24 July 1964 :"'e
ve<ltcd thc successful deve 10p:.lCnt of a :.18jor new strategic aircraft 
systel:l, which he said would bc employed by the Strategic Air COILllnand. 
He deseri!>ed the system as the SR-71, stated that the develop,nent 
program had begun in February 1963, and predicted that fl.i.ght 
tes~in3 of the first oper .. tional aircraft :would Jcgitl early in 1965. 
He said that the SR-71 would "r> .. 'ovide tile stratcgic forces of the 
United Statcs with an outstandiIl3 long ra.~e reconnaiS::'-lnce 
cn,abHity" that would bc 'used during ;>eriods of .<lilita.:-y hostili
ties £nd in other situations in ""hi-ch Inilita,.-y forces may he COll

.rront~.l~ forcicJn mUi.ta;:y forces. II Gnee again it was su;'scquentiy 
revealed that the SR-71 \<13S on outZ .... owth of the Loc:dleed A-ll ~lir
craft. It would inc~ude a reconnaissnnce pod and would incor~orata 
ae .... odynamic and powerplant improveHlCnts. The filst test fl~h~ 0_ 

the SR-71 was made at lalinadale, California, in Deccml>el.' 1964. l04 
?resident Johnson r S annOUnCCi1lCnt concel-ning the ~m.-71 app.lre~t 1;.

.. ·cduced Congressional pressure on the ad .. linistration to proceed \"it~1 
the oevelopl:lent of an advanced manned strategic systetll. /IS passed 
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by Congress on 4 August, the Dcpartwent of Defense lpproprlation 
Act for Fl,scal Year 1965 contained the $52 million appropriation 
for a manned strategic .1ircraft, but the rn.'ltter of usi~ §he money 
was left to the discretion of t~e Secretary of Defense. 0 Lote in 
August the Department of Defense issued a statement noting that its 
forward planning intended to keep substantial numbers of l>ombers in 
operation 3S far .. s 1972. Beyond 1972 decisions had not been made, 
but the Department was l1la:dng advance provisions for possible ex-

. teusions of the Ufe of the 8-52, for reseelrch on new msnned strate
gic systems, and for possible stratetiic uses of rJanned systems 
a1reeldy in production. ''We will have manned bombers, and plenty of 
them," the state,ilent reported, "just as long as they are needed. ,,206 
After a meeting with :>resident Johnson, Secretary Nc:ielm<lra announced 
on 10 Hovember' 19tJ4 that the P'.cesident !lad ngreed tllat there was no 
i.mneJiate requirer,lent to be3in the develop,olent of a strategic system 
to Zollow the 3-52 but that tlle Department of Defense would continue 
to pursue research proJects which would, if the need elrose, peruit 
the United States to follow anyone 0;; three designs in prodUCing 
a new manned striite~ic weapon systeul. 207 

* * * * 
With a few exceptions the augmentation of United States ~eneral 

purpose [orces--including most of the l\nllY's combat Clnd support 
units. virtually a 11 ~.Javy units, all }l.lrine Corps units. and the 
tactical wings of the Air Force--appeared to ~e reaching ~~turity 
during 1963. In view of the expansion of United States general 
pu.:pose .cOl'C"::S. the ouild-up of forces by the HATO allies. and the 
announced reductions in Soviet 6round forces, Secretary acNamura 
could conclude in earJ.y 1964 th<.t "the forces envisiolled in NATO 
;>lans for the end of 1966. [uUy ),).'),mcd. trained, equipped, and 
pro;:>erly positionC'd, could ;lold 4111 initial Soviet attac:t on the 
centr.:ll front, usinci nonnuclear tnCaas alonc." Until tile 1966 
;>lanni.no ..;ca Is \-lere re<.lizcd, hOt<1Cver, the defense of l:;uro!lC .:Igainst 
an all-out.: Soviet attac::, evcn If the att.:lC:dnZ forces used non
nuclear weapons, would" requii:'e ::':\TO forces to respond l-liti.l tactical 
nuclear wealJons. "In sUf.1ia.:lry." HCi:amarasaid, "our requirements 
studies indicate that except in the C<lse of a liloClssive attac!~ by the 
Soviet Union or Cor,ununist ~hina, lYe, to~ether ,,,ith our allies, have 
sufficient active forces [0:':- the initiol staz.cs of a conflict, with
out imL'lediatcly resortin~ to nucleor weapons. It would, howevel.", 
be necessary to l.}obilize ~·~serve cOhl!)onellt units rapidly at the 
start of a conflict in order to provide the ndditional forces needed 
to sustain C01!1D<lt and to rcconsti;:ute the stratc3ic reSCl.-ve. ';nd, 
h1 a 11. cases, it is clear tha t u1 t ill1.1 te a 1. Ued success would be 
heavily· dcpendcilt upon achievL13 e~r,V air su?eriority and upon 
havin~ adequ.1 te a ii' and seil 1 ift. 1t_0" 

Hhile ilcll.:l"w:.:a believed that United States ,:;eneral pur~)osc 
forces h<ld to 0C des igl1cd to sUP:)Ql.·t <lilied na tions around the 
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world, he ~lso held the policy that it was "in the interest of the 
entire free world for nations thrc.:ltened by Cor.l.lunisl; attac;, 01;: 
subversion to defend themselves insofar nspossi~le without direct 
intervention by U. S. military forces. ,,209 I.t the ~!ATO Couacll. of 
Hinisters mcetinti in December 1963 he pointedly stated ti.Bt the 
United States contribution of five H-day divisions .md three separ.:Jte 
regir.lCnts was a fair share of the total western Europe defense re
quirement, conSidering the responsibilities of the United St.:ltes 
!'for furnishing the strategic nuclear forces for WiTO and [or 
supporting ~llies in other parts of the world."210 l,t ilass.:lU the 
United States had agreed to support and participate in a NATO lilulti-' 
l~teral nuclear force. but l'icHar.lBra indicated that "we arc not 
trying to sell it. If Since the strateJic ;orces of the United States 
pro'/ided essential amounts of deterrent force, he said that there 
was "no urgent military requirement" tor the multilateral iorce. 
"The force, as it is conceived of and being discussed," he noted on 
29 January 1964, '~uld have a clear military utility but its 
purpose would be primarily. in my tdnd, to incre.:lse the political 
unity aUlOng the members of ~·It\TO ... 211 

In discussion of the fiscal year 1~65 budget fro!:'1 the poLlt of 
view of the Army Chief of Staff. Genei.:ll tJheeler stated that limited 
war contingency planninti studies demonstrated that 13 divisions-
rather than the e>dstinti J.6--\Vould be the optimUl.l figure [or the 
strentith or the l,nny. But while Wheelel." I:lade it clear to his 
su;>eriors that with only 16 divisions the t.tT.ly would have to call 
up reserves sooner than would otherwise be the case, ;1e \·1.:1S willil13 
to ,Jccept the 16 active division a~ld 6 reserve division force level, 
with standby equipment sufficient to su??ly the rt!serv~ uivisiollS 
and with ellou2h consUl.;.ables to maintain 10 divisioas and their 
SUilPortin.; forces in cor.lbat bett~en D-day and the t':'r:le ,o)hen produc
tion l~nes '-lOuld be a1>le to catch up with tile r.:lte of cOlabat con
sumption. 212 In addition to this .• t'lllY strength, the j).!;J.:lrtl.iCllt of 
Defense appropriation request for fiscal year 1965 envisioned th.:ll: 
the ;'18rine Corps would continue to l.;.aintilin three cOhl~at divisionf:-
air win3s.213 . 

In putting together the defense Dud;;ei: [or ascal 1965 Sccret.:lry 
~Ic:l.:lmar.:l took a hard loo!~ at the future of the 41avy's attae::;: air
cr.:l'::t carriers. ...fter July '.965 a sufficient nUlilber or str.Jtc.:;ic 
r .• iss'.les t-lOUld be in :>lace to perhlit the c.:lrriers to he relieved of 
res,'lonsibilities for strateJic alert retalintorj missiOllS. Since 
SO:.l0 carrier Dircraft could not o~)erate at nizh~, others could not 
~ct 022 in bad treat~ler. and none of the.a could reacll their tnr.;ei:s 
u:.1less their c.:lrriers were in a r>recise opcratin:; Location, Hc~1allJc:u:a 
:'elieved that removal 0:: carrie .. " .:lircraft [rom the sin~le inte';l-ai.:ed 
o:>eration pl.:ln t-lOuld be nencficial. tYhen the c<lrrie:;."s were relieved 
frora strategic retaliatory responSibilities, they \Olould oU~'f.1ent the 
U.l-'lltcd l'1ar forces. There W.:lS little dou;'t about the utility of 
:lircraft carriel"S in <l li;-,lited W.:lr ltlission. but on the othCl." h.:lnd 
carrier task {orces were enonnously expensive. FOUl" carrie:.: tas!, 
forces lrere required to !~eep tt-lO on station. one in tne Nediterr.:lne~n 
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and one in the Far East. A tas!; force comprising two attac:c 
carriers with about 200 aircraftaboardrequfl.ced protection and 
support by more than 50 ships, the whol.~ initial cost of the force 
running as high as $5 billion and the operating costs amount in:; to 
about $1 billion a year. At the same time that ca4'rier tas:c forces 
wer.e very expensive, the increasing range of land-based tactical 
aircraft j)rauised to reduce requh-eillentsfor forward-based air power. 
Thus ,,,ith inflieht refueling F-4's and F-105's could be flown froll1 
the United States to Europe and to the Western Pacific. The F-IH 
(T~:) ''1Outd ~e .:lole to deploy to Europe without any inflight re
fueling. 214 

Based u~)on the consideratioll of the increasing ranges of land
b~sed tactical aircraft and their aoility to operate from relatively 
ullj>rell.:lredairstrlps, as well £IS the increased effectiveness of 
lorrcatal class carriers and of modern naval aircraft; Secretary 
HcNa~lClra iniormed Con24:'eSS in Janwry 196.4 that Navy programs were 
goill~ to be read~usted to reZlect SOU1e reduction intite total ulLnber 
of cUac1; aircraft carriers that would ~c in operation in the e.:lrly 
1970's. While the :l.:lVY would continue to operate 15 attad. carriers 
for the next several years, it would be:;in to 4'eadjust its !t3craft 
procurel.lent to emphasize a non-nuclear lL:1ited tiar mission. .. 
NcNaIa3ra accordingly elimi.l8ted the attack aircraft carrier that the 
Navy had requested funding for in fiscal year 1965 at a cost of $410 
nlil1 iOll, and he added seven escort ships and four a~tack Cilr~o 
ships to the Navy budget at a cost of $340 raillion. 16 

In a candid discussion of the Department of Defense projection 
for reducing the sc-rength of attack aircraft carriers, Admiral 
David L. NcDonald, the new Chief of Naval Operations, stated early' 
in 1964 that such ''might be the secretaI7 of Defense's plan" but 
that it was "not the Navy plan today. ,,21 '. McDonald judged that a 
force of 15 attack carriers--with nine in the Pacific and six in 
the Atlantic--was a "best estimate of naval requirements for force 
deployments in support of limited war contingency plans." While 
t-IcDonald was willing that the attack carriers should be released 
from a general war alert, he urged that carrier aircraft should 
continue to possess general war capabilities for employment in a 
possible er~rgency. '~e rost-initial strike potential of the 
carrier," he asserted, "is of vital 1l8tional importance in general 
war. Follow-on precision air strikes, based on reconnaissance, 
requests for support :i:rom beleaguered ground forces, and prevention 
of third force usurpation following an initial exchange in general 
war are the types of aeneral war tasks for which the attack carrier 
is suited. Survivability considerations indicate that carrier 
dec!~ may be the most secure means of providing for follow-on 
general war offensive .-:Ind reconnaissance requirements. uZ18 

Whi16 the Navy apparently questioned the Department of Defense 
plan to reduce its number of attack aircraft carriers, it began to 
make plans to revamp the aircraft carrier complement to accomplish 
a limited war role. A Navy study completed in Y~y 1963 indicated 
that existing attack airel .:ft that had been conceived in the late 
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1940's and designed to carry single nuclear weapons would not tt1eet 
the demands of limited non-nuclear war. It accordingly recommended 
the development of 8 new visWll light-attack (VAL) aircratt, which 
would oe 5uosonlC but would have a long loiter time and would carry 
a large conventional bomb load. Since the VAL would cost only about 
one-th:li:O as much as the TFX it could be purchased 1n larger nWllbers. 
It would not be able to penetrate strong enemy defenses, but the 
Navy concept of operations visualized that a tasle torce would move 
in on an objective area and rolr back hostile defenses with pre
liminary air strikes. Zl9 Requests for proposals on the developruent 
of the VAL were released to contractors on 29 June 1963, and, with
out addressing the Joint Chiefs of ::itatf on the matter , the Navy 
secured approval trom the Department of Defense for a reprograming 
action for the development of the VAL (which would subsequently 'be 
designat~d as the A-7Corsair II) with fiscal year 1965 budget 
funds. 2ZO At the start of the VAL project, when Secretary NcNamara 
asked if the Air Force wished to participate in it, General leMay 
examined the concept of the ~fJecialized aircraft and concluded that 
the Air Force would not advance its capabilities by buying a new 
aircraft with reduced performance,characteristics. ''We feel," LeNay 
said, "the .TFX is the best airplane to buy in this category in this 
time period by far; by any criteria you want to measure, cost 
effectiveness, perfonnance, capability, everything, it is a better 
airplane. ';221 General \.Jheeler also initially announced that he 
could not support the VAL, or "a specitic and optimized close support 
aircraft." While the VAL would doubtless cost less per individual 
item and would be a bc.tter close air support vehicle, it would not 
be versatile for the performance of air superiority and long-range 
interdiction missions. According to General Wheeler, an Army staff 
study showed that, in terms of specialized tactical air squadrons, 
the employment of an optimized close support aircraft would be 
extremely costly. Wheeler therefore held lithe position that the 
Army would stick with the Air Force as regards using high perfor
mance aircraft in the Tactical Air Command. ,,222 In a justification 
of the Department of Defense position on the VAL, however, lJr.llrov;n 
pointed out: "One will always want a large number of cheaper air
craft, as well as a small number of expensive pircraft to do more 
difficul~ roles. The TFX could do more difficult things than the 
VAL, but in many ca~es one will not want to use it, oec8use the 
requiremeat doesn't demand either that high a perfonnance aircraft 
or that expensive an aircraft. "223 With the passing of time, the 
Air Force accepted this logic. It began to participate in the 
development of the Ling-Tempo-Vought A-7A in 1965, and the aircraft 
would be progr3mmed for procurement as a Tactical Air Conunand 
replacerr.ent. 

As foreshadowed by planning for the fiscal year 1965 budget, 
th~ shape of the future tactical air forces was related to the 
characteristics of new tactical fig~ers, the bJsing concepts to be 
used by tactical air units, and the capabilities of airlift forces 
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to support rapid worldwide deployments. Concerned with building 
adequate air support if the Anny was to engage in a sustained non
nuclear conflict, the Air Force pressed during interdepartmental 
hearings on the fiscal 1965 budget for an expansion from 21 to 25 
tactical air wings. McNamara authorized 24 tactical air wings, but 

-he hdicated that there would be no over-aU expansion of tactical 
air strength. Thus the Air Force woul~ have to use personnel from 
inactivatedB-S7 and KB-50 squadrons and from F-I02 air defense 
squadrons that would be withdrawn from Japan and Europe to build up 
its tactical fighter resources. As for aircraft the tactical 
fighter wing expansion would be initially managed by retaining F-IOO 
fighters in the active force longer than had been planned. The 
Air Force had. already bought all the F-105's it would prccure, and 
orders of F-4 aircraft in fiscal 1965 would be stretched out in order 
to attain the most modern modifications of this p!ane. Given initial 
procurement of the F-lllA during fiscal year 1965, the Air Force 
eventuaUy- pl.anned to convert the squadrons equipP'!d with F-IOO, 
F-IOl, and F-105aircraft to F-lllA units. Although the planned 
conversion of the 14-squadron RF-lOl and RB-66 tactical reconnais., 
sance force to RF-4C's had lagged, the Air Force planned to continue 
this program and to c.xpand the tactical reconnaissance force as it 
might be authorized by acquiring RF-lll's.224 The tactical air 
force level also included five Mace A and one Mace B tactical missile 
squadrons in Europe and two Hace B squadrons on Okinawa: these 
squadrons were admittedly vulnerable to surprise attack, but they 
would continue in the tactical air inventory.225 

In a study entitled "Jet l\ge" puolished in Novem;,er 1956, the 
Tactical Air Command had proposed that all tactical air wings be 
returned crom oversea bases to stations in the United States and 
that rotational squadrons from ~he redeployed wings should serve 
six-month tours at oversea bases. This forward-looking concept had 
been only partly accepted because it placed heavy demands upon scarce 
air refueling capabilities and because some tactical aircraft were 
not suited for aerial refueling. The F-102 iriterceptors, for ex
ample, had to De stationed overseas because they hc!.ed aerial re
fueling capabilities. 226 Early in 1963 the Air Force was better 
able to update its oversea deployment planning. All-purpose F-105 
tactical fighters could rapidly be deployed overseas, and conversion 
of otiler wings to versatile F-4C aircraft would begin during the 
year. Roth bec2use of increasing al!ied air defense capabilities 
and of the growing ability of the Tactical Air Command rapidly to 
reinforce threatened areas it would be possible to redeploy F-102 
interceptor squadrons from Japan and Europe during< 1964. In 
February 1963, General Le~~y directed the preparation ofa study 
designated "Clearwater," which envisioned a dU3l forward .. and rear
basing concept for tactical air wings. Rotational tactical fighter 
squc::drons would operate from dispersed and moderatE:' ~r-hardened air
fields in Europe and in the Far East, while rear bases in the 
United States would accommodate the main bodies of the wings. The 
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consolidation of e}:pensive and vulller~ble heavy Itlaintenallce 
facilities at rearward bases t~ould.,dd to security, and !:iecretary 
HcNamara also hoped that: the concept would Bresult in lll.:mpower, 
spare parts, and foreign exchange s.:Jvin,3s."227 

The fe.:Jsibility of the Clearwater concept, and the possibility 
that both t\rmy and t\ir Force units Iflight beheld in the United 
States and rapidly deployed overseas,was closely related to the 
capa:)ilities of the airlift: and sealift progr~m packase. In a test 
of the United States Strike COllunand' s ability r.:Jpidly to reinforce 
NATO with an .:mnored division .:md tactical air units, the Hilitary 
Air Transport Command lifted the 2d Ar,,\oi."cd Dlvision [rom Texas to 
Rhein-Nain t\ir Base, Hest Germany, in a period of 63 hours beg il1-
nin~ on the morning of 22 October 1963. .\s a j>.:Jrt of the same 
"Big Lift" exercise, the Tactical Air Com.-:l<lnd deployed three 
squadrons of fighter aircraft and a cor.l!1osite tactical air recon
naissance force to Europe with an avera;;e de!'loyrdent time of 7 
hours per aircraft. 228 In an infol.,"),I.1l COhl..lent on "Bi:; Lift, II 
General LeHay pointed out: "Our ability to deploy such forces 
rapidly will permit us to reduce Sor.1C of OUi..· .o.'erse.:l tactical units 
,~ithout lessening our ability to meet our conimitments 1n those 
areas."229 III an implementation of the Clearw<lter concept during 
1964 the t\ir Force redeployed F-102 interce!ltor squad.:ons [rom 
Japan and from Euro!,e, and it also at>plied the concept to troop 
carrier activity in Europe. EHective on 1 t\pril 1964, the United 
States t\ir Force in Europe transferred its 322d Air Division and 
the t'!kl:lagen~l,t of the theater tBctic.:ll airlift force to the Hilitary 
Air Tr.:lnsport Service. Concurrently tile 317th TrOOi) Cnrrier Wing 
and its three C-130 squ~drons \-1';:1:(: reaaslijned i.:o the Tuctical ,'.ir 
Conuiland and were rede!,loyed from Euro~e to Loc],iJourllc /.ii· Force 
Base, Ohio, during Hay aId June 196{~. _30 

l.t the same t~_mc that tlBi;; Li.i:'t" provided <l test [or the 
Clearw.:lter concept it also provided a ched, upon the progress lleing 
made in modernizing the airlift portion of tile Department of Derenne 
airlift and se.:llift forces. Hithin the Nilit.:lry />ir Transport 
Service t~e major developr,1Cnt duria;; 1963 Has tl1e factol'y roll-out 
of the first turi>ofan-powcred Cll~lt', in AUJust and its successful 
maiden flight on 1.7 DecemJer 1963. :.ble to span aay ocean non-stop 
at high subsoni.c cruise speeds, thls hc'-lV'.1 c~rgo plane 'l>rolnised to 
be a ereat enhancement of the HATS cap.:lbi lity. Thus in flying Big 
Lift, HATS employed 202 transport ;Jircraft, nnd even though the 
accomplishment of the deplo)'!'lcnt H~1S nuln:t.:mti;]l i-laJor General Glenn 
R. Birchard, Vice Commander of :·:ATS, poL-.ted out that t·11th aeto] C-JAl 
Star Lifters a movement cOr.lpar.:tblc to niJ Lift could h.:lvC been 
accomplished '~ith 100 aircraft in only 20 ilours. 231 In an airlift 
program chan~e reflecting thesuccess.Lul dcvelopl.lent of t11e C-l4l, 
decisions were made in t~le fiscal )'ear 1965 ,defense budget to cut 
orf t,~o IDteprogrDl~l C-130 ::;quadrol1::; COi'll,l.i.tted to HATS, to divert 
the 40 C-l35' s thDt HATS had been given .(or inceri;,l llIodernization 
to othel: uses, and to add C-ll~l' n to the Hl'. TS inventory. to/hen HNrS 
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was equipped wi'th C-1..41's, all C-1.30 aiz-craft would be transferred 
to the Tactical Air COlllmand, thus providing the Tactical Air COIClinand 
with a modern'four-engine troop carrier aircraft that would have 
ocean-spanning abilities. In order to compensate for the loss of 
airlift capacity resulting from the cancellation of the two squadrons 
of C-130's and the phase-out of the C-135's, ol-d C-124 aircratt would 
be held in the NATS 1nventory longer than had been previously 
planned. 232 ' 

In its design phase the C-141 hod been \·lell conceived, but with 
the passing of. time it was eV1dent that 'a still larger "outsize" 
cargo transport would have to be developed. When the Army and the 
Air Force had laid out the design criteria tor the C'-14l, the ArlllY 
had been planning on liulitlng wost of its requirements for air 
mobility to tQe characteristics 01 thcequiplllcnt possessed by an 
airborne division. By 1963 the !rmy \ .... ished t'o- be able to transport 
all types of divisions ~y a,ir, and this H:eant that.:! large proportion 
of Army equipment would not Ht within the cargo hatch of the (;-141. 
By l~/O, moreover, the Air Force \iould also require an outsi.ze cargo 
plane that could replace the old C-t24's and ~-133Is. In order to 
meet ootn requirements the Air Force posed the need for the develop
ment of a new cargo exper1mental heavy logistics support (CX-HLS) 
aircraft, but in the winter of 1963-64 Secretary L'1c~iamarawas un
willing to endorse the project until all possIble solutions for the 
problem had been explored. He ' .... ished to examine various alternative 
actions such as a modification 0.1: the C-l4l, the dismal1tling of large 
cargo items, the pl.'epos it ioning of equipment, or the rcdes ign of 
items of e-!uipment that would have to be tnlOsported by air. By 
February 1964 the Air Force had aoout convinced dcNamara that none 
of the alternatives were practical, but he still wanted ltlore study. 
He theretore conunitted about $10 "Jill ion frol,l his fiscal year, 1964 
e;nergency fund to a CX-HLS study project. 233 After a very complete 
program detinition study the D~partment of Defense would accept the 
case 'for a very large transport aircraft, and in 1965 the Lockheed
Georgia Company would win the C-5A development contract. The C-5/\ 
would have about three times the work capacity of the (,;-141, and 1t 
would be able to move heavy mechanized infantry and arlnored 
divisions ... I;:omplete ~lithtanks, truc:<s, artillery and cOl11bat . 
supplies.L.34 

* * * * 
With the completion of the fiscal' year 1965 l~ational Defense 

budget, the Kennedy-Johnson-Hcl-lamara administration had effected the 
fourth successive revision of the Inilitary torce ievels of the 
United States, and the shape of these force levels was indicative of 
the !<ind of military strategy that the New Fronter lilcant to continue 
into the future. Writing unofficially in Foreigniiffai'rs in April 
1964 shortly after he had left the post of Deputy Secretary of 
Defense, Roswell L. Gilpatrick outlined the proportions and charac
teristics of the military program that he conceived would ltlCCt the 
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defense needs of the United States in the decade of the 1970's. 
Based upon the assumption that the detente between the United States 
and the Soviet Union would continue, Gilpatric predicted that the 
military forces of the United States would be shaped as follows by 
1970: 

Strategic retaliatory forces. A deterrent force, 
consisting only of hardened and dispersed land-based 
and sea-based missiles, with all of the vulnerable, 
earlier-generation missiles deactivated and all manned 
bombers'retired from active deployment. Such a force, 
comprised of weapons systems invulnerable to surprise 
attack. would be capable of destroying the centers of 
Soviet and Chinese Communist society. 

Continental air and missile defense forces. Only 
warning systems, such as the big ballistic missile 
detection and tracking radars in Alaska, Greenland and 
Scotland" and the current generation of surface-to-air 
missiles systems for tactical deployment' would be main
tained. Manned interceptors with their ground-control 
counterparts and all other bomber defense and warning 
systems would be phased out unless the Soviets changed 
their presently indicated intention of concentrating 
their strategic power in missiles. There would be no 
production or deployment of anti-ballistic-missile systems 
in the absence of Soviet moves to proceed beyond ex- -
perimental installations of such systems. 

Reconnaissance forces, Both aircraft and satellite
based reconnaissance systems would be retained and im
proved to take full advantage of state-of-the-art 
developments, so as to provide the United States at all -
times with a world-wide capability for the collection 
of both strategic and tactical intelligence. 

General-purpose forces. No significant changes 
would take place in this category except-for a reduction 
of Army divisions that might be withdrawn at some stage 
from Korea or from Europe (if a decline in the Soviet 
threat allowed). The remaining Army ground forces and 
the existing Marine divisions, with presently planned 
air support and airlift (consisting of all the Tactical 
Air and Hilitary Air Transport units, plus the Marine 
Air Wings), wO',lld be needed to deter or counter threats 
of aggression not directly inspired or supported by the 
U.S.S.R. The bulk of the U.S. forces now assigned to 
the Pacific Co~nand are there primarily to meet the threat 
from Communist China ~nd her satellites, plus Indonesia. 
Hence, in the eVent of a detente with the Soviet Union 
alone, it would not be safe to reduce U.S. force levels 
in the Pacific. 235 
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Although Gilpatric had played an important role in the re
shaping of United States defense posture after 1961, his views in 
April 1964 could not fairly be said to be precisely ~ynonymous 
with the forward planning within the Departtnento[ Defense. In 
August 1964, however, Secretary I1cNamara looked'backward at the 
record of the Kennedy-Johnson administration and provided a 
brief analysis of the defense strategy which had come into beinz. 
"We believed," NcNamara said, "in Q strategy of controlled flexible 
response, where the military force of the United States would become 
a finely tuned instrument of national policy, versatile enough to 
meet '-lith appropriate force the full spectrum of f)ossible threats 
to our national security from c:;uerrilla subversion to all out 
nuclear war ...• Develop; .. ent of the greatest military power in 
oWilan history--witha capability to respond to every level of 
conaict--is !:>eyond question the nlost sigLlificant achleveUlent; in 
the defense establishhtent during our years in ofiice."236 
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CHAPTER 13 

THE AIR FORCE IN A CHANGING DEFENSE ENVIRONMENT 

1. Centralization of National Security Hanagement 

'~e must improve the administration of our defense agencies, 
and we must do so without deley," stated Sena.tor John F. Kennedy 
on 14 September 1960.1 Durin5 his successful.presidential campaign, 
Senator Kennedy and the men who would occupy key positions in his 
administration voiced concern about delays in missile and space 
programs which were attributable to an inability of the ex-!.sting 
organizational .. tructure of' the national government to provide quick 
and definite decisions on matters of critical importance. "Over a 
oeriod of time ••• ," Secretary Dean Rusk would later...explain, "we .. 
had felt that much of the committee machinery left d~ngling and 
hidden vetoes allover town and that this tended to slow down 
operations rather considerably."2 While the presidential campaign 
was still underway, Senator Kennedy asked Senator Stuart Symin6ton 
to organize a committee to report to him regarding legislative and 
executive measures that should be taken to obtain an adequate 
national defense, and a few days after his election Kennedy 
requested Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner to head an ad h££ study committee 
on national space requirements. 3 Shortly after assuming office in 
January 1961,President Kennedy's administration und€rtook changes 
in the National Security Council, in the national organization for 
space exploitation, and within the Department of Defense. 

* * * * 
Even though it was established by the National Security Act of 

1947 the National Security Counci:'.. was, in the words of Robert 
Cutler, "a vehicle fox:' the PresiJent to use in accordance ~ith its 
suitability to his plans for conducting his great office." Brought 
into being by Cutler white he served as Special Assistant to 
President Eisenhower for National Security Affairs, the NSCPlanning 
Board was composed of representatives of the members of the National 
Security Council and served as the principal body for formulating 
and transmitting policy recommendations to the Council. Established 
by executive o~der in September 1953 the NSC Operations Coordinating 
Board was composed of deputies to the principal members of the 
National Security Council'and had the responsibility of translating 
approved NSC policies into operational directives. 4 

In the late 1950 I S the institutional framework of the National 
Security Council was the subject of criticism. As has been seen, 
General Taylor charged: "The National Security Council has not 
come to grips ~ith the funcamental defense problems and has failed 
to produce clear-cut guidance for the armed forces."S Speaking as 
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a defense analyst in Septemper 1959, Paul H. Nitzesuggested that 
President Eisenhower's dependence upon the National Security Council 
for policy formulation as well as for advice in making decision£ 
may have been "wrong in theory and abortive in practice." Nitze 
urged that the NSG Planning Board worked under the "full pressures 
of in'terservice and interdepartmental rivalries" and made compromises 

,even in the gatherir.g of information. The concentration of 
responsibility for formulating new national poltcy ideas in the 
National Security Council, moreover, 'clieved the executive depart
ments of a full sense of their responsibility for such work and 
tended "to cut off cross-fertilization of ideas between the depart
ments and the services. fl6 On 12 December 1960, Senator Henry M. 
Jackson's Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery of the Senate 
Committee on Government Operations recommended that steps be taken 
to "deinstitutionalize" and "humanize" the National. Security Council 
process. It criticized the NSC Planning Board as an agency that 
tended to overshadow the National Security Council but nevertheless 
usually provided a means only for negotiating "agreed positions.'" 
The subcommittee found good reason for abolishing the NSC Operations 
Coordinating Boare, and assigning the responsibility for imrlementing 
policies cutting across departmental lines to a particular department 
or to par~icular action officer, possibly assisted by an informal 
interdepartmental group.7 

In conversations befo~ they took office, Secretaries McNamara 
and Rusk agreed to foster and sponsor a close relationship of all 
echelons within the Departments of Defense and State. ' While the 
program was not intended to replace informal day-to.-day contacts at 
working levels. Rusk and ~'~Namara soon expanded a State-DefE''1se 
exchange program whereby . J:ceie:1 Service officers were detailed to 
politico-military offices in the Defense Department and an equal 
nu:-' er of tnilitaryofficers and Defense civilians were assigned to 
tours in various offices of the State Department. "There are no 
curtains, iron curtains, paper curtains, or any other kind of 
curtains," McNamara announced in August 1961, "between the Depart
ments on any echelon. On a day-t;o-day basis, this results in 
expeditious action, and I believe an entirely satisfactory working 
relationship at all echelons. "8 

Acting within his executive prerogative, President Kennedy 
named McGeorge Bundy as his Special Assistant for National ~curity 
Affairs, but he preferred to rely mainly upon personal conlacts with 
his cabinet officers and upon task forces to accomplish interdepart
mental policy plann~ng and coordinating. In order to rid the 
National Security Council of its formalized institutionalism, 
Kennedy abolished the NSC Planning Board and the NSC Operation$ 
Coordinating Board effective on 19 February 1961. Where the National 
Security Council had held weekly meetings under President Eisenhower, 
President Kennedy preferred to call NSC meetings o~ly after deter
mining that a particular issue was ready foriiscussion in sucl:l a 
forum. Much of the policy business that forme.ly flowed through the 
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weekly NSC meetings was settled in other ways--by separate meetings 
with the Pl!esident, by letters of memoranda, and at levels below that 
of the President. A weekly meeting in the Executive Office of the 
President, attended by the Under Secretary of State and the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense among others, served as a regular point of con
tact which kept officials of the two departments in close touch. 
When specific national security problems arose, the President assigned 
the responsibility for preparing a plan of action to a particular 
department or individual, who became responsible for obtaining the 
view~ of all interested agencies. When common views were not forth
coming, no effort was made to find a common denominator but the 
divergent positions were submitted to the President. When Kennedy 
approved policy guidance he also assigned responsibility for its 
implementation to a specific department or individual and used the 
NSC staff or the White House staff to check the follow-up action. 
Most frequently, the departments or individuals vested with respon
sibility for handling problems assembled intergovernmental teams or 
task forces, usually on a short-term basis. Both McNamara and Rusk 
considered that the new procedures were advantageous. Speaking of 
the President, McNamara said: "It is my belief, under this new 
system, he is confronted with more alternatives and more differences 
in point of view than under the old." Rusk pointed out: "Since 
the authority for the task force stems directly from the President 
or other high officials, there usually results added urgency and a 
more thorough consideration of the problem than would otherwise have 
been possible."9 

When he took office Secretary McNamara considered that one of 
his "first objectives was to establish a close relationship both 
personally with Secretary Rusk, and also formally and officially at 
all levels of the Defense Department, with corresponding levels in 
the State Department,1I but he emphasized that: "I feel that my 
channel of authority runs directly to the President. And I wouldn't 
accept from the State Department ••• advice which I didn't feel 
was good advice."lO The new pOlicy-making procedures nevertheless 
met the criteria that McNamara believed essential for national 
defense decisions. "Secretary McNamara and I believe," stated 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric, "That it is imperative, if 
we are to have a defense adequate to meet the needs of this nuclear 
apd space age, that decisions be made as promptly as possible. We 
do not feel that important decisions affecting the national security 
of the United States can be deferred pending attempts to work out a 
~ vivendi which will be satisfactory to everyone. Once you try 
to compromise the positions of competing interests, you water down 
the solution to a point where we believe it cannot be as effective 
as it should be~ttll Speaking for himself, Secretary McNamara described 
his basic management philosophy. "It is a philosophy," he said, 
"based on a decision pyramid and a system of administration in \.;rhich 
all possible decisions are pushed to the bottom of that pyramid. 
But for intelligent decisions to be made at the bottom of the 
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pyramid there must be a framework 'within which those decisions can 
be made. Basic policies must be established against which a decision
maker in the lower levels can compare his decision and gain some 
confidence that he is acting in accordunce with a pattern of decisions 
elsewhere in the organization. This will lead to unity and strength, 
rather than an imbalance, which can only lead to weakness. And it 
is the establishment of these policies that can only be done at the 
top."12 

The reorientation of the machinery for making national security 
decisions promised closer relationships between the foreign and 
military policie.s of the United States, but it caused some concern. 
Thus some Senators questioned the wisdom of President Kennedy's 
personal instruction that the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
would consider politica 1 as , ... ell as military aspects of national 
problems. The Joint Chiefs, hm ... ever, apparently accepted the 
realism of the instruction. lilt is impossible," Admiral Anderson 
noted, ,"for us in the world in which we live, the environment in 
which the Joint Chiefs of Staff live, completely to divorce them
selves from the political and the psychological factors. "13 In 
the spring of 1961, Fortune magazine editorially feared the influence 
that was being exercised by the cross-department group within the 
New Frontier: the magazine was alarmed at the prospect that this 
group--which it called the "Technipols"--would fix strategy and 
monopolize the direction of military concepts, thereby reducing the 
influ~nce of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 14 

The fear that the National Security Council and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff would lose their influence over national military 
policy was further aggravated on 26 June 1961, when President 
Kennedy, in the wake of the Bay of Pigs incident, announced that he 
was recalling General Maxwell Taylor to active duty as Military 
Representative of the President. A wnite House statement emphasized 
that General Taylor would have no command authority but would advise 
the President on military and intelligence matters. Speaking of his 
relationships with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and of his duties, 
Taylor subsequently said: "I am definitely not over the Chairman, 
I am not over any of the Chiefs. I am an individual adviser to the 
President outside of the channel of command, and so far as I know, 
the only person I can issue orders to is the aide who sits outside 
of my off~ice ."15 Both Secretary McNamara and Secretary Rusk 
minimized the effect of the Taylor appointment. "General Taylor," 
Rusk explained, "is a personal adviser to the President on military 
and intelligence matters and he effects a close liaison with the 
two agencies principa lly engaged in those two fields. • • • The 
chief role which the advisers in the w~ite House play is that of 
liaison and assistance in the preparation of papers and agenda of 
meetings. They do not operate as independent1"'6licymakers. "16 
Effective on 1 October 1962, President Kennedy named General Taylor 
to succeed General Lemnitzer as Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and allowed the position of Military Representative of the 
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President to lapse. Although it was difficult to question the 
prerogative of the President to name his own personaladvisr.~s, 
Brigadier General J. D. Hittle, USMC (Ret.) Fnd an expert un military 
staff procedures, nevertheless challenged the need for a presidential 
military advisor. "It is conceivable," Hittle thought, "that there 
is a constructive role for one to perform in the position. • • but 
I could visualize ••• that ••• it could develop into an agency of 
defense planning, strategic authority; and military advice, com
pletely outside of and in contrad~ction to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
system which is established, and deliberately so, by Congress in 
law. "17 

Under the Eisenhower administration the annually-issued Basic 
National Security Policy paper provided the basic guidance for the 
preparation of national defense budgets, but the Kennedy administra
tion reportedly arrived in office with the belief that these papers 
had represented such generalized and compromised viewpoints as to be 
inadequate as statements of strategic concept. IS Secretary Rusk 
also questioned the worth of generalized planning. "We felt," he 
said, "that general planning was not of too great utility. It was 
important in terms of the education of those who were to make 
policy decisions, and for the background" alternatives, and general 
orientation of policy. The most effective planning, however, is 
that focused rather particularly on a situation or on a developing 
crisis or any idea on foreign policy."l9 In May 1961 the Department 
of Defense indicated that a basic national security policy paper 
would be prepared for guidance in the preparation of the 5-year 
force package projections, but the paper was not cO!'1pleted and, in 
the end, Department of Defense directives about force structure and 
the concept of multiple options ultimRtely provided guidance for 
forward planning. 20 In the absence of a policy paper, Presidential 
addresses--particularly Kennedy's message to Congress on 28 March 
1961--and other statements by key administration officials provided 
guidance on national security policy.2l 

* * * * 
Du~ing his campaigns for the presidency in 1960, Senator 

Kennedy promised to move the United States into a position of pre
eminence in space, but he urged that the immediate national objective 
in space was to achieve an adequate deterrent missile force. He 
expressed the belief that at least a part of the difficulty in the 
management of defense missile progr<::ms stemmed from distractions 
caused by vast new space programs, and he accordingly announced that 
he would m~ke good use of the National Aeronautics and Space Council 
for adviCe on the implementation of plans and for coordinating 
government space activities. 22 

At Kennedy's request the Wiesner Ad Hoc Committee on Space 
provided an analysis of the national space situation as well as 
recommendations for the future in a report which President-elect 
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Kennedy released on 11 January 1961. The Wiesner committee pointed 
out that the new National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
wished to establish a potentially-duplicative in-house research 
establishment and asserted that there was a general belief in 
aviation circles that NASA's preoccupation with space development 
had all but halted experimental work in the theory and technology 
of aerodynamic flight. The Wiesner committee al~o stated that the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force were competing in space research and 
development, since under the Department of Defense directive of 
18 September 1959 the services were permitted to undertake study 
efforts and laboratory experiments at moderate costs without the 
approval of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. Thus 
in December 1960 the Navy made an uncoordinate4 announcement that 
it was initiating a series of new communications and reconnaissance 
satellite programs. Uncoordinated speeches and press releases 
relating to preliminary study projects generated industry-sponsored 
activity and frequently caused NASA to believe that the Department 
of Defense was not keeping faith with existing agreements. 23 

After pointing up the areas of weakness in the national space 
organization, the Wiesner committee based its recommendations on its 
belief that there were five principal motivations for a vital, 
effective, national space program: 

First, there is the factor of national prestige. 
Second, we believe that Some space developments 

in addition to missiles, can contribute much to our 
national security--both in terms of military systems 
and of ::>rms-limitation inspection and control systems. 

Third, the development of space vehicles affords new 
opportunities for scientific observation andexperimenl; . . . . 

Fourth, there are a number of important practical 
non-military applications of space technology •••• 

Finally, space activities, particularly in the 
fie Ide of communications and in the exploration of our 
solar system, offer exciting possibilities for inter
national cooperation with all the nations of the world. 

Believing that the United States was lagging in the development of 
missiles and space technology, the Wiesner conunittee stated an 
urgent requir~ment for more effective management and coordination. 
It specifically recommended that the National Aeronautics and Space 
Council should be made an effective agency for managing the national 
space program; that a single responsibility be established within 
the Department of Defense for managing the military portion of the 
space program; that a vigorous, imaginative, and technically 
competent top management be provided to NASA; that then&tional 
space program should be reviewed and redefined in terms of 0.10 years 
of experience in booster programs, manned space flight, the military 
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uses of spate, and the application of space technology to civilian 
activities; and that organizational machinery should be established 
within the governm~nt to administer an industry-government-civilian 
space program. 24 

As Secretary McNamara began to examine management organization 
within the Department of Defense he determined that studies made of 
broad administrative, organizational, and man~gement problems had 
generally been acc.,;mplished by ~ hoc boards. Believing that some 
single Department of Defense activity ought to be c)n~erned with 
continuous respensibil~ty for organizatienal and management planning, 
McNamara established an Offlce of Organizational and Management 
Planning Studies under the f;eneral Counsel to' conduct systematic 
research on such preblems. Th,is small office was immediately 
directed tc review the military organization for research and 
developmp.nt ~n space, and af~er ~onsultations with the Director of 
Defense Research and Engineering,dnd officials in the individua~ 
military services it drew up a new defense directive on the subject. 
Secretary M~Na~ra circulated the draft directive to the military 
departments and to ether interested agencies in the Depart:ment of 
Defense including the Cllairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He 
gave them n week in \ihicn to file their comhlents. This deadline 
ran out on 2 March 1961, ano on 6 March McNamara issued a memorandum 
on the development of military space systems. Deputy Secretary 
Gi l.patric ad:nowledged that the decision on the matter was made in 
"less time than has customarily been the practice," but he considered 
that he and McNaman had personally evaluated all the points of 
view tha~had oeen presented before they arrived at their final 
decision. 25 

In the Department of Defense directive of 6 March, Secret~~· 
McNamara authorized each military department to conduct preliminary 
research look~ng towara che development of r.ew ways of using space 

, technology to accomplish &ssigned functions. All proposals for 
research and development beyond preliminary research were to be 
suomitted tO,the Director of Defense Research and Engineering for 
review and then to the Secretary of Defense for approval. Research, 
development, tp.st, and engineering of approved Department of 
D~fense space aeveJopment programs or projects would be (except in 
unusual circumstances when tte Secretary or Deputy Secretarv of 
Defense made a specific exception) the responsibility of ~he Depart
ment of the Air Force. 26 In explaining the directive, Gilpatric 
pointe.d out that the Wj.esner committee had recommended that a single 
mi~itary spa~e progr3m manager be designated, thac the Air Force ~as 
already respons~ble for over 90 percent of the total defense effort 
in space, and that the directive permitted the Secretary of Defense 
to make acase-by-case detern.ination of space projects and, if 
necessary where peculiar talents ,.ere involved, to authorize 
deviations from development by the Air Force. 27 The directive did 
not affect space research and development projects already assigned 
to the military departments, such as the Army's Advent communications 
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satellite program and the Navy's Transit navigation system, but on 
28 March McNamara acted under the new directive and assigned to the 
Air Force the responsibility for research, development, and operation 
of all defense reconnaissance satellite systems and for research and 
development of all instrumentation and equipment for processing 
reconnaissance data from satellite sources. 28 

In considering the establishment of effective relations between 
the Department of Defense and NASA, Secretary McNamara began with 
the premise that the President and Congress desired that there would 
be two agencies developi~g projects for operations in space but that 
there ought to be a well-coordinated national space progra.n. At a 
meeting with NASA Administrator James E. Webb in February 1961, 
McNamara emphasized that the Department of Defense would ;xpect to 
develop the techniques and technology that it might require for 
future military operations in space but that both agencies should 
insure that their activities did not overlap, duplicate, and cause 
unnecessary expenditures to the nation. 29 A little later McNamara 
stated that any defense space program would have to meet two 
criteria: "First, it must mesh with the efforts of the NASA in all 
vital areas •••• Second, projects supported by the Defense Depart
ment must promise, insofar as possible, to enhance our military 
power and effectiveness."30 In their initial discussions McNamara 
and Webb agreed to continue to use the Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Coordinating Board, and on 23 February 1961 Webb and Gilpatric 
jointly signed a letter of agreement establishing a national launch 
vehicle program. ':.he AACB was given the responsibility for inter
agency planning of lat!..'1ch vehicles, and neither NASA nor Defense 
would initiate the development of a launch vehicle or booster with
out the written acknowledgement of the other that such a new 
development would be consistent with proper objectives of the 
composite space program. 31 

As he had promised in his campaign, President Kennedy undertook 
to revitalize the National Aeronautics and Space Council. He 
appointed Dr. Edward C. Welsh as Executive Secretary of the Council 
on 23 March, and on 10 April he asked Congress to amend existing 
legislation so as to establish the Council in the Executive Office 
of the President and to designate the Vice President, the Secretary 
of State, the Secretary of Defense, the NASA Administrator, and the 
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission as its members. The Vice 
President would serve as chairman of the Council, and the Council 
~ould advise and assist the President with respect to the perfot~ance 
of functions in the aeronautics and space field. This amendment to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Act was approved by Congress and 
signed into law on 25 April. 32 On 13 May NASA additionally 
requested Congress to repeal the statutory requirement for the 
superseded Civilian-Military Liaison Committee; and in hearings on 
the proposal both NASA and Defense spokesmen expressed the opinion 
that the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board could 
serve as an effective interagency coordinating authority without 
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being established by law. Apparently because the deletion of the 
Civilian-Military Liaison Committee section of the Space Act would 
have eliminated the legal admonition that the Department of Defense 
would have interests in space, Congress refused to approve this 
requested amendment. 33 

Under the emerging management concept for the national space 
program, the National Aeronautics and Space Council was charged to 
advise and assist the President, to fix the responsibilities of 
government agencies engaged in aeronautical and space activities, 
and to develop a comprehensive program for such activities. The 
Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board, with six working 
panels, was designed to tlfaci1itate the planning of aeronautical and 
space activities of NASA and DOD to avoid undesirable duplication and 
to achieve efficient utilization of available resources; to coordi
nate activities in areas of common interest; to identify problem 
areas and exchange information." The AACB was not intended to be a 
managerial group in a collective sense, and actions based on the 
board's consideration could be taken by individual members only by 
using the authority vestee in them by their respective agencies.34 
Working under this management structure, Deputy Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering John H. Rubel told the Senate Aeronautical 
and Space Committee on 5 March 1962 that "we've been successfl~::' in 
making policy and dividing responsibility, but we have had a little 
more difficulty coming down to specifics." Most important decisions-
such as the national 1aunC:.h vehicle program and the national launch 
center agreement whereby the Department of Defense undertook ,to 
support NASA at the Canaveral and the Pacific Missile Ranges--had to 
be thrust upward for decisions by Secretary McNamara and Administrator 
Webb. 35 . 

By early 1962 NASA and the Department of Defense had achieved a 
meeting of minds on broad policy matters, but there was a need for 
specific decisions. "We are coming to the point," Rubel said, 
"where broad policy is not as important as making detailed decisions 
and working out arrangements in which the military research capability 
can be made available to the space agency."36 General Schriever, 
now in command of the Air Force Systems Command, additionally pointed 
out that the space agency would make increasing contributions to 
national security, where in the past the D~partment of Defense had 
largely supported NASA. In conversations with NASA officials, 
Schriever urged that tt:e time had come to establish interaction 
arrangements or "interface" between the Air Force Systems Command 
and NASA, first in Washington and then on down to the working levels 
of both organizations.37 In order to insure a closer meshing of 
military and civilian space programs, Secretary McNamara issued a 
policy di'7ective on 24 February 1962 declaring: "It is in the 
national interest for the Department of Defense, to the extent 
compatible with its primary mission, to make its resources available 
to NASA, in the form of facilities and organizations, in order to 
employ effectively the nation's total resources for the a(;hievement 
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of connnon civil and military space objectives." Except for such 
special arrangements as the Secretary of Defense might make, the 
directive assigned responsibility to the Secretary of the Air Force 
"for the research, development, test, and engineering of satellites, 
boosters, space probes, and associated systems necessary to support 
specific l'ASA projects and programs arising under basic agreements 
between NASA and DOD. "38 

While the Department of Defense would continue to exercise close 
control over space research and development, the McNamara directive 
of 24 February 1962 was a manifestation of a :rend toward the cen
tralization of defen~e space activities under the Air Force and its 
subordina te Air Force Systems Command. On 11 June 1962, the Depart
ment of ,Defense cancelled the Army's Advent project and assigned the 
Air Force responsibility for the development, production, and 
launching of defense satellite communications devices. The Army 
was also charged to develop and operate ground communications 
stations and ·the Defense Communications Agency to assure the effective 

/ integration of ground and space components .39 Acting under the new 
directive of 24 February, the Air Force moved into closer cooperation 
with NASA. On 26 April 1962 General Schriever named Major General 
O. J. Rit1and as Deputy Connnander of the Air Force Systems Connnand 
for Manned Space Flight, provided him with a staff of 28 officers 
(5 of whom were physically located with NASA), and charged him to 
effect a close association and coordination between the Systems 
Connnand and NASA. Although the Air Force was not authorized to 
present milL-ary requirements to NASA. Hajor General Ritland was 
charged to participate in NASA's prog.caming and planning activities 
and was able tL make the Air Force's requirements known.40 

By the end of 1962 some fifty arrangements and agreements were 
outstanding ber.·leen the Department of Defense and NASA, and during 
the year the Department of Defense performed more than $550 million 
worth of work for NASA. Most of the defense effort, however, con
tinued to support NASA, and late in 1962 Secretary McNamara ,faced 
the prospect that the Department of Defense sh~14~ke~oreuse of 
NASA~41 He was especially concerned about the prospect that NASA's 
Gemini program, which had been approved on 7 December 1961 and 
"Visualized extended-duration, two-man orbital space flights, had 
advanced beyond the Air Force's Dynasoar project "in technique and 
technology and potential." If this were true, Dynasoar could be 
cancelled, provided Gemini could be made responsive to Air Force 
technological requirements. 42 While the Air Force did not agree 
that Dynasoar duplicated Gemini, Assistant Secretary of the Air 
Force Brockway McHillan expressed the position that "the potential 
joint value of the NASA and Defense Department programs can be more 
fully realized by closer collaboration in the early conceptual 
phases, to insure that the objectives of each agency are clearly 
recognized 3t each successive stage of program evolution."43 

Believing that there was a real danger that two national manned 
~pace programs would develop out of Gemini and Dynasoar, Secretary 
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McNamara and Administrator Webb jointly signed a letter of agreement 
on 21 January 1963 stating a policy agreement to insure the most 
effective utilization of the Gemini program in the national interest. 
The agreement sought to insure that the scientific and operational 
experiments undertaken during the Gemini program would be directed 
at objectives and .requirements of both the Department of Defense and 
NASA. To this end, McNamara and Webb established a Gemini program 
planning board, under the co-chairmanship of the Associate Adminis
trator of NASA and the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for 
Research and Development. This board was empowered to delineate 
requirements and program monitoring procedures in order to ascertain 
that mutual objectives would be met in planning requirements, in the 

_actual conduct of flight and in-flight tests, and in the analysis 
and dissemination of the results. NASA would continue to manage 
Gemini, and the Department of Defense would contribute funds to 
assist in the attainment of program objectives. As a policy for 
additional programs of the future, McNamara and Webb concluded: "It 
is further agreed that the DOD and NASA will initiate major new 
programs or proj ects in the fie ld of manned spa ce fUgh t a imed chief
ly at the attainment of experimental or other capabilities in near
Earth orbit only by mutual agreement."44 On 22 January, Webb and 
McNamara also announced an agreement setting forth the management 
responsibilities for operations in the Cape Canaveral r~pge area. 
This agreement specified that the Air Force would··contInue as the 
single manager of the Atlantic Missile Range and as host agency at 
the existing Cape Canaveral launch ar-ea, Through its Launch 
Operations Center, NASA would manage and serve as host agency at the 
87,000 acre Merritt Island Launch area which it had purchased and 
~as developing north and west of Cape Canaveral. The Department of 
Defense and NASA would be responsible for their own logistics and 
administrative functions in their respective launch areas, but the 
Department of Defense would continue to be responsible for scheduling 
launches, flight safety, range search, and sea recove~J over the 
Atlantic Missile Range. 45 

Secretary McNamara considered the precedent of the Gemini 
program planning board to bea major s.tep forward, and he refused 
to question the military-civilian space organizational structure 
that Congress had established. '~ithout regard to whether or not 
sorne~other alternative might not be better," he said, "I am satisfied 
we can operate effectively with the present organization within the 
Government; that is to say, specifically with NASA and the Defense 
Department both participating in developments in this field."46 
As a matter of fact, the Gemini program planning board ,.,ould dis
cover that it had been established too long after the initial stage 
of the Gemini program and that some military experiments that might 
have been initially provided for would either be very expensive or 
impossible to attain at such & late date. 47 For its own part, the 
Air Force was far from satisfied that NASA's Gemini program and its 
subsequent Apollo moon-flight program would provide the technological 
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knowledge needed for future military operations in space. Duril~ 
fiscal year 1964 budget negotiations the Air Force accordingly pro
posed that about $177 million should be provided for a separate 
manned military space flight project referred to as Blue Gemini and 
for the development of a manned s~ace station called MODS, or 
Military Orbital Development Systems. Secretary McNamara, however, 
considered that these projects would be duplicative and excluded 
them from the budget requests submitted to Congress in January 1963.48 

During 1963 the Department of Defense sought to cooperate 
harmoniously with NASA in the attainment of national space objectives. 
At Houston, Texas, where NASA was building its Manned Spacecraft 
Center, the Air Force t£mporarily hosted NASA personnel at Ellington 
Air Force Base, and the Air Force Systems Command opened a field 
office in Houston to manage military experiments during,.~he Gemini 
program. In continued support for NASA, the Air Force made Brigadier 
General Samuel C. Phillips, who had been serving as Vice Commander, 
Air Force Ballistics Systems Division, available for appointment as 
Deputy Director of NASA's Apollo project. Prior to his assignment 
to this posi~ion on 31 December 1963, Gene=a1 Schrip.ver emphasized 
to Phillips that "he was going to work for NASA and be loyal to 
NASA." During the autumn of 1963, NASA was a partner in the delib
erations within the Department of Defense that culminated in Decem
ber when the Dynasoar program v:as terminated and a new program for 
the development of a Manned O;:bital Laboratory (MOL) was initiated 
in the Air Force. Where the Air Force had previously supported 
NASA)" General Schriever now indicated that he intended to ask NASA 
for personnel to participate in the Manned Orbital Laboratory project.49 
Secretary McNamara indicated that he expected that the joint plan-
ning for the Manned Orbital Laboratory would follow the same arrange
ments that had been established for Gemini but in reverse. The 
Manned Orbital Laboratory would be under the management of the Air 
Force, and NASA would provide extensive technical support to the 
project.50 

When the Air Force was directed in Jt~e 1962 to assume responsi
bility for military communications satellites (a program that would 
have to be developed in context with the civil project to be con
trolled by the Communications Satellite CorporationSl); the Air Force 
was in effect charged with all military space research and develop
ment effort except for the Navy's Transit navigational satellite sys
tem. Management of Department of Def~nse missile test ranges and 
flight test facilities, however, conClnued to be divided between the 
Air Force and the Navy. In April 1963 Secretary McNamara asked the 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering to make a study of 
these range and test facilities looking toward the elimination of 
duplication and establishment of a national system. This study was 
completed in June 1963, and after reviewing departmental comments 
McNamara ordered a number of changes on 16 November 1963. The Air 
Force was directed to assume responsibility for managing and operating 
a worldwide satellite tracking and control facility for all defense 
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space programs except for Transit and a limited number of other 
projects which might be exempt in the future. It was also dire~ted 
to provide a central authority for the managemel!t of launch-.~ . 
range instrumentation ana on-oroit satellite control fad1it~at 
both the Atlantic and Pacific Missile Ranges as well as at remote 
worldwide control and ~acki~g stations. The Air Force already 
controlled the A~lantic~issil~~_Qg~, and it would begin to take 
over the Navy' s installations at Point Arguello and Point Pillar, 
California, in July 1965. To hanaie tIie- new l:a"st<s,-t'"fieAirForce 
estabHshed the ~ation9l Rangc_nivj§.ioD. under the Air Force Systems 
Command at Patrick Air Force Base on 2 January 1964. Becoming fully 
operational at Andrews Air Force Base on 1 Juiy 1965, the National 
Range Division began to exercise command over the Air Force Eastern 
Test Region at Patrick and the Air Force Western Test Region at 
Vandenberg Air Force Base. With the completion of the ..a:-eorganization, 
the Department of Defense would have a centralized control under one 
service to support the worldwide operation of satellites, the space 
programs of NASA, and other programs tha tied in with the Atlantic 
and Pacific ranges. 52 ~nere the Air Force a,f1d, the NavX had ~J2g~B..ed 
in an activ~ controver~y over the control or California range 
facilities in 1957-58, Secretary McNamara's decision to transfer the 
Pacific MissileRanget:o the Air Force drew only mi 1d comment from 
a Navy spokesman, who observed: "We were not enthusiastic about it, 
I would say."S3 

* * * 
The Democratic Party platform of 1960 called for a complete 

examination of the organization of the Anned Forces of the United 
States as a first crder of business in a new administration, and 
during the summer of 1960 Senator Kennedy asked Senator Symington to 
head a study committee which would provide a concrete progralt1 with 
specific proposals for needed national defense reorganization. On 
14 September 1960, Kennedy announced that Symington wculd head this 
Committee on the Defense Establishment and that the memhers would 
be Clark M. Clifford, Thomas K. Finletter, Roswell L. Gilpatric, 
Fowler Hamilton, and Marx Leva, with Dr. Edward C. Welsh serving as 
Executive Director. Without conducting ".::mother sweeping investiga
tion," Kennedy expected the committee to study existing informed 
opinion and to make its recommendations known by 31 December in order 
that the new administration could take steps "to remedy present 
basic weaknesses in the administration and management of our national 
defense estRb1ishments."54 

In preparing a unanimous report which was handed to President
elect Kennedy on'S December 1960, the Symington committee depended 
upon existing defense studies for source materials and avoided 
discussions with members of the defense establishment. The 
committee found that the existing structure of the Department of 
Defense was "still patterned primarily on a design conceived in the 
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light of lessons learned in World War II, which are not? largc'ly 
obsolete." Tc the committee, time had become an "unprecedented 
strategic value." In World War n the United States had had 18 
months to build .. iiU;I.d mobilize its forces; in a World Wl!'r 'fll the! 
United States "would be fortunate" to have 18 minutes to react." 
The crucial element of time also ~ntered into defense preparecness: 
there was a need for earlier selection among alternative weapon 
systems and fer a shorter time between the conc~ption of w£apon 
systems and tteir availability for \J~~.Time could not be bought; 
it could only be saved by red~ctio~ in duplication, wasted effort, 
and climina tion of mul tilayered decisionmaking B true tures. The 
commjttee concluded that three major objectives were to be sought 
in modernizing the Department of Defense. First, to shorten the 
time factor in bringing new weapon system~ from conce~tion to 
utilization. This could be handled by eliminating multilayered 
decisiollmaking. In view of the concept of concurrency in weapon 
systems management, the committee suggested that there was "no longer 
any validity in separating the development and production cycle into 
two parts." Second, the predominance of service influence j' the 
Joint Ghiefs of Staff, which resulted in defense planning becoming 
a series of compromised positions, had to be corrected. Third, the 
defense establishment had to be made a flexible organizdtion under 
the clear authority of the Secretary of Defense .55 

In order to implement the general objectives, the Syrr.in&ton 
co:nmittE'e made specific recommendations looking toward a strengthen
ing of civilian authority~ new procedures for the command of 
military operations, and a centralization of budgetary controls. In 
order to strengthen civilian authority, the committf.e recommended 
that the Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and 
two new Under Secretaries of Defense--one for Administration and the 
other for WeaponsSystems--would be made statutory officers; the 
seven existing Assistant Secretaries of Defense should be abolished 
and their functions should be absorbed by staff director~tes under 
the new Under Secretaries. The committee proposed a sweeping reor
ganization of the military services: "The military services would 
be retained, but the present departmental structure of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Forces would be eliminated. This in turn wocld do 
away with tl.e present positions of Service Secretaries, Under 
Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries. The Services would remain 
separate organic units, albeit within a single department (as is 
the case today with the Marines) and subject to the direction, 
authori ty, and control of the Secretary of Defense." For the 
command of military operations, the committee rec~~ended that the 
Chairman of tne Joint Chiefs of Staff should be redesignated as the 
Chairman of the Joint Staff and made the principal military adviser 
to the President and the Secretary of Defense. 'fhe Chairman would 
direct an enlarged Joint Staff and would presid€ over a Military 
Advisory Council, comprised of Presid~ntially-appointed senior 
officera who would no longer retain service identities. Each of the 
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military services would continue to have a chief who would report 
directly to the Secretary of Defense. Three unified commands-
Strategic, Tactical, and Defense--plus other regional or area 
specifiea commands would report directly to the Chairman of the 
Joint Staff and would include all personnel, equipment, and t>leapon 
systems reguired for tbe performance of their respectivemission~ 
The committee recommended that all defense funds should be appro
prieted to the Department of Defense under the control of the 
Secretary of Defense and that research and development funds and 
long lead-time procurement appropriations should be voted on multi
yea-r schedules .S6 

The Air Force was already on record in support of increased 
defense unification. At a conference held by the Secretary of 
Defense at Quantico on 18 June 1960, General White stated: "Unity 
is the watchword--unity in concept, in our objectives, in our 
planning and in our operational effort--unity is the guiding prin
ciple for the reorganized defense establishment. In my opinion, 
our progress in this direction falls short of the technologiCa~ 
progress which is being made in the environment in which the Depart
ment of Defense must operate."57 In an interview during July 1960, 
General White pointed out that the atomic bomb and the advent of 
missiles had totally changed the s'cience of warfare. He said that 
scientists had told him "that the rate of advance in space is not 
going to suddenly reach a plateau and level off, but we're going to 
keep right on, on this asymptotic curve." Speaking of his philosophy 
of military organization he said that "the answer to my mind is 
unification at the top. "58 

tfuat tha Ar.:rry thought about tne:::lj"Illington committee's 
recommendations was not read into the public record, but the Navy 
was quite opposed to them. Several weeks before the S}~ington 
report was made public, the Navy prepared ,a l7-point declaration 
entitled "What the Navy is For." This declaration argued for a 
continued maintenance of the existing defense organization, at least 
until the full effect of the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 
could be realized. When the Symington report became available, 
Admiral Burke directed that packets be made up including the Symington 
report, the Navy declaration, and a number of-press comments on the 
Symington committee report. These packets were mailed to Navy 
attaches and other interested persons on 27 December 1960. Speaking 
to Symington a few weeks later, Burke stated pOSitively: "I do not 
agree with the conclusions you drew in the report."59 Key ~ongres
sional leaders were also cool to sweeping proposals for defense 
unification. "I am not,1I explained Senator Russell, "a rampant 
advocate of complete unification, a monolithic command, and, as a 
mattet' of fact, I am opposed to it." Senator Russell, however, 
favored unification in fields of activity such as intelligence, 
communications, and in some phases of training. 60 Congressman 
Vinson commented: "One of the basic reasons why we Rave four 
services and four separate Chiefs who are responsible for their 
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service and for their viewpoints as members of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff is to be very sure that we do not have one single t~e of 
thinking. We want, and the law expects, divergent views of defemie 
planning. "61 By April 1961 Senator Symington noted that Congress 
was of the opinion that new organizational legislation ought not to 
be considered until the Department of Defense "uses the authority 
it has to straighten out some of these cans of worms so far as 
efficient organization is concerned."62 

As soon as he assumed office on 20 January 1961, Secretary 
McNamara revealed that he had decided views about his role as the 
top manager in the Department of Defense. II~1y strong belief is, II 
he ""ould say, "a manager should be an aggressive leader, an active 
leader, asking questions, suggesting alternatives, proposing objec
tives, stimulating progress."63 As has been seen, McNamara immediate
ly implemented President Kennedy's mandate that he reappraise the 
adequacy of the entire defense structure and provide preliminary 
conclusions without delay by demanding answers to 96 sweeping 
questions. Most of these questions (as well as an additional 
number of queries acded to the list) were assigned for. study and 
report to special task groups, each headed by a senior official. 
Some 35 of the most important questions were assigned to the Joint 
Chiefs and the Joint Staff for study and analysis. 64 Secretary 
Gates had followed a procedure of meeting weekly with the Joint 
Chiefs, and Secretary McNamara continued the practice. He believed 
that "by personally raising issues for discussion with the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, I have been able to expedite the decision-making 
process ."65 While McNamara was willing to accord "pr~mary 
responsibility" to the Joint Chiefs of Staff 5n the making of normal 
day-by-day decisions with respect to combat operations, he neverthe
less considered that the Secretary of Defense had to playa major 
role in establishing the future force levels, since these levels had 
to be established in relation to the total objectives of the nation, 
particularly its foreign policy objectives.66 

As McNamara studied the National Security Act of 1947 and its 
amendments, he was convinced that the Secr~tary of Defense legally 

. possessed many powers which had never been used, possibly bec~use 
the organization of national defense had never really been studied 
under the auspices of the Office uf the Secretary of ilefense. To 
handle such studies, McNamara organized the Office of Organizational 
and Management Planning Studies. While he acted quickly on this 
offIce's first recommendation and concentrated space research and 
development within the Air Force, McNamara stated that any general 
review of the basic organizational structure of the Department of 
Defense--which would answer such questions as whether unification 
of the services was required--would take many months. In the mean
while he promised that "we should do everything that we can, that 
is within our legal power to do, to streamline the decisionmaking 
process, to avoid duplication, to eliminate waste, and to strengthen 
the lines of authority and responsibility, and this we are doing on 
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a daily basis as opportunity presents itse1f."67 As time passed, 
thp. Ofiice of Secretary of Defense continued to pursue the evolution
ary approach to defense reorganization. Deputy Secretary Gi1patric 
further explained the matter in May 1962, when he said: '~ether 
ulcimate1y a major restructuring of the Defense Department must take 
place remains to be seen. I thought so once and favored such an 
approach but as of now the more gradual evolutionary process of 
change makes more sense to me and that is the approach we are going 
to take in the coming year. "6G . 

~Jnder existing legislation the power of appointment and the 
p~Ner of the purse were at the disposal of the Secretary of Defense, 
and the control of the budget would be a major force for evolutionary 
change within the Department of Defense. At the beginning of the 
Kennedy ~dministration, McNamara brought Charles J. Hitch from the 
RAND Corporation, where he had serFed as chief of the Economics 
Division since 1948, to Washington as Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Comptr.oller. While at RAND in 1960, Hitch had co-authored a 
book gntitle~ The Economics of Defense !u ~ Nuclear Age which had 
advanced a plan whereby defense budgets would be arranged in 
categor.ies corresponding to end-product defense missions and where
by defense packages co~ld be costed-out for five years into the 
future.69 Working with the Joint Staff and the military departments, 
Hitch devised nine budget program packages which were categorized 
as.: 1. Strategic Retaliatory Forces; II. Continental Air and 
Missile Defense Forces; III. General Purpose Forces; IV. Airlift 
and Sealift Forces; V. Reserve and National Guard Forces; VI. Re
search and Development; VII. Senricewide Support; VIII'. Classified 
Projects; arid IX. Department of Defense. In May 1961 Hitch 
instructed the military departments to submit their 1963 budget 
requests in terms of these program packages and to project the 
requests into costs that would run five years into the future. At 
the completion of the basic 5-year program revie . .', Hitch visualized 
that annual budgets would be more easily made up in terms of the 
phased accomplishment of the 5-year program and such program changes 
as might be approved. As the program package budget was being put 
into effect, Hitch thought that "the existence of the services. 
raises problems." He also suggested that the functional budget 
procedure "may add something to the argument for changing the 
organization in the direction of greater responsibility for 
specified and unified commands."70 Speaking tentatively '.it first, 
McNamara suggested that the program package budget "can serve as 
a substitute for a change in the organizational s~ructure."71 . By 
January 1962 he had begun to see the functional budget as a possible 
substitute for increased defence unification. "I think," he 
explained, "it would make it mor", difficult to prove that a single 
service was desirable or necessary because some of the advantages 
attributed to a single service are being accomplished without a 
single service by this so-called programing approach."n 
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At the time that the Department of Defense program package 
budget was being set up in August 1961, Secretary McNamara predicted 
that it would permit the military departments to "playa funer 
ro1eH in defense planning. 73 During the preparatior:l of the fiscal 
year 1963 budget .and the initial 5~year projection, the Office of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Comptroller assembled and 
organized the data submitted by the military departments and 
specifically viewed the estimates from a standpoint of cost effective
ness. Other agencies of the Office of the Secretary of Defense were 
also called upon to review the departmental submissions and to advise 
the Secretary on aspects of the programs within their areas of 
functional responsibility.74 Beginning with the preparation oi the 
fiscal year 1964 budget--which included program changes in the 5-yeal:' 
p1an--Secretary McNamara employed a somewhat different review 
process. Having antitipcated controversial issues among the program 
changes, he asked the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to have 
a series of special studies prepared on them. Where necessary 
McNamara- also discussed the issues with the Joint Chiefs, and he 
submitted his recommendations to the President, giving both sides ~f 
the arguments bearing on the issues. 75 In a memorandum on 31 May 
1963 looking toward the fiscal year 1965 budget, McNamara enumerated 
major proposed program changes and designated specific individuals 
within the Office of the Secretary of Defense to prepare coordinated 
recommendations on them--thus passing major program review from the 
Office of the Comptroller to Offices of the Assistant Secretaries. 76 

As the Department of Defense program package budgeting became 
perfected, both l-1cNamara and Gilpatric looked upon the new management 
practice as an adequate substitut:e for organizational change. On 
16 October 1963, Gilpatric said: "I would not recommend any basic 
changes in our national security legislation."77 Wh"!n asked about 
interservice rivalry on 19 February 1964, McNamara replied: "I 
think the answer depends e~t~rely upon the decisiveness of the 
Secretary of Defense. The Secretary has the power and the authority 
to recommend to the President, and by that means to the Congress, 
the budget he considers necessary regardless of service pressure 
reflecting a more parochial point of view. If the Secretary 
exercises that power and authority, there need not be waste intro
duced in the budget by the fact that interservice rivalry may exist. fl 78 
McNamara regarded "careful cost-effectiveness analyses" and the 
relationship of programs to missions rather than to the military 
services as being the major contributions to the new system of 
management. In a prepared statement in February 1964, McNamara used 
a hypothetical example to illustrate cost-effectiveness analysis. 
II Suppose , " he said, "we have two tactical fighter aircraft which are 
identical in every important measure of performance, except one-
aircraft A can fly 10 miles per hour faster than aircraft B. How
-ever, aircraft A costs $10,000 more per unit than aircraft B. Thus, 
if we need about 1,000 aircraft, the total additional cost would be 
$10 million •••• If we approach this problem from the vie~1point 
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of a given amount of resources, the addir~onal combat effectiveness 
represented by the greater speed of aircraft A would have to be 
weighed against the additional combat effectiveness which the same 
$10 million could produce if applied to other defense purposes-
more aircraft B, more or better aircraft munitions, or more ships, 
or even more military housing •••• Thus, the fact that aircraft A 
flies lO miles per hour faster than ai!:craft B is not conclusive. 
We still have to determine whether the greater speed is worth the 
greater cost. This kind of determination is the heart of the 
planning~programing-budgeting, or resources allocation problem with
in the Defense Department."79 

In order to streamline the upper echelon of the Depa1cment of 
Dp.fense, Secretary McNamara eliminated (\"0 of the seven Assistant 
Secretaries of Defense at the outset of his administration, but he 
soon established a new Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Civil Defense and additional prestige was given to the Office of 
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering by making its 
Deputy Director an Assistant Secretary of Defense .EO Several 
additional actions consolidated similar-type military departmental 
activities \"ithin the Offic~ of the Secretary of Defense. In 1961 
contact between Congress and the military departments was central
ized in the Office of the Special Assistant of the Secretary of 
Defense for Legislative Affairs. Early in 1964 separate service 
book and magazine branches and cOlllmuni ty and industria 1 relations 
functions were merged under the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Public Affairs .81 When he first explained the program-package bud
get procedure, Comptroller Hitch suggested_that it would concentrate 
authority within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. IIProgram" 
decisions," he said, "will be required •••• They are the decisions 
of the sort which can o~ly be made by the Secretary, and, therefore, 
the role of the Secretary's advisers will be greater."82 This 
prediction apparently came true. Thus in 1962 the report of a 
S~ecial Subcommittee on Defense Agencies of the House Committee on 
Armed Services noted that the implementation of the program package 
dF.fenne budgets had given the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
~omptroller and later the Assistant Secretaries of Defense and the 
Director of Defense Engineering (when the primary responsibility for 
program integration was shifted from the Comptroller to appropriate 
Assistant Secretaries) an enormous control over the military depart
ments. The Special Subcommittee pointed out that the agency that 
prepared cost analyses of program changes became the primary control 
mechanism over the program category.83 On the basis of evidence 
such as this a student of defense management could conclude in 1964 
that: "The Secretary of Defense has chosen to use his civilian 
staff as his primary agents of policy control within the department."84 

During its consideration of the Defense Reorganization Act of 
1958, Congress approved an amendment offered by Represenative John 
McCormack which authorized the Secretary of Defense, when he deemed 
it advantageous in terms of effectiveness, economy, or efficiency, 
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to arrange to have any supply or service activity common to two or 
more military departments conducted by a single agency. Acting 
under authority of the amendment on 12 May 1960, Secretary Gates 
established the Defense Communications Agenc: under the direct:f.on r 
authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense through the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and charged it to exercise a centralized con
trol over all long-haul and point-to-point communications.8S Short~ 
ly after taking office, Secretary McNamara also began to exercise 
authority given to him by the McCormack amendment. 1I0ne of tlh! 
most productive fields for the economic application of centralized 
management," he said, "is in the provision of common supplies and 
related services to all the military deptft"tments." On 31 August 
1961 he accordingly announced the establishment of the Defense 
Supply Agency (DSA) , which reported directly to the Secretary of 
Defense (rather than through the Joint Chiefs of Staff) and 
gradually assumed management responsibility over eight common supply 
categories previously exercised by the Secretaries of the Army and 
Navy--subsistence, clothing-textiles, medical supplies, pptroleum, 
general supplies, industrial supplies, construction suppHes, and 
automotive supplies. 1be DSA also assumed control of the Military 
Traffic Management Agency.86 As he took office McNamara also noted 
that a number of intelligence agencies had been performing similar 
or parallel work with no unified directivn of the total defense 
intelligence activity. In order lito obtain unity of effort among 
all cvmponents of the Deparbment of Jefense in developing military 
intelligence and to achieve a strengthened overall capacity in the 
Department f.:>r the collection, production, ~nd disseminatLmof 
defense intelligence informatif'n," Secretary McNamsra accordi':lgly 
established the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) on 2 August 1961 
and directed it to report to the Secretary of Defens~ through the 
Joint Chiefs of btaff. To the ext~nt that the military Services 
had intelligence requirements unique to the~r own operati0os (tech
nical intelligence, for example, was essential for research and 
development functions) chey were permitt~d to ~aintain certain 
limited intelligence activities .87 Hnder the new arr&rlgement the 
Intelligence Dire~torate (J-2) of t~e Joint Staff continued in 
being until 15 May 1963, at which time it was disestablished and its 
functions and persJnnel spaces were trausferred to the Defense 
Intelligence Agency.aa 

In his list of study questions directed to the Joint ~efs of 
Staff and the Joint Dtaff, Secretary McNamara asked whe~h~~a 
unified command should be established to control limited war forces. 
Both General Whitp, and General Taylor had eurlier recommended such 
a command, and Senator Symingtor,'s Gammittee on the Defense Establish
ment had endorsed these recommendJtivns. 89 On 24 July 1961, both 
General Frank F. Everest, Commander o~ the Tactical Air C~nd, and 
General Herbert B. Powell, Commanding General of the Cont~.n~ntal Army 
Command, jointly recommended the immediate establishment of a 
Unified Tactical Command as b joint headquarters with Army, Navy, 3nd 
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Air Force component commands. They visualized that th1s command 
would be built around a relatively-small unified command headquarters, 
which would possess great mobility and would be capable of rapidly 
Jeploying fully-effective command elements to areas of crisis. 90 
With general agreement that the action should be taken, Secretary 
McNamara announced the establishment o~ the u.S. Strike Command 
(STRICOM) on 19 September 1961 with its headquarters at MacDill Air 
Force Base, Florida. General Paul D. Adams, who had commanded the 
U.S. ground forces in the Lebanon operation, was named Commander-in
Chief, STRICOM, and Li~utenant General Bruce K. Holloway, USAF, 
\.;ras designated as Deputy COmr<lander-in-Chief .91 

According to its mission assignment as a ~nified command, 
STRICOM was intended to provide an integrated, mobile, highly combat 
ready force that would be trained as a unit and would be instantly 
available to augment existing forces under unified theater commanders 
or would be prepared to serve as a primary force in the event of 
conflict in the Hiddle East or Africa. STRICOM's six specific 
functional responsibilities required it to provide a general reserve 
of combat-ready forces, to provide forces to reinforce unified theater 
commands, to conduct planning for contingency operations, to develop 
joint doctrine for the employment of assigned forces,and to conduct 
joint training exercises ~o insure a high level of combat readiness 
and effectiveness. The commanders of .the Tactica 1 Air Command and 
the Continental Army Command were additionally designated as 
Commanders-in-Chief, Air Force Strike and Army Strike, and the two 
commands were charged to furnish combat-ready forces to serve under 
the operational control of CinCSTRlKE. At MacDill General Adams 
established a headquarters with typical joint staff divisions which 
were. manned almost half and half with Army and Air Force personnel. 
Except for the assignment of one Marine and four Navy officers to 
the headquarters, no naval forces were assigned to STRICOM. In 
the event that he was given a contingency mission requiring Navy 
or Marine forces, Adams envisoned that he would ask the Chief of 
Naval Operations to assign an appropriate naval component to work 
with his headquarters. On 28 December 1961, Adams reported to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff that STRICOM was operationally ready.92 

In irs mission assignment STRtCOM was charged with the princi
pal tasks of reinforcing unified theater commands and of maintaining 
a preparedness for independent operations in crisis areas that were 
not within existing unified theater command boundaries. Some 200 
contingency plans were drawn up looking toward the reinforcement 
actions in specific emergencies. 93 In accordance with the supporting 
mission, ST~ICOM made combat-ready tactical air wings and ground 
divisions available to the CinC Atlantic Command during the Cuban 
missile crisis.94 In case that STRICOM was directed to deploy to a 
remote trouble spot, General Adams planned that with the approval 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff he would draw boundaries around the 
crisis area, establish a small theater of operations, and move 
_either Headquarters, STRICOM, or a sm~ller joint task force head
quart.ers into the area to command necessary operations. 95 In its 
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initial months of operations STRICOM had no clear mandate as to the 
area of the world in which it might be required to undertake indepen
dent operations, and the U.S. Army was responsible for controlling 
military assistance to emerging African nations. With dissenting 
opinions from the Navy and Marine members, the majority of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff recommended that the Naval Forces Eastern Atlantic 
and Mediterranean should be phased out of existence and that CinC
STRIKE should be made responsible for all United States defense 
activities in the Middle East-Southern Asia-Africa south of the 
Sahara area. Under the new responsibility CiuCSTRIKE would be 
additionally designated CinCMEAFSA on I December 1963.96 In the 
subsequent transfer of the responsibility, CinCMEAFSA gained some 
1,000 military personnel overseas, mostly in military assistance 
advicory groups. CinCMEAFSA also assumed operational control over 
the small naval task force stationed in the Red Sea-Persian Gulf 
area which was known as the U.S. Middle East Force. 97 

Among the questions which he presented to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff early in 1961, Secretary McNamara called for a study and 
report on national military command and control systems. Subsequent
ly acting on advice from the Joint Chiefs, McNamara appointed General 
Earle E. Partridge, USAF (Ret.) as the head of a National Command 
and Control Task Force and directed the force to make a ve~~ 
exhaustive study of such matters. As completed on 14 November 1961, 
the Partridge report was a highly classified document, but some of 
the thinking in the report was subjected to public discussion. 
In order to Serve both cold and hot war requirements, a National 
Military Command System, for example, had to be able to provide 
indications that a critical situation could occur; to be able to 
assess and analyze the dangers the situation could present; to 
develop a spectrum of military alternatives available to comprehend 
the situation; to arrive at decisions; and to direct the execution 
of actions implicit in the situation. General Partridge's task 
force was reported to have recommended the establishment of a 
Supreme United States Military Commander over the several unified 
and specified commands. Speaking in reference to the Partridge 
report, McNamara stated: "Among its recommendations, it did include 
a recommendation for a certain consolidation of control either 
within the Joint Chiefs of Staff or relating to the unified commands." 
He added that he was unwilling to consider this recommendation.98 

In order to provide continuing study the Joint Command and 
Control Requirements Group was established under the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff but outside the Joint Staff in May 1962. Early in the 
following October, Secret~ry McNamara issued a directive that 
established the concepts of operation of the National Military 
Command System, including the National Military Command Center at 
the Pentagon, the Alternate National Military Command Center, the 
National Emergency Airborne Command Post, and the National Emergency 
Command Post Afloat, together with various survivable communications 
networks linking the command faCilities, the unified and specified 
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commands, and the military service headquarters. In the directive 
the Director of Operations (J-3) of the Joint Staff was responsible 
as the manager of the National Military Command System, but the 
National Military Command Center was initially established outside 

-the Joint Staff. Such a location was advantageous from the stand
point of personnel spaces since the strength of the Joint Staff was 
legally established at 400 officers. In 1962, moreover, the 
Special Subcommittee on Defense Agencies of the House Committee on 
Armed Services had expressed a fear tha~ the command and control 
system might be headed by an "Assistant for Operations" in the 
Department of Defense or a "Director of Operations" on the Joint 
Staff. 99 

The National Military Command System directive had not been 
fully implemented at the time of the Cuban crisis, but the National 
Military Command ,Center was in operation under the supervision of 
the Director of the Joint Staff, and it was able to serve the national 
command authorities--the President, Secretary of Defense, and the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. As a result of the experience during 
the Cuban crisis and of an additional exercise in February 1963 when 
American forces shadowed a '/enezuelan ship that had been hijacked 
in the South Atlantic, the Director of Operations of the Joint Staff 
insisted that since he was responsible as the manager of the command 
and control system he h~d to exercise a right over the direction of 
the system resources. Accordingly on 6 June 1963 the Joint Staff 
Operations Directorate (J-3) was reorganized to include the National 
Military Command Center under a Deputy Dir.ector for the National 
Military Command System. New Deparcment of Defense directives con
firmed the National Military Command Center as the senior military 
command center, established rules for interaction between key 
government agencies, and, as described by Brigadier General Paul W. 
Tibbets, who served as the first Deputy Director for the National 
Military Command System, "in general, indicated that all political/ 
military matters would be directed to the NMCC where top level 
judgment could be exercised to determine actions to be taken." IOO 

Although the scheduled completion of a fully-automated National 
Military Command System promised by 1967 to permit top United States 
leaders to communicate with a front-line infantry commander or a 
tactical aircraft in flight in some oversea theater,lOl the command 
and control system did not provide for a unity of military command 
in Washington short of the President. The line of command over the 
unified and specified commands continued to run through the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff collectively to the Secretary of Defense and the 
President. In March 1964 former-Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric 
offered an opinion that the Joint Chiefs of Staff ought to be taken 
out of the military line of command. "Too often, in critical 
conflict situations," he wrote, "the President and his other policy 
advisers are confronted with a fractured military position reflecting 
divergent service positions rather than differing military judgments." 
Since there was nothing in existing law that required the Joint 
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Chiefs to be brought into the line of authority over tactical opera
tions, Gilpatric proposed that the chain of command over military 
operations could extend down from the President through the Secre
tary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the 
(:;omma.nders of the unified and specified commands. "If the United 
Sta~es is to hold or regain initiative in international security 
affairs, and if its military establishment is to be responsive to tha 
need for almost split-second reaction in crisis situations," 
Gilpatric urged, "the President and his assistants must be able to 
receive, clearly and speedily, military advice nf a range and depth 
that will not always be forthcoming under the present J.C.S. 
system."102 

* * * * 
In hearty agreement with Preisdent Eisenhower's statement that 

the day of separate ground, sea, and air warf~re was gone forever, 
General White and other Air. Force leader's had given strong support 
for the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958. General ~hite believed 
that transcendent aerospace weapon systems held rendered the old 
land, sea, and air media of operations no longer a valid determinant 
for service roles and missions. Committed traditionally to a doc
trine of unity of command, the Air Force leaders appeared to have 
assumed that a centralization of defenSe authority would provide 
unity of command. Viewed in retrospect, the Air Force leaders of 
the late 1950's \olanted a national defense reorganization along the 
lines that Secretary of War Elihu Root had instituted in the United 
States Army in 1903. At that time the General Staff Act had provided 
for an Army Chief of Staff to the President, who, acting under the 
direction of the President or the Secretary of War and with the 
assistance of the War Department General Staff, had supervision not 
only of all troops of the line but also of the special staff and 
supply departments that had formerly reported directly to the 
Secretary of War. The Root organization had ended the separate 
status of the great administrative departments, whose activities 
outside the line of military command had brought near chaos to the 
Army during ,!;he Spanish 1M7e'f"tIJIL.'IIiM'",ilai Its~· M-cNamara reorganiza
tion of the Department ofnef~nse pr0~, Ai~ Force thinkers 
began to discover that centralization of defense authority would not 
necessarily provide the unity of command that they had desired. 

Some change in Air Force attitudes toward national defense 
organization became apparent when Secretary Zuckert and General leMay 
took over Air Force leadership in 1961. "Our problem. • • as I see 
it," LeMay stated in September 1961, "is that we must maintain our 
unity of mission and unity as an organization as we approach our 
operational tasks in space."104 "I thir.k," Zuckert observed in 
February 1962, "we do have a sufficiently focused area of activity 
to keep the Air Force a cohesive organization with a clearly apparent 
personality and spirit. "105 In the autumn of 1961 when p~ established 
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the Defense Supply Agency, Secretary McNamara stated that he would 
continue to look to the military departments for management of their 
respective weapon systems, but Air Force spokesmen were nevertheless 
troubled that the Defense Supply Agency was established outside the 
line of military command and was additionally authorized to make 
studies as to whether it should assume responsibilities over the 
common procurement and distribu~ion of aeronautical spare parts, 
chemical supplies, and industrial production equipment. During 
hearings before the Special Subcommittee on Defense Agencies of the 
House Armed Services Committee in mid-1962, General Frederic H. 
Smith, Jr., speaking as Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, strongly 
opposed any addition of authority that would result in the Defense 
Supply Agency becoming "a fourth service of supply or a Minbtry of 
Supply. "106 As a result of these hearings, the Special Subcommittee 
on Defense Agencies found that: "The new Department of Defense 
agencies, although perhaps conceived as coordinating agencies, are 
in fact operational and directional in nature." The subconnnittee 
warned that Ifin time of emergencies requiring flexibility, respon
siveness, and speedy resolution of issues at hand, the overcentra
lized system will be largely ineffectual, perhaps to the point of 
endangering our national security."107 In an examination·of defense 
organization in the years from 1898 to 1960, the Concepts Division 
of the Air University's Aerospace Studies Institute concluded in 
May 1963 that the establishment of the Defense Communications Agency 
had introduced a possible trend toward the establishment of defense 
agencies (such as the Defense Supply Agency) cmrrposed of functional 
service elements placed outside fixed military channels and directly 
responsible to the Secretary of Defense. If located outside of 
military channels, these defense agencies would bear a striking 
resemblance to the independent War Department bureaus that had 
existed prior to the Root reorganization of 1903.108 

. At the same time that the independent defense agencies were 
under examination, other studies examined the concentration of 
defense authority within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 
Where General White had been outspoken for Armed Service unification, 
he questioned from retirement in an article published on 11 July 
1962 what he described as a concentration of general staff authority 
in the civilian staff of the Office of Secretary of Defense. l09 
After its investigations, the Special Subcommittee on Defense 
Agencies concluded on 13 August 1962 that, despite the fact that 
Congress had repeated1y.opposed merger of the military services and 
the establishment of a single Chief of Staff and General Staff, "the 
groundwork is being laid for the very thing that Congress has 
repeatedly expressed concern about and attempted to prevent." The 
subcommittee was "convinced of the rapid growth of a system which 
moves the decisionmaking process higher and higher on the scale of 
centralized authority and into the hands of a few people." It 
warned of the adverse effect of such centralization of authority 
in the civilian staff of the Office of the Secretary of Defense: 
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ItAs time goes on, with all decisions being made at the Secretary 
of Defense level, lower echelons will develop a 'no decision' or 
indecisive philosophy. • • • Those entrusted to make decisions with 
the accompanying authority and responsibility will increasingly 
turn to the next higher authority until ultimately all decisions, 
large and small, will be crowding in at the top and awaiting 
resolution. • •• Obviously such a system is ponderous and slow 
and unresponsive to the immediate needs of subordinate levels."UO 

Except for expressing their opposit::'on to any action which 
might establish a fourth service for supply or a ministry of supply, 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not discuss the evolving pattern of 
defense management when they appeared before the House Subcommittee 
on Defense Agencies during the summer of 1962.111 When asked in 
February 1963 whether military officers wielded sufficient influence 
in the establishment of military policy, General Taylor responded: 
"I would say that we military people have ample opportunity to exert 
influence on military policy. The question is, are we persuasive 
enough, are we able to bring forward a case that carries conviction? 
I always complain to my own staff and to all the staffs I have ever 
had, that we have lots of brave soldiers, sailors, and airmen, but 
too few men who can write a good paper, or properly present the 
message orally or in writing •••• The serious answer ••• is that 
we have ample opportunity to influence policy. We in the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff always are queried as a body, and ••• I have often 
been queried as an individual. That does not mean necessarily our 
advice is always followed. Obviously it is not."112 

While he had kept silent earlier, (,;<=>nerJ31 LeMay began to speak 
quite freely about the frustrations he felt as Chief of Staff of 
the 4.ir Force and as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the 
early months of 1964. As a service chief, leMay knew the difficulty 
of pushing a program through the Secretary of the Air Force, the 
Secretary of Defense. the Bureau of the Budget, the" President, and 
finally through the Armed Se~/ice Committees and the Appropriations 
Committees of Congress. 113 leMay also stated that the corporate 
Joint Chiefs did not playas fundamental a part as in the past in 
making major decisions on over-all programs and policies. The 5-year 
force projection, for example, had become the controlling factor in 
budgeting: in order to secure modifications in the 5-year plan the 
services presented program changes to the Secretary of Defense, who 
might or might not accept them or might or might not submit them to 
the corporate Joint Chiefs for comment. The Navy's visual low 
attack (VAL) aircraft program change incorporated in the fiscal year 
1965 budget, for example, was not submitted to the Joint Chiefs, 
although LeMay considered that the program change was highly impor
tant and that the completion of the program would cost about $1.5 
billion. Even when they were asked to make comments on program 
change proposals, the Joint Chiefs looked "at these items piecemeal" 
and "never have an opportunity to get together and look at everything 
we have done and say this is more money than we can afford, what is 
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"to take a look at the overall budget at the end, after we have 1 ' 
approved these individual items as they come along to see what we I 
have done. to establish some sort of priority, and try to get in 
balance."114 leMay considered cost analysis to be "very useful to 
know exactly what you are getting and what you have Lo pay 'for it 
when you are proposing new weapon systems," but he was fearful of an 
analysis which "tends to put an emphasis on the cost differential 
rather than the perfonnance differentia1." "Generally speaking, 
particularly at the working level," leMay concluded, "it is becoming 
more and more difficult to get experience and judgment ground into 
the solution of problems. We have to try to translate experience 
and judgment into cold hard facts to win a case. Sometimes this 
is very difficult, to do. "115 

Early in his tenure of office Secretary Zuckert was willing to 
believe that the Air Force would have a cohesive mission for the 
future, and Zuckert's continuing studies of the matter convinced him 
that the trend in weapons development would not end the requirement 
for the Air Force. In an effort to penetrate through the "technolog
ica I shock" engendered by the deve lopment of missiles, Zuckert 
established Project Forecast in the spring of 1963. This project, 
conducted under the direction of General Schriever, sought to provide 
a blueprint of technological possibilities in the 1965-75 time 
period. Available by ~ebruary 1964 but kept highly classified, the 
Project Forecast report represented "a new, hard look at the funda
mentClls of airpov.'er emplcy"'ment."116 Among other things, Forecast 
demonstrated that while technological possibilities for advanced 
weapon systems appeared relatively unlimited, the cost and complexity 
of all weapons had incrensed so much that there was no possibility 
that any military service could have everything it wouldlike. 117 
Relating the probleItl of weapon systems to dt.'fense organization in 
September 1~64, Zuckert outlined three fundal'lenta1 facts. There 
was "no indication that the weapons we now have or those which can 
be foreseen will destroy the identity of any of the three general 
categories of warfare--land, sea, and aerospace." But while this 
was true, Zuckert believed that it was "almost impossible to con
ceive of substantial military action carried out by one service 
alone. Any war of the future will be a joint action. Hence we must 
deter or fight war jointly, as a thoroughly coordinated action, 
with all forces--aerospace, land, and sea--acting ~nder unified con-
trol." As C'. third con3idcred judgment, he believed that "many of the 
weapons of war will continue to increase in complexity, sophistication, 
and cost. The proper allocatio:< of defense resources will remain 
a centra 1 prob lem." 118 

As he assessed the relationship of military technology, national 
strategy, tactics, force levels, and doctrine to 1'Wltional defense 
organization in September 1964, Secretar-j Zuckert noted that the 
pattern of centralized national defense organization which had 
developed since 1947 was "working well" in the areas of planning, 
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budgeting, and operational commands. !fA loose confederation of 
forces such as we had seventeen years ago," he said, "simply is not 
adapted to the defense needs of the nation." But when he responded 
to the rhetorical question: Should the United States go all t:le 
way to a single service? Zuckert stated an emphatic "No." The 
developing nation~l defense organization had achieved centralized 
planning and operational control and a balance of forces appropriate 
to the threat without deptroying the identities of the three services. 
Four reasons were paramount for maintaining separate Departmants of 
Army, Navy, and Air Force. There was a constantly increasing ~equire
ment for military professionalism. In an era of complex we3pons, 
soldiers, sailors, and airmen could no longer eaSily move from one 
service to another, or intelligently' serve a single service. The 
separate services were needed to train professionals and funnel 
many of them upward to serve the unified commanders, Joint Chiefs 
of-Staff, and the Secretary of Defense. Providing military equipment, 
military doctrine, and effective military forces for aeroapace, 
land, and sea warfare was the task of the military departments. "If 
we did not have them," Zuckert said, "we would have to invent a 
substitute for this purpose." Zuckert also noted that interservice 
competition--controlled enough to create positive contrihutions to 
national defense--"provides an effective system of checks and 
balances" and "assures that a full range of alternatives and new 
ideas will be examined before major decisions are taken." Tne 
individual services were also required in order to provide fer 
efficient management-. "Military administration, training, logistic 
support, and research and development," Zuckert assertfo:d, "can be 
mdnaged most efficiently on the basis of three military de~artments, 
each of which is relatively homogeneous in terms of t'~e type of war
fare on which it focuses. We should not disturb this arrangement." 
Finally, there was the intangible element of esprit $k corps weich 
was at the heart of a true fighting force. "The ~eople who operate 
and maintai.l SAC I S weapons and the people of the Logistics C,.)tmnand 
who supply them, II Zuckert pointed out, i"are all in the same uniform 
• .'. • They are part of a team and their working relations are 
quite different from the impersonal relations that might exist 
between loosely related organizatlons which worked for different 
bosses. "119 

In the summation of his address on national defense organizdtion, 
Secretary Zuckert warned: "The purists in organization sometimes 
want to carry their work to extremes which appear logical on paper 
but which in practice may lose more than is gained." He believed 
that the evolving organizational structure had centralized over-all 
planning, budgeting, and operational control within the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense, but that it ~ad decentralized the develop
ment and support of combat forces and the formulation of doctrine 
along environmental lines. "This careful weaving of f\Ulctional 
unification and environmental division," Zuckert concluded, "permits 
both to be effectively exploited. • •• That which is wise, natural, 
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and efficient is not likely to disappear in the continuing process 
of evolving the best possible defense organization. The three 
separate military departments of Army, Navy (with its Marine Corps~, 
and Air Force make an indispensable contribution to the defense of 
this nadon and will continue to do so. I predict that they are 
here to stay. "120 Where the Air Force hc?d in the past custon'orily 
provided the strongest support for national defense unificat:on, 
Secretary Zuckert's landmark address in September 1964 indicated that 
the Air Force was reevaluating the requirement for defense unifica
tion in thp. light of new ideas of technological possibilities and 
strategic requirements. 

2. Air Force Organizational Adjustments to Defense Reorganization 

Except for the establishment of the Air Research and Develop
ment Command in 1951, the internal organization of the Air Force 
in 1957-58 was markedly similar to the management structure set up 
in the immediate post-World War II years when the new Air Force was 
loosely federated with the Army and the Navy in the Department of 
Defense. The impact of the Soviet Sputnik and the Department of 
Defense reorganization of 1958 stimulated a ferment of introspective 
studies looking toward the inte~~al reorganization of the Air Force. 
"We are standing at the crossroads of Air Force history," Lieutenant 
General Schriever exclaimed in one planning paper. "It would seem 
fortuito..ts indeed, if an organization conceived for 1950's pro!::lems 
were the best for changed needs of 1960-1970."121 

With the accomplishment of the Department of Defense reorganiza
tion of 1958, the Departmencs of Army, N8,~T) and Air Force lost 
cOTIIITland over military combat forces and were restricted to the 
principal task of creating combat-ready forces for employment by the 
unified commanders in the field. With only partial guidance hom 
the Department of Defense each of the military departments managed 
its internal reorganizations in a manner that represented necessary 
readjustme,ts to the new defense organizational requirements and to 
projected trends in defense activity. The effectiveness of each 
service's internal organization would depend in a large measure 
upon the accuracy with which the services predicted future trends. 
Within the Air Force these estimates of future trends were mani
fested in the form of assumptions, and these assumptions were often 
more apparc:lt from the statements of -key individuals than fl:'om 
formal Air Force documents. 

* * * * 
Reflecting the belief of its founding commander General Muir 

S. Fairchild that a unive~sity not only disseminated knowledge but 
also sought to develop knowledge through research, the Air University 
from 1946 onward had been charged to study Air Force responsibilities 
for national security and to develop recommendations as to long-range 
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Air Force objectives. The Air Un.iversity was also charged to prepare 
doctrinal manuals in fields of Air Force strategy, procedures, a9d 
techniques. 122 After early i,candescenc€ in the early 1950's the 
flame of reseacch began to flicker at,the Air University by 1956. 
In this year, Air War College students'were no longer expected' to 
cont~ibute solutions to problems of Air Force and defense inttrest 
in their student theses. 123 When reductions in force and other man
pm.,rer reductions had to be made within the command in the autumn of 
1957, the Air University co~nder ruled that cuts would not be 
made across the board but in research areas which did not support 
the educational mission. The manner in which the personnel reduction 
was accomplished left no d~ubt that the training, mission of the Air 
University had a higher pnority than research. 124 In the spring 
of 1958 the Air University's Board of Visitors noted and criticized 
the fact that the Air Force appeared reluctant to assign sufficient
ly high quality personnel to the Air War College's Evaluation 
Staff .125 

At the same time that the Air University \-1as reducing its 
research capabilities, a group of officers in Headquarters, Air 
Research and Development Command, under the leadership of Colonel 
Taylor Drysdale, was i~ressed with the conclusion that nothing was 
being done in the Air Force to develop the science of warfare, 
although billions were being spent each year on the research and 
development of weapon systems. Weapon systems were being conceived, 
developed, and produced without ,cpnsideration of the manner in which 
they might or might not affect the enemy and without regard to the 
nature of the military influence they were expected to wage. The 
RAND Corporation, operations anal ys1s functions, the Weapon SysLems 
Evaluation Group, the Lincoln Laboratory, the Air University, and 
a host of other agencies were engaged in random and piecemeal studies, 
but "nowhere," Drysdale said, "is there a rational program for 
research and development of military science as a whole, to learn the 
still unknown, fundamental principles of ~ilitary power which, 
governing the outcome of real military actions, are at least as 
important as the tools they call fot:th." On 8 April 1957, Drysdale 
briefed General Power, who was the~ in command of the Air Research 
and Development Command, on this thinking and received instructions 
to form a study group, make a survey of the military science function, 
and prepare a development planning note describing a program for 
action. After five months work, the Drysdale group completed an 
extended study that was summarized in a USAF Directorate of Develop
ment Planning Note published on 17 February 1958. This note proposed 
a gradllal establishment of a Military Science Research and Develop
ment Organization to include 1,621 military and professional persons 
by the end of fi sca 1 yea'r 1967 .126 . 

When briefed on the Drysdale study shortly after becoming Air 
Force Vice Chief of Staff, General LeMay acknowledged that the 
objective was important and worth pursuing. He-pointed out that 
studies of defense matters by outsiders and observers generally 
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lacked utility, and he emphasized that ,the only men who could provide 
the product that Drysdale was seeking would be persons who bore the 
responsibility for military action, who understood the nature of 
combat and the price that might have to be paid for the achievement 
of a necessary military end. 127 At the Air University where be was 
completing a four-year tour as Commandant of the Air Command and 
Staff College, Major General Lloyd P. Hopwood proposed on 6 Januar,r 
1958 that vigorous efforts ought to be made by the Air University to 
provide "conceptual R&D" for the Air Force through the rejuvenation 
of an Air Force Board type function. Somewhat more cautiously, 
Major General Robert F. Tate, the Commandant of the Air War College, 
pointed out that the Air Force had changed since the Air University 
had been established. The Air Staff had been expanded, the m~jor 
air commands had undertaken their own conceptual planning, and a 
large number of study groups in industry and civilian institutions 
were studying the wide range of Air Force problems. An Air Univer
sity organizational study committee nevertheless recommended that 
the Air University ought to create a warfare institute which would 
combine the talents still available in the Air University's Research 
Studies Institute and the Air War College's Evaluation Staff.128 
Despite agreement that the Air University ought to invigorate its 
research organization, the Drysdale proposal fOl a Military Science 
Research and Development Organization met a skeptical reception 
at the Air University. One senior Evaluation Staff officer called 
it a "panacea" and suggested that the development planning note had 
"fallen into the trap of believing that properly qualified and 
organized people, with adequate resources, can eventually resolve 
the basically irresolvable conflicts we are faced with today in the 
field of national security." Another noted: "Our studies on new 
weapon systems foreseen during the next 15 years have cqncludedthat 
the present strategy of dete~nce will continue essentially un
changed and so will the basic tasks of our military forces •••• 
The key to changes in future strategy will rest with scientific 
development; for that nation which can gain a clear ascendancy over 
all the rest in adequate numbers of @ore highly effective weapons, 
whether offensi~~ or defensive, will be in a position to dominate 
other nations in all forms of military conf1ict."129 

In his discussion of th0 requirement for research and develop
ment in military sciences, CJlonel Drysdale emphasized that the task 
of developing future knowledge could not be entrusted to Air Force 
planners or operations analysts, who were accustomed only to ~ply
ing and analyzing already existing knowledge. "A truly professional 
approach to a profession," he argued, "must admit to the essential 
difference- between the generation of knowledge and the application 
of that knowledge whether for the present actions or for the future 
actions. "130 Possibly because of this thinking, the Air Research, 
and Development Command organized a small Science of Warfare Office 
under its Deputy Commander for Research and Development on 2 January 
1958.131 The Air Staff, however, equated conceptual research with 
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long-range planninp. An increasing recognition that the Air Force 
ought to look ahead led early in 1957 to the establishment of the 
Deputy Chief of Staff. Plans and Programs ,as a separate Air Staff 
office. In an interna 1 reorganiza tion ort' 15 July 1958, the Office 
of the Deputy Director for Policy (fonnerly the Policy Division) was 
established under the Director of Plans. At the same time, the Air 
Doctrine Branch was established under the Air Policy Division. 132 
Hearing of this action, Major General Tate was skeptical of the 
decision to place the Air ryoctrine Branch under the Deputy Director 
of Policy. Directorate of -?lans, since this placed Air Force 
doct'l':"ine in a subordinate position to Air Force policy. "The Air 
University," he urged, "is in a position to develop doctrine free 
from day to day policy considerations. This is as it should be and 
is a maj or reason for retaining the basic doctrinal responsibility 
within the Air University."133 

At its establishment in July 1958 within the Air Staff, the Air 
Doctrine Branch was designated as the single point of reference for 
the review of basic air doctrine prepared at the Air UniverSity and 
for operational doctrine prepared in the major air commands. For a 
time the Air Doctrine Branch merely attempted to keep current as to 
Air Force doctrine, but changes caused by the implementation of the 
Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 indicated that the Air Doctrine 
Branch might be expected to perfonn an enlarged role. Under new 
defense directives, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were given responsi
bility for prescribing doctrine for the conduct of unified operations. 
Each of the Joint Chiefs, as a Service Chief, would have an input 
into unified doctrine, and the Air Force Chief of Staff wOl,tld require 
close assistance and advice from the Air Staff in order to fonnulate 
his doctrinal input to Joint Chiefs of Staff discussion. 134 On 
I December 1958 the Air Force Directorate of Plans recommended that 
the Air Doctrine Branch should be given the responsibility for 
preparing basic air doctrine. After lengthy discussions within the 
Air Staff, the Air Force announced on 6 March 1959 that responsibil
ity for the preparation of Air Force basic doctrine would be 
retained at Headquarters USAF .135 That same month, the Air Research 
and Development Command inactivated its Science of Warfare Office,136 
but the Air Staff wished the Air University to revitalize its 
research activities by the establishment of an institute of strategy.137 
After studying the matter during the spring of 1959, the Air Univer
sity consolidated the Air War College I s Evaluation Staff into the 
Research Studies Institute on I July. While the mission of the 
Research Studies Institute (subsequently renamed the Aerosapce 
Studies Institute) was broadened to' ,require it to function as a 
doctrinal center for developing sound concepts concerning elements 
of military influence and aerospace power, it was expected to operate 
without increases in the size of its relatively small staff.138 

* * * * 
Although the Air Staff did not ignore the problem of conceptual 
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research in military science, the major interest of the Air Force 
was clearly centered in the development and procurement of advanced 
weapon systems. ~stab1ished at the request of General White, the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Research and Development of the Air Force 
Scientific Advisory Board chaired by H. Guyford Stever prefaced its 
report of a survey of the. ~!!:._:f.~~£,~~~E£!'L.~.!!2...9.~PEa,:el!; or&!l.?
ization on 20 June 195~ w1th a broad statement of conc~t: ~a11 
of its activit:£es," die committee reported, "the Air Force will 
continue to experience at a growing rate the impact of advancing 
ter.hno10gy. The research and development phases will enlarge and 
oecome of greater importance. Though in the past the Air Force 
has introduced major changes to adjust to this increasing role of 
research and development, it has not kept pace with the need."139 
According to the division of responsibility specified in 1950-51 the 
Air Research and Development Command developed weapon systems and 
the Air Materiel Command procured the developed aystema and pro
vided continuing logistical support for them as long as they remained 
in the operational inventory. To provide command coordination each 
major weapon system was managed by a weapon system project office, 
staffed'jointly by ARDC and AMC personnel. In order to speed the 
development of ballistic missiles, the ARDC Bal!~~.§1!£.1'E-.E~i.l!;,s_ 
DiviaioL and the AMC Ballistic Missile Center were located together 
at Inglewood-Los Angeles. l 40 By melding together personnel and 
,responsibilities in a concurrency concept, the Air Force was able 
to fip.ld operationally ready balli~tic missiles in a much shorter 
time than "\1ould have been possible with a. "fly-before-buy" conc~pt 
Other instances of expedited development, were lesR satisfactory. 
The F-lfl6 inter;:eptor was put into procurement on the basis of a 
contractor's assurance that its missile and fire control system 
would be flyable in 1953. The missile and missile control system 
was not completed until 1956, and the F-l06 weapon system, which 
was expected to be operational in 1954, did not become operational 
until 1959.141 

In an effort to keep pace with technological progress, the Air 
Force had superimposed weapon system management procedures on top 
of the existing Air Materiel Command and the Air Research and 
Development Command without inquiring as to whether some more 
sweeping reorganization might not be more appropriate. While the 
system was working it appeared to be full of delays. Seeking some 
new thought on the matter, General White told the Air Force Council 
on 30 April 1959 that the Air Force must abandon old step-by-step 
progressions in development and seek to make a "quantum jump" toward 
the best possible weapons for the future. This approach involved 
risk, for combat strength might be weakened while advanced weClpon 
systems were under development, but White thought that the potential 
gain would be worth the risk.142 In order to review policies and 
procedures for the management of weapon and support systems through
out their life cycles, General leMay established a Weapon Systems 
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, Study Group on 29 May 1959. He named General S. E. Anderson, 
; Commander of the Air Materiel Command, as the group chairman and 

included Lieutenant General Schriever, Commander of the Air Research 
and Development Command, and Major GeneralMark E. Bradley, Acting 
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel, as members of the 
group. 143 After studies had been made, the rr~jority of the group 
favored a plan of organization offered by Major General Bradley at 
a meeting on II March 1960. In essence Bradley proposed that other 
AMC center/ARDC divisions should be organized and should pattern 
their operations after those of the Ballistic Missile Center/Ballistic 
Missiles Division concept, thereby extending the dual responsibility 
approach to aeronautical and electronics systems. He also proposed 
that scattered responsibilities for weapor~ systems in the Air Staff 
should be collected into joint program and project offices. General 
Anderson was unwilling to continue the "piecemeal, patchwork 
approach" and proposed to reintegrate the AMC and ARnC into one 
aerospace weapons command. Lieutenant General Schriever accepted 
the Bradley plan, but he urged that it did not go far enough. He 
proposed a single operating agency for the acquisition phase--a 
weapon acquisition command--and an aerospace support command for 
logistical support. 144 

At a meeting in the Pentagon on 2 June 1960 General White heard 
arguments from Anderson and Schriever and provided new guidance to 
the Weapon Systems Study Group. He said that there would be no 
recombination of ARDC and AMC because this would be a step backward. 
Schriever's proposal was also unacceptable b~cause"'8ny shift of 
procurement and production into the ARDe would dilute its efforts 
and hinder research and development. White generally accepted the 
Bradley plan, and he cautioned that organization of programs along 
the weapon system concept should be selective since not all systems 
were suited to expedited program development. 145 At its last 
meeting with General White on 16 August 1960, the Group proposed 
and White endorsed the view that "the present functional organiza
tion of the Air Force and Air Staff is sound and best suited to the 
over-a 11 Air Force management prob lem." Whi te a Iso agreed tha t: 
"Product or weapon systems oriented management should be employed 
to integrate the functional activities of the Air Force."146 General 
LeMay approved the report of the Weapon Systems Study Group on 
30 August, and the new alignment began to be put into effect. In 
order to complete the parallel field organizations which already 
included the Ballistic Missile Center/Ballistic Missile Division 
on the West Coast and the Aeronautical Systems Center/Wright Air 
Development Center at Dayton, Ohio, the Air Hateriel Command 
activated an Electronics Systems Center parallel to the Command 
and Control Development Division at Bedford, Massachusetts. In 
November 1950 Gene,ral White announced that B-70, F/RF-105, Dynasoar, 
Skybolt, Atlas, Titan, Minuteman, Midas, Saint, Samos, SAC Control 

" .(465L), and Air Weapon Control (412L) systems would be given 
expedited development. 147 In order to accomplish a completely 
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functional organization, the Air Research and Development Command 
planned to divide its strength into four major divisions: one 
dedicated to ballistic missile and space systems in California; 
one dedicated to the development of aeronautical systems in Dayton; 
one dedicated to command and control systems at Bedford; and the 
four~h devoted to basic research in Washington. Integration of Air 
Force activities was to be attained by restructuring weapon system 
project offices into system program offices, which would have repre
sentatives of the ARDC, AMC~ Air Training Command, and the using 
command. These offices would remain in being as long as their weapons 
systems continued in the operating inventory: they would handle 
responsibilities for the weapon systems from inception to final 
disposition. 148 

Whi Ie the Air Force had de te rmined tha t no maj or change s should 
be made in the organizational structure of the Air Materiel Command 
and the Air Research and Development Command, Lieutenant-General 
Schriever was not entirely satisfied with the outcome of the Weapon 
Systems Study Group. For one thing, the two con~andq tended to 
compete with each other for technologically trained personnel as well 
as skilled management people. 149 During the latter half of 1960, 
General White refused to accept Schriever's objections, but early 
in 1961 Schriever's proposals for reorganization began to look more 
logical. Shortly after the Kennedy administration took office, 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatric apparently indicated to 
Secretary Zuckert that the military mission in space might well be 
centered in the Air Force provided it would "put its house in order.lI 
Gilpatric epparently believed that the Air Force could not handle 
the military space mission unless the machi~ery for performing 
research and development, tests, and procurement was centralized in 
one command.ISO Early in March Secretary McNamara called Zuckert 
and leMay to his office and informed them that the major military 
responsibility for the space program would be assigned to the Air 
Force, and immediately thereafter Zuckert assembled White, Bradley, 
and Schriever to decide the basic outline of the reorganization 
that had to be made. It was now agreed that Schriever's recommenda
tions to the Weapon Systems Study Group would be accepted, and that 
Schriever, who would be promoted to full general and given command 
of a new Air Force Systems Command, would also be given the res
ponsibilities for activating ballistic missile sites. Secretary 
HcNamara approved the proposals, and Zuckert negotiated an agreement 
with the Secretary of the Army, whereby the Army Engineers would 
make a general officer available for assignment as Deputy Commander 
for Site Activation in the Ballistic Systems Division. lSl 

Except for Secretary Zuckert, Under Secretary Joseph V. Charyk, 
and the officers who attended Zuckert's conference, the knowledge 
that the Air Materiel Commancl and the Air Research and Development 
Command would be reorganized was not generally known at the Air 
Staff level until the plan for the reorganization was announced 
by Secretary McNamara on 17 March 1961. This announcement and . 
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official orders is~ued on 20 March provided that the Air Materiel 
Command and the Air Research and Davelopment -Command would be re
designated on 1 April 1961 as the Air Force Logistics Command and 

I 

the Air Force Systems Command. The Research Division of the Air 
Research and Development Command was redesignated as the Office of 
Aerospace Research and assigned directly to Headquarters, United 
States Air Force, as a separate operating agency. The Air Force 
Systems Command took over the former Air Materiel C6mmand center 
fd"nctrons and personnel at the formerly parallel operating locations 
and organized its forces into a Ball~~t:.!=...Missi1es Systems Divisio~, '"_ 
Space Systems Division, Aeronaut!C:Systems Division, Electronics 
Systems Division, and a Foreign Technology Division. In order to 
complete its internal organization, the Air Force Systems Command 
subsequently established an Aerospace Medical Division at Brooks 
Air Force Base, Texas, on 1 January 1962. Provisionally organized 
at Bolling Air Force Base. in April 1962, the Research and Technology 
Division was made permanent on 1 July 1962. The Aerospace Medical 
Division was intended to improve the military "interface" with NASA 
since it provided "one foca 1 point in the Air Force for the bioastro
nautics, life sciences activity." The Research and Technology 
Division provided centralized management for the Air Force Rocket 
Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base, the Weapons Lab
oratory at Kirtland Air Force Base, the Aero-Propulsion, Materials, 
and Flight Propulsion Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, and the Electromagnetics Laboratory at Griffis Air Force Base. 
As its mission after the 1 July 1961 reorganization, the Air Force 
Logistics Corrnnand was charged with operation andcul1.trol of the 
worldwide logistics system for the support of the Air Force. 152 

In a press conference held on the afternoon of 17 March 1961, 
Secretary Zuckert explained that the Air Force Systems Command-Air 
Logistics Command reorganization was designed to improve management. 
"When you have a clear line of authority," he said, "you are going 
to have better management."153 In a schematic diagram of the cycle 
of weapon system acquisition, principal responsibility for basic 
research lay in the Air Force Office of Aerospace Research; the Air 
Force Systems Command was responsible for development, procurement, 
and production; and the Air Logistics Command remained responsible 
for logistic support of operational systems, including spares and 
maintenance equipment. 154 Speaking of the climate of thinking that 
lay behind the reorganization, Major General Friedman said: HI 
think that the day of the short development period and long run 
production is over, and Itr.ink we are talking about practically-
apart from basic and applied research--practica1ly concurrent 
deve10pment."155 In order to avoid misunderstanding, Zuckert em
phasized that the Air Force had not been reorganized into a weapon 
systems structure, but he nevertheless demonstrated the manner in 
which the new structure would expedite all of the myriad actions· 
involved in bringing the twelve systems that the Air Force had 
selected for expedited management decisions into operational use as 
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quickly as possible.156 In explanation of the establishment of the 
Air Force Systems Command, General waite predicted that the action 
would "provide more ra~id decisions and accelerated actions on 
ballistic missile and other designated system programs ••• insure 
efficient, responsive management of the • • ~ space develupment 
mission. • • provide for the close integration and participation of 
the Army Coprs of Engineers in the ballistic missile site activation 
task. • • provide for effective liaison and active participation by 
the Army, Navy, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
in projects being developed for those agencies by the Air Force.lS7 

i As a follow-on t~ the field reorganization of the Air Force 
Systems Command and the Air Force Logistics Command, the major Air 
Staff offices of Headquarters, United States Air Force, were 
realigned effective on 1 July 1961. Under the old Air Staff organ
ization, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel and the Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Development had provided a parallel Air Staff organiza
tion to the Air Materiel Command and the Air Research and Develop
ment Command. Under the 1 July 1961 reorganization, however, the 
new Deputy Chief of Staff for Systems and Logistics assumed 
responsibility for system development functions. The new Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Research and Technology became the Air Force point 
of contact for the entire scientific community and was given staff 
cognizance over basic research and all applied research that was not 
a part of a system. l S8 The top-level Air Staff reorganization, to
gether with revised management procedures, sought to extend to all 
designated systems the same type of expeditious handlin~ previously 
accorded to ballistic missile and space systems. On 25 July 1961, 
Zuckert established the Designated Systems Management Croup as an 
expansion of the former Air Force Ballistic Missile and Space 
Committee. Chaired by the Secretary and including the highest 
statutory civilian and military officials, this Group assisted the 
Secretary in discharging his responsibilities toward programs which 
were designated to be of the highest priority. The former Waapons 
Board was redesignated as the Systems Review Board; headed by the 
Director of Operational Requirements, the Systems Review Board 
continued to function as a cross-function board at the Air Staff 
directorate level, and it was provided with committees, panels, 
and working groups that were designed to monitor programs and insure 
that all Air Staff elements received the information they required 
to insure adequate systems management. The Designated Systems 
Management Group and the Systems Review Board shared a c~on 
secretariat, thus insuring continuity of action from all levels of' 
the Air Staff through to the Secretary of the Air Force.l~ The 
Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Systems and logisticS 'included 
project offices for certain component and equipment programs which 
were of lesser scope than a system as well as eleven Designated 
Systems Offices (Systos) which were designed to provide up-to-the
minute status data for all matters pertaining to individual 
specifi-ed systems. The Systos provided the chairmen of .. t:he, working 
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groups of the Systems Review Board. Under the new management con
cept there was to be no intermediate-level review or disapproval 
authority between responsible Air Force Systems Command system 
program directors in the field and the Designated Systems Management 
Group/Systems Review Board in the Pentagon. Employinp, a "red line" 
technique, the system program directors ~f detignated systems were 
able, in the words of General Schriever, "to go quickly to the top 
for fast decisions on their programs." Schriever further explained: 
"Under 'Red Line' procedures a Director goes to the Air Staff and 
t!le Secretary for a decision, and where necessary, in some cases to 
the Secretary of Defense. Thus when a matter demands immediate 
attention, the Director can present it to the decision-maker in the 
course of a s~ngle day. "160 

The organization of the Air Force Systems Command and the new 
system management concept were expected toprovidp an environment 
wherein quantum jumps in technology could be quickly translated into 
operational weapon systems by concurrency programing. Based upon 
his experience with ballistic missiles, Schriever was completely 
convinced of the value of concurrency. "If you find that you have 
a fundamentally sound weapon," he said in 1959, "you actually save 
money by this technique because you do not stretch out the program 
so long. With time as important as it is in our day and age of 

. thermonuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, I see no other choice 
but to do our jobs in this manner."16l The establishment of the 
designated system management procedures in 1961, Schriever said, 
was "based on the premise that streamlined channels, as orlgir.ally 
provided for in the ballistic missile program, are sound in princi
ple and can be applied to many important programs in today's environ
ment."162 General Schriever's belief in the concurrency concept 
and in centralized management was not completely shared by some Air 
Force leaders. Early in 1961, Lieutenant General Roscoe C. Wilson, 
who would soon retire from his post as Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Research and Technology, suggested: I~e have always felt in the Air 
Force that the real genius lay among the people of the United States 
at large and just could not be cooped up in any bureaucracy at all, 
and all b~ our efforts have been aimed at reaching out to these 
people rather than trying to pull them in to us." In a private 
interview just prior to his retirement, Wilson described the con
currency concept as "useful but very wastefu1." He thought that a 
service could stand the cost of one or two concurrency programs, 
but the Air Force had far more programs underway than it would be 
able to afford. Wilson further. predicted that the new red line 
management procedures would fail because too much responsibility was 
being concentrated at the top of the management structure. 163 . 
Speaking as Director of Defense Research and Engineering, Dr. Brown 
also pointed out that excessive concurrency could delay rather than 
hasten the operational availability of a weapon system. "Premature 
commitment of subsystems," Brown maintained, "before you knew how 
they will interact with everything else and, indeed, gei~e ¥ou 
have the subsystem worked out, can produce an actual delay."164 
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During 1961-62 the Department of Defense severely reduced the 
number of concurrent development programs which the Air Force was 
attempting to main~ain, chiefly because the Air rorce was unable to 
show a proper interaction requirement for the 'systems in a future 
environment. By the winter of 1962-63, moreover, General Schriever 
frankly admitted that the red line management review concept between 
the Air Staff :and the responsible system program offices had not 
worked very well~ The full-effect of the procedure was to force the 
mana-gement of. programs in greater and greater detail up into the Air 
Staff and the Department of Defense. The recommendations made by 
the system programs offices and the Systos dealt with individual 
problems .and_Iac~ed total program relationships when viewed in terms 
of the whole Air Force program. The number and types of reviews at 
levels above the Air Force Systems Command increased greatly, and 
these reviews necessarily involved complex technical evaluations as 
well as functional considerations. "Thus," Schriever wrote, lithe 
attempt to eliminate levels of review has actually resulted in an 

. increase in detailed data required at the top and a decrease -in 
the name of urgency--in the.quality of the revie~l." F-rom this 
experience Schriever drew the' basic lesson that the "tiIlique short
circuit management techniques and administrative proc~ures" that 
had worked for programs involving "extreme nationaltiJ:'gency or 
risk" could not "be extended beyond a relatively few programs with-. 
out some deleterious effect on the normal management structure and 
on the portion of the system program that does.not fall within the 
highest priority category." To add more and more systems to a 
specialized management list merely diluted the amount of special 
management emphasis that might be applied in priority areas and 
degraded the normal management emphasis available for lesser 
priority systems. 165 

Ouring the summer of 1962 following the retirement of General 
Frederic H. Smith, Jr., for physical causes, General LeMay brought 
General William F. McKee from his assignment as Commander of the 
Air Force logistiCS Command and named him Air Force Vice Commander. 
Early in the 1950's McKee had provided guidance for the reorganiza
tion of the Air Staff and his first task as Air Force Vice Commander 
was to superintend a major realignment of the Air Staff. One 
objective of the reorganization was to comply with Secretary 
McNamara's directive that headquarters staffs be reduced and manage
ment should be decentralized. Another objective provided by 
Secretary Zuckert was to "increase responsiveness to the stringent 
demands of modern 'command and control.'" As announced on I Feb
ruary 1963 the new Air Staff organization include~ the Deputy Chief 
of Staff, Plans and Operations, as a consolidation of the former 
Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Programs and the Directorate of 
Operations from the now-disestablished Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations. A new Deputy Chief of Staff, Progr.!lms and Requirements, 
included elements from the former Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations, such as the Directorate o! Operational Requirements and 
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a new Directorate of Aerospace Programs. The functions of the 
Deputy Chief of Staff , Systems and Logistics,. ana the Deputy Chief 
of Staff, Research and Development, were 'Dade to paral.lel the field 
organization of the Air Force Logistics Command and the Air Force 
Systems Command. The Deputy Chief of Staff, Systems and Logistics, 
would generally be concerned with production: its former Directorates 
of Systems AcquiSition and Systems Services and the twelve designated 
systems offices were combined into a Directorate of Production. Con
currently with the elimination of the systems offices, the Air Force 
Systems Command took over the responsibility of providing technical 
expertise and systems advocacy before the Air ~;taff and the Office 
of Secretary of Defense. Within the Office of the Chief of Staff, 
the Air Force Council remained as the senior organ for study and 
recommendation. The Designated Systems Management Group also con
tinued in being, but other boards, including the Systems Review 
Board, were combined into a new Air Staff Board. Headed by the 
Director of Operational Requirements, the Air Staff Board was 
organized into two committees--one on Force Structure and the other 
on Program Review--and eight working panels. The Air Force Council 
and the Air Staff Board were charged to make recommendations in 
order to speed decisions: they did not make decisions. 166 

, "What it amounts to," said Secretary Zuckert in reference to 
the Air Staff reorganization of 1 February 1963, "is we're learning 
to go to the doctor before we really get sick~ "167 The new 
organization for systems research and development sought to correct 
the difficulties that had arisen from the July 1961 organization. 
While the Designated Systems Management Group remained in being, 
the Air Force re~~valuated its list of designated systems to ensure 
that only a minimum number of highly-important projects would be 
accorded special management procedures.168 Lieutenant General James 
Ferguson, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and Develop
ment, conceived his responsibilities to be "those related to policy, 
to broad general direction, to major programing •••• We identify 
what needs to be done, we get the work started, issue the instruc
tions to the field, we review what is done, we sponsor it to the 
Department of Defense, we issue policy guidance. "169 Within the Air 
Force Systems Command, General Schriever sought to make program 
study and review meaningful at every echelon. Thus the project 
level--laboratory or system project office--was to bel:'ecognized as 
the last word technically within the command. The project level, 
however, could not evaluate the relative importance of individual 
projects in a whole Air Force program. This evaluation had to be 
the contribution of Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command, employed 
collectively as a central command review group on a continuing basis, 
since this was the only agency with a broad enough knowledge of the 
entire command program to evaluate new proposals or changes in 
existing proposals. In order to strengthen functional review, 
Schriever organized an Air Force Systems Command Council~omparable 
to the Air Force Council and charged it to maintain a review of the 
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research and development programs recommended to the Air Staff. 
"These actions," Schriever be lieved, "promise to bring a significant 
improvement in the management capability that is the pacing element 
in achieving technological sup~riority."170 

* * 
Whether it was to be known as "military science" or "doctrine" 

the task of ra~ionalizing and enunciating the fundamental beliefs 
that were to underlie the development, deployment, and employment of 
aerospace power in peace or war did not appear to progress well 
following the assumption of the mission by the Air Force Deputy Chief 
of Staff for Plans and Programs on 6 March 1959. Located under the 
Aerospace Policy Division of the Plans Directorate, the Doctrine 
Branch initially attempted to maintain in its possession a current 
statement of Air Force basic doctrine. It sought to keep a working 
draft of Air' Force Hanual l-~. United States Air Force Basic 
Doctrine, constantly up to ci.·..:e by revising p~{~-;;-;-o{th;-1955 
manual that had been affected by the development of new weap.Jns and 
by the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958. As has been seen, a 
revised edition of Air Force Manual 1-2 was issued on I December 
1959, but the revisions consisted principally of changes of termi
nology rather than of substance. One of the major functions of the 
Aerospace Policy Division ,·jas to provide Air Force "positions" on 
subjects of defense interest, and many of these position papers 
became the basis of speeches and statements by Air Force leaders. 
Published by the Secretary of Air Force Office of Information, the 
Air Force Information Policy Letter fo~ Commanders and the monthly 
Supplement ..tQ. ~ Information Policy Lette;: .. for Commanders contained 
excerpts or full texts of statements by national leaders on matters 
of special interest and value to Air Force personnel. In September 
1961 the Air Force directed that the Policy Letter "provides 
concepts, doctrine, facts, references, and suggestions for all Air 
Force commanders and their staffs in meeting their responsibility 
to advance understanding inside and outside the Air Force."171 
In the aftermath of the Air Staff reorganization of 1 July 1961 an 
internal reorganization within the Office of the Deputy Chief of 
Stafff~ Plans and Programs made Brigadier General Jerry D. Page 
the Deputy Director o€ Plans for Aerospace Plans a~d established the 
Aerospace Doctrine Division and the Long Range Plans Division under 
him.l72 

In the autumn of 1961 it became evident to General LeMay that 
even knowledgeable persons were no longer sure of what the Air Force 
stood for in the way of concepts and doctrine. Attempting to clear 
up some of the confusion, LeMay asserted: "I think we have been . 
consistent in our concepts since the formation of the GHQ Air Force 
in 1935. Our basic doctrine has remained generally unchanged since 
that time .• "173 At least by J.mplication, LeMay endorsed extant 
statements of Air Force doctrine and stated the requirement that the 
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Air For~e must "act with vision and daring to exploit technology to 
achie"e distinct strategic advantages. "174 In an address in February 
1962, however, Brigadier General Page attempted to place science and 
technology in perspective with strategy. "Although science is a 
search for new knowledge and is essentially unpredictablz," Page 
reasoned, "technology is another story; it goes essentially where 
it is directed to go •••• For the future," he asserted, Itthe 
military planner must spend more time applying his pr0fessional 
judgment to determine what is needed from tech~olcgy for meaningful 
improvements in strategy, and less time listening to predictions of 
ways in which strategy must be influenced by hypothetical trends 
in technology."175 

In the course of the revolutior. in nationa', n,ilitary strategy 
that took place during 1961-62, the Air F"rce found it very 
difficult to justify many of its forward-looking weapon systems 
because of its failure in predicting the =uture operatiopal environ
ment in which the weapon systems would have to be employed. At the 
Air University in April 1963 the Board of Visitors of the Air 
University recommended that, both for instructional and planning 
purposes ~s well as for the benefit of the total national defense 
effort, t~lere was "a need for clear, long-range thinking on such 
matters as doctrine and the role of the A:...r Force and its programs 
in relationship to other defense agencies."176 In the Pentagon; 
after some conversations with B~igadier General Page, Majer General 
Dale O. Smith prepared and submitt<>d to General McKee on 15 April 
1963 a scathing indictment ofoAlr'rorc~ failures to keep its doctrine 
dynamic. "The deplorable condition of aerospace power today," Smith 
wrote, "is to a large extent the result of allowing Air Force doctrine 
to stagnate and become inapplicable to modern conditions." Smith 
urged that the Air Force must devote substantial resources to "in
service, blue-suit, research on matters of Air Force doctrine." 
"The idea of letting our doctrine drift from the whim of one opera
tional Leader to another, or from one ad hoc measure to the next," 
he warned, "will never provide us with the comprehensive, dynamic, 
understandable, and salable doctrine necessary to save the Air 
Force." Smith pointed out that the Army, through intell,actua1 
activity and organizational structure, had adapted its mission and 
capabilities to changing national strategy in the years at",ter 1954. 
"The Army," he noted, "suffe~ct by the front-running Air Force 
doctrine of massive retaliation during the early 1950's, yet they 
have recovered in less than a decade." The Air Force, on the other 
hand, had become a victim lIof 'hardening of the categories' by 
avoiding full consideration of natirmal military doctrine, \Iational 
and foreign policy, as well as arms control philosophies" and had 
not "appropriately related or influenced developments in these 
fields to pure Air Force doctrine nor anticipated their impact."l77 

* * * * 
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While Major General Smith possibly overemphasized the role of 
the Army in the changing national military strateg'y, it was nonethe
less true that the Army had built a visualizing, planning, testing, 
and developmental organization that was extremely productive of new 
concepts for the employment of ground forces in a future military 
environment. In the immediate post-World War II years, Generals 
Eisenhower and Bradley had been hesitant to authorize the reopening 
of an Army War College because they believed that the National War 
College could better se~~e a purpose of unifying military thought. 
In January 1950, however, General Collins decided to reopen the /"rm'f 
War College, and, after a first year at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 
the senior institution relocated its permanent home at Carlisle 
Barracks, Pennsylvania.l78 The Army War College sought to prepare 
Army officers with a knowledge of the capabilities and limitations 
of their own service. Although a consideration of joint operations 
was included, primary emphasis in the curriculum was placed on Army 
problems associated with military doctrine, national strategy, and 
supporting military programs. 179 TI1e Army Command and Staff College 
at Fort Lecwenworth continued to be a principal center for the" 
formulation of Army doc~ine,180 but reportedly because of the 
recommendation of Dean Rusk, who was then serving as the chairman of 
the Army War College's board of visitors, the Army created an 
Advanced Study Group at Carlisle Barracks in 1954. This group 
apparently received strong support from its parent service, and it 
ultimately propounded many of the basic concepts of the strategy of 
flexible response. "It was here at the Army War College," commented 
Brigadier General Noel F. Parrish, Director of the Air University 
Research Studies Institute, "that the Arroy (;oucentracr:d its new 
emphasis on brains and foresight, while the Air Force emphasized .the 
'big operator. 111181 

During the 1950's the Army found itself in almost the same 
situation of adversity that the Army Air Corps had known in the 1930's, 
and in a remarkably parallel pattern of" action to these earlier days 
Army thinkers at Fort Leavenworth and Carlisle Barracks funneled new 
ideas and concepts up through the Continental Army Command to the 
Department of Army. The new ideas and concepts were designed to 
provide an understanding of the role of warfare in a land environ
ment. While the Army actively challenged existing doctrine, the 
Air Force found itself increasingly defending the old doctrines that 
had been proven in World War II. 

Hany of the Army proposals "ftTt .. ~ in air-ground doctrines 
related to ~ basic contention that the p~inciple of unity of command 
demanded that local ground commanders should have command control 
over the air units that supported them. 182 -In order to guarantee 
adequate air support the Army stated a requirement that the Air 
Force should provide approximately two tactical reconnaissance wings 
for each field army and one wing of tactical fighter aircraft for 
each army division committed to combat. It further stipulated that 
the close-support fighter wings should be under the control of 
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division commanders in orderthat they would be immediately respon
sive to ground requirements. Arguing from past experience, the Air 
Force urged that the national economy could not support duplicative 
and specialized air units and that the centralized control of t 
tactical air units under an air commander was vital to a proper 
accomplishment of a theater commander's mission. The Air Force also 
noted that its tactical air units had to be prepared to support both 
United States ground forces and the friendly foreign forces in the 
North Atlantic and Southeast Asia Treaty Organizations. 183 

Another point in controversy throughout ,the 1950' s was the 
Army belief that the advancing speeds of tactical fighter aircraft 
would prevent Air Force pilots from accomplishi.ng effective close
support missions. "The Army recommends," General I.emnitzer stated 
in 1960, "the ,development of an inexpensive tactical fighter capable 
of operating off semi-improved fields. This aircraft should be 
specifically designed for accomplishment of the close support 
mission."184 In the early 1950's Air Force leaders remembered the 
fate of the Nazi Stuka close-support aircraft and opposed the develop
ment of a vulnerable single-purpose plane that would have little 
expectation of defending itself in the air. By 1956-57, however, 
the Air Force position showed some signs of change as General Norstad, 
thinking as Supreme Commander Europe, foresaw a requirement for a 
relatively inexpensive, light-weight, eaSily-maintained tactical 
strike aircraft that could operate from short, relatively-unprepared 
runways. As a result of studies conducted by NATO's Advisory Group 
for Aeronautical Research and Development (AGARD), Fiat of Italy 
designed and built the G.91 lightweight strike and reconnaissance 
aircraft. When it became available in 1959-, the G.91' s price of 
approximately $300,000 appealed to the smaller NATO nations. 185 
Both in response to Norstad's requirement and in the belief that a 
less expensive aircraft might be obtained for military assistance 
pact procurement, the Air Force expressed substantial interest in 
1957 in the Northrup Aviation Corporation's proposal to develop a 
lightweight tactical fighter from its T-38 jet trainer. This plane 
failed in key competitions in 1958-59, when the F-104 was selected 
as the new standard fighter for the Netherlands, Norway, Japan, Canada, 
and West Germany, but the Air Force nevertheless awarded Northrup a 
contract for the development of three N-156 ,aircraft. In April 1962, 
the Air Force would place substantial orders for this plane; now 
designated as the F-5, for service as a replacement fighter in the 
inventories of many military assistance pact nations. The F-5 was 
a retrogression in speed and altitude capabilities, but it promised 
advantages in range and maneuverability and had cost-effectiveness 
advantages for nations with fewer resources than the United States.186 

In an effort to settle the lingering controversy over the type 
of close-support fighter that the Air Force would expect to possess 
in the future, General White proposed to General Decker in January 
1960 that the Army could have the decisive voice in the selection of 
interim modernization aircraft for eleven squaqrons that were to be 
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kept in the Air Force inventory for the special purpose of supporting 
ground forces. In mid-April at Nellis Air Force Base, senior Army 
and Air Force officers viewed all currently inventoried planes that 
appeared suitable for selection as an interim close-support plane. 
After study of the matter, General Decker decided thac he did not 
wish to make the choice of the aircraft that would be employed for 
close support. The Army would instead prefer to express its 
requirements for tactical support in terms of the type of support to 
be provided rather than in terms of the specifics of the delivery 
vehicles. 187 As has been seen, General Wheeler later agreed with 
the prevailing Air Force position that Air Force tactical fighters 
ought to be high performance planes that would be able to perform 
all tactical air warfare missions with a high degree of versatility. 

Possibly because the subject involved a projection of develop
ing surface-to-air missile weapon systems into a future operational 
environment, the Army and the Air Force had more difficulty arriving 
at procedures for the con~rol of the air over an oversea battle 
area. Early in the 1950's the Army and Air Force operated in 
accordance with the Vandenberg-Collins agreement which provided that 
an Air Force air defense commander in an oversea combat zone would 
exercise operational control over antiaircraft artillery "insofar 
as engagement and disengagement of fire is concerned."188 Based 
upon its interpretation of Secretary Wilson's roles and missions 
memorandum of November 1956, however, the Continental Army Command 
asserted in 1957 that an army field commander would be solely 
responsible for the air defense of his combat area and would not 
only control all air defense-units but \\,ould also regulate all air 
operations through the air' space above his combat area. 189 The 
Army believed that surface-to-air missiles would eventually become 
so effective that it would be able positively to control the air 
space over its ground armies. Unable to arrive at any mutually 
acceptable agreement, the Tactical Air Command and the Continental 
Army Command ultimately noted that the unified commanders in Europe 
and in the Pacific had already effected command control arrangements 
for battle area air space in their theaters. In the summer of 1960 
the two commands began to employ these ~heater command control arrange
ments in their joint maneuvers. 190 After months of study, Generals 
LeMay and Decker signed a statement of agreement on a doctrine for 
overseas area air defense on 12 July 1962. This agreement accepted 
the basic principle that a coordinated and integrated air defense 
system under a single commander would be essential to successful 
theater operations and that this single commander would be expected 
to ensure that the mix of weapon systems available to him would be 
effectively organized and emplQyed. A,unified theater commander 
would norwally appoint his air component commander as the area air 
defense commander, but where another service contributed a signifi
cant portion of the air defense weapons a senior officer from that 
service would be appointed to serve as deputy in air defense matters 
to the area air defense commander. All commanders were to ensure 
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that surface-to-air missiles, manned interceptors, and command and 
control systems were integrated into a single air defense system.19l 
Since the leMay-Decker agreement was not officially promulgated as 
joint doctrine, it affected Army and Air Force relationships but was 
not mandatory upon theater commanders. 

At the same time that the Army rnaintaine« an active interest in 
the air support that it would obtain from the Air Force, Army 
thinkers also put together a visionary plan to increase the Army's 
ground mobility by the employment of organic Army aviation. The 
concept was first publicized in an article published by Major 
General Gavin in April 1954 under the title "Calvary, and I Don't 
Mean Horses /' Gavin asserted that the Army should develop helicopter
borne troop units that could operate in old-fashioned cavalry 
missions. 192 Another Army aviation enthusiast, Major General 
Hamilton H. Howze, expanded Army requirements for organic aviation 
during his period of service as Director of Army Aviation. In May 
1956 Howz~ emphasized that the Army required simple and rugged air
craft capable of providing observation, lifting troop units within 
the combat zone, performing cargo lift, serving liaison and communi
cations purposes, and evacuating casualties from front-line positions. 
He also envisioned that Army units equipped with helicopte~s would 
perform reconnaissance, screening, security of open flanks, seizure 
of critical areas, pursuit, and limited exploitation missions. 193 
To Army planners the prospects of a nuclear battlefield--where troop 
units would be widely dispersed and targets would be fleeting and 
elusive--dictated a clear requirement for air cavalry units which 
\vo1lldbe able to cover an advauce, flanking, or rearguard action, to 
control or deny terrain remote or inaccessible to ground vehicles, 
to secure areas against enemy airborne, guerrilla, or infiltrating 
units, and to cross or enter areas of nuclear contamination. "Army 
aerial vehicles, far more mobile than surface transport," Caneral 
Lemnitzer observed, "provide the best means of accomplishing these 
reconnaissance missions."194 

As it was issued in November 1956 Secretary Wilson's roles and 
missions directive appeared at first to pose a check to the develop
ment of the visionary plans~or Army aviation. The directive limited 
fixed-wing Army planes to an empty weight of 5,000 pounds and Army 
rotary-wing aircraft to an empty weight of 20,000 pounds. While 
the directive authorized the Army to develop a limited airlift 
capability, it stipulated: "Provision of this limited airlift 
capability will apply only to small combat units and limited quanti
ties of materiel to improve local mobility, and not to the provision 
of an airlift capability sufficient for large-scale movement to 
sizeable Army combat units which would infringe on the mission of the 
Air Force."195 In the directive, Wilson promised to make specific 
exceptions to the weight limits placed on Army aviation after a 
consideration of Army requirements and the capabilitie~ of the other 
services to meet them.. He almost immediately authorized the Army 
to procure five DeHavilland DHC-4 Twin Otter aircraft for test and 
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evaluation. Subsequently, the Office of Secretary of Defense per
mitted the Army to procure limfted numbers of l5,000-pound Caribou 
transport planes and 9,OOO-pound Mohawk turboprop observation air
craft. Despite these exceptions, General I.emnitzer was opposed to 
any weight limitations on Army aircraft. liThe Army," h~ said, 
"does not consider it advisable or desirable to have weight limita
tions imposed on any Army aircraft •••• Despite the fact that two 
exceptions to the aircraft have been authorized by the Secretary 
of Defense. • • the weight limitations have inhibited the thinking 
of Army planners and the initiative of the aircraft industry to 
produce new aircraft for the Army."196 

In the late 1950's the Army began tests of the basic air cavalry 
concept at Fort Stewart, Georgia, where it organized an Aerial Recon
naissance and Security Troop. This troop employed 16 observation and 
11 larger helicopters, some of which were armed with machineguns and 
rockets. Discovery of the enemy was said to be the primary function 
of the air cavalry; it was not described as an organization which 
could engage in a sustained fire fight. 197 Other Army spokesmen 
developed more ambitious concepts. Major General Robert J. Wood, 
Deputy Chief of Staff of Army Research and Development, stated in 
1958: "We have to be able to move over the battLafield and to 
reconnoiter with what our sky troopers now call 'zero foot pressure' 
on the terrain, which means moving in the nap of the earth just 
above the battlefield."198 In the scenario for an exercise prepared 
by the Continental Army Command for cooperative play with the 
Tactical Air Command in 1960, Army officers visualized a helicopter
mounted airborne assault of six battle groups into an area 30 miles 
beyond the forw~rd edge of the battle area. As co~nder of the 
Tactical Air Command, General F. F. Everest had difficulty conceiving 
that the movement of six airborne battle groups could be considered 
to be a small unit actlon, and he thought that such an operation 
would clearly duplicate the Air Force's assigned responsibility for 
airborne assault operations. Rather than to allow doctrinal 
differences to interfere with training, however, the Tactical Air 
Command participated in the planned maneuver. 199 . 

When President Kennedy took office in January 1961, the Army 
began to find a··favorable climate of opinion for effecting the far
reaching organizational and operational concepts that had been 
maturing during the 1950's. President Kennedy spoke of a need for 
reorganization and modernization of the Army, for improving the 
Army's tactical mobility in any environment, and for improving the 
national ability to deal with guerrilla forces, insurrections, and 
subversion in emerging free nations of the world. Secretary 
McNamara stated that the Department of Defense would not apply weight 
limitations to the development of Army aircraft, and the Department 
of Defense program package budgeting procedure in effect minimized 
the old roles and missions and invited the services to bid against 
each other in terms of cost-effectiveness comparisons for the 
performance of outlined military tasks. 200 In a very long range 
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strategic forecast issued on 21 February 1961, the Army's Strategic 
Studies Group at Carlisle Barracks posed an optimistic outlook for 
the Army: "Although service roles and missions will change with the 
advent of a greater degree of centralization at Department of Defense 
level," the group estimated, "vital responsibilities will remain' 
with the services •••• The Army will be responsible for developing 
doctrine and for providing forces and weapons required for successful 
conduct of warfare in the land environment plus tha t portion of the 
air and water space adjacent to the land in which its forces and 
weapons wi 11 be 2mp loyed • "20 I 

During the 1950's the Tactical Air Command and the Continental 
Army Command had provided an interface for the development of air
ground doctrine, and the Army and Air Force chose to continue the 
relationship as they established counterinsurgency programs. During 
the spring of 1961 the Army raised the status of its Special Warfare 
Center at Fort Bragg and substantially increased the strength of 
its special forces. In April 1961, the Tactical Air Command establish
ed the 4400th COm9at Application Crew Training Squadron at Eglin Air 
Force Base. The 4400th was soon redesignated as the 1st Air Commando 
Wing and given the two-fold mission of furnishing the air power 
needed to support U.S. ~ySpecial Forces and of training foreign 
air forces for the conduct of special air warfare operations. In 
April 1962, the Tactical Air Command ~xpanded the Eglin establish
ment into the Air Force Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC), UI.der 
the command of Brigadier General Gilbert L. Pritchard. The Special 
Air Warfare Center included the 1st Air Commando Wing and the 1st 
Combat Applications Groups. the latter organizat.ion being designed 
to provide a quick response to field requirements and to develop 
doctrine, tactics, _techniques, and equipment required in the field 
on short notice. In July 1962 the Air University also introduced a 
2-week course on counterinsurgency which was available to officers 
assigned to foreign missions, military assistance advisory groups, 
and to selected staff and operational personnel. 202 

While the essential relationships of the Tactical Air Command 
and the Continental Army Command were continued in the counter
insurgency field, the establishment of the United States Strike 
Command in the autumn of 1961 promised to make marked changes in 
the old relationships. Under his terms of reference, CinCSTRlKE 
was authorized to"&velop joint doctrine for the employment of the 
forces assigned to him. He was to be guided by the provisions of 
the Unified Action Armed Forces publication, but i:nthe interest of 
developing rapid reaction capabilities and joint striking power he 
was authorized to develop new ideas and concepts, to test and prove 
them in the field, and to recommend them to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff for issuance as revisions or additions to the Unified Action 
Armed Forces papers. In this endeavor, CinCSTRlKE was cautioned to 
give careful consideration to the specific doctrinal requirements 
of the unified commands to which STRICOM.augmentation forces might 
be committed.203 As soon as STRICOM became operational, the Office 
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of Defense General Counsel recommended to Secretary McNamara on 
29 March 1962 that a STRICOM Combat Developments Test Center should 
be established to conduct selected combat developments study 
projects and material test and evaluation projects which would be 
of joint concern and which w~rd be relevant to the organization, 
equipment, and concepts of employment of land-air forces. The 
recommendatior. provided that the scope of Combat Developments Test 
Center projects would "include deployment of forces to theaters of 
operation and employment of forces under the entire range of possible 
conditions, namely from large-scale operations of regular forces, 
both nuclear and non-nuclear, on the one hand, to counter-guerrilla 
operations, support of indigenous forces in counter-insurgency 
operations, and other Cold War actions on the other."204 When asked 
about this recommendation in June 1962, Secretary McNamara expressed 
no intention of establishing such a Combat Developments Test 
Center, a t least not in the near future. He said in regard to 
STRICOM:· "I wouldn I t believe it wise to assign to that command any 
responsibility for the tactical doctrine or development that could 
properly be handled by one of the military departments separate 
from the activity of the other military departments. But such a 
doctrine ••• as that relating to the use of tactical air in close 
coordination with tactical ground forces ••• are quite pro2er sub
jects for review with and assignment to the Strike Command." 205 

In his list of projects which he assigned for study early in 
1961, Secretary McNamara directed the General Counsel of the Depart
ment of Defense to report on the organizatlon of the Army, empha
sizing the technical services and recommending such organizational 
changes as might be appropriate. This study was completed within 
the Army in October 1961 and as approved by the Secretaries of the 
Army and of Defense it became the basis for the Army reorganization 
plan which President Kennedy submitted to Congress on 16 January 
1962. Since Congress did not disapprove the reorganization plan 
it ~as placed into effect during 1962. In Headquarters of the 
Army, operational functions were removed from the general staff and 
most statutory functions were removed from the old chiefs of the 
arms and services. Alm~st all individual and unit training res
pons:~bi1ities were assigned to the Continental Army Command. The 
Army Combat Developments Command, activated on 20 June 1962, was 
charged to develop grganizational and development doctrine, materia'. 
objectives and qualitative requirements, war gaming and field 
experimentation, and cost-effectiveness studies. The Army Materiel 
Command became operational on 1 August 1962 and was assigned all 
operating responsibilities for research, development, testing, 
production procurement, storage l maintenance, and distribution of 
materiel on a wholesale basis. 206 With its headquarters at Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia, the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command was 
expected to provide continuing study and answers to the questions: 
How should the Army be organized1 How should it fight1 Its 
mission required it to formulate and document current doctrine for 
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the Army, E'nd, in anticipation of the nature of land warfare in the 
future, to d~termine the types of forces that would be required and 
how they would be employed. Where these functions had previously 
been performed in some 30 dif~ent combat developments sections, 
boards, and agencies, they were now given a command focal point. 
The Combat Developments Command had 6,400 people assigned in sub
commands and activities throughout the United States. Its activities 
could range from studies, estimates, and assesSments extending 20 
years into the future made at the Institute of Advanced Studies at 
Carlisle Barracks to the actual testing of ideas, concepts, equipment 
and organization under field conditions by a 4,OOO-man Combat 
Development Experimentation Center at Fort Ord, California. After 
developing doctrine, the Combat Developments Command was the primary 
agency for translating it into usable media such as doctrinal 
manuals, detailed requirements for equipment, and tables of organ
ization and equipment. 20!.. : 

Without awaiting the completion of the Army reorganization, 
Secretary McNamara requested the Secretary of the Army on 19 April 
1962 to provide him with an imaginative study on the future role of 
Army aviation without regard to traditional military doctrine, To 
handle the study the Continental Army Command established the U.S. 
Army Tactical Mobility Requirements Board, under the presidency of 
Lieutenant General Hamilton H. Howze, Commanding General, XVIII 
Airborne Corps. The Howze Board's principal activities were c:>nter
ed at Fort Bragg, and a number of Army aviation units \ITere tempOl:arily 
moved there [or field tests and maneuvers. The unclassified ver~ion 
of the Board' s direc~ive required it to "conduct em extensive program 
of analyses, exercises and field tests to evaluate new concepts of 
battlefield mobility in terms of cost-effectiveness and transport
effectiveness factors." It was also charged to determine "the 
extent to which air vehicles, operating in the environment of the 
ground soldier, ;can be substituted for conventional military surface 
systems, both tactically and 10gistically."208 After some 18 weeks 
of study, the Howze Board published its final report on 20 August 
1962.209 In order to evaluate the Howze Board report, General leMay 
established the U.S. Air Force Tactical Air Support Requirements 
Board, under the presidency of Lieutenant General G. P. Disosway, 
Air Force Director of Programs and Requirements. The Disosway 
Board completed its analysis and evaluation on 14 September, and 
Secretary Zuckert forwarded this report to Secretary McNamara with 
some added comments. 2lO The repgrts of the Howze and Disosway 
Boards were not released to the public, but many of their salient 
recommendations were apparently discussed before Congressional 
committees during the spring of 1963. 

When he presented the substance of the Howze Board report to 
Congress in February 1963, Secretary McNamara noted: "I asked that 
the Howze Board be established. I am very pleased with the depth 
of its work, the imagination it showed during the period of its 
work, and the intensityof~ts work. I think many of the recommenda
tions are very beneficial and will greatly strengthen the total 
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military establishment ••• but there 9re a number of recommendations 
• • • whiCh I question at the present time. "211 The Howze Board 
recommended the organization of two new types of completely air
mobile Army units. These would be air assault divisions, each with 
459 organic aircraft, and air cavalry combat brigades, each with 
316 aircraft. It also stated a requirement for two new types of 
special purpose Army air units: air transport brigades, each with 
134 aircraft, and corps aviation brigades, each with 207 aircraft .. 
The Board visualized that the air assault division would employ 
air-transportable weapons together with armed helicopters and fixed
wing aircraft as a substitute for conventional ground artillery. 
The air assault division would also be allotted 24 Mohawk aircraft 
in order that it might perform a livery close" support mission for 
its own troops. Possessing a very high degree of tactical mobility, 
the air assault division would be able to make deep penetrations 
into enemy territory, to outflank an enemy by moving over inaccessible 
terrain and executing quick strike delaying actions, or to serve as 
a highly-mobile combat reserve for other more conventional divisions. 
While the air assault division would probably be able to perform 
most of the missions expected of airborne divisions, it would be 
particularly valuable for conflicts outside of Europe. The air 
cavalry brigade would be equipped with a large number of helicopters, 
and the brigade would be useful for attacks against an enemy's 
flanks and rear areas and for attacks against hostile armored pene
trations, siace it would have large numbers of anti-tank weapons-
including missiles--mounted on its helicopters. Each air assault 
division would be supported by an air transport brigade, which would 
have 54 helicopters and 80 AC-l Caribc ' light transport aircraft. 
The brigade would pick up cargo delivr r'C:Jd by Air Force aircraft 
and carry it forward to the ground t~oops. Under this concept the 
Air Force would provide "wholesale" distribution of cargo and the 
Army air transpcrt brigade would "retail" the cargo to front-line 
units. 2l2 Both General Wheeler and Secretary Vance emphasized that 
the Army would continue to look to the other services for a con
tinued performance of air transport, air supremacy, and air support 
missions. 213 . 

''What the Howze Board report is advocating, I think," General 
leMay testified before the Howze Committee on Armed Services, "is 
in effect building another Air Force for the Army. • •• I think 
the Air Force is capable and has the capability now of performing 
these tasks for the Army, and I think this should be done rather 
than build the duplicating capabil"rty in another service."2l4 
leMay pointed out that there were sound reasons for centralizing the 
command of tactical aviation. In theaters of operations tactical 
air forces had always been employed under theater commanders, who 
had been Army officers. Under these circumstances, tactical air 
squadrons could have been assigned to local ground commanders, but 
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experience has shown that tactical aircraft had to be centrally 
controlled and employed for the performance of priority missions 
determined by the theater commanders. 215 Both leMay and the Disosway 
Board emphasized that the Howze Board had not considered the ability 
of the Air Force to perform the functions that were recommended for 
Army aviation. "We can perform anything that the Army wants done 
with airplanes," leMay asserted. 216 In hearings before the House 
Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations, General David M. Shoup, 
Commandant of the Marine Corps, expressed a fear that helicopters 
were too vulnerable for the ~qork of active combat. He stated that 
Marine Corps experiments had shown that helicopters could not 
penetrate into well-fortified areas. The Marines depended upon 
attack aircraft, rather than helicopters, for fire support. LeMay 
agreed with the Marine position: "Anybody," he said, "can shoot 
down a chopper. It is a poor platform from which to deliver 
munitions."2l? 

After studying the reports of the Howze Board and the Disosway 
Board, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended on 17 January 1963 that 
the U.S. Strike Command should be directed to test and evaluate the 
Armyls air mobility concept and that the test and evaluation should 
include the suitability of Air Force capabilities and procedures for 
the enhancement of the mobility of Army units. While he was 
generally convinced that the new type units recommended by the 
Howze Board would significantly increase the Army's capabilities, 
Secretary McNamara agreed that the proposals were "so revolutionary 
in character And so closely related to the Air Force Missi.on:: as to 
demand thorough testing. McNamara thought it possible that the Air 
Force could use new C-130 and C-14l transport aircraft to lay down 
car~oes very close to front-line units, thus eliminating the Army's 
need for many of the Caribou light transports. The Howze Board, 
moreover, had not clearly indicated how proposed increases in Army 
air mobility would reduce requirements for line-of-communicatiofi~ 
forces, such as trucks, pipelines, and depots. McNamara therefore 
accepted the Joint Chiefs_ of Staff recommendation that the Army 
concept should be test:-ed.by.~t~.i)~e_.Command. In a separate but 
related action, he reque~ted.9~ ~6.February the Army and the Air 
Force to ex.=mine jointly the problem of improving Air Force close 
air support for ground operations. In support of the proposed air 
mobility tests, McNamara and the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended 
that the Army be authorized to add 15,000 men to its fiscal year 
1964 strength in order to form a provisional air assault division. 2lB 

* * * * 
Within the Air Staff there was considerable dismay that the 

Howze Board report could be having such a maj or impact in the 
Department of Defense. 219 As the Air Staff got about the business 
of effecting an Air Force organization for conducting extensive 
tactical air warfare tests, however, it began to recognize--as 
Maj or General Smith pointed out--that the Army through intellectual 
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activity and organizational structure had brought itself forward 
while the Air Force had failed to give full considerations to the 
development of national military doctrine and had become a victim 
of a "hardening of the categories."220 In the implementation of its 
share of the tests that would be drawn up by Strike Command, the 
Army would be able to use the concentrated resources of its new Com
bat Developments Command and its Continental Army Forces. Lacking 
equivalent organizations, General leMay on 28 February chartered 
the USAF Tactical Air Support Evaluation Board (TASEB) under the. 
presidency of Major General Fred M. Dean, Vice Commander of the 
Twelfth Air Force, and instructed it to make recommendations regard
ing Air Force organization and methods of operation necessary to 
test and evaluate a STRICOM joint test plan. On 27 April Major 
General Dean reported that the Air Force possessed no single organ ... 
ization that could carry out the air-ground test and development 
program. Air Force regulations divided bi.ts and pieces of the 
necessary capabilities between the Tactical Air Command, the Air 
Force Logistics Command, the Air Force Systems Command, the Pacific 
Air Forces, and the U.S. Air Forces in Europe. The Dean Board .. 
recommended that the Air Force should take steps to form a working 
arrangement that would be able to handle the immediate testing 
problems, but that it should look forward toward the establishment 
of a permanent organization that would be able to give continued 
attention to the development of doctrines, tactics and techniques, 
and equipment in the field of tactical air warfare. 221 

In order to prepare the study that Secretary McNamara desired 
on the subject of improving Air Force close air support for grmmd 
forces, the Army established an Army Close Air Support Board, 
headed by Lieutenant General John S. Upham, Jr., and the Air Force 
established an Air Force Close Air Support Board, headed by Major 
General Dean. The two boards assembled at Fort George G. Meade, 
Maryland, in May 1963 and prepared a final report that was filed on 
15 August. An unclassified appendix in the final report contained 
conclusions and recommendations regarding the development of tactics, 
procedures, and techniques of close air support. The boards pointed 
out that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had never approved a doctrine for 
air-ground operations or for the utilization of air space over a 
combat area and that no joint Army-Air Force agency had a continuing 
mission of examining doctrine and evaluating equipment for close air 
support. They accordingly recommended that the Departments of Army 
and Air Force should establish a bilateral air support center which 
would be able to evaluate and test equipment, examine doctrine, 
develop new tactics and techniques for close air support, and 
provide a continuous review of system testing. Although Strike 
Command had specified responsibilities relating to the development 
of j Mnt doctrine, the boards believed that this command would have 
to continue to depend upon the services to develop their respective 
doctrine, tactics, and techniques. "The Services," the boards con
cluded, "are charged with those responsibilities and rightly so as 
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they are interrwined with logistical and developmental functions, 
which are also responsibilities of the Servlces."222 

During 1963 Air Force officers at the Air Staff level also 
gave close a ttet..;ion to the prob lems of deve loping doc trine. In 
the 1 Februa~ l~63 Air Staff reorganization, the Directprate of 
Plans for Ae'rospace Plans remained unchanged, but the establishment 
of the Directorate of Plans and the Directorate of Operations under 
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations affected the 
procedures for developing and monitoring the development of Air 
Force doctrine. Under the new system, the Dir."ctor of Plans was 
responsible for formulating, coordinating, and ~viewing basic Air 
Force doctrine and for preparing and dis semina ... ~ng basic Air Force 
doctrinal manuals. The Director of Opel. .. tions Nas made re~ponBible 
for monitoring and revlewirtg . .,operatiorial Air Force doctrine, and 
the responsibility for developing and submitting operational 
doctrine was assigned to the Tactical Air Command (tactical air 
operations), the Strategic Air Command (strategic operations), the 
Air Defense Command (air defense operations), the Military Air 
Transport Service (strategic airlift operations), the Air Force 
Communications Service (communications operations), the Air Weather 
Service (weather operations), and the Air Rescue Service (search and 
rescue operatic:;ns). Operational doctrine was defined as "rules, 
tactics, techniques, and procedures employed by an organization in 
carrying out a specific function." The responsibility for the 
performance of Air Force actions looking toward the promulgation of 
unified doctrine for joint operations by the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
was also divideqbetween the Directorates of Plans and of Operations: 
Plans was responsible for monitoring Air Force actions leading toward 
development of proposed unified doctrine, for formally submitting 
comple~ed Air Force doctrinal projects to the Joint Chiefs, and for 
attempting to resolve service divergencies before projects were sub
mitted to the Joint Chiefs; Operations was responsible for deter
mining the appropriate Air Force organization or command to develop 
doctrine required by the Joint Chiefs, for the direct supervisi~n 
of the preparation of such doctrine, and for providing Plans with 
necessary assistance during the formal process of obtaining Joint 
Chiefs of Staff approval of doctrinal projects. 223 

At the same ~ime that AiL Staff responsibilities in doctrinal 
matters were given clarification, Colonel J. M. Hill, Assistant 
Chief of the Aerospace Doctrine Division, Air Force Directorate of 
Plans, was charged to prepare a study looking toward the accomplish
ment of the Dean Board's recommendation for an organization that 
would be able to give cont.t~t~ing attention to the development of 

-doctrine, tactics and techniques, and equipment for air warfare. 
This study determined that within the Air Force there was no 
"organization, agency or activity with the resources to think and 
plan ahead in terms of concept and doctrine; to study, evaluate, 
war game and if necessary physically test new concepts and doctrine." 
It also proposed that any course of action which the Air Force might 
take to improve its system for developing doctrine ought to have 
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the capabilities to initiate basic ideas and concepts; to evaluate, 
test. and coordinate them before presenting them to the Air Staff; 
to be free from the press of daily ptiocity staff work which would 
inevitably detract from the primary mission. If the funct·:i:on were 
assigned to an office in the Pentagon it would have an advantage in 
that it would be close to sources of information on national policy 
and tehcnological development, but such an Clssignment "would Almost 
certainly result in a gradual involvement in Air Staff activities 
with a resultant decrease in the ability to develop' doctrine." 
Smith recommended that the Air Force required a doctrinal establish
ment that would be less extensive than the Army's Combat Developments 
Command; that would be free fro~. the press of. theA~ o~J .... 
~,:,"'~~M~'~"~~abillty to initiate basic ideas and 
concepts and to test, evaluatE', and coordinate them before present
ing them to the Air Staff. 224 

As General McKee began to attack the Air Force organizational 
problem of providing a test and development establishment, he 
initially indicated that he intended to form an interim organization 
that could later be expanded into a separate major air conn-nand that 
would be able to serve as a single agency for the development 0= 
concepts and doctrine as well as for long-range, Air Forc~-wide 
tactical employment testing. 225 Under existing regulations. the 
Tactical Air Conrrnand had the mission of developing air-ground doc
trines and procedures, and the Air Force Systems Command was charged 
to perform testing and evaluation to establish the technical adequacy 
and qualitative characte.rietics ci: r:la::criel. Haking a beginning of 
the interim organization, Genera,l Walter C. Sweeney, Commander of 
the Tactical Air Conmand, org~nized effective on 1 February 1963, 
the USAF Tactical Air Feconnaissance Center at Shaw Air Force Base, 
South Carolina, and on 7 May 1963 the Air Force charged the Tactical 
Air Reconnaissance Center to develop, coordinate, validate, and 
test tactical air reconnaissa~ce requirements, concepts. doctrine, 
tactics, and procedures; to test airborne and ground tactical air 
reconnaissance equipment; and to train aircrews. 226 On 26 July, 
General McKee informed the Air Force Systems Command that he intended 
to use the command's reso_::ceEi to establish the l106th Tactical Test 
Group at Eglin Air Force Base, under the command of a general officer 
and with immediate responsibility to Air Force Headquarters. The 
Il06th would provide Air Force support to STRICOM tests, and it 
would later be expanded into a major air command.227 General 
Schriever promptly protested what he referred to as a preemption 
of Air Force SYEtems Command responsibilities. He urged that the 
establishment of the l106th ft-om AFSC personnel resources as a 
separate Air Force organizati.'.m would disrupt the interface between 
the Air Force Systems Connnand aud the Tac.t'_ca 1 Air Command. 228 As 
a result of Schriever's thinking the Air Force Systems Command 
designated and organized the 3209th Tactical Test Group at Eglin on 
15 August with assignment to its Air Proving Grcund Center. 229 
On 16 September, however, the Air Force charged the Tactical Air 
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Command wi~h responsibility for Air Force support of the STRICOM 
tests, and, accordingly, effective on tte following day, the Tactical 
Air Command established the 4475th 'lactical Air Warfare Group at 
Eglin and the Air Force Systems Command concurrently discontinued 
the 3209th Group.230 On 10 October, the Ai~ Force accepted th~ 
Tactical Air Command's proposal that the 4475th Group be exp~nded 
into the USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center--which would be don~ on 
1 November 1963--but at the sa~e time it called upon the Tactical 
Air COllimand to make plans for an eventual consolidation of the 
Special Air Warfare Center, the Tactical Reconnairsance Center, and 
the Tactical Air Warfare Center into a single e~tablishment that 
~ ...... --.cing, develop concepts, and conduct training. 23l 

In -preparation for the tests, Strike Command organized a Jo~_nt 
Test and Evaluation Task Force in September 1953, manned by Army 
and Air Force personnel and headed by Majo~ General William B. 
Rosson, as.Dtrector, and lsrigadier General Andrew 5. Low, Jr., as 
Deputy Director. 232 As approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, -:he 
STRICOM tebt plan sought tu ,=stabllsh conditions under whicJ-. a com
parative evaluation of the Army and Air Force concept~ for imprcving 
Army tactical mobility could be measured. Poth service~ refined 
and defined their concepts: Air Fo~ce concepts were set forth on 
8 December 1963 and Army concepts were expresse1 in another pubJ ica
tion on 12 December 1963. Both the Army and the Air Force ware 
allotted a period of months to p4~pare test forces. Taking advantage 
of additional personnel spaces authorized to it, the Army formed the 
lIth .~ir Assault Div1.sion (Test) and the 10th Air Transport Brigade 
(Test) at Fort Benning, Georgia, in February 1964. It also organ
ized an Army Test, Evaluation, and Control G-::oup at Fort Benning 
under the Army Infantry Center commander: this group was charged 
to monitor the control test activities and to provide reports and 
recommendations up through the Combat Developments Command to the 
Department of the Army.233 Since the Air Force was allowed no 
additional strength for the tests, the Tactical Air Command had to 
accept some reductions in its war-plan commitments. The Tactical 
Air Command nevertheless organized and assigned t·.le 4485th Test Wing 
to the Tactical Air Warfare Center effective on !. February 1964. 
The wing organized troop car.d.er and reconnaissence test squadrons, 
and it took control over detachments of a tactical fighter wing and 
a communications and control group that werp. attached to it. 
Effective on 1 March the USAF Fighter Weapons School at Nellis Air 
Force Base, Nevada, was also attached to the Tactical Air Warfare 
Center. 234 

After making a comparison of the Air Force and Army concepts 
papers for the tests, General leMay pointed out that theL'e seemed to 
be a general agreement that the tasks of tactical air power included 
counterair, interdiction, ground support, and reconn~issance. One 
point of Jifference in the concepts w~s that the Air Force believed 
that air war requirements would necessitate the use of increasingly 
sophisticated aircraft which would be able to live in a hostile 
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environment. leMay remarked that the Army wanted all the support 
it could get from the Air Force, but it wanted the support "farther 
back behind the front lines and farther back into the rear areas." 
"Now, the Army's position," he said, "is that they want to outline 
the battlefield and say this is the Army's task •••• In other 
words we haul everything by air from the United States right up to 
the rear of the battle zone, dump it out there. Then the Army \Olill 
take it and distribute it with their airplanes. Then they say we 
will do all the interdicting and everything outside the battle zone 
deep in the enemy territory, and they \..rill do everything over the 
battle zone." 'LeMay thought that the Army concept would involve 
the building of two tactical air forces--one Army and one Air Force-
at enormous expense, with duplicate training establishments, logistic 
support, and procurement organizations. He was confident that there 
~~u1Q.lways be more re~uire~ts for aircraft ~n money to buy 
tbem, that it would be wastef~ of the nation's resourceS to build 
another air force, and that the Air Force could perform required 
tasks much cheaper than the Army could create, man, and-equip a 
specialized battle area air force. 23S leMay's remarks summarized 
the Air Force concepts paper that had been submitted to Strike 
Command. In this paper the Air Force agreed that the Army should 
be provided with increased mobility and combat effectiveness, but 
it urged that the armed services had to be mutually supporting and 
that flexible Air Force capabilities could perform required air
ground tasks without the need for the duplication of effort inherent 
in Army proposals. 236 Speaking at a public meeting on 2S May 1964, 
Major General Gilbert L. Neyers, Commander of the Tactical Air War
fare Center, described the hasic Air Force concept on tactical air 
warfare as being quite simple. "This concept, II he said, "is that 
current Army Divisions with their full complement of combat equip
ment, teamed with Air Force units with first-line aircraft, provide 
the optim~~ in combat strength and staying power, significant 
increases in mobility, and the ability to engage the most capable 
of potential enemies. By tailoring weapons, equipment and forces, 
this flexible combat team can handle threats from enemies of lesser 
capability."237 

In a series of field exercises called "Indian River" held on 
tbe Eglin reservation from June through September 1964, the Tactical 
Air Warfare Center worked with elements of the 1st Infantry Division, 
a standard reorganization objective army division (ROAD), in order 
to plan, perfect, and train in new ground support techniques. These 
exercises prepared the air and ground forces for the major STRICOM 
text exercise, called "Gold Fire I," which was conducted in the Fort 
Leonard Wood-Camp Crowder area of Missouri between 2S October and 11 
November 1964. In all of these exercises, a joint task force 
commander and joint task force headquarters exercised command and 
control over the ground and air forces through respective component 
commanders. USing more thml $20 million worth of newly developed 
experimental equipment, the Tactical Air Warfare Center tested some 
40 newccncepts, items of equipment, and procedures. In order to 
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speed the transmission of close-support requests from the front 
lines, Air Force forward air controllers radioed the air strike 
requests directly to .. <;1 --direct air support center (DASC) at corps 
level; intermediate Army unit headquarters monitored the request net, 
and if they did. not cancel the request, the DASC ordered it flown. 
This procedure/had been used by the Ninth Air Force during World War 
II but it had not been incorporated in po~'twar air-ground procedures 
because the Army had undertaken to provide its own organic tactical 
air request communications facilities. Employed for the first time 
in field tests, F-4C Phantom 2 jets of the 557th Tactical Fighter 
Squadron proved able to operate from new aluminum matting forward 
air strips. Although not to the complete satisfaction O,f the Army, 
these world's fastest tactical fighters were able to provide fighter 
cover for helicopters: four F-4C's were able to fly a generally
circular "pork chop" pattern over the helicopters at holding speeds 
of 400 knots, and in this pattern one of the fighters was always in 
a pOSition to attack a hostile target within 14 seconds. When a 
fifth F-4C was added to the pattern, the attack reaction time could 
be reduced to 8 seconds. 238 

During Indian River and Gold Fire I the Tactical Air Warfare 
Center tested the ability of RF-lOl and RB-66 aircraft to perform 
battlefield reconnaissance. Each of the exercises also provided 
extensive tests of the capabilities of C-130 troop carrier planes. 
In fact,Goldfire I was a test of the concept that some 10,000 men 
and equipment of a standard ROAD division could be moved a 
distance of 2,200 nautical miles and landed ready to fight on 2,000-
foot dirt strips in a combat area. While the troops were in action, 
a new movement control center concept was evaluated. In this con
cept a forward assault airlift coordinating officer was assigned to 
battalion-sized Army units to relay mission planning information 
back to the airlift task force control centp.r at the same time that 
the battalion was clearing its request for emergency resupply through 
Army channels. As was the case with the DASC close support procedure, 
the airlift force was able to prepare for a resupply mission while 
Army channels were determining whether it needed to be flown. The 
C-130's also tested new supply delivery techniques. In a low altitude 
parachute extraction system (LAPES) cargo pallets were snapped out 
of the C-l30's as they skimmed across a cleared zone. In a parachute 
low altitude delivery system (PLADS) loads were discharged into very 
small clearings from 200-foot altitudes. A ground proximity extrac
tion system (GPES) permitted the C-130's to discharge their cargoes 
by flying low and engaging a trailing hook in a cable stretched 
across a drop zone. A.new rough-terrain loader (RTL) hastened un
loading of C-130's that landed in forward airstrips. In a brief 
summary of Gold Fire I, Major General t1eyers stated: "We effective
ly utilized the C-l30 in forward operating areas and have demon
strated we can fly escort missions for assault helicopters flying 
in the combat zone."239 

At the same time that the Air Force was testing its concepts, 
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the Army commenced brigade-size tests of its 11th Air Assault Division 
and 10th Air Transport Brigade in May 1964. As was the case with 
Indian River, the Army's Air Assault 1 tests were unilateral exer
cises conducted by the Army Test, Evaluation, and Control Group under 
the review of thE Army Combat Developments Command. Between 20 
September and 15 November, tAe Army additionally tested the 11th 
Air Assault Division in field exercises called Air Assault 2 in the 
Fort Jackson-Fort Bragg areas of North arid South Carolina. While 
STRICOM observers were preseRt at Air Assault 2, the Army Test, 
Evaluation, and Control Group and the Combat Developments Command 
maintained control of the tests because of a reasoning that the 
Army was not yet certain whether its concepts were sound, how far 
it might want to go with them, or what form of organization and 
types of air vehicles it might ultimately need.240 Under these 
circumstances STRICOM made the official report and recommendations 
on Gold Fire I to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Army's Combat 
Developments Command reported results of Air Assault 2 to the Army 
Chief of Staff who made the information available to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. While joint tests of the Army and Air Force concepts were 
to have been made in March 1965, the Army recommended that sufficient 
data had been accumulated on the air-mobile concept and that plans 
for further tests should be cancelled.24l . 

While he had considered the Howze Board report to be fresh and 
challenging, Secretary McNamara had not agreed that the Army should 
be given a combat area air force. He had demanded cost effective
ness comparisons beo.;een the Army Caribou and the Air Force C-130 and 
between the Army Mohawk surveillance aircraft and the Air Force 
tactica.! reconnaissance system. These comparisons went against the 
Army: the Mohawk was deleted from the Army's fiscal year 1965 
budget and proposed purchases of Caribou I light transports were 
severely reduced. 242 While he was sympathetic to the idea that 
increased numbers of helicopters could improve the Army's tactical 
mobility, General Wheeler appeared skeptical of the Howze Board's 
willingness to substitute aerial firepower for all-weather artillery 
support. He also suggested that the Army would probably not require 
very many air assault divisions: they would be much more useful 
against relatively unsophisticated defense environments such as 
might be found in Southeast Asia than against the sophisticated air 
and missile defenses that existed in Europe. 243 

Early in 1965 the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed that sufficient 
data was at hand to permit an evaluation of the air mobility concept 
and cancelled further tests. Early in 1965 Secretary McNamara also 
directed the Army to make a comprehensive review of its future' 
requirements for aircraft, and on 19 February the Army released con
tracts for the program definition phase of an advanced aerial fire 
support system which was conceived to be an armed helicopter that 
would have a speed in excess of 200 knots. As late as February 1965 
the 11th Air Assault Division was scheduled to phase out at the end 
of the fiscal year, but in March the Joint Chiefs of Staff--now 
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incl~cing General John P. McConnell as the' hew chief of staff of the 
Air :-F"rce~"cQlllPleted their analysis of the field test results, and 
inJ~"le Sectetary McNamara, on the basis of Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recC"!:nmendations, authorized the reorganization of an existing 
inf.:t:;tt'y division at Fort Benning, Georgia, as the 1st Cavalry 
Divi~ion (Airmobile). Shortly after it 'vas formed up, the new 
divi$lon was deployed to Vietnam. In comparison with the 3,200 
groU:::ld vehicles and 101 aircraft in a standard l5,500~man ROAD divi~ 
sion,. ~he air mobile division \lould have 15,700 men, 1,750 ground 
vehicles, and 434 aircraft, indlucing 283 UM~l Iroquois utility 
helico,?t:ers, 95 light observation helicopters, 50 CH~47 Chinook 
tranS'?ort helicopters, aJ'ld 6 OV-lC Mohawk fixed~'''ing observation 
airc~s:r:. The Army also planned that the new advanced aerial fire 
suppcrt helicopters would be incorporated into the air mobile 
division 1.£ they proved practicable for production. With the 434 
orga::ic aircraft, the new air mobile division marked a rapid 
expa::$ ion of Army a ir power, which had grown from the 10 aircraft in 
Worle ~dr II triangular divisions, to 26 aircraft in Korean war 
divis~ons, to 49 in Pentomic divisions, and to 101 in the standard 
ROAD ~iYisions.244 

* * * * 
'::he of the results of the studies of the Air Force and Army 

plans i~r enhancing the mobility and fire support for ground troops 
was a ~:rection of attention to the roles and missions definitions 
inclt:5eQ in JCS Publication 2, If Unified Action Armed Forces," to the 
categ:'=J' of military thinking described as "doc l:l:ine , !l and to the 
status d existing joint doctrine. The Army offered a consistent 
po~it:,:,::: that the augme,..~_~!lt_"~ic aircraft would noe 
chang.:? t!-:{! assigned roles and missions. "Army aviation," stated 
Lieute.:;.tant General Dwight E. Beach, COTl1lll8nding General of the Army 
Comba!: Developments Cormnand, lIis part of land power. It provides 
us~t':::: 1i better means to do what armies h3ve always had to do 
since :i~e immemorial--close with and destroy the enemy, or break 
his wi::l and force his surrender. Army aviation is not air power 
in any sense of the word, since air power involves air-to~air com
bat, t~€ gaining of air superiority, air strikes deep in the enemy 
rear ~~t~ strategic objectives, interdiction of the battle area, 
close zir support by high speed tactical aircraft~ strategic airlift 
of A~ .. nd other forces. Army aviation is not any of these."245 
The Ai~ Force, on the other hand, saw the build~up of Army aviation~~ 
partic~:~rly the armed helicopters, tile battlefield surveillance 
capabi!ities, and the very heavy cargo helicopters--as both a 
violati~~ of assigned roles and missions and as a costly dupl~cation 
of Air ?crce capabilities. 

In 20 effort to playa role as a mediator, General Adams at 
Strike C:xT..and proposed that both the Amy and the, Air Force were 
tending to infringe on each other's assigned,missions. Adams admitted 
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wthat the arming of Army aircraft contravened existing unified doctrine, 
but he act.:!d under Secretary McNamara r S instructions and authorized 
that such aircraft should be tested. Where the unified doctrine did 
not clearly compreh~nd other points that might be at issue, General 
Adams proposed that Strike Command would make tests and devise find
ings that would be forwarded to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for con
sideration as joint doctrine. In a definition of joint terms appended 
to its Army Mobility Test Plan, Strike Command defined "doctrine" 
as: "That which evolves from a series of actions, tests, or studies 
which are repeated, revised, modified, or rerun in sufficient numbers 
and over a sufficient period of time to prove the validity of the 
thinking which forms the basis of the doctrine."246 Adams organized 
a Doctrine and Requirements Division within the STRICOM J-5 Plans 
Directorate and charged it to develop "joint doctrine and operating 
procedures with the objective of bringing doctrines of the several 
services into consonance for deployment and employment of land, sea 
and air forces assigned to the USSTRICOM."247 In an interview, 
Adams conceived that the preparation of doctrine involved the 
preparation of preliminary papers by a "thoroughly integrated staff;" 
the solicitation of service views on the preliminary papers; the 
testing of proposed doctrine in field exercises; and finally the 
submission of the proposed doctrine to the Joint Ctiefs of Staff for 
approval as joint doctrine. He concluded his remarks with the 
observation that doctrine was "not the outpouring of a genius," but 
rather the consensus of a number of individual opinions and talents. 248 

Even though the U.S. Strike Command was empowered in its terms 
of reference to recommend joint doctrine to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, the Air Force conceived that joint doctrine would be an out
growth of basic service doctrine that would be prepared within the 
several services. As issued on 20 March 1963, Air Force Regulation 
1-1, Aerospace Doctrine: Responsibilities for Doctrine Development, 
described basic Air Force doctrine, operational doctrine, and 
unified doctrine. As already seen, the Air Force delegated its 
responsibility for negotiating doctrine in most joint fields to the 
Tactical Air Command. In coordinating doctrine with interface 
agencies in the other services, however, the Air Force developing 
commands were instructed not to accept any proposals that would con
flict with basic Air Force doctrine. 249 

As it was charged to do under Air Force Regulation 1-1, the 
Tactical Air Force undertook to work in coordination with the Army 
Combat Developments Command to develop mutually agreeable joint 
doctrinal manuals for submission to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
Toward this end the Tactical Air Command completed the draft of a 
proposed joint airborne operations manual and circulated it to 
interested commands for comments and recommendations. When he 
received a copy, General Adams recognized the need for the manual 
but he informed General Sweeney on 13 June 1963 that STRICOM would 
have to serve as the focal point for all jointly developed doctrine 
pertaining to joint airborne operations. He requested Sweeney to 
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forward all of the working papers on the draft manual to STRICOM. 
"To take full advantage of the effort expended in~preparing the 
draft manual," Adams wrote, "it is logical that U.S. Strike Command 
assume responsibility for the review, editing, joint testing and 
evaluation, preparation of final draft and submission to the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff for approval. "250 In separate letters to General 
Adams the commanders of the Tactical Air Command and the Combat 
Developments Command both pointed out the,ir service re~sponsi
bilities for developing joint doctrine. General Sweeney also for
warded the correspondence to General leMay with a recommendation 
that he secure a clarification of CinCSTRIKE's doctrinal responsibil
ities.2S1 

In the clarification of doctrinal responsibilities, the military 
services retained the primary responsibility for the development of 
proposed joint doctrines, but STRICOM was charged to develop and 
forward appropriate. recommendations to the Joint Chiefs regarding 
doctrines and techniques for the joint employment of forces assigned 
to it. As a result of the changed terms of reference, Strike Command 
modified its methodology for making doctrinal recommendations, pro
viding that perfected doctrinal positions would be circulated to the 
services and to the unified commands as a last step before they 
were submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 2S2 In considering 
changes to existing doctrine or in the development of new joint 
doctrinal recommendations, the Strike Command additionally proposed 
that it would adhere to three basic principles: joint doctrines 
would attain a maximum integration of combat power, a maximum free
dom of action ,for service components, and joint command and control 
would be employed in order to attain unity of effort,to facilitate 
operations of components, and to effect economies of force. 253 

As soon as the responsibilities of the military services for 
recommending joint doctrines were clarified,the Tactical Air Command 
and the Combat Developments Command seriously addressed themselves 
to efforts to secure agreements that would be mutually acceptab1e. 254 
Since the Air Force was the responsible service for coordinated 
development of a unified doctrine for air defense of oversea combat 
areas, the Tactical Air Command's Directorate of PlansdrewuPbn the 
basic guidance of the leMay-Decker agreement for the formulation of 
a doctrinal paper. As reviewed and amended by the other services 
and the unified commands, this paper was accepted by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff who issued it in official use print as JCS Publica
tion 8, Doctrine for ~ Defense f~om Oversea Land Areas, on 
23 May 1964.255 Also active in the doctrinal field, the Air 
Defense Command, in coordination with the Army Air Defense Command 
and the Navy Forces for Continental Air Defense, matured a doctrinal 
statement that was subsequently published as JCS Publication 9, 
Doctrine for the United Defense of the United States Aaainst Air 
Attack, o"ii"9 September 1964.25b - - --

As the Air Force began to move toward a recapture of the 
initiative in its areas of military responsibility, Major General 
Page faced the fact. that eight Air Force doctrinal manuals were nine 
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years old and that the basic Air Force doctrinal manual was four 
years old. The Army's equivalent basic doctrinal manual was one 
year old and the Navy's equivalent publication was one and a half 
years 01d.257 As will be seen a number of false starts were made 
in the effort to revise the Air Force doctrinal manuals after 1959, 
and in each case the work was laid by pending clarifications of 
Department of Defense policy and strategy. In the spring of 1963, 
the Air Force Plans Directorate again undertook work designed to 
consolidate and revise the Air Force's nine doctrinal manuals into 
a single volume. This plan, however, soon gave way to another 
project which involved the preparation of an entirely new basic 
doctrinal manual, reflecting changing considerations of national 
policy and the characterisitcs of military aerospace forces that 
had been incorporated in the report of Project Forecast. A draft 
of this manual was completed in the winter of 1963-64, and Air 
Force Manual 1-1, United States Air Force Basic Doctrine, was 
published on 14 August 1964. 258 Citing the fact that the basic Air 
Force doctrinal manual was in preparation, the Air Force Directorate 
of Operations listed a companion series of Air Fo~~e operational 
doctrine manuals that would be prepared by the major commands.259 

More convinced than ever on 8 July 1963 that one of the central 
problems facing the Air Force lay in its need for an organization 
along the lines of the Army's Combat Developments Command, Major 
General Dale O. Smith commented: "I suspect that people in the Air 
Staff will say that Project Forecast will solve the doctrinal problem." 
Smith could not agree that any ad hoc solution could solve a problem 
or provide the novel, dynami~. and _veIl presented sC.ldies that th.:: 
Air Force required as a basis for its fo~"ard projections. 260 
Although the challenge of the Army's air mobility concept caused 
the Air Force to review lessons on the unity of air power, both the 
Air Staff and the Tactical Air Command selected to make int~rim 
responses to the organizational problem. In its Combat Developments 
Command, on the other hand, the Army appeared to have established an 
organization which could think and plan ahead in concepts and 
doctrine; which could study, evaluate, war game, and physically test 
new concepts and doctrines; and which could prepare novel, dynamic, 
and well-presented studies. 261 "The Army has done, I think," 
reported Assistant Secretary of the Army W. M. Hawkins in March 1964, 
"a really good thing in creating their Combat Developments Command 
•••• I believe it is just now coming to full fruition."262 
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CHAPTER 14 ~ 

TOWARD THE FUTURE: NEW DIRECTIONS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT 

1. Defense Rationale on Science and Technology 

"I think all of us fully realize," observed Lieutenant General 
DOnald L. Putt, Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, in 
Hay 1956, "that we are living today in an era of vigorous scientific 
and technological revolution unprecedented in the history of man
kind," Confronted ~'o1ith a "ruthless and determined aggressor foe" 
who understood the importance of technological superiority, the 
United States faced the difficult and costly necessity, as .Putt 
saw it, of Simultaneously performing research and development work 
on at least four generations of weapons: "First, model improvements 
of weapons in production and in inventory; second, scheduled develop
ment of the next weapon system to go into production; third, pursuit 
of those technical developments of new equipment and techniques 
which will form the building blocl~ for the next succeeding genera
tion of weapons; and, finally, basic or fundamental research to 
acquire new knowledge to push back the scientific frontiers, and 
remove the barriers to still more advanced and effective weapons. ,,1 

The views expressed by Lieutenant General Putt were generally 
shared within the Department of Defense. In 1958 and again in 1959, 
Secretary McElroy pointed out that the United States; the Soviet 
Union, and the world were "moving rapidly into 'a period of increasing 
danger." "It is the inevitable consequence," McElroy said, "of 
the explosive progress in science and technology which is making 
available a succession of weapons of ever-increasing destruct{ve~~ss 
and speed of delivery. "2 Faced with the critical threat that the,' 
Sbviets,had shortened l'eadtime in the development of new weapons and 
appeared wiiiing to afford duplicate proto.types of new 'weapons, 
General White wished to see an acceleration of research and develop
ment in the United States. '~e in the Air Force, and I think all 
of the military services," he stated, "always want to see technology 
move faster because we realize that it is from the area of new 
developments that our lifeblood steulS." Writing anonymously in 
1961, two Air Force militaryaiia'tysts asserted: "Technology wins 
wars. . . • Technology paces strategy and determines its nature. 
Stra tegy caLl place demands on technology in order to meet rnouientary 
requirements. But over the long haul, changes in strategy came 
primarily [rom technology. "3 

Even though a nation mIght have the greatest technology in the 
world, such a capability would be useless for military purposes 
unless it were translated into useful weapon systems. These pro
cesses demanded an increasingly close association between science, 
industry, and the Air Force. Lieutenant General Putt observed: 
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t~n alliance, or marriage, has occurred between science and arms, 
between the scientists and the military. New weapons devised by 
science are bringing about significant changes in tactics and 
strategy. Conversely, changes in tactics and strategy required by 
changing world conditions generate demands for new weapons to meet 
new strategies. The interaction between science and strategy is 
continuous. "4 Although the Air Force had always relied heavily 
upon industry for research and development, the Air Force had built 
up a very substantial in-house organization that was able to 
evaluate and manage research and development in the aeronau~ical 
field. After World War II, however, the Air Force faced tremendous 
requirements in new fields--ballistic miSSiles, s~ace, elec&ronics-
where it had few in-house technical capabilities. In the era of 
technological explosion and cold-war conflict, new organizations 
for scientific engineering and technical management were brought 
into being in the form of non-profit corporations. 

The oldest of the non-profit companies was the Research and 
Development (RAND) Corporation which was initiated in 1945 with 
some five people to provide the Air Force a full-time, competent, 
and objective group which could analyze advanced technology; war 
game and evaluate new systems that were possible from advanced 
technology; determine the effects upon the Air Force; and recommend 
the introduction of new systems into research and development. 
From the five original people, the RAND "think factory" grew to some 
900 people by 1960 and continued to provide conceptual studies to 
the Air Force and other defense agencies. 6 Requi;dllg a similar 
though smaller scientific advisory organization closer at hand in 
July 1958, the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Development 
sponsored the establishment of Analytic Services, Inc. (ANSER) in 
Alexandria, Virginia. With a professional staff of approximately 
40 persons, ANSER was able to provide quick evaluations of proposed 
weapon systems or proposed solutions to immediate technical problems 
involved in developmental planning. 7 

In view of its internal aeronautical knowledge, the Air 
Research and Development Command's Aeronautical Systems Division at 
wright Air Force Base was able to provide sound planning, evaluation, 
and management in the aeronautical field of systems acquisitioa. 
As an unprecedented organizational approach to the revolutionary 
challenge of ballistic missile technology, the Air Force in 1954 
drew upon a special technical support contractor--the Guided Missile 
Research Division of the Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation and its suc
cessor Space Technology Laboratories, which was colocated with the 
Air Force Ballistic Systems Division at San Bernardino, California. 
The search for a leng-term management organization for military 
space led to the establishment of the Aerospace Corporation in June 
1960 in proximity to the Air Force Space Systems Division intos 
Angeles. The MITRE Corporation had its beginning in 1957 when the 
Air Defense Systems Integration Division (ADSID) was established at 
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Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts, and contracted with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory for 
electronic technical assistance. When the university contract 
proved unsuitable, the MITRE Corporation was established in 1958 
and it supported ADSID's successor Electronics Systems Division. S 

By relying upon the non-profit corporations for engineering 
and technical direction of certain systems development, the Air 
Force was able to speed the translation of tecwlology into aerospace 
weapon systems. The procedure also reduced the need for defense 
contractors to build up and maintain self-sufficient scientific 
management capabilities, thus over-bidding and fractionating scarce 
national technical manpower. As a general rule, however, industrial 
corporations did not like the fact that the non-profit corporations 
received contracts as prime weapon system contractors, and Congress 
suspected that the corporations provided a means for evasion of the 
classified Civil Service salary schedu~es. Despite these criticisms, 
General Schriever believed the non-profit corporations to be very 
effective.' ''From where I sit as Commander of the Systems Connnand," 
he stated, "I would not know what I would do if I did not have this 
capp.bi1i~f. I just could not get the job done. It is just that 
S ;"'~'e ,,9 ...... 1· - • 

Especially in aeronautical fields the Air Force relied strongly 
upon proposals from industry to provide the most feasible concepts 
for new weapons. lO Some corporations, such as Lockheed Aircraft 
(which spent over a million and a half dollars on studies and 
testing of a supersonic transport and another half million dollars 
on an airborne early warning plane), used company funds for research 
and development in the expectation bfdeveloping an item that would 
be bought by th~ Armed Services, but the costs were so high and the 
frequency with which they aad to enter competitions to maintain 
volume business was so sreat that few corporations could tie up 
the~r own funds for prolonged periods. Recognizing this problem, 
the Armed Services usually contracted fur feasibility studies and 
even design proposals. To remain solvent. however, aviation corpora
tions had to achieve repeated successes in design competitions, and 
the most successful corporations had the engineering staffs that 
enabled them to invent devices or discover articles that would be 
useful in filling a military role. 11 When asked about the origina
tion of ideas for new weapon systems, Dr. Herbert F. York. while 
serving as Director of Defense Research and Engineering in 1959, 
recognized that the indirttlual Armed Services probably got many of 
their new ideas from industrial organizations. 12 General Schriever 
noted that Air Force general operational requirements were estab
lished by a combination of operational need and technological 
opportunities. "I might say ..• in terms of our inputs," Schriever 
said, "that we constantly have industry studying and making pro
posals to the Air Force and these are part of the inputs and the 
eStablishment of general operational requirements. lfl3 
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At the same time that the pressure of the Soviet technological 
threat brought increasingly close relationships between scientists 
and the military, the Eisenhower Administration maintained a 
favorable attitude toward the pursuit of parallel lines of develop
ment. Established in 1955 to determine means of reducing leadtime 
in the weapon systems cycle, an ad bg£ coumdttee headed by Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Reuben B. Robertson, Jr., recommended in July 
1956 that parallel development should be accepted among other things 
as a definite policy for speeding development. 14 Parallel develop
ment and production of projects and systems designed for the sa~ 
general mission was recognized as being very costly. Not only were 
there duplicative development costs, but duplicative production 
lines had to be setup and tooled, and the economics of large-scale. 
repetitive production were lost, thus slgnificantly increaSing the 
cost per unit article. Duplicative pipelines of spares and unique 
support equipment had to be established in the logistic~ systems, 
and, finally, duplicative sets of obsolet~ spares and support 
equipment had to be disposed of when the weapon systems we~ phased 
out of the operational inventory. In the 1955-58 time period, 
however, the Air Force and the Navy each had two tactical fighters 
underdevelopment. Even though special requirements appeared to 
necessitate different aircraft, the House Appropriations Committee 
noted in its report on the 1958 appropriation bill that the Navy's 
F-4H-l and F-8U-3 aircraft had approximately the same characte~istics 
and demanded that the Navy take prompt action to determine which 
aircraft should be placed in production. The Navyevenv..l811y chose 
the F-4H-l, but by the time the F-8U-3 development was terminated it 
had cost over $136 million. The Air Force simultaneously developed 
the F-I05 and the F-lOOB (redesignated as the F-I07A) and ultimately 
terminated the latter at a cost of $85 million. l5 As has been seen, 
President Eisenhower ~ud Secretary Wilson relied upon budgetary 
ceilings that kept the Armed Services "running a little hungry" to 
insure that lesser priority projects would be discontinued. Never
theless, the need to select between two prospective systems often 
made for an agonizing experience. "It is the hardest thing in the 

. world, If commented Lieutenant General C. S. Irvine, Air Force Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Materiel in 1959, "to stop a program."l6 

* * * * 
When the Kennedy administration was taking office early in 

1961, the Air Force expressed its views on tile future and its future 
requirements in some detail. On several occasions, Secretary Zuckert 
stated the basic conception that "for every weapon in the inventory, 
another must be in development and a third in idea. til 7 "Future tech
nological growth," wrote Major General Bruce K. Hollaway, Air Force 
Director of Operational Requirements, '~ll continue to accelerate 
at an exponential rate."18 In the development of new weapon systems. 
General LeMay stated that Air Force belief that I~ must push the 
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state of the artrlght up to the limit· that we cannot go into 
battle with anything less than that. ttl~ Making a philosophical 
approach to the phenomenon of technological brealtthrough, Colonel 
Francis X. Kane, Special Assistant to the Air Force Deputy Chief of 
Staff for Development, demonstrated that the "onrush of technology" 
did not spontaneously produce technological breakthroughs. Instead, 
revolutionary advances had progressed in recognizable steps: first, 
the intellectual breakthrough and the identification of theory; 
second, the invention which translated theory into devices; third, 
the policy breakthrough which involved the decision to translate 
an invention into materially useful products; aad, fourth, the 
engineering breakthrough, which was the step wherein the invention 
chosen by management was produced in numbers. ~olonel Kane· believed 
that the key step was the policy breakthrough, Which involved' the 
problem of evaluating--in terms of costs and ultimate utility--the 
interrelationships of a growing number of inventions. 20 Under the 
Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 the Secretary of Defense and the 
Director of Defense Research and Enginee~'ing had bef,n given re
sponsibility for the supervision of all 1-';;."arch an.d development 
programs in the Department of Defense J sno 'oI1ere thus the agents who 
would determine policy breakthroughs. By the 1958 act, the Secretary 
of Defense was additionally empowered "to aSSign, or reassign, to one 
or more departments or services, the development and operational 
use of new weapons or weapons systems."21 In the words of 
Congressman Vinson, Congress intended the Defense Reorganization 
Act of 1958: ''To place defense research and engi.neering under one 
responsible official with the power to stop unnecessary duplication, 
speed up essential work, and eliminate unnecessary competition or 
rivalry.,,22 In the preparation of the defense budget for fiscal 
year 1960, Secretary McElroy directed the shifting of funds for 
test and evaluation that had formerly been included in the procure
ment appropriations to the research and development budget. 23 

In his initial submission of questions requiring answers in 
March 1961 and in his subsequent expansion of the questions into 
projects which required investigation, Secretary McNamara gave much 
attention both to defense organization for research, development, 
test, and engineering snd to specific projects that were underway. 
In his search for rationsl explanations of ~ily things were being 
done as they were, McNamara brought many civilian analysts from 
non-profit corporations into the Department of Defense, and the 
analysts, who had formerly advised military leadership, now assumed 
basic positions of responsibility. Within a few months, Secretary 
McNamara, Deputy Secretary Gilpatric, .and Dr. Harold Brown, who 
became Director of Defense Research aoo Engineering, put together 
a new rationale toward research and development which was markedly 
different from that of the Eisenhower administration. 

The new Department of Defense thinking on the organization of 
research and development began to become ~vident on 6 March 1961 
When Secretary McNamara assigned primary responsibility for 
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development of military space projects to the Department of the 
Air Force. In regard to this action, Deputy Secretary Gilpatric 
explained that it was "the policy of the Department of Defense to 
make use of unique technica~ capabilities within the Department o~ 
J>e~"""_elr:,:JOhe.y exist." In the pa'st, the using service had 
been charged to conduct ~he research and development on a weapon 
system: this pr.Jctice would be continued in cases in which only one 
service had a unique requirement, but where projects were of tri
service interest th~re ~~uld be an integration of responsibilities 
in one service in order to avoid the emergence of large, mUltiple 
management organizations. 24 Speakinl; personally, rather than as 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs ofStaf:', General Lemnitzer opposed the 
policy. He urged that ;;he service that would use a weapon system 
should develop it in order that it might concurrently organize and 
train unitfl to employ the operational l:1ystem. 25 

In the past the Air Force had also believed that the service 
that would emp~oy weapons should develop them, but it was willing 
to see a re-evaluation of the concept. In the infancy of aviation, 
for example, the centralization of aircraft research and development 
in either the War or the Navy Departments might have been valid from 
an economic standpoint, but it had been impossible because there was 
no central executive control of the two departments below the 
President. In World War II mass production of aircraft would have 
swamped one management establis~ent. In 1961, however, a new 
situation mLght well exist. The science of aeronautics was rela
tively mature. The role of pure aeronautics in military affairs 
was firmly established. The airframe and uil:bref!thingind.lstries 
were in the descendency, and the unit and dollar volu~s of military 
aircraft developwent were waning. Development costs nevertheless 
constituted an increasing portion of total aircraft program costs, 
due in some measure to the limited numbers of modern aircraft that 
were being procured :and the continued large investments i.1 depart
mental development organizations. "Careful study," the Air Force 
pointed out, ''might determine that many advantages would accn'e from 
consolidation of Department of Defense aircraft development wi.en the 
unit or. dollar volUme of such reaches a level which would no l~nger 
justify the continuation of s~parate departmental organizations for 
s'..lch tasks. "26 . 

Based upon careful study of the text and legislative history of 
the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958, Secretary McNamara reached 
his own conclusions as to how defense research and development should 
be managed. Congress clearly intended that the military services 
and departments should not be merged. McNamara asked himself, 
''What is essential--what is the essence of a military department?" 
And he concluded: "The essence of a military department is the major 
actions it is taking to prepare forces for its specified mission./l 
While research and development of new weapons was a major action 
looking toward the preparation of forces to accomplish a specified 
miSSion, Congress clearly expected the Secretary of Defense to 
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el~tnate duplication in research and development. Where a new 
weapon might be used by two 1epartment~, the law ~hus provided that 
the Secretary of Defense could choose between the departments and 
make. either of them responsible for the development of the new 
weapon. In regard to the development of a newairc~afc, McNamara 
reasoned: "I feel I have the authority to assign the research and 
development responsibility for that weapon to either the Air Force 
or the Navy, but not to the Army, because to assign the responsi
bility for research and development to the Army is a move away from 
a separate Air Force~ and this seems to me to be contrary to the 
intent of Congress." 7 

Over the years before 1961 the Air F~rce and the Navy had used 
as many: as 50 versions of the same common aircraft, especially 
reconnaissance, transport, training, utility, and rotary-wing air
craft. Among combat types, the Navy had bought the FJ-Fury, a 
version of the.F-86 Sabre, and the Air Force had procured the B-66 
as a version of the Navy A3D. The chief difficulty in commonality 
was the fact that the Air Force, operating ftom laa.d bases, could 
employ higher-perf91='lIl8nce planes that were geI~erally heavier than 
could operate froQ the Navy's aircraft carriers. 28 Despite this 
problem, McNamara made sustained efforts to eliminate parallel 
development projects and systems that he considered designed for the 
same general mission. He believed that parallel develop~nt and 
production of weapon systems was a major source of waste, involving 
duplicate development costs, duplicate production lines and hig..lter 
unit costs, duplicate stocks of spares and suppcr~ eqUipment. After 
studies in 1961 which have been noted, acNa~ra directed the Air 
Force to terminate its F-I05 pro~urement and to buy F-4H (later 
F-4C) tactical fighters, which would become the basic tactical 
fighter for both the Navy and the Air Force. He aasigned supply 
management responsibilities for all spare p&rts and components 
peculiar to the F~4H to the Department of the Air Force and re1uired 
the Air Force an~ the Navy to develop joint plans for the maintenance 
of-the aircraft. 9 

In response to a Tactical Air Command requiremet.t far a follow
on tactical fighter put forward in 1959~ the Air Force had begun the 
design of the Tactical Fighter-X, or the TFX, during tha last year 

_ of the Eisenhower administrati.on. The system de'li~lopI:lent require
ment called for a short take-off and landing airc=aft that would 
have an extended unrefueled ferrying range, high speed ot high and 
low altitudes, and an ability t.) penetrate heavHy-defe:lded enemy 
environments. Early in 1961 the TPX project was taken under review 
by the Office of Se=retary of Defense, and on 14 February Dr. York, 
who was then Director of Defense Research and Engineering, ruled 
that the TFX would be developed by the Air Force as a tr:i.service 
tactical fighter, specifically designed to m~et the re~uirements of 
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. The Air Force already 
planned to use a variable-sweep or a variable-geometry wing on the 
TF:: which would permit the plane to fly at top supersonic speeds or 
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to fly at low speeds with the wing extended, and the Department of 
Defense believed that new developments in aerodynamics and engine 
performance would permit the development of a tactical fighter which 
could operate from aircraft carriers as well as from shorter and 
rougher runways than normal and still carry the heavy conventional 
ordnance loads that WOuld be needed in limited wars. At McNamara's 
direction the Army, Navy, and Air Force l,j,sted their requirements 
for such a tactical fighter, and a committee of Defense and service 
representatives undertook to reconcile differences. 30 

The Army and the Air Force reached an agreement on desired 
aircraft characteristics fairly easily, but the Navy was pessimistic 
about the project of a triservice fighter. Fuudamentally, the Air 
Force wanted to press the state of the art in developing the ad
vanced fighter and visualized a longer and heavier plane than the 
Navy could accept for carrier-based employment. While the negotia
tions dragged on through the sumner of 1961, McNamara was encouraged 
by the Air Force's success in using the Navy F-4 in place of the 
F-I05. After reviewing final proposals which showed that a TFX 
could _be developed in two versions but with a high percentage of 
common parts, McNamara expressed his opinion on 1 September 1961 
that the develovment of a single aircraft of genuine tactical utility 
to both services was technically feasible. He therefore directed 
the A~r Force, in collaboration with the Navy (to include Navy 
participation on the source selection board») to develop plans f~r 
the management and funding of the TFX program. He further ordered 
that changes to the basic Air Force tactical version of the airCjaft 
needed to accomroodate it to Navy use would be held to a minimum. 1 

At the same time that the triservice fighter was in its pre
development stags, Secretary McNl'l!ll.i:iTB was eVf11l.lating other outctand
ing research and development projects. Beginning with a Bell 
Telephone Laboratories study in 1955, the Navy had brought forward 
the concept of a fleet air-uefense system designated Eagle-l1issileer, 
which included a large, s~Jsonic, long-endurance, radar-equipped 

. Missileer aircraft that would be armed_with high-performance, air
to-air, long-range Eagie missiles. The system had originally been 
conceived for fleet air defense, but the Navy br09dened the concept 
of Eagle-Missileer to include its use in the defense of a MBrine 
amphibious objective area, especially in the e&rly phase of such 
an operation before ground control for other type air superiority 
systems could be brought ashore. The Eisenhower budget for fiscal 
1962 did not include funds for the whole system, but $57.1 million 
was included for continuing development of the Eagle missile in 
the expectation that it could be employed on some other aircraft. 
In his review of Eagle-Missileer, McNamara concluded that the system 
would ultimately cost $3~ billion, that the Navy was developing the 
Typhon ship-to-air defense missile, and that the tri3ervice fighter 
would be more profitably developed to meet the air defense needs o£ 
the Navy and the Marines. He accordingly cancelled the development 
of Eagle, thus ending Eagle-Hissileer. j2 
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The Office of the Secretary of Defense also gave close 
attention to the Air Force's aircraft nuclear propulsion (ANP) 
program. This program had begun in 1945 when the Army Air Forces 
had directed the old Air Technical Service C~nd to investiga~e 
all possible military applications of nuclear energy, but study 
projects in cooperation with the Atomic 'Energy Commission were very 
modest until 1950. Even then, ANP was subject to fluctuating' 
support. As had been seen, early planning for the B-70 visualized 
it as an aircraft with long-endurance nuclear-cruise power and a 
chemically-fueled supersonic dash capability. In 1957 the Air 
Force had recognized that such a weapon system was beyond the current 
state of the art and that the effort to set up ANP "requirements" 
that were apparently beyond the realm of technological possibility 
had in fact resulted in opposition within the scientific community.33 
ANP was continued as an experimental project, and it received close 
scrutiny in 1959. At this time General White visualized that a very 
long endurance aircraft with consequent very long range, which would 
be equipped with air-to-surface missiles, would vastly complicate 
hostile defenses since it would compel an enemy to guard against 
attack from any direction. As a result of the long study, two 
types of nuclear power plants showed techQical feasibility: the 
first was a direct cycle which would provide direct heat to a 
turbo-jet engine; the other would be an indirect cycle that would 
transfer heat to an engine through pipes filled with liquid metal. 
Either installation would require heavy shielding to protect the 
crew against radiation. The direct air cycle system could have 
produced a flyable aircraft, but it would not have been a very good 
plane and the system would also have exhausted some small amounts 
of radioactive matter into the atmosphe~. After. studying ANP in 
1959, the Joint Chiefs of Staff took the position that there was no 
specific military requirement for a nuclear-powered aircraft, but 
they noted that they would like to see a research project continued 
in the hope that a militarily useful aircraft could be developed. 
General White agreed that a nuclear aircraft was not 'vital" and was 
not ready for full weapon system development. Looking back at the 
ANP program in March 1960, Lieutenant General R. C. Wilson, Air 
Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Development, thought that the Air 
Force probably should have concentrated earlier on the direct cycle 
engine that could have provided a not-very-good but nonetheless 
flyable aircraft. By this time, however, the Air Force had missed 
the chance to have an early~flying nuclear powered plane, and 
Wilson thought that it would be just as well to t1:y for what would 
be a more useful plane. 34 

Air Force research and development expenditures on ANP were 
never very much in anyone year, but through fiscal year 1961 it 
had expended $511.6 million on the project, ~nd the Atomic Energy 
Conmission had invested a further amount which brought the total 
expended Qn ANP to approximately $1 billion. On the basis of a 
study provided to him by the Director of Defense Research and 
Engineering on 20 March 1961 Secretary MCNamara judged that the 
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ANP project had suffered from "chronic optimism," that it would cost 
an adciitional $750 million to $1. billion to complete, and "that 
there appeared to be little military potential to the present deve1-. 
opment. fI ''While it is true," McNamara stated, "that with an even 
larger effort some kind of nuclear-powered flight could have been 
accomplished by now, the aircraft involved would have had little or 
no military value. It would almost inevitably have been subsonic 
and limited to an altitude of about 35,000 feet." ~pNamara was un
willing to accept the proposition that the nation which first 
achieved nuclear-powered flight would attain considerable world 
prestige. "In any event, ft he added, "there is a real question as 
to whether defense projects should be pursued solely to provide 
prestige value." Based upon McNamara's recommendation, President 
Kennedy announced on 28 March 1961 that the military ANP project 
would be cancelled and that work on the nuclear powerplant and air
frame would be abandoned. The Atomic Energy Commission would con
tinueto carry on scientific research in the fields of high tempera
ture materials and high performance reactors.35 

The Air Force was shocked by the sudden cancellation of the 
ANP project and gave a good amount of attention to what had gone 
wrong. In his assessment of ANP in May 1961, Under Secretary of 
the Air Force Joseph V. Charyk noted that the Air Force had felt it 
necessary in order to attain support for the project to spell out 
detailed military requirements which really did not make too much 
sense in terms of the state of the art. "I believe," Charyk said, 
"that some of our major errors have been in attempting to hold back 
development until we could completely spell out a military require
ment. This has led to two difficulties. On the one hand • • • we 
have been very late in starting because we could not completely 
spell out the details of a potential military system so that when 
we began the actual develcpment, we were behind. We had. to 
accelerate the program. We had to conduct the program on a high 
concurrency, expensive basis. At the other end of the spectrum in 
order to permit development to proceed we have attempted to create 
a military requirement. • • • As a result we brought into being a 
fairly massive, expensive program which • • • we were not in a 
position to exploit as a full-scale weapon system development. ,,36 
Later on, in 1963, General I..e¥.ay stated that the Air Force had "not 
lost faith in atomic power." ''The trouble is that, "he continued, 
'~ile we can build an atomic powerplant that will power an air
plane • • • the power we are going to get out of the powerplant is 
not competitive with what we can do with chemical fuel, and if they 
are not c~titive against the enemy threat, you are just not in 
business. "37 

As has been seen, the Air Force generally'agreed with Secretary 
McNamara's decisions to defer development of the mobile Minuteman 
mission in the spring of 1961 and his later decision to cancel its 
development. The mobile Minuteman cost substantially more than the 
silo-based model, and the concept of th6 mobile Minuteman had had 
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more validity when it had seemed that the Soviets might have 
fielded far more intercontinental missiles than the United States. 38 
The Air Force was less prepared to accept McNamara's opinior that 
the ANP' project had suffered from "chronic overoptimism." As. 
previously noted, General leMay took abrupt objection to McNamara's 
conclusion that many of the subsystems planned for the RS-70 were 
technically infeasible and certainly beyond the state of art. 
During 1962 McNamara also became convinced. that the /lcost history" 
of the Skybolt missile was "particularly poor. 1139 Eac!l of these 
case histories evidently added to tlcNamara' s assessment of failings 
in the research and development effort oft~Defense Department. 
By early 1962 McNamara believed that the old traditions of cost-plus
fixed-·fee contracts had created a psychological si,tuation wherein 
neither the services nor their contractors had paid much attention 
to costs or cost estimating. He believed that if sufficient atten
tion were given to the design of a weapon system it could become a 
low-risk, realistically~costed undertaking that could be developed 
on a fixed-price, incentive-type contract. 40 Each of these assess
ments began to manifest itself in Department of Defense research 
and development programs, particularly in the haodling of the re
search and development contract for the TFX aircraft •. 

When Secretary McNamara directed the Air Force to submit 
requests for development proposals for the TFX in the autumn of 
1961 he recognized that the I.ir F0rce and the Navy had not completely 
reconciled their divergent thinking on the aircraft's characteristics, 
but he was hopeful that contractor proposals could bring a further 
refinement of work requirements. As directed, the ~ir Force sent 
out requests for development proposals in September 1961 and 
additionally established a TFX system source selection board wltn 
representatives from the Air Force Systems Command, the Air Force 
Logistics Command, the Tactical Air Command, and the Navy. A senior 
Navy admiral also sat with the Air Force Council after 24 January 
1962 when it considered rec~nendations from the TFX s~lection board. 
After preliminary evaluations of proposalS "from '!'n'terested companies, 
Boeing and General Dynamics were awarded 90-day design contracts. 
The results of these contracts were evaluated in April and June 1962, 
and after the latter evaluation Secretary Zuckert and Secretary of 
the Navy Fred Korth ren~nded the proposals to the system source 
selection board with a directive that the board would work with 
both competitors as if each of them had been chosen as the prime 
contractor. In a fourth evaluation made on 8 November 1962 the Air 
Force Council with the concurrence of the Navy representative found 
both the Boeing and General Dynamics proposals to be acceptable but 
voted unanii:nously that the Boeing design proposal had "clear and 
substantial advantage." Among other features in favor of the Boeing 
proposal, it included thrust reversers and 8 location of air intake 
scoops at 8 high level in orser EO minimize the ingestion of foreign 
objects into the engines. The Air Force Council and the Navy repre
sentative believed that these features would make the Boeing design 
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most suited for employment in austere operating conditions. Adm1ral 
Anderson and General LeMay indorsed the recommendation that Boeing 
be selected as the TFX contractor. 41 

In reviewing the TFX recoumendation on 21 November 1962, 
Secretaries McNamara, Zuckert, and Korth agreed that both the Boeing 
and General Dynamics proposals were acceptable and that either would 
offer a capability far beyond that of contemporary fighters. The 
three secretaries nevertheless directed that the General Dynamics 
proposal would be accepted because it proposed the greatest degree 
of commonness in Air Force and Navy versions. contemplated the use 
of conventional materials, provided a higher confidence in structural 
design, and offered a better possibility of providing the aircraft 
desired on schedule and within programmed dollar costs. On 24 
November, the Department of Defense a~ed that the General 
Dynamics Corporation, with Grumman Aircraft as an associate, has 
been selected as the prime contractor for the develo~nt of the 
F-llLA for the Air Force ~nd the F-ILIB for the Navy.42 In an inter
view in which he justified this decision on 16 April 1963. Secretary 
McNamara called attention to the Air Force's earlier inability to 
provide "realistic cost estimates" for Skybolt and stated that 
according to his own calculations he was sure .thst Boeing's pre
dicted costs were less realistic th~n those of General Dynamics. 
McNamara also believed that Boeing's planned use of titanium, thrust 
reversers, and top-mounted inlet ducts, as well as its proposal to 
hollow out certain structural parts to reduce the weight of the Navy 
version, would add elements of risk to the development of the TFX. 
In short, Boeing's proposal pushed the state of the art, thereby 
posing greater developmental risks and promising greater costs. 
MCNamara thought that the greatest risk in ~e. TFX program. lay in 
the variable-s~ep win& that was coumon co both proposals and that 
it would be unwise to incur additional peripheral risks involved 
in Boeing's proposal. Secretary Zuckert favored the Gener~l Dynamics 
proposal for these same reasons, and he emphasized that General 
Dynamics had a distinct t.dge over Boeing in the higher degree of 
commonness promised for the Air Force F-llLA and the Navy F-IIIB.43 
Zuckert believed that the careful definition of the program that 
preceded the Department of Defense deciSion to purchase a test 
quantity of 23 F-Ill TFX aircraft would permit a reasonably con
stX'Uctive degree of optimism that the program would go tinead within 
estimated costs on schedule. 44 

In the course of Senate investigations of the TFX contract 
negotiations held by the Permanent SubcOllJillittee on Investigations of 
the Committee on Government Operations. a civilian aviation con
sultant testified that many "old-pros" in tre Navy and Air Force 
still believed that interservice competition tended to generate more 
effective weapons.45 High-ranking Air Force officers, h~ver, 
expressed great faith in the TFX. In his best professional judgment, 
General LeMay had believed that the Boeing proposal would provide 
the most advanced aircraft (and he had attempted to convince 
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secretary Zuckert of this belief), but he defended the right of the 
civilia~ secretaries to make the final decision on the matter. 46 
t'Now it is true," he said in regard to the l'FX. "that we could have 
done a little bit better on our side of the fence. as the Navy could 
have done a little better on their side, if we had gone our separate 
ways. But the monel tha t we are saving in doing it this way more 
than offsets that.' 7 Speaking as Air Force Director of Operational 
Requirements, Major General W. W. Momyer enthusiastically described 
the TFX as an aircraft with characteristics that would make it 
suitable for the gamut of war running from counter~insurgency to 
general conflict. '~en you consider that within this tactical 
fighter," Momyer said, "we will be doing all the jobs that in World 
War II we did with B-17's, B-24's, B-25,'s, B-26's, P-5I's, P-47's 
and you look at this machine in terms, of this kind of flexibility, 
I think the state-of-the-art has come a long way in enhancing our 
tactical ability ... 48 Since all subsystems identified for the 
General Dynamics TFX were essentially in-being, the plane was con
sidered to be a very low-risk weapon system and the development of 
it could be contracted on a fixed-price basis. To General Schriever 
this procedure had obvious advantages, but he cautioned that it also 
had some disadvantages. Under the fixed-price contract it would be 
difficult to incorporate improvements in subsystems that might be 
made simultaneously with the development of the TFX airframe. The 
plane which would enter the operating inventory four or five years 
in the future would thus represent the state-of-the-art that had 
existed when its design was frozen at the beginning of its develop
ment. "I personally am of the opinion, It Schriever stated, "that you 
oUght to DlO\fe fo:::-.::;rd in technology and improve your capabilities. 1149 
As a matter of fact, however, the development of the TFX would not 
be completely frozen in its original design stage. Even though the 
development of the F-lllA was kept on schedule and the first flight 
of the F-lllA was completed ahead of schedule in December 1964, it 
proved possible to make a reconfiguration of the plane so as to add 
external fuel capacity to it, thus enhancing its ra~~e and providing 
a possibility that the plane could later be developed in a FB-llLA 
bomber configuration. The F-lllB development program was ,extended 
to allow more t~ for the development of a Phoenix fire control 
missile system. 

* * * 
From the handling of research and development projects during 

his first two years in office, Secretary McNamara evolved a new 
rationale. organization, and procedures for defense r£search and 
development whiCh was explained and put into effect in 1963-64. In 

*The FB-lllA bomber would prove pract4cable in development, 
but the Navy would obtain authority to discontinue development of 
the F-lllB aircraft. 
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explaining the new rationale early in 1963, McNamara pointed out 
that the Kennedy administration had markedly reduced the Soviet 
threat to the United States by building nuclear and non-nuclear 
forces. As a general rule, he was willing to observe that most 
developmental work "would add only marginally to our combat strength. II 
tn the past, developments such as the A- and H-bomb and the ICBM. had 
added new and unique dimensions to military capabilities and had 
justified great costs and risks. _''When the potential payoff is 
extremely great," McNamara stated on 7 February 1963, "correspondingly 
great costs and risks are justified. But developments which meet 
this test are rare. The typical development promises, if successf-ul, 
to achieve a capability that can also be achieved in other ways, 
usually including the more extensive or imaginative use of existing 
weapons. In such cases, the urgency is not as great. We believe 
that the substantial increase in the defense program initiated during 
the last 2 years has put us in a position where we can now afford to 
move more carefullY'in the initiation of new major weapon system 
developments. /151 , 

Based upon this rationale and observations of past mistakes, 
Secretary McNamara and Dr. Brown effected management changes in the 
defense research and development area. ""Poor planning, unrealistic 
schedules, unnecessary design changes and-enormous cost increases 
over original estimates," McNamara believed, '~ave continuously dis
rupted the efficient operation of our research and development 
program. Most of these difficulties have resulted from inadequate 
prior planning and unwarranted haste in undertaking large-scale 
development, and even production, before we have clearly defined 
'What is wanted and before we have clearly detennined that a suitable 
technological basis has been developed on which to build the system. 
We have often paid too little attention to how a proposed weapon 
system would be used snd what it would cost, and, finally. whether 
the contribution the development could make to our forces wnuld be 
worth the cost. 1152 In McNamara's view, the actual costs of major 
weapon systems had commonly increased from 300 to 500 percent over 
the original estimated costs because original cost estimates were 
unrealistically optimistic, because of insistence that weapon systems 
meet perrormance standards that went far beyond essential military 
requirements, because of insufficient definition at the outset of 
what a contractor was being tasked to develop, because inadequate and 
unsatisfactory procedures had often been employed in selecting major 
contractors, and because of reliance on cost-plus contracts which 
provided no incentives to a contractor to reduce costs. liS 3 

Within the Department of Defense the phases of research and 
development were restructured in a manner believed to represent a 
logical progression from ideas to the development of military hard
ware for operational employment. Research and development was broken 
down into sequential steps: (1) Research (basic and applied), where 
effort was directed toward expansion of knowledge in physical and 
environmental sciences; (2) Exploratory development, where work was 
directed toward the solution of specific military problems short of 
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actual development of experimental hardware; (3) Advanced development, 
where experimental hardware for technical or operational testing was 
produced; (4) Engineering development, Where developments were 
engineered for service use prior to receiving.approval·for production 
and deployment; and (5) Operational systems development, which in
volved continued development, test, evaluation, and design tmprove- . 
ment of projects which had already entered a production-deployment 
stage. 54 McNamara looked upon the first three steps as being designed 
to provide in an order .. y manner lithe basic technical building blocks" 
which would permit large-scale systems dbvelopments to be undertaken 
as they were identified and without a need to engage in costly and 
inefficient crash programs. "By planning the non-system part of our 
defense research and engineering effort in the large, without tying 
it to a particular systems development," McNamara suggested, "we 
should be able to effect some degree of standardization which, through 
repeated use of the same components, should increase reliability and 
reduce costs. 1I55 

As ideas progressed to the development of hardware for experi
mental tests in the advanced development step of research and devel
opment, Secretary McNamara directed that no large system development 
project would be undertaken before the completion of a program defi
nition phase. This activity involved in-house or contractor studies 
whose ~urpose was to define a program, develop designs, determine 
costs and potential military worth. "To the greatest extent 
possible," McNamara emphasized, ''we want to do our thinking and 
planning before we start 'bending metal.' Pencils Bnd paper, and 
even the feasibility testing of 'pacing' components, are a lot 
cheaper than the termination of programs. et McNamara was quite 
willing that the program definition phase of an important project 
would run as long as a year and cost anywhere from $2 to $5 million. 
Only by careful program defin.Hion could the Department of Defense 
ensure that necessary programs could be expeditiously accomplished 
or less worthwhile programs rejected. Although the time consumed by 
program definition might seem a delay, McNamara believed this was 
not necessarily true. "I have observed," he said, "that in most 
cases careful and comprehensive prior planning actually saves time 
as well as money and results in more effective and more dependable 
weapons. "56 

In the aftermath of the TFX source selection controversy, Deputy 
Director of Defense Research and Engineering John H. Rubel proposed 
that military source selection boards should be changed into military 
evaluation boards and that the Secretary of Defense and the 
Secretaries of the Military Departments should be authorized to make 
decisions on source selection, which, of course, they did anyway.57 
This suggestion was not accepted, but the new Department of Defense 
rationale and procedures on research and development nevertheless 
greatly increased the role of the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
in the field. Acting closely together, Secretary McNamara and Dr. 
Brown exercised close scrutiny over the defense research, development, 
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test and engineering budget: ''When we make our reductions," Brown 
aplained, "we go quite far down on the marginal utility curve. We 
cut out all the programs that we think do not make very much sense. 
'l'ben we cut a little more. We cut to the point where we feel that 
one can argue convincingly on either side of a question, that one 
should do it or one should not do it. Further cuts, of course, get 
more and more painful because they are cutting into things that we . 
feel there is no question should be done. ,,58 As Director of Defense 
Research a.~ Engineering, Dr. Brown not only had "much to say about 
the initiation of projects, but he also maintained close supervision 
over what was being done in the research and development efforts 
underway in the services. He provided guidelines for the implementa
tion of programs and controlled the rate and direction of activity 
by releasing funds in incremental authorizations. In'response to 
a question put to .hfm in February 1964, Lieutenant General Ferguson, 
Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Research and Development,testi
fied that there was more concentration of authority in Dr. Brown's 
office than ever before in the past. 59 

Something of the new concentration of authority in the Office 
of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering was revealed in 
the quest" fo~ a counterinsurgency (COIN) aircraft during 1963-64. 
The Air Force response to the problem of providing an aircraft that 
could operate in a primitive area was to use obsolescent aircraft 
and converted traine~ aircraft: it accordingly requested and received 
authority to modifyT-37 and T-28 training planes for COIN employment. 
The Army, however, wanted a COIN aircraft that could perform heli
copter escort, lfmited close air support, armed surveillance, light 
logistics duty, and that could ca~ry and drop four to six fully
equipped paratroopers. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
strongly supported the requirement for a special COIN aircraft, and 
Department of DefeU$e studies indicated what were described as 
significant cost advantages in developing a new COIN aircraft. As 
Dr. Brown described the problem, the major decision was to determine 
whether the plane should be developed by the Air Force, the Army, the 
Navy, or by the Advanced Research Projects Agency. While ARPA was 
quite anxious to get the task, Brown did not want to put the small 
agency in the airplane development business. The Air Force, he 
noted, did not want to develop the plane, since it would duplicate 
obsolescent aircraft that could be used for COIN work, although 
possibly not as efficiently as a specially designed plane. Brown 
thought that the Army ought not to develop a planetl-":'t, as he said, 
was "at least marginal in terms of the agreement on what size air
craft can be managed by the Army." Except for the Marines, the Navy 
did not have any large use for a COIN aircraft, but since the choice 
resolved down to it, the Department of Defense placed the request 
for developmental funds for the COIN aircraft in the Navy's budget 
anddiGOcted that the Navy's Bureau of Weapons would develop the 
plane. After testing modified T-28 and T-37 planes, the Air Force 
decided that these planes did not possess advantages for counter
insurgency tasks that were better than the A-I planes already in use. 
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The Navy program, however, developed a Counterinsurgency/Light Armed 
Reconnaissance A1rcraft (COIN/LARA), and in October 1964, the North 
American Aviation Company waS awarded a contract to 'provide seven 
prototype planes for operational evaluation. 61 

* * * * 
At times during the 1950's the Air Force research and development 

?rogram had included five or six fighter projects, three or four 
ballistic missiles', three cruise missiles, a couple of transport air
craft--all progressing simultaneously toward weapon systems. By the 
early 1960's, however, the majority of these projects were completed 
and emphasis in Air Force research and development shifted from 
weapon systems to exploratory dev~10pment.62 Although editorials 
and articles decried Jlthe l'opS1-1.1:ke, uncontrolled growth of R&D," 
Lieutenant General Ferguson pointed out that the apparent funding 
increase in research, development, test and engineering (RDT&E) 
funds had come when test and engineering accounts (previously a part 
of production appropriations) hila-been included within research and 

, and development funds. Taking into account a 12 percent increase in 
cost of living, Ferguson demonstrated that research and developme~ 
funds had actually increased only 6 percent in the 1957-65 time 
period. In fiscal year 1961 RDT&E funds amounted to 15 percent of 
the total defense budget; in the departmental requests for fiscal 

, year 1965 the ratio of RDT&E funds to the total budget was 13 percent, 
and not all of the requested funds would be approved by Congress. 
"The real 6 percent increase in R&D funds in the last 9 years," 
Ferguson wa:rne,d~ "provides little flexibility to cope ... -:Lth the 
complexity of choice we have today. 1163 While Ferguson was unwilling 
to accept the glib assumption that the nation's research and develop
ment effort had reached what was being described as a "technological 
plateau," he noted: "If I could identify a quantum jump~ I am sure 
that we would Jump right into it."64 Apparently more impatient than 
Ferguson, General LeMay described the Air Force's research and devel
opment funding for 1965 as Its kimpy. II "I think," he said, ''we are 
going to keep on moving, maybe not at the same rate, but in a lot of 
things we are just scratching the surface. ,,65 

In February 1963, Secretary Zuckert could not conceive that an 
arms stalemate could exist in the world ''with technology moving as 
fast as it ~as moved and, presumably, will move in the years to 
come.,,66 A year later he called the idea of a "technological plateau" 
an "over-simplification," and he added: "I think at thejUoment we 
are in a little bit of what might be called technological shock 
because the missile development has come upon us and come to fruition 
so quickly the people have not really had the time to digest this 
situation, nor has there been the fermentation of ideas so that we 
can be at all precise about what the next generation of weapon 
systems will be like."67 At least two prominent scientists, however, 
not only apparently accepted ·the--cefteefJ't:cit~'.· *"i@flllGqt.cd'J)lateau" 
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but projected it even further. "Both sides in the arms race~" wrote 
Dr. Jerome B. Wie.sner and Dr. Herbert F. York in an article published 
in October 1964, ""are" thus confronted by the diletIma of ste.qdily in
creasing military power and steadily decreasing national security • 
.ll !! .Q!!!: considered professional judgment ~ this dilcllJlla h!! ill>. 
~hnical solution. If toe great powers continue to look for 
solutions in the area of science and technology only, the .cesult will 
be to worsen the situation. The clearly predictable course of the 
arms race is a steady open spiral downward into oblivion. ,,68 

Something of the difficulty that had begun to affect a res~arch 
and development program that promised to be expensive was illustrated 
by the story of the mobile medium range ballistic missLle (MMRBM). 
In 1957 the Air Force had faced the prospect that by 1963-65 Soviet 
forces would possess SS-3 (700-mile), SS-4 (l,lOO-mile), al~ SS-5 
(2,200-mile) transportable tactical missiles that ~uld possess 
relatively high accuracy and would be able to react rapidly against 
tactical tsrgets in Europe and the Pacific. The Air Force's Matador 
and Mace tactical missiles were obsolescent, cruise-type vehicles 
that were tied to fixed positions, and the Army's 38S-mile range 
Pershing missile was out-ranged by the Soviet tactical missiles. 
Under these circumstances, the Air Force issued a special operational 
requirement for a follow-on missiln to the Mace that would possess 
high accuracy under all-weather conditions and exceptional mobility. 
It was planned that the new tactical missile would primarily be 
employed against the kind of targets that might appropriately be 
attacked by fighter-bombers. 69 ... 

Speaking before a NATO Parliamentarians conference in Novembe~ 
1960, General Norstad stated that midrange ballistic missiles, with 
great mobility, should be made available to the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, and at the NATO Council oaeting the following 
month the United Stat~s asked consideration of the concept that a 
multilateral force might be established with the medium-range 
ballistic missiles. On 3 October 1961, the Department of Defense 
directed the Air Force to assume responsibility for the MMRBM system. 70 
Secretary McNamara envisioned that the weapon system might be deployed 
'on trucks or ships, would be capable of quick reaction and great 
accuracy, and would not require extensive ground support equipment. 71 
The Ai~ Force envisioned that the MMRBM would be a relatively small 
solid~ruelmissile that could be mounted in a vehicle about the size 
of a furniture van. The missile was to be capable of being fired 
within a matter of minutes, and the vehicle that transported it could 
be kept moving about at random over the highways of Europe. 72 The' 
range of the MMRP..:.~ would be between the 385 miles of the Pershing 
and the 2,500 miles of the A-3 Polaris. Where the problem of 
safetying the MMRBM had delayed its earlier acceptance, a new nuclear
lock COllJll8nd and control system would prevent its accidental or 
irresponsible employment .. At the time that the MMRBMwas authorized 
the Ai~Force already had a program underway looking toward the 
development of a stellar inertial zuidance system for missiles". and 
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the bulk of the effort under this contract was committed to the 
MMRBM development effort. Where the old Snark cruise missile had 
been sole to direct its slow-moving course by observing the stars, 
the envisioned system would be able to locate the position of the 
ballistic missile and navigate it on course even in its boost phase. 73 

On 29 March 1962 Secretary McNamara authorized the Air Force to 
proceed with a program definition phase o'f an.MHRBM capable of 
employment either from land vehicles or surface ships. !n fiscal 
year 1963 the Department of DE7fense asked for $JOO.million for the 
MMRBM, and Congress appropriated $80 mil.lion ..... Ut Usca·l year 1964 
the Department of Defense aske~ --Eot: $14'3 million for the missile, 
and speaking in support of the request Secretary HcNamara gave it 
strong backing. "I personally am anxious," he said, "to see us 
pursue this development as an insurance program, assuming that there 
is evidence which leads us to believe we can accomplish the objectives 
we have outlined, that is ••• the high degree of mobility, the low 
weight, and the high accuracy."74 Once again, however, Congress did 
not approve the full amount of money requested for the misSile. 
Since only a part of the fiscal 1963 appropriations for the ~1 
had been allocated, Congress doubted that the full amount requested 
for fiscal 1964 could be spent and reduced the appropriation to $73 
million. McNamara did not reclama this reduction because other more 
imp~tant things had also been reduced and because he sensed that 
the mood of Congress was shifting away from generous research and 
development appropriations. 75 A member of the House Armed Services 
Committee who visited Paris in September 1963 nevertheless reported 
that members of the NATO staff seemed intent onimp~essiug him with 
the fact that the development of the NMRBM was a vital requirem....ut. 76 

Early in 1964 Secretary McNamara still could not tell 
Congressional committees of any definite plans for the deployment of 
the MMRBM missiles, but he urged that it would be import6nt to 
proceed with their development because the missile would be capable 
of very rapid deployment, would fill a range gap, and because there 
was the possibility that they might be deployed "in lieu of certain 
of our other strategic weapons." Alleging its inability to discover 
any plan for the.deployment of the MMRBM, the House Armed Services 
Committee cut the requested authorization for its development from 
$110 million to $40 million, thus in effect deleting the missile but 
continuing the development of the stellar inertial guidance system. 77 
In the Senate Conmittee on Armed Services, both Chairman Russell and'": 
Senator Symington observed that the MMRBM left them 'very, very cold." 
Speaking to J?r. Brown about the missile, Russell said: "I think it 
will go up in smoke before it is developed along with the $700 to 
$800 million you are going to spend on R&D." Senator Allen J. 
Ellender was even sharper with Brown: "You -scientists," he said, 
"are having a heyday there at the Pentagon. It strikes me that Some 
stop ought to be put to it. 1178 Secretary Zuckert subsequently 
testified that the Air Force was- Ustrongly behind the MMRBM" because 
of its promised flexibility, and General LeMay pointed out that both 
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General Norstad and General Lemnitzer had pressed for the development 
of the missile. 79 In the end, however, the fiscal 1965 budget voted 
by Congress carried only $40 million for a continued development of 
tl)e g~idance system tha t would have been us'cd by the MMRBH. Int,he 
autumn of 1964, the Air Force accordingly notified the MMRBM con':' 
tractors that their development contracts would not be renewed. 80 

The case of the MMRBM marked the beginnings of what appeared 
to be a new Congressional attitude toward defense 'research and 
development. Speaking of Congress and its actions toward the mobile 
missile iri 1963, Secretary McNamara observed that "all of a sudden 
the mood of Congress shiited from one of giving me llioremoney than I 
wanted to spend toone of giving me less money than I felt essen
tial. .. 81 On the other hand, influential Congressmen blamed the 
Department of Defense and the Air Force for not providing an adequate 
plan of employment for the MMRB~. In the dialogue on Capital Hill 
early in 1964, Dr. Brown defended the MMRBM by stating that HcNamara 
hM.4 "a visceral· feeling that this ,is a VJi.1iY il"llportant program." But 
Representative Danie~. Flood replied that such a "visceral feeling" 
was not enough. 82 Somt! members of Congress--including Senators 
Russell and Symington--associated the M:t4RPM with NATO requirements 
and with the multilateral force proposal that had made little head
way in attaining political acceptance in Europe. 83 Other members of 
Congress noted that serious people ill autt,ority were stating that 
world tensions appeared to be lessening. To General leMay this 
latter belief promised eventual disaster. I~e Russians have told 
us over and over again ... ,"he warned, "that they expect to take 
o,'er the world, and they are going to do it by any ,,,ay they can see 
to do it. The thing that worries me more than anything else is 
that they will act peaceful and act like. decent and ordinary people 
until we get lulled into sleep. and get off balance, and then we 
will get hit. . ',' The more world tensions decrease, the 1'!JO'Z'e1!1<ert 
we should be . .,84 

2. Threats and Opportunities in Space 

"The United States," stated General White in April 1958, ''must 
win and maintain the capability to control space in order to assure 
the progress and preeminence of the free nations. . . ~ This is 
necessary because until other ironclad methods are devised, only 
through our military cap",bil:'ty to control space will we be able to 
use space for peaceful purposes. I vi:::l1alize the control of space 
as the late twentieth century parallel to the age-old need to control 
the seas and the mid-twentieth century requirement to control the 
air."S5 That same month Lieutenant General Pu~t made the same plea. 
''We have always strived," he said~ "to try to fly higher and higher. 
One could control the atmosphere by just being able to fly a little 
bit higher than the other fellow. So I think the same thing will 
occur in space."86 Answering a rhetorical question regarding the 
military adva~tage of space power, Brigadier General H. A. Boushey. 
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Air- Force Deputy Director of Research and Development. stated: !'For 
years our job ha~ been to achieve, and at times to exercise, a 
dominant capability to deliver firepower against an enemy by mnitary 
operations above the surface of !:he earth. In doing this job'· we "'\ ' 
have been, and still are, guided by one major premise, that a 
decisive margin of advantage goes to the nation whose deliv'>!ry 
v£hicles can attain the greatest speed, the greatest range, and the 
greatest altitude .. ,,87 

At the dawn of the space age, Air Force visionaries evidently 
found it difficult to conceive the precise applications through 
which a control of spice might be exercised. liTo control space, 
noted General White, 've must not only be able to go through it 
with vehicles that travel from point to point, but we must stay in 
space ~ith human beings who can carry out jobs efficiently.'~8 
"First of all," addeti 3rigadier General Boushey, "I do not believe 
that machines alone, controlled frem the earth, can establish a 
capability to dominate space. • . . On the spot exercise of human 
intelligence, judgment, and discrimination will be needed f~r 
effective control of space." Boushey additionally urged that the 
moon would be the ultimate ''high ground" both for launching further 
explorations of the solar system and for the dispatch of missiles 
against an aggressor on earth. "As regards the moon," Boushey 
said, "I personally believ ... it could, at some future date, be used 
asa secure base to deter aggressio~l. Lunar landing sites, perhaps 
located on the far side of the moon, which could never be vieWed 
directly from the e~rth, could launch missiles earthward. They could 
be guided accurately during flight and to impact, and thus might 
serve peaceful ends by dete:.:ring any would-be aggressor." The 
v1s10nary moc~-base proposal was promptly attacked by Dr. Lee A. 
DuBridge, President of the California Institute of Technology, who. 
dismissed lunar-based deterrence as a "Buck Rogers" stunt. 89 

In a more conservative vein Lieutenant Genral Futt suggested 
in April 1958 that "control ,..f space could .start initially at a 
relatively short distance away from the surface of thE" earth. u90 
As has been seen, General White early in 1959 introdu~ed the new 
concept of "aerospace, II or the concept that "air and spa'ce comprise 
a single continuous operational field in which the Air Fr'rce must 
continue to function." While. the "aerospace" term seemeC1 strarge 
at first, it met increasing acceptance. By February 1960, 
Congressman Overton Brooks, Chairman of the House Committee on 
Science and Astronautics, accepted it. "Frankly," he said, "I thir>k 
we are straining at a gnat when we question the word 'aerospace.' 
If we can come up with a better word, that-; is somethi':l.g else."91 
Shortly after thiS, the Joint Chiefs of Staff accepted "uerospace"" 
as a word for joint usage and defined it as: "Of, or pertaining to, 
the eatth's envelope or atmosphere and the space abov~ it; two 
separate entities considered as a single realm of activity in 
launching. guidance, and cgntrol of vehicles which will travel in 
both realms. ,,92 . 
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During 195.9 the Air Force he.gtllll.4Mt«idle its_1:'hinking about 
space. In April, Lieutenant General Schriever defended "in-the
blue" thinking, but he asserted that the value of 8 base on the 
moon, assuming that it was technologically possible, would have to 
be detennined in relation to other ways in ~lich some other weapon 
system might be able to do the same job at perhaps lesser costs. 
In an address before the National Press Club on 11 January 1960, 
General White agreed that there had been tlexc'essive talk about 
manned expeditions to the Moon, Venus, t>1ars, and beyond--as though 
these ventures were well within our present capability." On 4 
February in answer to his own question as to how far manned vehicles 
would be sent into space, White said: "The answer, as I see it. is-
as far as they need to go in regular operations; I feel that 
initially our systematic missions will operate at rather shallow 
altitudes--relatively speaking--within a few hundred miles of -the 
earth. Our immediate operational concern is events which may occur 
on earth and in the zone imnediately above it. We don't provide 
anything by operating farther away then we need to go. "93 Based on 
these ideas, the Air Force logically accepted the concept that 
space'systems "should complement or replace current inventory systems 
;.:ld should be employed within existing concepts." Ihe Air Force 
position o~ the relationship of space to military potential held: 
"Space systems should be developed when required to perform an 
essential military mission if they will provide a unique, more, 
effect~ve or more economical meant; for performing the J.IIission ... 94 
Both in testimony before a CongreSSional committee in February and 
in an article which he published in April 1960, Lieutenant General 
R. C. Wilson explained that an Air Force space system had to be 
judged by the criterion of its relative effect\ve~.'IM!:d could not 
be developed to perform particular functions unless lIit offers the 
only means of doing the job; or ... it is the best way to do the' 
job and is not excessively expensive (for example, very early warning 
of hostile lCBH launchings); or . • • it offers a more economical 
way of doing a job (as may well be true of a communications satellite 
system). ,i9S 

Since the Air Force did nct compartment its development 
program into astronautics and aeronautics, or space and non-space, 
it could not logically develop a space plan as a separate plan • 
Certain programs nevertheless met the "relative effectiveness" 
criteria: thel:ie included missiles, navigation and communications 
satellites, and the Discoverer, Hidas, and Samos programs that were 
aimed at the exploitation of early warning and reconnaissance capa
bilities. In this ~espect, the Air Force did envision development 
objectives both generally and in terms of growth potential of 
programs underwar in 1960. The development objectives included 
reduction of costs and time required for launchings, improvement of 
guidance systems, increases in compJnent reliability, and ~xtension 
of the effective lifetimes of orbital satellites. 96 While the Air 
Force did not have a long-range space plan similar to NASA's 10-year 
plan, Dr •. York noted in March 196Q-=-,'~.~.""" Mea:s "bout how 
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v.riOWI of these programs might develop in the future, but 118 doo't 
believe that considering our mission we can develop a plan for 
space-related programs independently of the overall defense pro
gram. ,,91 In supporting the Eisenhower defense budgets for fiscal 
1960 and fiscal 1961, Dr. York stressed that the objectives of 
defense efforte in space were "the development, production, and 
operation of space systems where it can be demonstrated with 
reasonable certainty that the use of space flight will enable ua to 
accomplish our basic defense mission, a,nd ••• the development of 
components which will be needed in systems which cannot be clearly 
defined at this time but which will develop as the future unfolds 
in this new sphere of activity. fl98 

Two days before the launching of the first Soviet Sputnik in 
October 1957, Soviet Major General G. I. POKrovsky had predicted: 

~estruggle in and for outer space will have 'tremendous Signifi
cance in the armed conflict of the near future."99 By mid-l9S9 
Lieutenant General R. C. Wilson was willing to speak in public of 
'.'a growing Soviet potential to wage war from an environment in 
space--possibl~''from satellite vehicles circling th"! earth at various 
altitude •• from space stations on the so-called stt8Aonary orbits, 
or perhaps eventually from a military lunar base." At the height 
of his presidential campaign on 10 October 1960, Senator Kennedy 
also gave voice to fears that the Soviets might be winning the space 
race. '~e are in a strategic space race with the Russians, and we 
have been lOSing," he declared. "Control of space will be decided 
in the next decade. If the Soviets control space they can control 
earth, as in past centuries the nations that controlled the seas 
dominated the continents. ,,101 ' 

3elieving that opportunities and threats in space we~e beginnico 
to come into focus, Lieutenant Gene~al Schriever requested Mr. Trevor 
Gardner on 11 October 1960 to assemble a group of the nation'. leading 
scientists and executives, similar to the von Neuma.nn conmittee of 
1954, that would study and recommend a space development program 
for the future. Acting witho~t delay, Gardner assembled the Air 
Force Space Study CODlUittee that same month, and the coomittee 
(whose memb~rs included Dr. Harold Brown) submitted its unclassified 
report on 20 March 1961. The report provided assessments of the 
Soviet space ~reat, recommendations on Air Force organization. and 
requirements for Air Force space activities. Among its findtags. 
the COlDiDittee ~l1eved that the Air Force role in space was "en
visioned too narrowly" and that a "dogma" prevailed within the Air 
Force "that technical developments, particularly those involving any 
substantial application of resources, must be justi~ied by a specific 
weapon system whic~ is in tum tied to a close military requirement." 
By ~ommitting itself to systems development. the committee belie~ed 
that the Air Force was treating space systems requirements just as 
if it knew the framework of strategy and space technical boundary 
conditions that: would exist in the future. "The development of 
urgently needed technical capabilities such as boost, rendezvous, 
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maneuverability, and coomunications," the conmittee recommended, 
"are essential to the speedy attainment of effective military use 
of space. The premature initiation of 'systems' produces inefficien
cies and may severely limit or foreclose the opportunity for the 
full development of such fundamental capabilities. ,,102 

When he appeared before the Senate Committee on Armed Services 
on 11 April 1961, Secretary Zuckert voiced official concern that 
the Soviets, who had established a superior space capability which 
gave them the promise of machines to work in space, might attain 
mastery and dominance of space. "The lesson," Zuckert warned, "is 
that through and from space, earth can be dOminated. • • • This 
Nation and her allies have no choice but to extend our influence 
into space to the end that no nation shall be disfranchised in space, 
and no nation shall be disfranchised on earth through dominance of 
space byanother. fl103 At the time Zuckert was speaking, there were 
rumors from Moscow that the Soviets had put the worl~'s first human 
cosmonaut into orbit, and on 12 April the Soviet Union announced 
that Air Force Major Yuri Gagarin had encircled the earth in a 5-ton 
Vostok satellite. ''This first manned orbital flight," General White 
stated, "bears out the Air Force's previous estimates of the 
extremely high priority of Soviet space efforts and their concen
trationon the near-earth region as the logical area for the near
term expansion of military aerospace power."104 In remarks at his 
retirement ceremony on 30 June 1961, White reminded his listeners 
that in the course of history the people who had controlled the 
land had controlled the world; then the people who had controlled 
the seas had controlled the world; and then the people who had 
controlled the air had controlled the world. "I make this pre
diction," he concluded. '.'In the fut"ure the people .~no control space 
will control the world. ,,105 

On numerous occasions after he became Air Force Chief of Staff, 
General leMay anticipated that the entry of the United States into 
space would follow the same parallel that had occurred in the air. 
In 1961 leMay said that the United States was "at about the same 
position • • • in regard to space technology as we were in aerodynam" 
ics along about 1908, 1910, or 1911, along in. there. ,,106 In a 
parallel to the experience in aeronautics, the Air Force had developed 
the first satellites for a primarily passive. peaceful, and defensive 
employment designed to enhance cormnand and control and to reduce the 
danger ot surprise attack. But just as had been the cas~ with the 
aviation experience in World War I, LeMay anticipated that an enemy 
would not be able to countenance a loss of surprise and security and 
anticipated that "an aggressor will seek ways .and means to eliminate 
our defensive systems." He concluded: itA nation that has maneuverable 
space vehicles and revolutionary armaments can indeed control the 
world. For peace or for aggression."107 Continued Soviet space 
spectaculars added weight to leMay's w:?rning.. On 6-7 August 1961, 
Soviet Air Force Major G. S. Titov orbited the earth 17 times in 25 
hours. In December 1961, Premier Khrushchev told the world: lIyou do 
not have 50- and lOO-megaton bombs. We have bombs stronger than 
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100 megatons. We placed Gagarin and Titov in space and we can re
place them wZt-h other loads that can be directeJi to any place on 
earth. "108 -

Spurred on by President Kennedy's statement to Congress on 25 
Hay 1961 that the United States would take "a clearly leading role 
in space achievement" and by an appreciation of the Soviet threat 
in space, the Air Force undertook preparatie"n of 2 lO-year space 
plan which attempted to identify, as best as could be done based 
upon careful analysis, what could and should be done to meet military 
requirements in space with a commitment of limited resources. 109 
As issued in September 1961, the Air Force Space Plan represented 
the best thought within the Air Staff and was intended to provide 
basic guidance to the research and devlelopment c0ulllunity. Lieutenant 
General Ferguson described the general ~oncepts of the plan in 
Congressional testlmony. The plan deScribed Air Force space policy 
as a part_of the national space policy but_ characterized it as being 
more specifically designed to insure that space remained free for 
mankind. It recognized that space _systems would have to be con
sidered in relation to all other weapon systems. lbe space plan 
noted that space systems for geodetic mapping, target identification 
and location, warning of ballistic missile attack, navigation, and 
weather surveillance had already been justified, and it posed atl 
urgent requirement for the developffient of a satellIte inspection 
system and for a broad range of space technology of military interest. 
Space systems, for example, promised a break-through in defense 
against ballistic missile attack, a means of deployment of command 
and control systems in deep space, and fast retaliation strikes from 
space bombers in low orbits. In a sun~nary of desired military 
characteriStics of space tech~gy, the'plan pointed out >;hat there 
was need for more powerful, cheap'~r, and quicker-reacting space 
boosters, for rendezvous, docking, and transfer capabilities in space, 
and for the development of reusable space vehicles which would be 
able to make aerodynamic landings within specific geo~raphical areas 
-after perfo':'l1ling space missions. Finally, all (.!v;;'dence pointed to a 
role for man in space. "t-Ian," said Lieutenant General Ferguson, 
''has certain qualitative capabilities wh;i..c.h. •. t1'~es cannot duplicate. 
He is unique in his ability to make on-the-spot judgments. He can 
discriminate and select from alte~~atives which have not been 
anticipated. He is adaptable to rapidly changing situations. Thus, 
by including man in military space systems, we significantly in
crease the flexibility of the systems, as well as increase the 
probability of mission success. '! The plan nol:ed that cooperative 
arrangements between tl}e Air Force arid NASA were 1l1Utually advClnta,
geous, but it pointed out that simultaneous research on "purely 
military asp<;;!cts" of space technology was essential because, "some 
operational and technical needs are not common to both the civil 
aud military effort. HIIO 

The preparation of the'Air Force Space Plan may also have been 
intended to reassure Congress that the Air Force was not dragging 
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its feet in regard to space. Early in 1961, the House Appropriations 
Conmittee crit~ized the Air Force1s Dyna-Soar program as lacking 
in imagination and boldness. As has been seen, this program was 
designed to test the concept of a manned space glider in orbit, but 
pending the availability of a more powerful booster the Air Force 
planned to test the vehicle in a number of short launches down the 
Atlantic missile range. The House committee specifically recommended 
development of a higher-thrust booster. In ita appropriations for 
fiscal year 1962, Congress voted ~185.8 million specifically for 
Dyna-Soar--$85.8 million more than had beeil t'equested by the 
executive branch. III While Secretary McNamara was not going to allow 
the expenditure of the additional Dyna-Soar funds, the maturity of 
a launch vehicle agreement between the Department of Defense and 
NASA nevertheless promised to permit a more imaginative Dyna-Soar 

'program. Extending over a period of three to four months, repre
sentatives of Defense and NASA debated requirements to a new booster 
that would provide military thrust capabilities and would also serve 
to back up the Saturn booster that NASA was developing to use in 
manned orbital programs. At the end of this prolonged study and 
discussion, the Department of Defense gained authority,in December 
1961 to proceed with the development of a thrust-augmented Titan 
rocket that Would be known as Titan III. Where the Saturn was a 
relatively-complicated, liquid-fueled rocket, the Titan III would 
employ solid,and storable fuels, thus permitting shorter reaction 
time, and would afford a means of launching loads weighing up to 
25,000 pounds. The first flight of the Titan lILA--a modified 
Titan missile plus an upper stage--was expected in 1965, and the 
Titan IIIC--the Titan IlIA with cwo, 120-inch strap-en solid motors-
was scheduled to fly in 1966. 112 Since the Titan III would be 
powerful enough to put Dyna-Soar into orbit, the Air Force requested 
and received authority in December 1961 to reorient the Dyna-Soar 
program. Althoc6h unmanned Dyna-Soar fl{ghtp were planned earlier, 
the first manned Dyna-Soar flight was visualized for July 1966. 113 
From the Air Force point of view, the Dypa-Soar would be a useful 
experimental \'ehicle. Its aerodynamic characteristics wOUld allow 
a pilot great flexibility in selecting the time as which he might 
choose, to deorbit and where he would land. While Dyna-Soar could 
.1e:;d to the development of a vehicle with military applications, it 
would initially complement the NASA Mercury-and Gemini vehicles 
which would have a ballistic type of reentry. 114 

The Air Force was confident that its Space Plan issued in 
September 1961 represe,nted "a comprehensive study of the poten'tisl 

'S'oviet threat, the status of our technology relative to space 
applications, and the long range objectives and needs of the Air 
Force •.. derived from a national viewpoint. llllS On the. other 
hand, Secretary McNamara and Dr. Brown did not accept the Air Force 
thinking. "The requirement for military operations in outer space," 
McNamara said on 29 January 1962, "is-not at all clear at the 
present time." While he saw some rather limited requirements for 
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warning, navigation, and communications satellites, the military 
purpose for other space operations was not yet clear. ''Therefore,'' 
McNamara concluded, "our program is directed to (a) achieving a . 
technology which will permit us to engage in military operations 
in outer space if the requirement does develop in the future, and 
(b) developing certain of the basic e~uipment required for such 
military operations, specifically boosters for launch vehicles 
sufficiently large to place into outer space equipment of the size 
we might possibly require. 11116 Speaking as Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering, Brown explained: "At this stage of develop
ment, it is difficult to define accurately the specific character
istics that r~ture military operatiqpal systems of many kinds ought 
to have. We must, therefore, engage in a broad program covering 
basic building blocks which will develop technological capabilities 
to meet many possible contingencies. In this way, we will provide 
necessary insurance against military surprise in space by advancing 
our knowledge on a syStematic basis so-as to permit the shortest 
possible time lag in undertakinf fullscale development programs as 
specifiC needs are identified." 17 

In testimony before Congressional committees early in 1962 Air 
Force spokesmen viewed the Soviet military threat and the mtTt~ry 
potential of space with a higher degree of urgency than nid the 
Office of Secretary of Defense. "Every time we have made a signi
ficant advance," Secretary Zuckert stated, ''we seem to have found 
a way for using it for a military purpose. I think it is important 
to take seriously the space capability the Russians have developed 
in such a short period of time and to realize after this period of 
time military possibilities seem to be opening up. As the years 
move on, these military possibilities could well become 'a re'ality. ,,118 
The Air Force chiefly feared that the Soviets might exploit their 
technological lead in order to establi~h a control over space. 
Lieutenant General Ferguson explained one way in which control might 
be exercised in space by discussing in open Congressional testimony 
the Bambi (ballistic missile boost-intercept) concept of a satellite 
system for antiballistic, missile defense. When launched, ballistic 
missiles emitted tremendous heat which could be detected by infra-
red sensors, and Bambi contemplated the.maintenance on station of a 
number of orbital vehicles tha.t.would search for, home on, and 
destroy hostile missiles in their vulnerable boost phase. If an 
unfriendly nation got into space with the Bambi ~y~cept, it could 
obviously establish an effective space blockade. ' 

. In an address on 28 March 1962, General LeMay expressed an 
opinion that "beam .. directed energy weapons" would be able to trans
mit energy across space with the speed of light, thus effecting a 
technological disCJrmament- of nuclear weapons. ''Whatever we do," he 
warned, "the Soviets already have recognized the importance of these 
new developments and they are moving at full speed for a decisive 
capability in space. If they are successful, they can deny space 
to us. ,,120 On 29 March, General Schriever described the basic 
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capabilities fundamental to potential military space _'aapon systems 
a-s: "The abili:t;y,to orbit, maneuver, rendezvous, de-orbit, reenter, 
and land on a routine basis; the ability to support manned space 
flight; the ability to transfer men and materiel between spacecraft 
in orbit; the ability to guide; navigate. andcolIlIl1Ulri.cate in deep 
space operations. "l2l , 

While Air Force spokesmen explained requirements for space 
operational capabilities, Secretary McNamara had defined the limits 
of the Departmen~ of Defense space program in his statement on 29 
January 1962 that the program would seek "to achieve a technology 
wichwill permit us to engage in military operations in outer space 
if the requirement does develop in the future. ,,122 . On 23 February 
1962 McNamara wrote a long classified memorandum to Zuckert specifying 
desirable features of military systems to be investigated in space 
and setting down ground rules under which he felt the Air Force oUght 
to consider experiments wi.th both manned and unmanned space flight 
for military purposes. 123 

In the major effort to provide an acceptable, integrated Air 
Force Space Program as envisioned by Secretary McNamara, the Air 
Force drew heavily upon its own resources, as lrell as those of the 
scientific community and of the not-for-profit contractors. As a 
result of these studies, the Air Force assembled an Air Force Space 
Program, which Lieutenant General Ferguson described early in 1963 
as a "bound book" that spelled out "in. quite readable Englishfl two 
basic objectives: "1. To augment~ by use of space systems, the ex
isting military capabilities of U.S. terrestrial forces, and 2. To 
develop a military patrol capability for the protection of U.S. 
interests in space." "The various elements of the proposed Air 
Force space program," he stated, "would combine to form a stream of 
advance toward useful military capabilities in space, some of which 
can be realized almost immediately, others being dependent upon 
further technological progress." He poi~d OlIt 1:hat key elements 
in theprogram--the Titan III launching sys teUl .and the Dyna-Soar-
were already approved. An additional key element which was rec
oumended for the program would be the development of a military 
orbitcl development system (MODS)~ which would include a militllry 
test station that would be put into low orbit and to which men :.,ould 
shuttle back and forth to explore problems of sustained operations 
in space. This concept had been proposed in the 1961 space plan, 
but it was programed in tenus of technology in the 1962 program. 
Beginning in fiscal year 1964, the Air Fqrce proposed to allocate 
$177million to the beginning of the development of the MODS space 
station and for the acquisition of Blue Gemini vehicles--an Air 
Force acquisition of t~SA-developed technology--which would permit 
an early beginning of Air Force training in space flight. 124 

While the Air Force was drawing up its space program, the 
Soviets continued to display an interest in expanding their military 
technology into space. On 11-12 August 1.9'62 the Soviet Union placed 
two astronauts into orbit within a 24-hour period, the orbits of the~. 
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two Vostok vehicles being so carefully calculated that they approached 
to within three miles of each other. Appearing in public' print, 
Marshal v; D. Sokolovsky's Military Strategy portrayed Soviet 
activities in spac~ as being peaceful and reactive to the American 
space tn'reat, but the volume noted: "An important problem now is 
warfare with artificial earth satellites, which can be launched for 
diverse reasons, even as carriers of nuclear weapons. II It also 
stated: "Soviet military strategy takes into account the need for 
studying questions on the use of outer space and aerospace vehicles 
to strengthen the defelOse of the socialist countries ••.• It would 
be a mistake to allow the imperialist camp to achieve superiority in 
this field. We must oppose the imperialists with more effective 
means and methods for the use of space for defense purposes. 11125 
Under a Moscow da!:eline of 23 February 1963, Marshal S. S. Biryuzov 
announced: "It has now become possible ata command from earth to 
launch rockets from satellites at any desirable time and point of 
the satellite's trajectory.1t Biryuzov added that the Soviet Union 
had a superiority in rockets and in nuclear weapons over the western 
nations. 126 

Accepting the fact that the lnited States was behind in space 
technology; Lieutenant General Ferguson defended the Air Force Space 
Program as "a prudent one in a dangerous world. lf127 The Air Force 
program, however, was based on guidance provided in January;l962, 
and new Department of Defense thinking began to appear even before 
the program books were printed. In a speech on 5 September 1962, 
Deputy Secretary of Defense Gilpatrick stated: "An arms race in 
space will not contribute to our security. I can think of no greater 
stimulus for a Soviet thermonuclear al."lIlS effort in space than a 
United States commitment to Ruch a program. This we will not do. ,,128 
In another add~ss on 9 October 1962, Deputy Director of Defense 
Research and Engineering John H. Rubel reminded his audience that 
the Department of Defense was not a If Department of Space l1 and that 
defense space projects must further a basic defense mission. While 
defense expenditures for space technology had been very large,--i.ubel 
noted that ''we have not evolved any very new ideas for· military 
operations in 3pace during the past several years." Such ideas 
might be forthcoming, but Rubel emphaSized that technical and policy 
decisions concerning the development of systems for military ase 
were not being made on genera 1 or philosophical grounds "or in 
furtherance of abstract doctrinal concepts. ,. He pointed out: 
"Polaris does not augment America I S I sea power I in the Mahan sense. 
nor was it started and supported because anyone thought it would. 
Minuteman does not augment America's lair power' in the conventional 
sense any more or any less than Polaris does, nor is it either 
supported or opposed because it is essentially a 'land' system, 
owing its survival to dispersal and hardening under ground. Doctrinal 
abstr!lctions such as 'sea power' or 'air power' or 'aerospace power' 
are often useful for analysis and discussion of the patterns as 
history reveals them.1Yllt these doctrinal abstractions do not 
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translate well into new programs and projects.·· Here technology 
takes over, and technology • • • tends to obso~ete such concepts 
and abstractions rather than the reverse." In conclusion, Rubel 
stated the considerations that affected defens.e research and 
engineering:· systems must meet clear-cut military requirements; 
decisions must be governed "by what we ought to do, not just what we 
can do, although new developments often affect both;" developments 
must be feasible and worthwhile in relation to urgency and effective
ness; and there was a need to insure technological growth in all 
fields of military interest and concern. 129 . 

In commenting to a journalist on Mr. Rubel's address, an 
anonymous officer who was said to be very famil.iar with military 
space affairs believed "that the size of the defense space research 
and development program was not the issue but rather the lack of 
doctrinal concepts which could "guide the men charged with the 
responsibility for weapons development and procurement in properly 
selecting,mat is needed.'" In this officer's view, doctrinal con
cepts were not abstract; t,hey were courses of actions and of the 
conduct of ope:.."ations; they were "the blueprints for the use of 
certain environments in a certain way. "l30 When Secretary McNamara 
was asked to explain what Rubel meant by his references to "doctrinal 
abstractions," he replied: "I interpret the quote .•• to mean that 
Mr. Rubel believes that if we develop weapons systems for space, 
they are likely to be new weapons systems, not merely ext~nsions of 
current weapons systems designed primarily for earth-bound use, and 
to that extent ••• I fully share Mr. Rubel's view." When asked to 
comment on General White's asserting that "those who control space 
will control theworld,".McNat!l3ra responded: "Idon'e understand what 
it means •.•• I have hehd of no space weapon in concept form or 
otherwise which offers potential greater than other weaportsin our 
inventory. 11131 In reply to another specific question, McNamara 
described the Bambi antimissile satellite as "nothing more than a 
paper study of a very esoteric system."132 A little later, Dr. Brown 
was also asked about White's belief that the world could be con
trolled from space, and he replied: "I .. would not subscribe to that 
statement partly because I am not quite sure what control of space 
means. I do not see that it is really feasible to control space 
because a country will always have an advantage in space over its 
own territory because it can easily opeTste from the ground up into 
space. I do not see a way, for example, in which space can be con
trolled to 'the extp.nt that one can prevent ballistic missiles from 
being fired here from going through space and coming down there. 
If a country could do that it would indeed be in a fair way to 
control the world, and we continue to work on ideas that might have 
that effect. But I think in the end it is not going to be feasi-

·ble.,,133 Brown also thought that it was "conceivable but not 
likely" that space might become an area in which armed conflict 
might take place: it might be possible, he said, to knock out a 
hostile space vehicle with "another thing based in space." I 
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believe," he added, "that is not very likely because you can 
probably do it better from the ground • • .' • "134 

. In the preparation of the Department of Defense budge.t requests 
for fiscal year 1964 which took place during calendar year 1962, 
Secretary McNamara demanded that any space project undertaken for 
military purposes would mesh with the efforts of NASA in all vital: 
areas and Would "promise, ins.ofar as possible, to enhance our 
military power and effectiveness." The defense space program thus 
was divided. into three categories of projects: projects for which 
there was a clear military requiren~nt such as satellites for 
mapping, communications, navigation, detection of nuclear testing, 
and weather forecasting; projects related to developmental work on 
probable future military requirements such as missile warning 
Elystems and additional cOlIlllUDicationsj and research and development 
work related "to the development of~ertairt capabilities which would 
be required were we subsequently to find it necessary to put man 
into space ~in conjunction with some military requirement that might 
arise in the future. /I As previously noted, McNamara refused to 
accept the Air Force requirement for the manned orbital development 
system and the Blue Gt:;mini both because they did .not mesh with the 
NASA program and because they would duplicate Gemini and Dyna-Soar. 
In the Depa):'tment of Defense budget request for fiscal year 1964 
which was submitted to Congress in January 1963, McNamara estimated 
that $1,650 million was for space and that the military space program 
amounted to more than 20 percent of the total research and develop
ment budget. 135 While HcNamara followed normal usage in referring 
to a "military space program, "Dr. Lawrence L. Kavanau, Special . 
Assistant (Space) in the Office of the Director of Defense Research 
and Engineering, subsequently explained that a military "space 
program" actually could not exist as a separate entity under 
McNamara's criteria since most space projects had to compete with 
other systems on a f~nctional and cost basis within the total defense 
program s true ture. 136 . 

. In presenting theAii Farce position on space to Congressional 
committees early in 1963, Lieutenant General Ferguson pointed out 
that while the Soviets faced formidable free-world air, sea, and 
land defenses "the advent of human space activity exposes an open 
flank" in which "the Soviet strategist may well hope to attain 
strategic ascendancy ... 137 Dr. I. A. Getting, President of the 
Aerospace Corporation, was even more fearful of the space race. "In 
the exploitation of space," he was quoted as saying, "we appear to 
be. risking unilateral disarmament. fll38 In rebuttal, Secretary 
HcNamara insisted that he knew of many things in space that the 
United States was doing that he had no information the Soviets were 
doing and that, on the other hand, he knew of nothing that the 
Soviets were aoing that the United States was not undertaking. He 
further observed: "I do not believe the Soviets are utilizing space 
for military purposes to n~arly the extent that we are today. I say 
that because our operations in space for military purposes are 
truly quite extensive. 11139 Secretary McNamara could find no logical 
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reason for placing Yespons of mass destruction in orbit. "I haven't 
had recomn)Emc':ld to me," he said, "the introduction into space of any 
weapon that I can recall, nor am I aware that we have developed a 
weapon which offers sufficient potential to warrant being placed in 
space. 140 Both LeMay and Ferguson aceepted the viewpoint that the 
employment of orbital weapons against earth targets appeared to 
have no immediate tactical advantages in comparison with intercon
tinental ballistic missiles, but they were .not Willing to rule out a 
future possibility that such weapons might not prove practic.able. 
The main advantage of orbital weapon systems would be the reduction 
of the time that a missile thus launched would require to strike a 
target. 141 

In his presentations about space, Lieutenant General Ferguson 
also placed great·emphasis upon the importance of man as an essential 

. element of future. space systems. liThe Air Force," he stated early 
in 1963, "is convinced thllt man will have an important place in 
aeronautical and space systems of the future. • •• We firmly believe 
that manned operations provide more assurance of mission success 
because of the proven ability of man to reliably cope with unantici
pated military problems. In addition, military equipment gains in 
flexibility and capability and at the same time is less complex 
with a human operator aboard. Finally we can think of no way to 
build into automated military equipment the determination of a 
military man to perform his missio~ in spite of unforeseen ob
stacles or national deficiencies."l 2 While a manned orbital 
military space station wou!d be an "important buitdiug block" in the 
Air Force space program,14J Ferguson submitted that the program had 
eveq.mo+eimportant objectives: "the goal of manned military space 
operations," he emphasized, "is the ability to launch into orbit 
with mtnimum delay, to perform the required miSSion, and quickly 
return to a secure area, preferably in the United States. Such 
operations, to be effective, ~'st not be limited by restrictive 
recovery plans such as are useo by Mercury and Gemini. Reliable and 
routine recovery of the pilot and his reusable spacecraft with its 
special equipment is a must."I44 Based upon this concept, the Air 
Force judged that the experimental Dyna-Soar was /la most critical 
part of the national space program. ff145 . 

From his public statements, Dr. Brown was known tQ have . 
personal doubts about the usefulness of man in Space. 146 Early in 
1963, Secretary McNamara also began to express doubts on the subject. 
"As for the reql:lirement for a manned military operation in space," 
he explained, flit is not clear to me what we gain by putting a man 
in space for military purposes. I do not see the future clearly. 
It may be that certain of Ol~ requirements in space cannot be met 
without a man thera. It may be that in order to inspect properly 
unidentified satellites we might h~ t;Q.Ba¥Q a man in a U. S. 
satellite in space. I think it is rather unlikely we would require 
a man for those purposes, in part because a man greatly complates 
the operation in space. You have to put so much in space just to 
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that it greatly adds to:the complexity of the 
operation. Today it appears. fo us we can achieve military capa
bilities in space more quickly without a man than with a man. But 
as our knowledge of space operations advances this conclusion may 
prove false and I believe, the~fore, we should have boosters with 
a sufficient capability to put into space satellites that will allow 
men to operate within them and we should have.an understanding ·of 
the strains on the man and the extent of his capability in that 
space environment."147 At the very least, Dr·. Kavamu reported 
that the subject of man's usefulness in space was controversial 
within the Office of Director of Defense Research and ~ngineering.l48 
To Mr. Rubel the question resolved down to a.matter of taking first 
steps first. ''We could not," he believed, "define a mission in 
space until we had done the very first things. necessary to put the 
man up there and find out what his functional capabilities were, . 
what his functional limitations were, what the relative costs and 
advantages of having him there are • • • so that the first step in 
any program, even if we could define with the greatest precision 
right now exactly what military mission he would perfo~ • • • would 
be • • • to do the bioastronautic work and perform the tests and 
experiments necessary to get the fellows up there and find out their 
capabilities. "149 

Moved by an uncertainty as to the worth of man in space and by 
a belief that NASA's Gemini program had outstripped the Ai~ Force's 
Dyna-Soar program, McNamara began to question the advisability of 
continuing with "Dyna-Soar. In view of the NASA-DOD agreement 
permitting defense representatives to sit on the Gemini planning 
committee, McNamara asked the Air Force ou 18Jan~ry 1963 to.con
sider the possibility of cutting back .-:he Dyna-Soar program and 
proceedi~ with Gemini. 1SO To Mr. Rubel a close examination of 
Dyna-Soar made much sense: the program was laid out to cost $800· 
million and probably would cost more; the X-20 vehicle of the Dyna
Soar project was of a ''very advanced character" and "technically 
far outj" and, finally, answers were needed to the question of 
why--considering Gemini--the Air Force ought Uto support such C1 

-. large effort a t the same time you have another one going to put man 
in.a near space orbit at very great expense when we know so little 
about what is involved in the support of life and the limitations 
and capabilities of man in space. "lSI 

During the Department of Defense examination of nyna-Soar in 
the summer and autumn of 1963, the Air Force submitted that the 
X-20's lifting maneuver and radiative-cooling design made it sub
stantially different from the ballistic characteristics of Mercury 
and Gemini. The X-20 would explore regimes of flight from mach S 
-to mach 25. ·and its flexibility in orbital recovery would open a 

recovery "window" (the time-space when a deorbit decision had 
to bemude). Its ability to maneuver would permit it to land at a 
selected point within an area in excess of 10 thousand square miles, 
as compared with a few thousand square miles for the Gemini. Since 
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tJle X-20 would nOt require great numbers of naval vessels and as 
many as 20,000 people required to recover the Gemini, it promised a 
sl&bstantial saving in recovery forces. ''We feel, If General LeMay 
stated, "that if we are ever going to do anything useful out in 
space, we must be able to get out there cheaply and be able to 
return at a precise time and spot on the globe,- which means con
trolled reentry. "152, In essence, the Air Force assumed that the 
X-20'Dyna-Soar was going to be an initial step into what would 
become a large, UlIluued military mission in space, and Secretary 
McNamara refused to accept this assumption, until'he could. get some 
hard evidetH···. At a briefing given by theX-20 Systems Program 
Office in ~~ .. ver on 23 October, McNamara asked many more questions 
about the -:·.nmed space mission than about the Dyna-Soar, and he 
subsequent:y justified the decision to terminate Dyna-Soar by 
describing the X-20 as fla narrowly defined program, limited primarily 
to developing the techniques of controlled reentry at a time when 
the broader ~ues~ion of 'Do ~ need to operate in near-earth orbit?f 
has .1Ct yet bee..} answered." While maneuverability was admittedly 
of great interest,~Namara felt that the maneuverability of the 
X-20 would not be needed until man's capabilities in space had been 
demonstrated and were actually being used in a semi-routine manner. 
dy such a time--if such a time eventuated--a much more capable 
vehicle than the X-20j whicu co~ld carry only one person and had 
very limited fli~l endurance and payload capacity (75 cubic feetl 
1,000 pounds), would obv::?usly be required. Speaking of Dyna-Soar, 
McNamara said: "I think this is a good illustration of lolLat happens 
when we start on a program with a poor definition of our end 
objective. 11153 . . 

Believing that Dyna-Soar should be terminated but that national 
security demanded the development of manned military space flight 
technology, the Office of the Secretary of. Defense worked closely 
with NASA officials to devise a substitute program. \lben Secretary 
McNamara announced the cancellation of Dyna-Soar on 10 December 1963~ 
he simultaneously proposed the initiation of a Manned Orbital 
Labo).-atory (MOL) study .'lOd expansion of an unmanned Aerothermodynamic 
Structural Systems Environmental Test (ASSET) project. The MOL 
project was to be d~recter specificnlly to determining man's utility 
in performing military functions in space. This syst~ would be 
made up of a modi c;.ed Gemini capsule coupled to a pressuriz-:d 
cylinder that would be equipped as an orbiting laboratory. It would 
be launched by a Titan lIIC. Viewed in concept. a 2-man MOL crew 
would be seated in the Gemini B capsule during launch; would move 
back into the laboratory section after the veh~cle was in'orbit; 
for return to'earth the astronauts would reenter the Gemini, detach 
it from the l3boratory section, and employ the capsule as the re
entry vehicle. With provisions for about 30 days in orbit and ample 
working space, the MOL promised to provide a much more comprehensive' 
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test of military man in space than eithe~ Gemini or Dyna-Soar.* 
Employed in unmanned flight, the relatively small ASSET vehicle 
would be ab~.e to answer many flight questions regarding aerodynamics, 
structures, and aeroelasticity much more economically than a full~ 
scale Dyna-Soar,but ASSET \I1ould la-::k maneuverig! capability, orbital 
capability. and horizontal landing c.:.pability. : 

In justifying the cancellation of Dyna-Soar early in 1964, 
Secretary McNamara estimated that the cost of the cancelled progr~ 

.would be about $400 mi~lion including termi .. ..:'ion charges J and he 
further estimated that about $100 million of the cost could be 
considered to be salvageable in the form of added knowledge about 
reentry controls. He confessed that he had been remiss in not having 
cancelled the project earlier. To his way of thinking, Dyna-SoaL" was 
another example of "the problem that we have :lad in this space age. 
when there has been tremendous pressure on all ~3rties to initiate 
la~ge projects with rather ill-defined purposeb 11155 

Neither Secretary Zuckert nor General leMay concurred in the 
cancellation of Dyna-Soar. leMay admitted that the HOL and ASSET 
programs would be 'of great sign:'ficance." andZuckert said that the 
idea of a military orbital laboratory had been "an impon:ant corner
stone" of the Air Force space program. He also recogniz.ed the 
finality of MCNamara's decision on Dyna-Soar. But he insisted for 
the record that approximately $373 additional million would have 
financed Dyna-Soar through its initial flight in July 1966. Since 
half of the Dyna-Soar project had already been funded, Let~y thought 
that the cancellation of the project would not repra~~nt a realistic 
saving. He explained: "the ce.pability of returning from. space in a 

. precise, maneuverable, pilot-c0ntrolled manner is of fundamenta~ 
importance to the conduct of practical and routine manned military 
space operations. Dyna-Soar was vigorously supported by the Air 
Force because it provided the most promising approach to such a 
ca~ability. It is our considered judgment that the problem of 
precision return will some day have to be resolved. "156 

* * * * 
The Kennedy administration had come into office with the 

evident belief that the United States was in danger of losing a 
space weapons race with the Soviet Union. but much of the fear of 
Soviet technological superiority evidently disappeared in 1962 and 
1963. ''When Khrushchev pulled out of Cuba ," Senator Russell observad. 
"it settled any issue in my mind as to where superiority is today." . 
~retary McNamara agreed •. HI share your views completely, fI he told 
Russell. "I think all of Khlrushchev's actions indicate the 

*Although research on the MOL was undertaken, the HOL project 
would be cancelled by the Department of Defense on 10 June 1969 for 
reasonS described as "primarily monetary." 
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conclusion that he 10lOWS we can completely destroy his society to
day should he attack us from the ground, theses, the atmosphere • 
cr space. fl157 

Even though the Department of Defense policy in regard to space 
research and d<!velopment appeared to be changing early 'in 1963, 
Secretary McNamara flatly denied the a'tegation that the United 
States was unilaterally foregoing the :evelopment of offensive space 
systems in the hope that the Soviets would do likewise. He was also 
sure that the Soviets were not exercising voluntary restraint on 
military space programs. "I don't believe," he stated in February 
1963 in reference to the Soviets, "they are exercising voluntary 
restraint on anything. They are seeking every possible form of 
power that will give them an advantage over us. 11158 As already 
noted, however, both the United States and the Soviet Union accepted 
the United Nations resolution of 17 October 1963 which called ttf'6tl 
all nations to refrain from orbiting weapons of mass destruction in 
space. This resolution did not prevent research an~ development on 
orbital weapons, but Dr. Brown subsequently stated that no more than 
three or four people in one of the contract organizations were 
studying the matter in the United States during fiscal year 1964. 
Brown expected similarly small efforts in fiscal year 1965, for two 
reasons:' "First, it is not a very good idea ••.• Second, there now 
is a U.N. resolution ••. not to put bombs in orbit." In Brown's 
judgment orbital weapons Hare not very great threats to us in the 
near future, and • • . they are unlikely ever to be. Such weapons 
would be largely antipopulation in nature and would not appear to 
alter Soviet military posture sufficiently to justify several obvious 
difficulties in their deployment. If In :summation on an orbital weapon 
system, Brown ol)served that "apparently neither the Russians nor we 
believe it is a very important strategic weapon or a very valuable 
strategic weapon considering how much it would cost and how little 
it would do beyond what can be done by ballistic missiles." l59 

When he explained the defense research and development budget 
request for fiscal year 1965 to Congressional committees early in 
1964 Secretary McNamara repeated his belief that the Soviets did not 
have any precedence over the United States in defense space efforts. 
"I believe," he stated, "Our military space program is at least as 
extensive as theirs today. "160 In this budget HcNamara continued to 
emphaSize the requirement that military space projects must n~sh 
with NASA efforu and must hold "the distinct promise of enhancing 
our military power and effectiveness. II . About half of the defense 
space research and development effort was directly related to 
relatively well recognized and understood military requirements, 
such as satellite communications and navigation systems. The balance 
of the defense space effort' was "aimed at creating a broad base of 
new technology, devices, and in some cases syst,ems for possible 
future applicBtion."161 The policy of creating a broad base of 
space technology without necessarily developing military systems was 
reminiscent of earlier policies of the 1930's and 1940's which had 
sought to maintain an aeronautical potential in being for use in a 
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mobilization effort in the event of need. Based upon the avail
ability of the Titan lIle large-thrust military booster and the 
building-block approach to space technology, Lieutenant General 
Ferguson ventured a ''horse back guess" that a reguired:?pace weapon 
system probably could be developed with an absolute minimum leadtime 
of three years. 162 1be demonstration of a satellite intercept 
capability "in just about a year" of work in 1963-64 provided an 
illustration of how the broader space technological base might permit 
the .United States to respond to requirements. The satellite int~r
ceptor was put together to include a Thor booster and guidance 
components that had been developed for other purposes. 16J 

Although they accepted the evolutionary approach to military 
space technology, Air Force leaders continued to give credence to 
Soviet space threats to the security of the United States. "Uistory 
records," noted Lieutenant General Ferguson in March 1963, "that an 
acceptable peace in any medium has been maintained only through the 
existence of ready military strength applicable to that medium. 
Unfortunately, it also records that every medium affording military 
possibilitjes has been used for military purpo3es. "164 General LeNay 
stated that the United States certainly should be thinking about a 
strategic space force, even if the time was not right for it. itA 
military capability for defense," he warned, "is the product not only 
of technology, but also of training and operational experience." 
Emphasizing "the factor of time by which space threats and counter
threats are governed," LcHay pointed out that "if an unforeseen 
ttreat emerges in the new medium of space, months or years will be 
required to devise, develop, and render operational the necessary 
defense against the ne:w threat." Uulike the divided civil and 
military space programs in the United States, leMay personally.Oe
lieved that the Russian space program was "entirely military. 11165 
In one of his first public addresses following his retirement from 
the Air Force in February 1965, leMay emphasized that the ability 
of the United States to evaluate Soviet intentions had never been 
outstanding. Very nearly all Soviet acts of aggression had been 
accompanied by an element of surprise. "tt is in the area of space," 
he concluded "that Soviet technological developments are most likely 
to bypass this generation of US weapon systems. 11166 

3. Future in Prospect: Project Forecast and Air Force Manual l-i 

"Beyond the immediate future," Secretary Zuckert remarked in 
February 1963, "the picture is not as clear as we would like it to 
be. The natural uncertainties inhe+;:ent in forward planning are 
complicated by such imponderable factors as the life expectancy of 
today's manned strategic bombing systems, the complications in the 
planning and employment of an all-missile strategic system, the 
question of an appropriate defense structure, and the uncertainties 
as to the nature of development of military activity in space.,,167 
Both Zuckert and LeMay evidently recognized that the time had come 
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for the Air Force to take stock of its capabilities and to loolt to 
its future potential. In March 1963, LeMay directed General 
Schriever, as Commander, Air Force::;ystems COlOmand, to wake "a 
comprehensive study and analysis of the Air Force structure pro
jected irito the 1965-1975 time period. ,,168 

The LeMay directive set in Inotion a major Air Force study which 
came to be known as Project Forecast. To escape the disruptions of 
the Pentagon, Schriever concentrated the study of ~uture Air Force 
technological opportunities and requirements in the Air Force Systems 
Cotrmand IS Space Systems Division complex at Los Angeles, California. 
In a period of some nine months of sustained effort, representatives 
of some 40 government activities, including 27 Air Force organiza
tions, the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps, and ten other Federal 
agencies participated in Forecast. Twenty-six universities and 
colleges provided members from their faculties and research staffs •. 
Seventy corporations and ten non-profit research agencies also 
provided a strong civilian technical input and consultant services 
to the investigation. 169 Between 400 and 500 individuals were en
gaged at various times and i~ some capacity in the study. 170 

In its organization Project Forecast sought to provide an 
orderly screening ot the widest range of technological possibilities 
provided by 12 Technology Panels in terms of the estimate 01 the 
hostile threat provided by a Threat Panel and of the present and 
future national policies of the United States as identified by a 
Policy Panel. These screened inputs were used by five Capability 
Panels which synthesized them into military weapons and support 
systems which promised to provide a military capability to serve in 
a future conflict environment. After all potential weapon and 
support systems were identified, an Anal)'sis, Evaluation and SyntheSiS 
Panel selected preferred systems after a consideration of their cost 
effectiveness characteristics. A special Cost Panel provided cost 
estimate data to all panels and participated heavily in the work of 
analysis, evaluation, and synthesis. A special Personnel Resources 
Panel was established to examine human skill requirements that would 
be required by advanced weapons and support systems. 17l Drawing 
upon top technical imagination, the study process sought to examine 
every technological possibility that might exist in the post-1970 
time period and to determine the enhancement 01 military capabilities 
that might be derived from it for employment in general war, limited 
war, continental defense, intelligence and reconnaissance, or 
supporting functions. l72 

One of the first findings of Project Forecast was that technology 
was just as dynamic as it had been since World War II and that a 
"technological plateau" did not exist. One Forecast panel identified 
more than 40 different future aircraft systems that could be developed. 
But while technology was uynamic, new weapons would be extremely 
costly to develop. "I do not think," Secretary Zuckert observed 
after hearing Forecast briefings, "there is going to be any dearth 
of ideas about new weapon systems of the future. I think . • • that 
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the problem will be a matter of selecting the ideas we can afford 
to pursue. "173 Even before the project was completed the Air Force 
began to feed Project Forecast findings into its planning. Thus the 
requirements for the CX-Heavy Logistics Support aircraft included 
in Air Force development planning for fiscal year 1965 were shaped 
by Forecast data. 174 Forecast also pointed out that with improvement 
of local enemy defenses, particularly short-range surface-to-air 
missiles, both strategic and tactical delivery systems would require 
a standoff strike capabil1.ty to survive in a future general or 
limited war environment. During 1964 the Air Force developed the 
requirement for a short-range attack missile (SRAM) which would be 
much smaller than the discontinued Skybolt and could be employed by 
either 8-52's or tactical fighters and used either to suppress 
hostile defenses or to attack primary targets. The fiscal 1966 
research and development budget included funds for a proj~ct defi
nition phase research on the short-range attack missile. 175 

In the process of trying military systems capabilities against 
stated national policy goals, Project Forecast spotlighted defi
ciencies in the capabilities and stated attendant requirements. 
Current intercontinental ballistic missiles were not well suited to 
destroy military targets while limiting collateral damage to a 
surrounding area. A worldwide pattern of potential conflict demanded 
a degree of global air mobility that did not exist. The Air Force 
was not as well prepared as current technology could provide to 
participate in low levels of limited war, particularly in under
developed areas. An anti-ICBM capability would be essential to 
ensure the maintenance of strategic deterrence. A manned strategic 
aircraft system would be required throughout the spectrum of conflict 
in situations where ballistic missiles would not be used. Members 
of Forecast also examined a number of potential new systems which 
might be employed against a submarine-launched ballistic missile 
threat, and they stated their belief that the United States should
build forces capable of cOQing with the problem of potentially 
hostile space satellites. 176 

In addition to the identification of special weapon and support 
system opportunities and requirements, Project Forecast drew atten
tion to five areas of technology in which 'progressive research and 
development could promise what General Schriever described as 
"potentially enormous payoff." Over the years the Air Force had 
made reasonable investments in the development of aluminum compounds, 
titanium, columbium, and other advanced materials that had been 
tested in the X-15, but Project Forecast recommended that even 
greater sustained efforts be made to pursue technical advances in 
the fields of oxide-dispersion-strengthened metals, metal and 
metalloid fibre techniques, and new families of organic and inorganic 
polymers. This work could yield a virtual breakthrough in materials 
that would be light in weight, would possess a very high tensile 
strength, and would be able to withstand very high temperatures. 
The application of these new materials as well as a new technique in 
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jet propulsion promised to provide a whole new era of air-breathing 
propulsion technology. The keystone to the development of a useful 
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft, for example, had long been 
recognized to be the development of engines with greater propulsive 
efficiency, and the new materials and propulsion techniques recom
mended by Forecast promised to hasten the development of an operation
ally effective VTOL aircraft. l77 

By the process of examining individual advances in separate 
technical fields as a whole, Project Forecast was able to foresee a 
"cascading" effect of various collective gains in the field of flight 
dynamics and flight vehicle design. Thus proper combinations of 
individual advances could provide new generations of flight vehicles 
tilat could p03sess virtually any operational capability that could 
be desired by a military or a civil air planner. Other significant 
developments could spring froln forward projections of guidance and 
computer technology. As an unclassified example of possibilities in 
these fields, Forecast visualized the development of a new generation 
of computers that could be employed by a user in terms of his re
quirements without avast commitment of man hours necessary to 
program them. While the full description of the technological 
possibilities foreseen by Forecast remained classified, General 
Schriever summed them up by saying: "In a number of technical areas, 
such as materials, propulSion, flight dynamics, gUidance, and 
computer technology, we identified tnany promising technological 
opportunit ies. "178 

* * * * 
Looking backward at his service as Air Force Sec~etary which 

had begun in January 1961, Mr. Zuckert observed: lilt took some time' 
for some of our old attitudes and outlooks to change; adjusting to 
new hardware still seemS to be easier than adjusting to new ideas 
'and new methods. \I As a matter of fact Zuckert sugge'sted: "New 
hardware was welcomed with more enthusiasm than were new ideas in 
the realms of strategy, concepts, and doctrine." Especially in 
1961, Zuckert believed that some Air Force leaders I~ere still 
approaching top-level problems of national security in terms of the 
concepts, doctrine, and study methods of the earlyl950's. There 
were too many who took a parochial view of the big problems of 
planning, programing, and budgeting; who refused to believe that 
national policy and strategy were what the Administration said they 
were--not what an elelnent of the anned forces thought they ought to 
be. I suppose this was a hangover from the ten or more years when 
we had been the principal guarantor of Free World security and in 
many ways the favored service. In those years our nuclear superiority 
had made the issues of strategy more clear-cut than they were after 
the U.S.S.R. achieved nuclear parity."l79 

On the basis of his commentary, Zuckert evidently conceived that 
Air Force doctrine should be designed to support national policy and 
strategy, which was a somewhat different concept from a ~ure 
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aerospace power doctrine based upon the absolute capabilit~es and 
limitations of aerospace forces in peace and in war. Reflecting 
aspects of pure aerospace doctrine, the Air Force basic doctrinal 
maquals of the 1950's described the luilitary effects that any 
luilitary force might produce upon another nation as being deterrence, 
persuasion, neutralization, denial, destruction, and capture. The 
predominant characteristics of aerospace forces had been proven to 
be range, mobility, speed, penetration, fire power, and flexibility. 180 
In the aftermath of the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 the Air 
Force recognized that it needed to provide new doctrines and pro
cedures [or organizing, equipping, training, and employing Ai,r .. Force 
forces, but the task proved to be by no mea~s easy. As it was 
published on I December 1959, lIir Force Manual 1';2, United States 
Air Force Basic Doctrine, represented a minor revision of the older 
;;mualOO the same subject to include "aerospace" terminology. With 
the publication of the revision of the basic doctrine manual, the 
Air Force Director of Plans determined that the corollary Air Force 
Manuals 1-3 through 1-11 would be reorganized into four manuals on 
the subjects of offensive functions, defensive functions, air 
support functions, and organization, training, and equipping of 
forces to fulfill specified combatant functions. The responsibility 
for preparing the four new corollary manuals was assigned respectively 
to the Strategic Air Couulland, the Air Defense Conunand, the Tactical 
Air Command, and the Air University. In 1960 the Air Force 
Directorate of Plans, in cooperation with the Air Photographic and 
Charting Service am1 the Air University, also undertook to prepare 
a training film on Air Force basic doctrine. In 1960-61 "the respon
sible co:&mands prepared dr!lfts of the specified Illanuals and a 
scenario was written for the training film, but in the latter half 
of 1961 the Air Force Plans Directorate suspended action on all of 
the projects pending a maturity of the New Frontier strategy. In 
terms of the developing New Frontier strategy, Air Force Manual 1-2 
appeared to place excessive emphasis upon massive retaliation and 
mass-destruction and did not give adequate emphasis to the application 
of precisely measured power in limited or general war. 181 . 

During Project Forecast Major General Jerry D. Page headed the 
Policy Panel which sought specifically to identify the goals of 
national policy that would influence development decisions within 
the Air Force. The panel did not attempt to determine what national 
policy should be, but it sought to define and interpret the meaning 
of national policy as it was. The panel believed that the first 
goal of policy was deterrence of war, general or otherwise, and that 
the importance of a deterrent capability at any level of intensity 
would be directly proportional to the damage an aggressor could 
expect to sustain at that level. Maintenance of superior strategic 
forces could deter a general nuclear war, but at levels of conflict 
below nuclear holocaust--limited wars, insurgency wars, insurrections, 
civil unrest--other objectives would becQme important. The Folicy 
Panel stated that these objectives would be the maintenance of 
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multiple options and flexibility of forces for crisis management 
under varying lesser conflict situations; maintenance of the 
survivability of forces against uncertainties; realistic arms 
control measures that would not leave the United States vulnerable; 
controlled response and damage limitation in order that an enemy 
would not mistake the intent of prescribed military action; and the 
maincenance of thresholds of negotiation and war termination 
capabilities that would ensure the accomplishment of United States 
objectives. Some of these goals would be factors in preventing the 
outbreak of hostilities; others would be applicable in wartime, 
when the overriding objective would be to control the hostilities and 
to conclude them successfully at the lowest level of intensity. The 
main thrust of United States military policy appeared to be the 
creation of a stable military environment. 182 

The thinking of Project Forecast's Policy Panel permitted a 
clarification of Air Force basic doctrine. Secretary Zuckert 
accepted the Forecast checklist of policy objectives and stated on 
10 February 1964 that they would be emplo1ed in the design of the 
Air Force force structure for the future. 83 Working under the 
direction of Major General Page during the winter of 1963-64, 
Lieutenant Colonel Richard C. Bowman, Lieutenant Colonel George H. 
Sylvester, and Major William E. Simons shared authorship of the 
draft of the new basic Air Force manual which was coordinated through 
the Air Staff and published as Air Force Manual 1-1, Uni.ted States 
Air Force Basic Doctrine, 14 August 1964. 184 The authors of~h~ 
new~l had served on the Project Forecast Policy Panel, and the 
thinking in the manual generally followed Forecast findings. As 
described in the manual the nature of modern conflict was related to 
the ten-point checklist of characteristics of forces which had been 
set forth in Project Forecast. The general characteristics and 
requirements of aerospace forces were specified as being flexibility 
(derived from range, mobility, responSiveness, and tactical versa
tility), survivability, ceutral direction of command and control, 
penetration ability, selective target destruction capability, and 
recovering and recycling ability. Separate chapters described the 
employment of aerospace forces in general war, in tactical nuclear 
operations, in conventional air operations, and in counterinsurgency. 
In its conclusion the new manual stated a concept of national 
security: "Since the United States seeks a world free from aggression, 
its military forces must develop capabilities which clearly signal 
to a potential enemy that war at any level cannot produce a meaning
ful advantage. However, the nature of modern war has altered the 
use of force to the extent that total victory in Some situations 

, would be an unreasonable goal. Where enemies with capabilities to 
destroy our urban centers are involved, we should seek military 
objectives more realistic than total defeat of the enemy. It 

With the publication of Air Force Manual 1-1 the Air Force had 
adapted its doctrine to the concept of national security that had 
emerged from the new strategic situation in which thermonuclear 
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weapons and an assured delive~y capability in the hands of potential 
enemies had altered the use of total military power. In an additional 
exposition of the new rationale, the Air Force Deputy Directorate of 
Acvance Planning published a statement on t~ational Policy and 
Conflict Hanagement lf in November 1964. 185 In categorizing future 
conflict this statement distinguished between all-out thermonuclear 
holocaust in which national annihilation would be the apparent 
objective and all other conflicts of lesser intensity_ All-out 
counter-city thermonuclear war would be the least likely form of 
conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union, since it 
was inconceivable that either nation would rationally and deliber
ately embark on a cou~se of national suicide. All-out thermonuclear 
war could be deterred as long as the United Stat'es -maintained a 
retaliatory capability that could survive a surprise attack with 
certainty, an ability to penetrate whatever defenses the Soviets 
might have or might build, and warheads large enough to assure 
damage levels of a very high order of magnitude. Under this condi
tion no surprise attack could possibly look at~ive to Kremlin 
planners. And it would be equallr inconceivable that the United 
States would initiate such a war. 86 

While all-out counter-city nuclear holocaust would be unlikely 
provided the United States maintained necessary deterrent capabili
ties, a wide spectrum of lesser conflict remained available to the 
Communists, who had pledged that they would use military force to 
attain their objectives in cases in which potential gains would 
exceed risks that would-be involved. One distinctive characteristic 
of the lesser forms of conflict would be that in each case hostile 
military forces would be the legitimate objective of military action. 
Since the sole purpose of these military actions would be to achieve 
a particular political end, the United States would seek to use its 
military force to gain military advantage over the enemy's military 
force and thereby facilitate the attainment of its politi~al goals. 
In order to deter lesser conflicts the United States would require a 
capability and a determination to present the enemy with a con
frontation in which the risks would be greater than the gains that 
he might expect to achieve through a particular act of aggression. 
In order to maintain this capability the United Stares would require 

JEorces that would permit it the option of escalating any lesser 
conflict all the way to the top of the upper end of the spectrum of 
conflict. Thus while military capabilities would have to be keyed 
ro the concept of providing military advantrge at the upper end o.f 
the spectrum of conflict, the United States could not permit any 
significant gaps to exist in its capability to handle lesse~ 
conflicts. The maintenance of this force posture would prevent an 
enemy from escalating a conflict to a portion of the spectrum of 
conflict where the vital interests of the United States or its 
survival might be placed at stake. 187 

When viewed against the spectrum of future conflict, the Deputy 
Directorate of Advance Planning suggested that the Air Force's 
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checklist of ten national policy objectives assumed understandable 
meaning. Deterrence was the credible capacity to discourage and 
thereby prevent aggression and was the number one national objective. 
Crisis management involved the ability to endure periodic and even 
prolonged international crises without either relinquishing the 
political objectives or allowing the situation to deteriorate into 
open conflict. It would require excellent intelligence, superior 
military forces cap~ble of demonstrating without actually being 
employed in a hostile sense, enduring survivability, and strong 
nerves. Realistic ~ control suggested that future forces would 
be designed with an eye to their stabilizing effect, their immunity 
to accidental or premature employment, and their possible role in 
monitoring and inspection functions. Next to deterrence, .;ontrolled 
respcnse was probably the most important item on the checkiist. It 
prescribed the kind of military action required in the event that 
deterrence should fail. It insured that military objectives would 
be kept in tune with political objectives and that exactly the right 
amounts of force would be employed to win political objectives. It 
suggested that there were responses other than a spastic one which 
woula he more in the interest of national security. The sU3ject of 
multiple options would seek to provide a national decision maker 
with a number of choices for responding to any particular contingency. 
Such options would be available when the national military posture 
was sufficiently flexible to pe~mit alternative targeting plans, 
incremental applications of force, employm~nts of force in both 
strategic and tactical missions, an~ responses to unforeseen con
tingencies. The damage limit~tion objective involved the employ

,ment of military action in pursuit of poiitical objectives without 
bringing destruction to the things that the nation was trying to 
preserve by going to war. Enemy capabilities which were threats to 
the United States or its Allies would be targeted for precjse 
priority counterforce attacks. By intentionally avoiding widespread 
\.'')llateral destruction to the enemy. the United States would provide 
tIle enemy with a strong incentive to avoid deliberate attack on its 
own popu1ation centers. If hostilities occurred, the United States 
wuuld be interested in attaining negotiation thresholds which would 
be advantageous points on the ladder of conflict escalation. In 
crder to prevent the expansion of a lesser conflict to s level of 
unrestrained conflict, the United States would seek to terminate a 
conflict at the lowest threshold at which it could attain its 
political objectives. The objective of ~ termination imposed 
requirements for intelligence capabilities, forces that could re
cover and recycle for a continuing employment in a degraded envi~u
ment, reliable command and control, and continuing military capa
bilities for a post-hostilities period. The Deputy Directorate of 
Advance Planning stated that the ten-point checklist was being used 
by the Air Force to analyze its future weapon system requirements 
anc further predicted that it would become "a well-thumbed reference 
to Air Force planners in the years ahead.,,188 
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* * * * 
In many ways the retirement of General Curtis E. leMay as Air 

Force Chief of Staff on 1 February 1965 marked the end of an era in 
the Air Force. General leMay was the last major commander of World 
War II to retire from active duty. "Our country owes a debt of 
gratitude to Curt leMay, II witnessed Secretary Zuckert. ''He has been 
one of th~ great leaders of our time--in war and in peace. The 
Strategic Air Command • • • stands as a testimony to his gen1ud as 
an organizer, manager, and leader. For seven years, he served as 
Vice Chief of Staff and Chief of Staff of the Air Force. During 
those years, the precision which he had created in SAC was infused 
into all of our operating and support commands. That precision was 
accompanied by growing flexibility, by new ideas, and new ways of 
thinking about military problems .••• With his retirement, we 
enter a new era in which we will owe much to the many foundations 
of our strer..gth for which he was responsible. ,,189 

As it was published in August 1964, Air Force Manual 1-1, 
United States Air Force Basic Doctrine manifested an intention to 
look forward. The older basic doctrine manuals had stated: "Basic 
doctrine evolves from experience and from analysis of the continuing 
impact of new developments. "190 The new manual held: "Basic doctrine 
evolves through the continuing analysis and cesting of military 
operations in the light of national objectives and the changing 
military environment. ,,191 The older manuals had taught that the 
United States Air Force was "the .p)::imaryaerospace ann of the United 
States" and that: "0£ the various types of military forces, those 
which conduct operations in the aerospace are most capa'>le of 
decisive results. ,,192 The new manual stated: "Aerospace Forces are 
one part of a national military establishment maintained to support 
national policy objectives in our relationS with foreign powers. "193 
As Secretary Zuckert viewed the matter, Air Force leadp.rs were 
willing to abandon their old disbelief that "there was any war which 
couldn't be won by air power alone," but they rightly knew that air 
power was "the supreme deterrent to general war" and "that there 
was no war which could be won without ail- power. "194 
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CHAPTER 15 

THE N£VER-FNDING QUEST FOR AIR FORCE DOCTRU.TE 

In the foreword to Air Force Manu~l 1-1, United States Air 
~ Basic. Doctrine, Genera! LeMay observed: lilt is probablethat 
new interpretations will continue to be needed if Air Force doctrine 
is to be responsive to changing national policy requirements, the 
potential military threat, and developments in military technology."l 
Despite the efforts of a long line of air power thinkers--Mitchell, 
Trenchard, Douhet, Sherman, Ken vlalker, Seversky, Hansell, O.A. 
Anderson, Kuter, Momyer, Dale O. Smith, Slessor, Page--the Air Force 
had not found its l1ahan, and it no longer appeared likely in 1964 
that an everlasting code of basic aerospace power doctrine could be 
refined and published for the guidance of the Air Force. 

Both the record of the past and the portent of the future 
reveal that basic Uaited Stdtes Air Force doctrine is a product of 
the pure capabilities and limitations of aerospace power, the 
developments in technology which affect these capabilities and 
limitations, the changing circumstances of the hostile threat, and 
the national policies of the United States. Since none of these 
factors remain constant, Air Force basic doctrine must c'mtinue to 
be responsive to change. While Air Force basic doctrine cannot fail 
to be responsive to the nature of the ho"'tile threat and to the 
requirements of national policy, the record of the past nevertheless 
reveals a danger in relating baslc doctrine 1:00 closely to either 
hostile threats or national policies, both o~ which are subj~ct to 
fairly rapid change. The collapse of the German Luftwaffe provided 
an object lesson~ the failure of the worlct's once most powerful 
air force to accomplish ultimately needed national requirements 
because Adolf Hitler had designed it to support a national policy of 
limited blitzkrie~ warfare. And if U.S. Air Corps planners had 
limited their doctrina1 thinking to the support of a national ~olicy 
of isolation that prevailed in the United States during the 1930's, 
tl">~ United States would not have possessed· capabilities for strategic 
air warfare that proved so providential during World War II and its 
aftermath. . 

Based upon the experience of the past, United States Air Force 
basic doctrine cannot ignore the dictates of national policy and 
the enemy threat since military power must be useful in the accom
plish.nent of national purposes, but the basic doctrine must also 
seek 1:0 accomplish the ultimate attributes of aerospace power--not
withstanding existing limitations of tec~mob1gy. Viewed in terms 
of tiny fabric-covered pJanes, thE> doctrines of Mitchell and Douhe~ 
were largely dr~ams, but developments in technology unforeseeable 
in their times largely substantiated their predi~tions. While 
existing technology apparently envisions no practical means i·' which 
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space C3n be "controlled" by peacefully-inclined nations, Air Force 
basic doctsine cannot safely ignore the f",ct that in the future the 
nation may vitally require capabilities to operate in space and 
even to "control" space in much the same manner that "control of 
the air" or "air superiority" was exercised in the past. 

Even though doctrines change with constant re-evaluation. 
these doctrines are the .,edrock which pro\[ide a foundation for any 
meaningful military org;mization. This t-lClS the case with the 
United States Air Force. During World War II Army Air Forces 
leaderr possessed a commonly-held do~~rine of war, whi~h (as Marshal 
Ferdinand Foch had predicted much earlier) permitted them to solve 
their various problems, each in their m·m fashion, while cirecting 
their individual actions toward a common objective. This doctrine 
was a product of professional study both of the h:i.cltory of warfare 
and of the potential effect of air vehicles on military science and 
strategy. The lessons of World War II laid the basis for the 
organizational manifestation of air power doctrine that came to be 
in 1947 the United States Air Force. In the 1950's thoughts of a 
transcendent strategic air accomplishment of national military 
purposes indicated for a time that a unitary national r,lilitary 
establishment and doctrine might supersede the Air Force and the 
other military services, but the new natio;.31 strategy of "controlled 
flexible response" marked a return in 1961 to an emphasis upon the 
separate services and looked toward the development of a combin~d 
doctrine of war related to air, sea, and land media of operations. 
It is thus incumbent upon the Air Force to continue to develop doc-· 
trines applicable to the aerospace media and to ensure that these 
doctrines are suitable fOl: incorporat:ion into a national military 
doctrine for unified operations. Without clearly developed aerospace, 
sea, and ground war doctrines, the formulation of effective unified 
military doctrine is all but impOSSible. 

Viable Air Force doctrine has alt·,ys been and ought to continue 
to be a unique product of professional experiznce and rt:sponsibility. 
There is a certain merit in any man having to stand prepared to meet 
a payroll, and for military leaders combat is the payoff. From 
William Mitchell onward past experience indicates that productive 
air power thinkers tend to become reactive when they leave positions 
of responsibility. Although civilian scholars have an ahility to 
influence military thinking, these scholars--even those in govern
ment-financed "think factorieslt--lack an ultimate responsibility for 
ensuring that their ideas will be sound enough to meet rigid require
ments of future battles. ~imilarly, boards and commissions of 
responsible civilians, such as were extensively employed during the 
1950's to provide guidance on military matters, are able to render 
informed opinions, but they lack an ability to work fo~ the acceptance 
of their recommendations within the militaryestablishme~t. 

During the course of itR history the Air Force has never found 
a proper organizational location for a function which it requires in 
order to refine, test, evaluat.e, and promulgate air doctrine. Certain 
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characteristics of Air Force doctrine bear upon the nature of the 
organization which must accomplish doctrinal responsibilities. Air 
Force doctrine must represent the judgment of the highest level of 
authority, must comprehend naUonal policies and technological 
advances, and must be generally compatible with the evaluated do.c
trines of the other Armed Services. On the other hand, a doctrin;al 
organization shoulo be relatively free from the press of daily sta ~ 
work which would detract from its primary mission, be able to muster 
the services of experienced men in sufficient numbers to permit a 
mutUill stimulation of thought, possess adequate library and laboratory 
facilities, be prepared to maintain a broad and continuing look at 
the entire Air Force, and be capable of generating basic ideas and 
concepts and of testing and evaluatir.g them to determine their 
doctrinal significance. Fina lly, usable doctrine should be cornrnuni
ca ted in .:l me<3nillgfu I manner to a 11 Ai r Force personne I and should 
be made the su!:>jectfor study, discussion, and continuing eVdluation 
in Air Force educational instilutions. 

When all has been said, it is possible that this history c'" Air 
Force ideas, concepts, and doctrine can offer only one significant 
conclusion. The narrative has revealed that men who believed and 
thought and lived in terms of air power were the makers of the 
modern Air Force. According to an observer of the times, men of the 
U.S. Air Corps "talked and lived airplanes and air pov/er." "All. the 
way from the hangar line to the old Air Corps Tactica 1 School,'" 
recalled Hajor General Rot>t.~rt F. Tate~ "you heard talk abollt..air 
power."2 Without a ~imilar belief and thought and dedication to 
aerospace power on the part of the men ::;nd women of the modern 
United States Air For<.:e, the future survival of the United States 
could well be in jeopardy. 
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